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 Catalogue4 ID699 

Artist ID: 699 
 
Artist Name: Chanee Choi 
Website: https://chaneec.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/chaneec_studio 
 
Artist Statement: My artwork combines East Asian traditional crafts and new media, forming a hybrid genre focused 
on immersive experiences. My work employs Orientalist aesthetics, exploring the specific dynamics of East Asian and 
Asian Americans' history of hierarchical social structures through a feminist lens. Some of the crafts I use in my work 
include traditional Korean embroidery, costumes or clothing, and accessories, these are combined with 3D 
animation, video game interaction, and wearable technology. 
Chanee Choi is a multidisciplinary interactive artist. She is originally from South Korea and now lives, works, and 
studies in Seattle, Washington. She earned her BFA in Craft Design from Dongduk Women's University in 2013 and 
MFA in Fiber and Material Studies from the Art Institute of Chicago in 2016. Choi is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Art 
and Technology at DXARTS at the University of Washington. 
Her projects and exhibitions have been shown domestically and internationally, New York, Chicago, Covington(KY), 
Seattle, Los Angeles, Hongkong, Taipei, Berlin, Helsinki, and Seoul. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 699 - Chanee Choi 
Artwork 1 Title: Polaris 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 550 x 500 x 550 
Artwork 1 Medium: Performance with E-textile costumes, Interactive LED face sculpture, Interactive Kinect 
Animation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Polaris is inspired by starlight and our existence in the universe. Seattle WA, 2018-19  
Polaris, named for the north star, is an operatic sci-fi interactive installation inspired by William Morris's story of a 
romantic utopian socialist society of the future. 
Polaris tells the story of the Imjin War, the 16th-century Japanese invasion of Korea, through the perspective of a 
woman from the year 2500AD using dance, video game-play, dance, and sculpture. The story of the Imjin War is not 
commonly known outside of Asia, but it played an important role in shaping modern Korean culture, so a little 
history is necessary: 500 years ago, the Choson dynasty of Korea had a strong bond with the Ming dynasty in China. 
The Ming was very dominant economically and culturally so it seemed natural to obey them and maintain close ties. 
Japan, in contrast, was relatively poor, often seeking aid from the Choson, so it was never imagined that they would 
have the audacity to invade. 
Due to their bureaucratic mindset and neo-Confucian hierarchy, the Choson felt safe from the Japanese, who they 
considered less civilized, and were taken off guard by their aggression. When the Japanese landed on the coast, the 
Choson believed that their king would protect them, as he should have done according to Confucian principles, but 
he fled, along with the upper classes, allowing the Japanese soldiers to kill many vulnerable women and children. 
Eventually, with the help of the Chinese, the Choson succeeded in expelling the Japanese military, but the actions of 
the Choson leadership exposed the neo-Confucian class system for its hypocrisy and the lower classes began to see 
the upper classes as irresponsible, greedy and sneaky. It is a contradiction that persists into the present day, as 
Korea has never succeeded in shaking off the pernicious elements of its neo-Confucist hierarchy, and continues to be 
plagued with misogyny, ageism, and classism.  
How will our culture have developed 500 years from now? In Polaris, Chanee Choi playfully explores the potential of 
cultural evolution in collaboration with choreographers Sarah Chiesa, and Catherine Wolf, who mixed elements of 
Japanese Butoh with the Korean Seung-mu, a dance created by female Choson monks after the Imjin war to heal and 
console. In the mingling of the two forms, we continue this healing and gesture toward an inclusive future utopia. 
Polaris is a space to discover the signal within that connects all of us through immersive light and interactive video 
installation. Polaris is inspired by starlight and our existence in the universe. We have a signal within us that we can 
use to communicate with other worlds. The Introspective signal that connects all of us might be in a dead zone 
temporarily, but we should believe that it is within us. Our signal connects us to the universe, and could be 
something we can see, feel, or touch. Like footsteps echoing in a cave, your movements through Polaris will be 
echoed in the light it shines as it reacts to your presence. People are invited into The Polaris Experience by an 8' x 4' 
sculpture which contains motion-activated LEDs with IR receivers. The sculpture is shaped like using four profiles of 
my face. 
Visitors are encouraged to participate by playing a game on a large screen projected on a wall. The video game is 
motivated by 'Samsaraâ€•, which is from Buddhist theory: The beginningless cycle of repeated birth, mundane 
existence and dying again. It's a motion game played by shaking by a wearable controller with your hand. It has 5 
different levels created with embroidered elements. It is projected onto two rounded screens that are facing each 
other in the middle of the gallery. 
At the opening reception, Korean Seung mu(ìŠ¹ë¬´(åƒ§èˆž)) and Japanese Butoh(èˆžè¸•, ButÅ•) dancers performed 
around and within the installation wearing LEDs dresses that respond to the choreography.  
Polaris Video (1:38): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gFh6J5JytA&ab_channel=ChaneeC 
More info: https://chaneec.com/POLARIS 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 699 - Chanee Choi 
Artwork 2 Title: Pandemic 2020 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 0x0x0 
Artwork 2 Medium: Web Video Game, Twitch Streaming Game Play 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Pandemic 
â€˜Pandemic 2020,' is a 1st person 3D video game in which the player is a COVID-19 virus within a virtual 
environment, the visuals are made by Chanee and the sound are composed by Wei Yang. 
This project is using this game to bring awareness to incidents of discrimination, xenophobia, racism, and violence 
against Asian Americans during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. The artist has collected videos of insults that strangers 
have uploaded to the internet, interviews with victims of COVID-19 fueled racist attacks, as well as playful mentions 
of the 'Chinese Virusâ€• on TikTok and other live video apps.  
Like COVID-19, the feeling that the majority of people are against a particular minority can be without symptoms to 
society as a whole, but Asian Americans are now witnessing a surprising proportion of people testing positive for this 
sentiment.  
Over 30 percent of Americans have witnessed bias against Asians because of COVID-19 (Ellerbeck, 2020), In real life, 
these moments slip by generally unnoticed by our non-Asian friends, so The artist has been collecting playful 
demonstrations of xenophobia toward Asians from the virtual world and juxtaposing it with the bloody aftermath of 
racist attacks. 
This is a strange moment in the world's history. We don't yet know how this pandemic will end up affecting the 
world's economy, the relationships between nations, or politics within the United States. We are being reminded 
that as human beings we are very fragile, and in our desire to feel strong, throughout our history, we have used 
scapegoating as a mechanism for catharsis and in-group bonding.  
We have a solution to suggest. She proposes a â€˜Wash the Hate' campaign in response to anti-Asian bigotry amid 
the COVID-19 crisis. Our new game, â€˜Pandemic 2020,' is a way for us to confront the absurdity of the moment, 
and the combination of fear and infection that is driving it. 
Pandemic 2020 project has featured UW News, GeekWire, and Seattle Times 
Ellerbeck, A., 2020. Over 30 Percent Of Americans Have Witnessed COVID-19 Bias Against Asians, Poll Says. [online] 
NBC News. Available at: <https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/over-30-americans-have-witnessed-
covid-19-bias-against-asians-n1193901> [Accessed 13 May 2020]. 
More Info: 
1. Seattle Times Interview: https://www.seattletimes.com/entertainment/uw-grad-students-video-game-helps-
people-understand-what-the-pandemic-has-been-like-for-people-of-color/ 
2. Pandemic https://dxarts.washington.edu/research/creative-work/pandemic 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID700 

Artist ID: 700 
 
Artist Name: Sasha Napoli 
Website: https://sashanapoliart.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/sashanapoliart 
 
Artist Statement: Beginning with an abstraction of the human form framed by architectural features of an interior 
space, I question the threshold between the painterly mark and the creation of an entire image. I explore the 
application and interaction of paint upon a surface. By manipulating the viscosity and transparency of the paint, 
mark-making, materiality and complementary colours become the basis of my paintings. Thick coats of paint 
conceal, while light glazes and scratching reveal what is underneath, simultaneously creating an illusion of depth and 
drawing attention to the painting's inherent flatness. 
My concern with the painterly mark and interior space is interlaced with an interest in the Baroque fusion of painting 
and sculpture in ceiling frescoes; sculpture was used to emphasise the illusory nature of painting. I take this notion 
and combine it with an exploration of the Expanded Field of Painting, where processes such as sculpture or 
installation are merged with painting. 
Inspired by this, I draw on physical processes; manipulating the shape of the canvas, both loose and on the frame; or 
extracting and fragmenting shapes from the painting and extending them into space with different materials. These 
physical processes create a partial visual block to the painting, engaging the viewer, and encouraging them to 
fluctuate between a passive observation of the entire piece and looking through, or walking around these blocks to 
view the painting in detail. My paintings, therefore, extend beyond their frame to inhabit the room as an object. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 700 - Sasha Napoli 
Artwork 1 Title: Peep 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200x150x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint and oil pastels on linen and loose canvas. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: â€˜Peep' embodies my fascination with the painterly mark, materiality and architectural 
elements. I then combine this with my interest in the Baroque fusion of painting and sculpture to spark my 
consideration of the Expanded Field of Painting. Using a loose piece of canvas, I have extracted flat elements from 
the painting and extended them into space, allowing the painting to become an object. This encourages the viewer 
to fluctuate between a passive observation of the piece and actively looking around the visual block that has been 
introduced in front of the painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 700 - Sasha Napoli 
Artwork 2 Title: Marking on My Mind 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x22x12 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and oil pastel on linen canvas. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: â€˜Marking on My Mind' portrays my interest in challenging the idea of a painting 
contained within a frame. By physically manipulating the shape of the canvas, detaching it from its frame and 
shaping it as I want, I allow the painting to become a three-dimensional object. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID701 

Artist ID: 701 
 
Artist Name: Qianwen Yu 
Website: https://www.qianwenyuyu.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/qianwenyuyu 
 
Artist Statement: Qianwen Yu (b. Guilin, China) is an interdisciplinary artist and animator based in Chicago, IL. She 
graduated with a Master of Fine Arts degree in Film, Video, New media, and Animation at the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. Her artwork and animation has been shown internationally in the United States, France, South 
Korea, China, the United Kingdom and Mexico. Combining traditional techniques, such as weaving and hand-drawing 
with modern ones, Qianwen takes experiments from 20th century Modernism in animation, weaving, sound, and 
architecture and reimagines them in the contemporary moving-image arena. Her artwork combines different human 
sensory dimensions, such as touch, vision, and acoustics, and tries to blur the boundaries between different fields of 
weaving art, animation, film, sound, and space. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 701 - Qianwen Yu 
Artwork 1 Title: The Rhythm Behind the City 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Video-based installtion 
Artwork 1 Medium: woven fabric, woven video, installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In Rhythm Behind the City (2019) Qianwen takes experiments from 20th century 
Modernism in animation, weaving, and architecture and reimagines them in the contemporary moving-image arena. 
Inspired by "Metabolism", a Japanese Architectural Movement, throughout 2019 Qianwen captured the "skin" of 
Chicago with photographs of the city's exterior. These images were woven into the fabric and reanimated with 
techniques inspired by 20th century Direct Animation works. Through the mutual decomposition and reconstruction 
of different mediums, and the journey back and forth between hand and digital, the source material is transformed 
and returned to the city's environment. The transition between these mediums adds motion and reveals a vibrant 
and vital rhythm behind the city. 
Project link: https://www.qianwenyuyu.com/rhythm-city 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 701 - Qianwen Yu 
Artwork 2 Title: The Symphony Behind the Fabric 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Video-based installtion 
Artwork 2 Medium: woven fabric, digital synthesized image, video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Project link: https://www.qianwenyuyu.com/symphony-behind-the-fabric 
This project explores the woven fabric as a map, and as a score; linking it through time, labor and sound to space. 
The music is created entirely by the structure of woven fabric. The structure includes different numbers of 
harnesses, tie-ups and orders to hit the treadle. To create different patterns of the fabric, a weaver must need to set 
up the warp for the loom, design the tie-up box, and confirm the order that their feet hit the treadle. And this form 
of structure can be written in numbers, translated into a musical score, and then 'weavedâ€• into a piece of music. 
The music hidden in the cloth represents the labor performed by the weavers, so the score here is the evidence of 
intense labor. 
The intention of this project is about to explore the relationship of sound and weaving, virtual/abstract and physical, 
technology and tradition, new and old. It is about how fabric provides a new way to manipulate sound and how to 
expand our listening ability. It developed a new composition technique and open a doorway for listening to the 
wider community. 
This is a work I started during the quarantine. As a weaver who needs a loom a weave, I have lost access to a lot of 
essential weaving equipment at school during the months of quarantine. Given the limitations on weaving facilities 
and current situation of having to deal with computer and mobile devices, I began to reconsider the human - 
technology interaction and the relationship between weaving and digital technology. Is it possible to integrate digital 
technology into traditional crafts? Is it feasible to weave without a loom? What is the relationship between hand and 
screen? I was inspired in the pandemic to replace the loom with my computer. The sound has become the weaving 
thread and shuttle, and the video has turned into the 'woven cloth.â€• The alternative arrangement, meanwhile, 
exhibited the connection between sound and weaving through this creative work. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID702 

Artist ID: 702 
 
Artist Name: Ho Lai 
Website: www.ho-lai.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ho_lai_ 
 
Artist Statement: Ho Lai is a ceramic artist based in London,UK. Her 
work explores the contemporary nature of ceramics, experimenting with the materials and processes involved in its 
creation. She graduated from the Royal College of Art attained MA Ceramics & Glass in 2019 and was awarded the 
Grocer's Hall Bursary. Her work was highlighted as one of the five breakout artists by Sight Unseen, the renowned 
online interior magazine. After graduation, she exhibited at the British Ceramics Biennial FRESH 2019 and Cluster 
Crafts. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 702 - Ho Lai 
Artwork 1 Title: To The Same Place I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 37cm x 37cm x 25cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Porcelain, Glazes 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I find poetics in the transformation of material through working in the 
approach both subversive and experimental. The interrogation of an idea, 
colour combinations and material experimentation are prominent in my 
practice. 
I work from microscopic images, medical illustrations and cross section 
diagrams that describe the structure and the formation of human body, which 
is composed of aggregates of cells, atoms and molecules. I translate these 
using aggregates of dried colour clay in various sizes, along with dried clay's 
dissolving quality to form as a visual metaphor. 
â€˜All go to the same place. All come from dust, and to dust all return.' 
- (Ecclesiastes 3:20) 
This body of work reference the Bible, where mankind is understood to be 
made from dust by God, I intend to capture the decaying state of the human 
body through the manifestation of labour - forming structures when the clay is 
dissolved. This making process has created a paradox, which I refer as 
forming the non-conforming. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 702 - Ho Lai 
Artwork 2 Title: To The Same Place II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 32cm x 30cm x 17cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Porcelain, Glazes 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I find poetics in the transformation of material through working in the 
approach both subversive and experimental. The interrogation of an idea, 
colour combinations and material experimentation are prominent in my 
practice. 
I work from microscopic images, medical illustrations and cross section 
diagrams that describe the structure and the formation of human body, which 
is composed of aggregates of cells, atoms and molecules. I translate these 
using aggregates of dried colour clay in various sizes, along with dried clay's 
dissolving quality to form as a visual metaphor. 
â€˜All go to the same place. All come from dust, and to dust all return.' 
- (Ecclesiastes 3:20) 
This body of work reference the Bible, where mankind is understood to be 
made from dust by God, I intend to capture the decaying state of the human 
body through the manifestation of labour - forming structures when the clay is 
dissolved. This making process has created a paradox, which I refer as 
forming the non-conforming. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID703 

Artist ID: 703 
 
Artist Name: John Cake 
Website: https://john-cake.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/johncakeart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a child of 70s/80s NW England, where punk was a spirit, not a pose. Where Hip Hop, House 
and Techno resonated and thrived (DIY, scally, remix, laugh). 
My paintings plunder the symbols of conservatism, capitalism, class, masculinity and religion, to deconstruct the 
images and language of the societal systems that attempt to define and control us. 
I mine this wealth of source material, revelling in its leftovers, errors and redundancies. I flip between digital and 
analogue techniques to abstract, clip, glitch and layer these elements. They coalesce into a wild-style-graffiti-map, a 
calligraphic, vibrant web of visual snippets that resist and relinquish power. 
Wilting pepper plants employ the colours of a hospital ward at Xmas, a pair of old-skool Filas stomp though the 
bedroom in Arles, my scalpel cut-and-pastes an abusive tutor's lemon. 
I largely make the paintings for myself, to create an absurd nonsense, to refocus my intentions. But, for you, I want 
my paintings to induce a state where your certainties are thrown off-kilter yet inspire optimism and hope. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 703 - John Cake 
Artwork 1 Title: ReCover(bruising-pit); 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 135 x 95 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Taggart/Mark E Smith/A Ferguson 
Cubist Drums 
Injury claims  
A bespoke typeface 
A Romanian church icon 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 703 - John Cake 
Artwork 2 Title: ReCover(radish); 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 120 x 4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Matisse 
Disney 
George Costanza 
The seeds of The Little Artists 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID704 

Artist ID: 704 
 
Artist Name: Parveer Braich 
Website: https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/ParvFull?ref=seller-platform-mcnav 
IG: www.instagram.com/parveerb 
 
Artist Statement: I hold an Upper 2.1 class degree with BA Honours in Interior Architecture (Design and Practice) 
from Oxford Brookes University in 2010.  
I possess 10 years of working experience within the creative and built environments industry. Although I have only 
recently turned back to art. 
During my early years of education in GCSE and A Levels I studied art, art AVCE and textiles. I was ranked in the top 
10 for highest marks for my art GCSE in the UK.  
I distinguish myself on the consistency of processes within the journeys in design, spaces, immersive media and 
technical production, as well as listening and growing with my clients. I do not offer a particular style because I 
believe that my job is to cultivate life from the unknown which will ultimately manifest into a tangible form, 
physically or emotionally. This approach means that I embark on a project without any perceived style biases and 
remain open to critique at each phase, knowing this will only serve to evolve and positively curate the idea. 
Since 2017 I turned to watercolours as form to express fluidity and embrace errors for wellbeing whilst working 
professionally as a senior experiential designer. Since then I have further developed the watercolour into a form of 
artwork which has been commissioned for wedding and anniversary gifts for friends and family. Whilst designing a 
bespoke residential home in Derbyshire I embarked on the journey of translating the premise for the interior design 
into an artwork piece itself. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 704 - Parveer Braich 
Artwork 1 Title: Surrealism Landscape in England 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 18 x 30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: watercolour and soaked rose petal residue 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Since 2017 I turned to watercolours as form to express fluidity and embrace errors for 
wellbeing whilst working professionally as a senior experiential designer. Since then I have further developed the 
watercolour into a form of artwork which has been commissioned for wedding and anniversary gifts for friends and 
family. Whilst designing a bespoke residential home in Derbyshire I embarked on the journey of translating the 
premise for the interior design into an artwork piece itself. This has been the start of my journey for the surrealism 
landscape. The design of the house reveals theatrical and playful synergies in order to stimulate the sensory and 
encourage the visceral encounters. Although the watercolours started with realism to convey the landscape of peak 
district, my aim was to figure out how I can transition into abstract depiction which would draw out the visceral and 
emotional connections when situated in such locations and spaces. Often we escape to the countryside to enable 
that feeling to breath freely, appreciate being in the present and release our woes. I hope to further develop my 
landscape watercolours by exploring playful and theatrical surrealism to deliver more of an abstract depiction on 
large scale formats. I am currently looking into naturally made application mediums such as soaked rose petal 
residue. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 704 - Parveer Braich 
Artwork 2 Title: Surrealism Landscape in England part 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20 x 30cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: watercolour 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Since 2017 I turned to watercolours as form to express fluidity and embrace errors for 
wellbeing whilst working professionally as a senior experiential designer. Since then I have further developed the 
watercolour into a form of artwork which has been commissioned for wedding and anniversary gifts for friends and 
family. Whilst designing a bespoke residential home in Derbyshire I embarked on the journey of translating the 
premise for the interior design into an artwork piece itself. This has been the start of my journey for the surrealism 
landscape. The design of the house reveals theatrical and playful synergies in order to stimulate the sensory and 
encourage the visceral encounters. Although the watercolours started with realism to convey the landscape of peak 
district, my aim was to figure out how I can transition into abstract depiction which would draw out the visceral and 
emotional connections when situated in such locations and spaces. Often we escape to the countryside to enable 
that feeling to breath freely, appreciate being in the present and release our woes. I hope to further develop my 
landscape watercolours by exploring playful and theatrical surrealism to deliver more of an abstract depiction on 
large scale formats. I am currently looking into naturally made application mediums such as soaked rose petal 
residue. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID705 

Artist ID: 705 
 
Artist Name: Elizabeth Hammond 
Website: www.elizabeth-hammond.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/elizabethhammondart 
 
Artist Statement: Are you sitting comfortably? Then I'll begin..... 
My practice is about drawing and using drawing to investigate seemingly conflicting objects and animals with 
different surfaces and textures. I bring together on a surface, incongruous objects and animals in order to highlight 
the inherent qualities of each of them and their place of belonging. Through these incongruous compositions, I 
intend to create an unusual and often provoking narrative for the viewer. 
I employ the single medium of a 2B pencil to investigate the different surfaces and textures that can be achieved. I 
draw deeply from my love of classic children's literature, The Tales of Beatrix Potter, Lewis Carrol's Alice in 
Wonderland and Mary Norton's The Borrowers. I mimic Carrol's and Norton's inherent notions of scale and play with 
these factors in my drawing. I explore the manipulation of scale in my drawings in a way that will mimic the 
incongruity of the images.  
The drawings are left unfinished as a way in for the viewer, a gifting. 
I am interested in drawing the viewer into my way of seeing the world, a naÃ¯ve, childlike view where one takes 
nothing for granted and everything is new and interesting; an Alice like wonder at the beauty of unlikely objects... 
I am a British artist based in Hampshire who has exhibited as part of numerous exhibitions in England and Australia. I 
completed my MA in Visual Art at Curtin University, WA in 2008. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 705 - Elizabeth Hammond 
Artwork 1 Title: Let's All Move One Place On (i) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 150 x 3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: 2b Pencil on Dessin Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork forms part of The Tales Series, it is about drawing and certain limits of the 
material used. The paper has been selected as it is the whitest and smoothest of a big scale I could find. It is about 
the part of the page that has not been drawn on as much as it is about the drawing itself. Using only a 2b pencil 
pushes my skill with handling it, I have to be very dexterous with approaching the light areas and work extremely 
hard to create the dark dynamic tones. Tone is important as the more dramatic the difference the more the object 
shines. I enjoy removing place from the reflections of the object so it is not about where they come from but what 
they are, drawing the attention to the everyday by creating an extraordinary situation, intending to prompt the 
viewer to use their imagination to see the everyday in a different way. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 705 - Elizabeth Hammond 
Artwork 2 Title: Curious Tales and Other Stories xii 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 44.5 x 38.8 x 2 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: 2b Pencil on Ceramic Primed Board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This artwork forms part of The Tales Series, here I have created my own unique surface on 
which to draw. The boards are made from marine ply (surface) and pine (frame) which have then 2 layers of epoxy 
applied. Then a mixture of organic paint and ceramic dust are applied in at least 10 layers, sanding thoroughly 
between each layer to create the smoothest yet very tactile surface. Once the surface is drawn on that mark cannot 
be erased so I had to approach the drawing with much thought and care. I enjoyed playing with the ideas of framing 
here, stepping out from the confines of the edge of paper that can automatically provide a frame for a work. Using 
only a 2b pencil pushes my skill with handling it, I have to be very dexterous with approaching the light areas and 
work extremely hard to create the dark dynamic tones. The pencil works to replicate the shine of the object. I intend 
to draw the viewer's in attention to the everyday by creating an extraordinary situation, intending to prompt the 
viewer to use their imagination to see the everyday in a different way. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID706 

Artist ID: 706 
 
Artist Name: Gordon Fearey 
Website: www.gordonfearey.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/gordonfearey 
 
Artist Statement: When I paint, I listen to my materials, my own voices and the paintings themselves. I don't make a 
picture of something. Instead, I improvise. The painting is an ecosystem with its own laws and gifts. My body says 
'goâ€• or 'no-goâ€• to every increment of line and color. Whether it's too much darkness, not enough complexity, 
too much allusion, not enough history, too much geometry, not enough singularity - when I'm engaging with these, I 
become part of the ecosystem. I enter cautiously and try to leave no trace. I aspire to a poem without words. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 706 - Gordon Fearey 
Artwork 1 Title: The end 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 46x61 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolor on Arches paper, unframed 
Artwork 1 Commentary: For 20 years, I made my living as a writer, and perhaps that's why there is often a beginning, 
middle and end in my visual work. Here, the final layer in pink is a dramatic finish, the final act of the painting. In 
2020, I have feared an end to what is left of democracy, the rule of law and rational thought. I am aware that such 
darkness can exist on a bright sunny day, and I did not have a plan for what to do. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 706 - Gordon Fearey 
Artwork 2 Title: Hemispheres 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x41 
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolor and gouache on Arches paper, unframed 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I am fascinated by forces that are beyond my conscious control. At every moment of line-
making, I feel like an instrument that must respond to faint neurological signals that tell me to go this way or that 
with my brush. In this painting, the signals led me to create two hemispheres in yellow, which reminded me of 
hemispheres of the brain. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID707 

Artist ID: 707 
 
Artist Name: Connie Liebschner 
Website: www.connieliebschner.net 
IG: www.instagram.com/connieliebschner_art 
 
Artist Statement: Connie Liebschner's work explores reconstructed and fragmented landscapes, drawing inspiration 
from Glasgow and the West Coast of Scotland. Her work describes the shifting light within rural environments, 
layering the image to depict a multifaceted view. The shifting perspective aims to recreate the feeling of emersion, 
as the viewer is led to absorb the image through both focused segments of interest, along with more peripheral, 
hazy areas. The work aims to create quiet moments of reflection through the circular motif and linear boundaries 
that punctuate the moving scenery. Liebschner uses translucent layers of chalky gesso and glossy inks to paint, 
scrape and rub, mimicking the contrasting textures, along with a palette that enhances the rich qualities and depth 
of the landscape. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 707 - Connie Liebschner 
Artwork 1 Title: Patulous Horizon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61.2cm X 81.6cm X 0.3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Gesso, Acrylic and Acrylic Ink on Board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-auy3v3hoHL 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 707 - Connie Liebschner 
Artwork 2 Title: Fragmented Fells 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 61.2cm X 81.2cm X 0.3cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Gesso, Acrylic and Acrylic Ink on Board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-37tfv49Q37 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID708 

Artist ID: 708 
 
Artist Name: Hsuan Li 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Li Hsuan is a photographer, interdisciplinary researcher and writer, working with text, images and a 
range of materials including wood, stone and herbs. Her works question art's capability to interact with issues 
relating to urban environment, postwar collective trauma and forgotten victims in history. 
Li Hsuan views art as a powerful weapon to evoke people's emotion and awareness. Through interdisciplinary 
research-based practice, she explores implicit connections between social issue and aesthetics, between abstract 
and representation. Li Hsuan graduated from the University of Leeds with a Master degree in Film, photography and 
media.  
ARTICLES 
1.Postwar Alienation, Authenticity, Primal Symbolism'A Theoretical Study and Visual Analysis of Abstract 
Expressionist Art Works 
2.Postmodern Utopias, Urban Photography and Unconsciousness 
3.Realism, 'Realityâ€• and Postwar French New Wave Film Aesthetics 
Exhibitions 
2020 ç¢‡æ³Š/Moorage. Group Exhibition. Suzhou JINJI Lake Biennale / The Second Art Dialogue Exhibition.  
2020 Silent City. Group Exhibition. Loosen Art Gallery. Rome, Italy. 
2019 Survivors of Trauma.Chicago Urban Art Retreat Center. Chicago, USA. 
2018 Intercultural Photography Exhibition. The University of Leeds, UK / Southwest Jiaotong University, China 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 708 - Hsuan Li 
Artwork 1 Title: Language of Antenna Arrays 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70cm*78cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital photography/mixed media/text 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Language of Antenna Arrays" consists of images of antenna arrays, a Chinese character ä¸° 
(fÄ“ng)-rich, three English letters - t.a.x. and a carved stone.â€¨ 
The process of deciphering this language is similar with the one that create pictographic characters in ancient 
China.â€¨ 
From form to letters, then from letters to narratives.â€¨ 
Each character is an image. 
The grammar of "Language of Antenna Arrays" resists the rules of encoding and decoding that existed in human 
language, but obeys the primal principle of earliest methods in human communication. 
On a stone, I carved and collected the language of antenna arrays. The earliest communication media reconnects me 
with the primal energy of humanity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 708 - Hsuan Li 
Artwork 2 Title: Symphony: Fluid Punctum 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60*45cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: digital photography/mixed media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Symphony: Fluid Punctumâ€• is a research-based project that conducts visual investigation 
into construction sites found in cities. 
'Fluid Punctumâ€• is a metaphor symbolizing the ever-changing state of damaged spots and the kaleidoscopic 
fragmentary landscape that flow like fluid wounds in cities. 
How to play the Symphony? 
It expresses itself with forces of contrasts,  
between primal ways of living in nature,  
and postmodern life in cities,  
of being interrupted constantly by fragmentary urban landscapes. 
Through offering artistic perspective on the temporality of the unique urban landscape, the aim of the work is to 
stimulate reflection on unlimited expansion and cycle of destruction-reconstruction-recovery in cities. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID709 

Artist ID: 709 
 
Artist Name: Lydia Park 
Website: https://korea2018korean.wixsite.com/lydiapark 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Lydia Park is an artist based in Seoul, Korea. She earned a BFA at the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago with a focus on ceramics sculpture. 
My work aims to enlarge the perception of ceramics and describes the intrinsic attributes of clay in an abstract form. 
When introduced as a ceramist to others, most ask me about the wheel-throwing scene from the film Ghost (1990). 
Another common question is if I make pots, cups, plates, and such. People's narrow-scoped recognition of ceramics 
is unfortunate as a person who studied ceramics sculpture. Thus, I took many years to carefully consider what I did 
and am doing even after graduating from college.  
During the time, I found ceramics and our current lives resembled. We live in a fast-changing world and people have 
a tendency to focus only on the result, not the process. This also is the case in ceramics, putting a value on how 
beautifully and practically they are made.  
Therefore, I describe the small moments, atmospheres, and feelings of our current lives in the pieces by searching 
for the originality of an object or a phenomenon. In the process of making my work, I tried to understand the clay 
first and utilize the basic hand-building methods to express clay's own characteristics. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 709 - Lydia Park 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled (Abstraction of Life) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 3X22X19.5 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glazed ceramics 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a part of the series, developed from the original idea and concerned with the 
common cognition regarding the ceramics.  
I begin with paradoxical thinking, circumlocution to unravel the generalized idea. 
Our ancestors painted murals (on the walls) from the past, so we all know what it is now. 
In terms of murals, some people find the structure of the wall (a category of installation, sculpture) first then paint 
next, vice versa.  
Everything depends on what we pursue. From my work, I tried to overlap 3-D and 2-D together. 
What is the boundary between the painting and the ceramics sculpture? I cannot place anything in my vessel, but it 
is still a vessel. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 709 - Lydia Park 
Artwork 2 Title: Unusable Kettle 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 3.2X27X24 CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Glazed ceramics 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a part of the series, developed from the original idea and concerned with the 
common cognition regarding the ceramics.  
I begin with paradoxical thinking, circumlocution to unravel the generalized idea. 
Our ancestors painted murals from the past, so we all know what it is now. 
In terms of murals, some people find the structure of the wall (a category of installation, sculpture) first then paint 
next, vice versa.  
Everything depends on what we pursue. From my work, I tried to overlap 3-D and 2-D together. 
What is the boundary between the painting and the ceramics sculpture? I cannot place anything in my vessel, but it 
is still a vessel. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID710 

Artist ID: 710 
 
Artist Name: Louis Lisle 
Website: www.louislisle.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/louislisleart 
 
Artist Statement: My work tends to have a deep-rooted relationship to materials and the physical action of making. 
This results in a series of encounters where I often balance the creation of finished and unfinished forms and 
structures. Which presents itself as more obscure, intriguing, and open ended than perfectly resolved, 'finalised' 
piece of work.  
I begin to investigate these ambiguous notions from observing localised places which mainly include construction 
sites, car parks and scenes of detritus- they are locations that physically represent the idea of shift and flux, of 'non-
places' which are not fully functional. I reorganise, deconstruct, and reinvent new ways to experience these 
mundane locations.  
Deconstructing regular patterns and grids with bold energetic mark making create scenarios which are visually 
difficult to navigate through. The amass of layers, process and surfaces leaves the viewer new ways to interpret 
endless possibilities that derived form uncannily recognisable forms. I contrast the application of paint by choosing 
to juxtapose careful geometric patterns with bold spontaneous splashes of oil paints. I adopt a non-traditional 
approach to working with oil paints by using the medium generously with rollers, decorating brushes and other 
tools. Continuous disruption and changing any pattern and grids serve as motifs of impermanence and the ever-
changing nature of the way we experience and behave in the physical world. It is this idea of claustrophobic 
confusion that lies at the heart of my work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 710 - Louis Lisle 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 x 180 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Oils on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Working Progress Image  
This paintings is apart of a series which is to exhibited in RSA New Contemporaries 2021 at the Royal Scottish 
Academy, Edinburgh. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 710 - Louis Lisle 
Artwork 2 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 180 cm x 180 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and Oils on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Working Progress Image  
This paintings is apart of a series which is to exhibited in RSA New Contemporaries 2021 at the Royal Scottish 
Academy, Edinburgh. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID711 

Artist ID: 711 
 
Artist Name: Hannah Del Herrera 
Website: https://hannahdelherrera.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/hannah.del.herrera 
 
Artist Statement: Weird, metaphysical and vibrational boundaries between reality and the surreal-mind collapse, 
merging - allowing actuality to rebirth and become anew with each piece of work. The potentiality of something, 
other than what our ego state perceives through its biased eyes, materialises. The certainty we co-exist within 
breaks down and fragments into a perpetual state of uncertainty and unknowing of the real. 
Normality becomes more and more dysfunctional as it is attacked with the rawness of the unconscious self; 
awakening a light of transcendent knowing that nobody could ever truly grasp. This knowing ascends above all of 
what we are - an energy that lies within each one of us; delivered into a state between non-existence and reality to 
watch as it bounces in tandem, analogous to that of Newton's cradle. 
Gestural abstraction of form and colour occupy the canvas; contained are elements of flashing thoughts and 
imagery, spouted out with emotion and depth. The forms become symbology of a transcendent self and otherness, 
forcing us to question the 'real' we've come to know.  
The works present a vivid sensitivity to the surreal-mind as an abstract version of reality. As the viewer is immersed 
into these worlds, they plummet into an ethereal realm beyond themselves and begin to wander a new truth outside 
of their veracity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 711 - Hannah Del Herrera 
Artwork 1 Title: What's Next?, 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 70 x 3.8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: What's Next? is a culmination of visions and imagery presented to me in quick, successive 
flashes. The forms and movements flow through my brush in gestural abstraction; the paint itself receiving my 
energy and thinking as if with its own mind.  
The painting is a body of impulsive colour and form which manifested from intuitive choice - expressive marks 
revealing themselves with emotion and depth.  
Smeared across the canvas is imagery from dreams, visions and repetitive thoughts which occupied my mind at the 
time of creation. The amorphous figure representative of the self, or of others - the key is the uncertainty.  
This work is vulnerable and exposed; it knows more of who I am at a raw, unconscious level than I can comprehend. I 
am looking at me as an outsider, and others are viewing my naked self. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 711 - Hannah Del Herrera 
Artwork 2 Title: Appointment at 10 with the Rabbit, 2020 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 3.8 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Appointment at 10 with the Rabbit began rapidly and impulsively. As I woke from a deep 
sleep, my mind created a nebulous creature in a dreamy haze, as it often does, in front of me. It stared and I stared 
back until it abandoned me physically and returned to me through swift, flashing thoughts - these thoughts are 
uncontrolled for me, and do not leave me alone.  
The creature in question centres the canvas, almost drowning beyond the expressive marks surrounding it. Other 
shapes seen are repetitive within my works, such as the triangle sat high upon a fluid pole.  
All of my expressionist paintings are named with the very first thing that jumps at me when looking at the piece - 
rabbits always seem to be on my mind.  
Upon finishing my works, I often sit and think in front of them for long periods of time, attempting to understand 
what's in front of me. So far, all I know is that the paintings are bare, gritty materialisations of what I perceive to be 
real; connecting more to the world inside my head than to the external reality we accompany together. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID712 

Artist ID: 712 
 
Artist Name: Janet Howkins 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/janethowkinsart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a self taught mixed media artist and an active member of Creative Spin Studios, Leigh Spinners 
Mill, Greater Manchester where I have my studio. I have been working in my practice since 2011 and specialised in 
the subject of decay for the last 4 years; predominantly exploring erosion, texture and layers, particularly in natural 
forms and found objects as there is something fascinating about the residual memories, emotional attachments and 
the stories surrounding objects and places.  
To me, forgotten objects possess a sense of mystery and wonder, a historical conversation absent of voice, opening 
the mind to so many questions. What once was, taking on a new character as it decays from the elements, visually 
no longer recognisable and certainly no longer functional - a surplus to requirement. There is an element of natural 
beauty within the forgotten objects, many being subjects of purposeful damage and discarded to decompose over 
time. There is also a bittersweet emotional resonance from these pieces comparable to my own personal 
experiences and how objects can evoke a memory, an emotional attachment and inevitably with decay, induces the 
realisation of our own mortality and how everything must come to an end. 
I explore and experiment with raw materials and unconventional curing methods such as applied heat or fire to force 
textural reactions which emulate erosion and surface patterns found in nature. The forgotten objects are the focal 
point of all my pieces, embedded within the mediums and if this is not possible I use suggestive marks in an abstract 
application to represent the subject matter in the pieces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 712 - Janet Howkins 
Artwork 1 Title: Burnt Out 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56 x 42 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Concrete, found objects and Acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Burnt Out was created during the first lockdown this year. With the emotional rollercoaster 
of uncertainty, a one hour limit to freedom, each day started to feel like a perpetual circle of time where everyday is 
the same and life as we know it was on hold. The country was being held together by threads, these threads being 
the key workers who tirelessly continued to keep us going. 
The found objects in this piece are of debris found from burnt out cars on an old colliery site, a site which too was 
once a buzz of industrial operation, providing coal to keep the country going. The objects were collected during the 
prescribed one hour daily walks. The parts collected were worn and damaged from the environment and situations 
they had been subjected to. The ratchet and belt clip denotes support and stability. The belt is made from pieces of 
Anthracite, suggestive of the industrial past these objects were found and how it too supported us once before. The 
circle underneath is made from the remnant tyre threads to represent the perpetuation of time and the key workers 
that are holding the country together. Although frayed, broken and emotionally Burnt Out the wheels have to keep 
turning. The texture of the piece simulates the ground the objects were found but also the uncertainty and fragility 
of the situation caused by the pandemic of 2020. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 712 - Janet Howkins 
Artwork 2 Title: Ourgate 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 19 x 19 x 4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Ourgate was created in the summer 2020 when lockdown had lifted for most but coming 
from outside Manchester we saw a larger proportion of the year in more stricter lockdown situations. When most 
would usually be jetting off for summer holidays we were going to Ourgate. An all too familiar site and a saying well 
known; we are off to Ourgate this year, in other words we are not going anywhere.  
This piece is a suggestive abstract section of the back yard gate of a Victorian terraced house during lockdown. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID713 

Artist ID: 713 
 
Artist Name: Kira Phoenix K'Inan 
Website: www.kpkinanglass.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kpkinanglass 
 
Artist Statement: Artist and Designer, Kira Phoenix K'inan, brings together fine art and craft through works on paper, 
inimitable glass sculptures, ephemeral installations, and multi-exposure photography, which are sustainably and 
ethically produced in her studio in London. Today her collections are known for their rich colour palette, dynamic 
lines that intertwist into one another, and works that are in constant visual flux. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 713 - Kira Phoenix K'Inan 
Artwork 1 Title: Optic Cloud Series 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Average Sizes 20cm x 20cm x 5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Kiln Formed Glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Optic Cloud Series takes inspiration from the irregular geometric cube shapes formed in 
natural fluorite clusters and the Fox Glacier in New Zealand, which I had the opportunity to climb when I was 10 
years old. The Fox Glacier is the only glacier in the world that is surrounded by trees and the layered formations of 
ice were extraordinary.  
The creation of The Optic Cloud glass sculptures is a quick one, as I have limited time to create the patterns whilst 
the glass casting plaster is still wet. Once set, the irregular geometric shape is fixed. This allows for more organic 
forms to be created. Each artwork has a mesmeric quality as they reflect and refract light. They also feel other-
worldly, as though they are capturing a World Between Worlds, a land described in The Magician's Nephew, part of 
the Chronicles of Narnia series by C S Lewis. When holding each work it is as though you are able to see into other 
dimensions.  
These works can either be displayed individually or as a group.  
To see the full series please follow this link: https://www.kpkinanglass.com/optic-glass-clouds-kira-phoenix-kinan-
artist 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 713 - Kira Phoenix K'Inan 
Artwork 2 Title: Optic Cloud in Green Tint 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Kiln Formed Glass 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Optic Cloud Series takes inspiration from the irregular geometric cube shapes formed in 
natural fluorite clusters and the Fox Glacier in New Zealand, which I had the opportunity to climb when I was 10 
years old. The Fox Glacier is the only glacier in the world that is surrounded by trees and the layered formations of 
ice were extraordinary.  
The creation of The Optic Cloud glass sculptures is a quick one, as I have limited time to create the patterns whilst 
the glass casting plaster is still wet. Once set, the irregular geometric shape is fixed. This allows for more organic 
forms to be created. Each artwork has a mesmeric quality as they reflect and refract light. They also feel other-
worldly, as though they are capturing a World Between Worlds, a land described in The Magician's Nephew, part of 
the Chronicles of Narnia series by C S Lewis. When holding each work it is as though you are able to see into other 
dimensions.  
These works can either be displayed individually or as a group.  
To see the full series please follow this link: https://www.kpkinanglass.com/optic-glass-clouds-kira-phoenix-kinan-
artist 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID714 

Artist ID: 714 
 
Artist Name: Leonora Lockhart 
Website: www.leonoralockhart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/leonora_lockhart 
 
Artist Statement: My practice responds to collection, site and narrative, using the medium of clay in all its forms. I 
am influenced by the discarded and disregarded remnants of human interventions within specific landscapes, 
exploring the architecture and detritus of the everyday, bringing it back into focus through highly crafted art objects. 
They are often imbued with a feeling of the mass-produced, from which my inspiration habitually comes. The 
individual pieces become about a relationship between one entity and another; the natural and the man-made, the 
old and the new, the contained and the unfettered...  
They are governed by the metal dies and the materiality of the clay as it is extruded. Its plasticity compromised by 
grog that tears through its walls adding texture and crevices. Like the tension found within the relationships I am 
exploring, so my practice is a tension between the highly crafted and the mass-produced. And, although pieces are 
extruded in a semi manufactured process - I handle the clay in very specific ways, catching it at the right moment to 
harness the aesthetic that I'm looking for - it is about a feeling for, and a tacit knowledge of the material.  
I investigate the materiality of place within the work I make, the process of making representing a dialogue between 
the manufactured and the carefully crafted. Using bespoke dies, their designs resulting from the environment I'm 
responding to, these extrusions form intricate and one-off pieces that speak of the relationship between time, place 
and trace. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 714 - Leonora Lockhart 
Artwork 1 Title: Out of the Haar, 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Various pieces from 2x2x2cm, to 25x35x35cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glazed Ceramic Stoneware with gold leaf accents 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The unique and special landscape that you find on the Kent coast at Dungeness inspired 
these extruded pieces. When I was last there it was cold and extremely foggy - indistinct shapes loomed out of the 
cloud, smudged and hard to identify. These shapes emerge from the sea fog (the haar) that lingers over the ness. 
Metallic accents in the form of gold leaf hint at their industrial vernacular. Individual pieces can be moved around or 
composed to build different landscapes. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 714 - Leonora Lockhart 
Artwork 2 Title: Knotted [Orange] 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 36x39x15cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Glazed Ceramic Stoneware 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Knotted body of work was born out of overlooked and disregarded traces of human 
interventions that have been abandoned and over time resubmitted themselves to nature, within the Vannois 
National Park in France. 
These pieces take on an â€˜otherness', creating a feeling of human made paraphernalia against an essentially 
nature-centric environment. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID715 

Artist ID: 715 
 
Artist Name: Ipek Bã¶Rte Bortaã§Ina 
Website: https://www.borteipek.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/borteipek 
 
Artist Statement: Börte İpek, works about individual and social memory; how it is shaped through out the time and it 
effects our vision for a lifetime. 
Her work is expressive and fictional; the audience is first invited into see the obvious mostly the figures,  
throughout the journey, the spectator follows a path complemented by roughly painted figures and spaces. This 
journey is mostly about expressive brush strokes shaping abstract details for the spectator's own imagination, and 
creates alternative storylines. The initial narrative created by the artist gets richer in time with a deeper observation. 
Börte İpek completed her Undergraduate studies in Mimar Sinan University Faculty of Fine Arts 
Painting Department. Börte İpek, currently continues her work and life in Istanbul. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 715 - Ipek Bã¶Rte Bortaã§Ina 
Artwork 1 Title: portrait of mixed feelings 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and gouache on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 715 - Ipek Bã¶Rte Bortaã§Ina 
Artwork 2 Title: we live among monsters 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120x80 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic and gouache on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: one artwork with 6 pieces each 40x40cm 
I'm inspired from the society we live in. monsters meaning the evil side of us. evil is always around us. we've been 
thought not to be mean to each other for our entire life but we don't seem to act on it and be nice. we put these 
masks and fine acceptable reasons for our bad behavior to each other, blaming it on others. as the story goes in the 
Little Red Riding Hood we act like the grandmother, in her clothes and bed and be the wolf.  
https://www.borteipek.com/we-live-among-monsters 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID716 

Artist ID: 716 
 
Artist Name: Carmo Pinheiro De Melo 
Website: https://www.carmopinheirodemelo.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/_apabu 
 
Artist Statement: King' and 'Hemingway' are part of my series 'Away with Brutus' (2020), a manifesto against 
Brutalism, that explores the concepts of the materiality of emptiness and the negative space as a potential field of 
creation. 
In this series, I explore a telescopic view of the concrete remains of the Bermingham Library, revealing its interiority - 
a ludic approach if we take into consideration that Brutalism is already characterized by the use of exposed concrete. 
Though seemingly solid on the outside, its interior resembles a mass in mutation or in a process of dissolution, an 
image that evokes the rejection this architectonic style suffered. In fact, even though brutalist public buildings and 
housing complexes were designed to better serve the needs of the working class, this movement was gradually 
scorned. Their mass translates a feeling of permanence that contrasts with the way in which these big linear blocks 
of repetitive patterns and stocked floors were demolished or abandoned. 
(All files have been screen printed onto paper and fabric) 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 716 - Carmo Pinheiro De Melo 
Artwork 1 Title: King 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 150 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Work + Handmade Screenprint on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Away with Brutus - the un-superior style 
One argument is that this criticism exists in part because concrete faÃ§ades do not age well in damp, cloudy 
maritime climates such as those of northwestern Europe and New England. In these climates, the concrete becomes 
streaked with water stains and sometimes with moss and lichens, and rust stains from the steel reinforcing bars. 
"spiritual, intellectual, and moral deformity.","cold-hearted", "inhuman", "hideous", and "monstrousâ€•, does not 
age gracefully but instead crumbles, stains, and decays" 
These images are altered versions of the files from concrete.rip. All images represent a telescoped view of concrete 
pieces retrieved from the Library after it's demolishment. 
Artwork Entry 2 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 716 - Carmo Pinheiro De Melo 
Artwork 2 Title: Hemmingway 1 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 150 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Work + Handmade Screenprint on Paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Even though they seem to be hard to destroy or alter, I try to change the traces of these 
spaces, through the digital medium, by transforming its materiality. Deconstructing the notions of solidity associated 
with concrete, as well as the generalized conception that it is a poor and oppressive material, here I question its 
essence by giving it an alternative look - vibrant, disarmed, and harmonious. In this sense, my work gives body to the 
emptiness, that is, to a space that is no longer present and an object that no longer exists, thus valuing it. It is then 
through the negative space that I subvert the characteristics of this material, destabilizing our understanding of it. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID717 

Artist ID: 717 
 
Artist Name: Jessie Hoy 
Website: www.jessielouisehoy.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: A graphic designer by trade, my chosen medium is printed digital illustration. Inspired by New 
Yorker covers and the enviously witty; I lean heavily into using expected objects and people to tell an unexpected 
story. By doing this you force a viewer to consider unique perspectives within their everyday lives. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 717 - Jessie Hoy 
Artwork 1 Title: The Dive 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60.96 x 91.44 
Artwork 1 Medium: Poster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I've always felt that Trump supporters fall into two categories: those who like his policies 
and ignore the crazier side of him, and those that like him BECAUSE of what he says.  
In this poster I created an everyday scene of a summer pool and emphasized it the most with the texture, color, and 
heavy framing. Inside of the pool, a Klansman has just jumped off of the diving board. Out of the pool items, I 
created a likeness of Trump; the orange sand, the yellow umbrellas, two eyes made out of beach toys, and a pool for 
a mouth. The page is divided into two halves: a light side that has the Klansman jumping into a refreshing pool and a 
shadowed side with umbrellas. This represents the two versions of his supporters as I see them. There are racist 
people who enjoy the things he says and there are those that choose to live in the dark and ignore his faults.  
Because of this, I wanted to make the pool/mouth feel cool and invigorating; something that represented how his 
more staunch supporters would view his words. The diving board is black both to keep the Klansman separate and 
subtly represent a gun. On the opposite side, the page is covered in a shadow. The people are keeping themselves 
hidden and remaining in the shade to represent those who are benefiting from his term and/or ignoring the 
problems.  
All of the summer items themselves don't have any negative connotation. As individual pieces they're innocuous. 
However, sum of all the parts is what makes the whole scene. Once you take in all of the information and see the 
bigger picture, a grotesque face is made. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 717 - Jessie Hoy 
Artwork 2 Title: The Daily Struggle 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60.96 x 91.44 
Artwork 2 Medium: Poster 
Artwork 2 Commentary: There are times that I have to take a break from the news. So often I'm bombarded with 
stories that make me feel like life now is more of an uphill struggle than it has been in the past. I'm not sure if that's 
because I'm getting older, or because things are actually getting worse. I hope it's the former, but I worry it's the 
latter.  
My generation is often working two or more jobs to make ends barely meet, all while being told we aren't working 
hard enough. The world is slowly dying and it feels impossible to make anyone listen in time to fix it. Our current 
administration has emboldened the hateful and greedy and sometimes the fight against it feels like holding an 
umbrella in a tidal wave. 
In this poster I chose to visually show my frustration and depression in reading current events and receiving (what 
feels like) constant bad news. The background is red and attention-grabbing to mimic the feeling of being in a state 
of emergency. The foreground has a stack of newspapers with a focal image of a middle finger.  
By folding the paper in half, the middle finger is extended through multiple newspapers--elongating the finger. This 
helps represent the feeling of being hounded by bad news and feelings of anger at being in a rigged game.  
The phallic fingertip and fist on the bottom newspaper represent some of the types of stories that seem to dominate 
the headlines; those of sexual assault and violence. In between these images a portion of the finger is repeated to 
create a hyperbolic comparison to the repetition that this happens.  
The title of the newspaper is "The Daily Struggle" as a play on a publication name and the feeling of needing to keep 
the fight going. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID718 

Artist ID: 718 
 
Artist Name: Oliver Murdock 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/_olivermurdock 
 
Artist Statement: My work centres around abstraction and minimalist surrealism, I hope to capture the complex 
forms of human emotion through a modern application of mediums.  
I enjoy working with gesso because of the more basic uses it has. I prefer to paint it alongside other curious pigments 
such as shoe polish, which seems more relevant in today's society with fewer people having the opportunity to work. 
The main body of work I create is usually not representational but that of a delicate appreciation for form and 
abstract thought.  
I am currently living in London and studying Fine Art at Goldsmiths, in the past, I have worked as an art technician for 
a College in my hometown of Halifax where I also held a 3-year studio residency with Dean Clough. I hope to 
continue my studies and soon exhibit in London. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 718 - Oliver Murdock 
Artwork 1 Title: Sunrise 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x110x7cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Gesso & Oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sunrise' is purposely painted with the modulation of gesso, referencing neural pathways 
and how memories are formed/deformed. Commonly used as a base layer for oil painting, I have chosen to create 
raised textures letting the background show through to the foreground; giving a depiction of the past influencing our 
present... 
The visual communication that was intended in this painting may possibly influence a different state of mind. I have 
always been an advocate for bettering the mental well-being, here there is an intention to provoke a broad sense of 
stillness. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 718 - Oliver Murdock 
Artwork 2 Title: Clarity 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 35x29x4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Gesso, Oil & Shoe Polish 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Clarity' is a piece of work completed during the lockdown of 2020, November through 
December. There is a delicate use of white oils and gesso highlighting the more laborious background of shoe polish. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID719 

Artist ID: 719 
 
Artist Name: Christopher Digby 
Website: www.christopherdigby.org.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/christopherdigby 
 
Artist Statement: "Try not to be a man of success, rather try to be a man of value." Albert Einstein.  
I like to think of myself as a traditionalist who likes trying new things... An eclectic range of interests, sometimes 
contradictory and including Star Wars.  
I take a lot of photos! Inspired by the seemingly meaningless or randomness of them. Part allegory or reference. Part 
documentary for my own benefit; I enjoy making a memory out of an experience or imagined idea to look back on. 
Part series or theme with reoccurring ideas or images. Mostly manipulated.  
I have always been interested in the questioning of our origins, history and purpose and how we accept the answers 
we may or may not find. A big part of this is the role of mythology and religion and how they have impacted our 
relationship with truth and the acceptance of truths. 
A regular style I like using is the 'inverse' of an image and the suggestion of 'the same, but differentâ€•. I find this 
quite relevant in the world today in trying to recognise that there is beauty in difference and sometimes there is no 
difference in the first place, just the perspective.  
I like the depth we miss in our everyday life. In many ways it's a contradiction, like us. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 719 - Christopher Digby 
Artwork 1 Title: Red Rye Hut, 2017 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25.4cm x 25.4cm x 0.1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A landmark image for the comings and goings through Rye Harbour that marks the way to 
the sea. Weathered by the salt and sea air and yet, to me, it never looks dull. A feeling of fun and nostalgia. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 719 - Christopher Digby 
Artwork 2 Title: Soul, 2017 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 25.4cm x 25.4cm x 0.1cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography on Paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Creation vs evolution, light vs darkness and of course the age old question of whether we 
are souls or soul-less...? Taken on a family holiday with a life-sized wooden sculpture as the basis of the portrait and 
manipulated with Enlight. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID720 

Artist ID: 720 
 
Artist Name: Dominic Blake 
Website: https://www.dominicblake.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/dominicblakeartist 
 
Artist Statement: I use my body as my medium to create ephemeral, hieroglyphic forms, direct emotional responses 
to the environments I am located within, the people I share them with, internal dialogues and to my body itself. 
Captured photographically and through video, they transform into permanent records of time and space. My work 
emerges spontaneously in solitude and in collaboration with other artists. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 720 - Dominic Blake 
Artwork 1 Title: From the Earth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Height: 28.6 cm | Width: 21.49cm | Depth: 0.59 mm (iPad Pro screen size) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video (in MOV format) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: From the Earth  
https://www.dominicblake.co.uk/ashurst-emerging-artist-2021-submis 
During 2018/19 I began exploring the use of video to permanently record the ephemeral forms I create using my 
body in response to natural environments.  
From the Earth emerged spontaneously in solitude in my suburban garden. It represents the innate, elemental 
connection to nature that I feel. I used an old iPhone 6 to record myself. 
If successful, both of my video submissions 'From the Earth' and 'Sundial' would be displayed on Apple iPad Pro's 
with 12.9'' screens. They will be attached / hung on the gallery wall next to each other. I would be able to supply 
these (although would require help hanging and securing them). 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 720 - Dominic Blake 
Artwork 2 Title: Sundial 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Height: 28.6 cm | Width: 21.49cm | Depth: 0.59 mm (iPad Pro screen size) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Video (in MOV format) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Sundial 
https://www.dominicblake.co.uk/ashurst-emerging-artist-2021-submis 
During 2018/19 I began exploring the use of video to permanently record the ephemeral forms I create using my 
body in response to natural environments.  
Sundial was the fourth in a series of abstract forms that emerged spontaneously. Although at the time I created it I 
had no preconceived notions about what I hoped to create, on reflecting afterwards I realised that my moving form 
suggested the passing of time. The interaction of light and shade immediately suggested the Sundial, and the 
butterfly flying overhead came to represent the second hand on a clock or watch. 
I used an old iPhone 6 to record myself. 
If successful, both of my video submissions 'Sundial' and 'From the Earth' would be displayed on Apple iPad Pro's 
with 12.9'' screens. They will be attached / hung on the gallery wall next to each other. I would be able to supply 
these (although would require help hanging and securing them). 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID721 

Artist ID: 721 
 
Artist Name: Lara Di Virgilio 
Website: https://lara-di-art.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/lara_divirgilio 
 
Artist Statement: People, animals, anthropomorphism, interior and exterior environments, colour and pattern have 
always inspired Lara's artwork. Working in mixed media and printmaking, she uses both real life references and 
imagination to express desired textures, verve, atmosphere and Lara's connection with the world.  
Lara's unique style and attention to detail force the audience to look twice and enjoy the work over and over again. 
She has exhibited selected work at the Mall Galleries, ING Discerning Eye Exhibition 2018 and the Royal Arts prize, 
London 2019. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 721 - Lara Di Virgilio 
Artwork 1 Title: Anna's Houses in Venice 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 22 x 16 x 0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Collagraph and watercolour 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This collagraph and watercolour scene is inspired by visiting a friend in Venice.The cross 
sections of the house capture all the details and views of specific parts of Venice, such as the basement area that 
leads onto the Grand Canal, the views from the windows on the first floor show scenes of Campo Santo Stefano & 
Campi dei Morti. The top terrace has views of the San Marco Basilica. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 721 - Lara Di Virgilio 
Artwork 2 Title: Mulu Jungle - Borneo 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 24 x 17 x 0.1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Collgraph print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A collagraph print inspired by visiting Mulu Jungle in Borneo. Featuring a Golden Oriole bird. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID722 

Artist ID: 722 
 
Artist Name: Nic Gear 
Website: www.artofgear.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/nicartofgear 
 
Artist Statement: My practice interrogates notions around making a mark, both in the physicality of steps taken 
through 'edgeland' landscapes, and within the work 'drawing the line', as responses to these spaces. 
Investigations start with walking, often the spaces of Coxmoor, a liminal place close to where I live, set between 
urban and rural landscapes, observing the 'seasons' of this forgotten landscape.  
Using the materiality of the places explored, within the work, is significant. Examples include creating found debris 
collections and making handmade oak gall ink. Along with the many photographs taken, these all have an intentional 
indexical quality to them. My responses also consider the theatre of memory in the material gathered and the 
spaces in which it's been found. 
Marks and gestures, I make, become furrows, paths, contours, inscriptions, traces, in part facsimiles which imitate 
the patterns of the natural world. These combined with the debris collections become metaphors that draw on both 
of our sense of place in the natural landscape and the challenge mankind poses to the world's environments. 
All these threads come together through me as an artist who articulates dreams. Sometimes it's made manifest as a 
nightmare where the industrial world is overwhelming us, other times a daydream reimagining a sublime experience 
of the natural world. Most times the work express itself as combinations of both, where the balance between each is 
being negotiated, thus reflecting the steps we're all taking here on earth... 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 722 - Nic Gear 
Artwork 1 Title: Viral Earth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 38.5 x 55.5 x 5.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Relief Sculpture with found objects, mixed media, thread & entomology pins. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A pristine blue circle alluding to a living organism being overwhelmed by the debris of 
mankind, as if infected with a virus. The threads and lines mapping the tension between each element of the work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 722 - Nic Gear 
Artwork 2 Title: Viral Continents 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38.5 x 56 x 5.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Relief Sculpture with found objects, mixed media, thread & entomology pins. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A dynamic orange circle as if molten ready to explode underneath the continental debris. 
The pieces of plastic overwhelming the form beneath as if a virus. The threads and lines mapping the tension 
between each element of the work. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID723 

Artist ID: 723 
 
Artist Name: Donghwan Ko 
Website: www.donghwanko.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/donghwanko 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in exploring the spaces that I have occupied in my past and the space I occupy in 
the present. My works revolve heavily around strong affiliation towards understanding the dynamic nature of the 
spaces which we define as home. The space of the home is the most personal and private space; it is comfortable 
and it separates me from the outside world. Also I believe that the home may be the most basic space for everyone 
and the foundation for all actions and memories. From the vantage point of the home, we create family'our first 
experience of community. But for me, a home is not a fixed space, but an imperfect space that changes or moves 
along with time. It is a temporary space that requires settlement and adaptation. So, while a home gives me a sense 
of security, I realize that it is a temporary personal space which is unstable and bound by factors that are outside of 
my control. Also I think that a home is paradoxically comfortable, warm, complex, limited, temporary, divided, and 
empty.  
The spaces I have stayed in for a period of time have all become home to me, both psychologically or physically. I am 
thinking about finding the meaning of the space I inhabit and considered what home means to me. As an artist living 
in an era where one moves around and has to remain flexible while staying for varying lengths of time in different 
accommodations and cultures, adapting to the role of the migratory citizen of this contemporary world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 723 - Donghwan Ko 
Artwork 1 Title: The Unspecific Identity of Specific Space 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 80 x 120 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Mirror on Wood Panel & Wheel, 2020 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 723 - Donghwan Ko 
Artwork 2 Title: The Unspecific Identity of Specific Space 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 80 x 120 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic Mirror on Wood Panel, 2020 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID724 

Artist ID: 724 
 
Artist Name: Lauren Goldie 
Website: www.laurengoldie.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/laurenmgoldie 
 
Artist Statement: Lauren Goldie is a mixed media sculptor based in London, currently studying for her MA at Central 
Saint Martins. She was announced the winner of the Broomhill National Sculpture Prize in 2017 and consequently set 
up a studio in Bermondsey. Projects have included a recent solo show at the Winchester Gallery, six-months at the 
Cass Faculty of Art in association with Whitechapel Gallery and charitable exhibitions at various London Galleries 
(including GX and Store Street Gallery) raising funds and awareness for Parkinson's UK. 
Lauren's current body of work began with a test; how can light metamorphose materials and what might evolve if 
the materials themselves changed consistency? Initially, a series of experiments combining wax carvings with light 
examined how a wax sculpture accompanied by projection could fill an environment. Overtime, as the light source 
melted the waxwork, it remoulded causing the projected light surrounding the sculpture to alter. The evolution of 
shapes formed within the light projection were captured through a series of drawings. This documentation 
represented the gradual change of the impermanent structure. When the drawings were later translated back into 
sculptures, they provided the opportunity to define the impermanent state and make it permanent. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 724 - Lauren Goldie 
Artwork 1 Title: Error 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 92 x 66 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Polyurethane, Resin and Fibreglass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The themes of â€˜Error' are transition, loss and regeneration, designed to represent traces 
of forced progression from ephemeral environment to permanent structure. 
This sculpture began as a hand carved polyurethane maquette, inspired by a series of drawings. It was 3-D scanned 
and rotary machinery was used to establish an overall shape. Holes were added and the piece was finished by hand, 
before a durable layer of resin and fibreglass were applied as a final coat 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 724 - Lauren Goldie 
Artwork 2 Title: Empty Vessel 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90 x 71 x 5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Charcoal and Graphite 
Artwork 2 Commentary: One in a series of drawings, documenting shadows made when projecting through a carved 
wax sculpture. A layer of charcoal determines the initial shape, and is overlaid with intricate, cross-hatching to create 
an undulating landscape. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID725 

Artist ID: 725 
 
Artist Name: Habib Hajallie 
Website: https://www.habibhajallie.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/habib_hajallie 
 
Artist Statement: Through the exploration of identity within portraiture; I aim to convey a sense of empowerment to 
often marginalised minorities. I look to start an ongoing discourse confronting socio-political issues, specifically 
regarding the perception of various demographics as being of lesser humanistic value. With the disenfranchised 
often being undermined by mainstream society; which somewhat paradoxically reflects an archaic hierarchy of 
status similar to colonial ideologies.  
Using antique texts and maps as the canvases for my works has been a constant within my practice. This process of 
re-contextualising ephemera creates a cohesion between the concepts informing the work and the aesthetic output. 
As I empower various figures; I simultaneously do so with the ground used as I place them within new contexts. 
Usually using myself or family members as the subjects of my portraits creates a sense of immediacy apropos to 
navigating the intersection of my western upbringing and my Sierra Leonean heritage.  
Regularly drawing with ballpoint pen enables me to call upon traditional draughtsmanship techniques, influenced by 
sketches from the high renaissance. Through an almost contradictory process of using this relatively modern art 
medium with a classical approach to mark making: I look to celebrate authentic drawing within the digital age. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 725 - Habib Hajallie 
Artwork 1 Title: Allegory of Self Censorship 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 55 X 80 X 0.1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ballpoint Pen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This ballpoint pen self-portrait was drawn during the summer of 2019 in New Jersey, USA 
whilst I was an artist in residence at Guttenberg Arts. This work was exhibited at The 303rd Annual Royal Society of 
British Artists Exhibition at The Mall Galleries, February 2020. 
The collaged texts from the 1940s book, Questions of Our Day acts as a means of contextualising the thought 
process behind the work. Within modern society I believe that social media has strongly influenced a generation to 
be overly cautious of self-expression; as our hyper curated profiles serve to present a version of one's self that fits 
the status quo. Within this overtly politically correct paradigm, individuals seem to self-censor opinions or 
presentations of their â€˜online selves' as to not deviate from on trend ideologies. This work depicts a figure with 
censored genitals, as to ironically not offend the viewer. The body language represents a duality of vulnerability as 
the viewer almost appears to be intruding in the scene; as well as that of bold defiance in a world obsessed with 
exterior gratification & validation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 725 - Habib Hajallie 
Artwork 2 Title: Questions Of Our Day 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 84 X 59 X 0.1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ballpoint Pen 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This ballpoint pen self portrait drawn on collaged pages of â€˜Questions of Our Day' (1934) 
depicts the emotional turmoil of the isolated artist, as a consequence of the pandemic. Nuanced issues of ethnic 
identity, masculinity, race relations and the current tumultuous political climate are at the forefront of this surrealist 
work. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID726 

Artist ID: 726 
 
Artist Name: Stepanka Facerova 
Website: www.stepankafacerova.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/stepf2018 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multidisciplinary artist based in Cambridge, UK. 
â€‹ 
I mainly work with sculpture, video and installation. By building installations I create different worlds; worlds which 
are often dominated by what is seemingly uninteresting, overlooked or forgotten. I question our social habits, the 
necessity of routine as well as the need for a constant change.  
My practice involves using materials as varied as wood, plaster, glass, clay and paper. I am also interested in finding 
new ways of using traditional canvas. 
â€‹ 
The themes that interest me are social habits and the everyday. In particular, the ideas for my work originate from a 
simple observation of how we as humans fill our days and how we share the space with other living creatures and 
objects. The materials I use are often found, discarded objects which go through a certain transformation before 
being implemented in my work. 
Constant questioning leads to research within literature and philosophy. I am forever in search of answers, which is 
why I make art. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 726 - Stepanka Facerova 
Artwork 1 Title: Light Drizzle, 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x200x15cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: canvas, timber, video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work consist of a sculpture and video projection. The video can be viewed at 
https://vimeo.com/472684581 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 726 - Stepanka Facerova 
Artwork 2 Title: Hopelessly hopeful alias the last recording of Kauai Oo, 2020 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120x120x100 
Artwork 2 Medium: sculpture with an audio element (acrylic, wood, hey, stainless steel fittings and wires) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/400023320 
'Hopelessly Hopefulâ€•, alias the last recording of Kauai Oo, 2020 is an installation consisting of two elements: a 
large scale sculpture and a sound piece (https://vimeo.com/400023320). The bird's nest is placed upside down and 
suspended from the ceiling, allowing the viewer to walk beneath. The sound piece featuring the original recording of 
Kauai Oo bird singing and a story narrated from the bird's point of view is projected from above through the 
sculpture. The sound recording was provided by The Macaulay Library at the Cornel Lab of Ornithology, New York 
and a voiceover by Dr Jack Kelleher. 
â€¨With this work, I explore the story attached to the last recording of now-extinct honey eater Kauai Oo. The bird 
was named after one of the Hawaiian Islands where he lived for more than five million years before the humans 
arrived. Our arrival contributed to species extinction through several actions: hunting, bringing disease such as avian 
flew, bringing invasive animals such pigs and rats which extensively damaged the natural habitat of these 
geographically isolated animals. Kauai Oo was a small black and yellow bird who was well known for mating for life 
and singing in duets. In the recording used within the artwork, it is easy to notice the gaps in Oo's song that the bird 
leaves for his partner to fill in. It feels like a dialogue. 
â€¨In 1986, an American ornithologist John Sincock along with his two colleagues who were involved in the US Fish 
and Wildlife Services endangered species research project decided to pay a last visit to Kauai Island before their 
retirement. They knew that by 1981 there was only one pair of Oos left on the island, the ornithologist desperately 
tried to save the birds but after a devastating hurricane in 1982 the female disappeared. Sincock did not expect to 
see the bird again and so he couldn't believe his luck when he spotted the last male singing in the Kauai forest. He 
managed to capture his song on his tape recorder. Later that day he played the recording to his colleagues when 
suddenly the bird came back. The ornithologists were at first very excited to see the bird again but it soon dawned 
on them that the bird came back because he thought he heard another Kauai Oo. He has been on his own for a few 
years now. He died soon after that. 
â€¨We are naturally drawn to interesting stories and this is one way in which art has extraordinary power and the 
range of tools through which the wider public can be alert, informed and involved. 
â€¨This work reflects on species extension as well as the fragility of biodiversity. Of the original 142 of the recorded 
Hawaiian bird species, 95 are extinct and 44 are on the endangered list. Through my artwork, I am hoping to engage 
the viewer in discourse about sustainability, the effect that human behaviour has on the planet, specifically the 
extinction of species. 
â€¨Having the nest empty and upside down represented a metaphor of the bird's extinction, the lost. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID727 

Artist ID: 727 
 
Artist Name: Kevser Ugurlu 
Website: www.kevserartwork.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kevserartwork 
 
Artist Statement: Sydney based visual artist. 
I enjoy playing with colours, especially watercolour... 
I opened my eyes to the world in Turkey. 
I studied fine arts in my hometown. 
However, my story did not just end there. 
Before I knew it, life had taken a twist and gave me an opportunity to move to Japan at age 23. 
And 20 years later now, I am in Australia, experiencing and learning new things every day... 
I feel so lucky to be able to restart my art journey again to chase my dreams.  
I would be so glad if I were able to touch peoples' hearts with my paintings... 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 727 - Kevser Ugurlu 
Artwork 1 Title: hagia sophia 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 29.7 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolor,gouache and pen on watercolour paper Canson,medium cold press,185 gsm 
Unframed 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Hagia Sophia always inspires me and no reason to paint it. It is best known for its 
magnificent and massive dome. More than being a historical monument. And one of the most beautiful buildings I 
have ever had the pleasure of visiting. People in power forget that such heritage "belongs" to us all as one collective 
civilisation. Those belongings are more than borders and cultures. 
This artwork represents a special time in the timeline which engaged with battles. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 727 - Kevser Ugurlu 
Artwork 2 Title: complicated hope dreams 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42.0 x 29.7 
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolour on paper Unframed 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Dreams..Every person has the right to dream, though these dreams may be absolutely 
elusive because there is nothing plain and simple in this world and the life will be bright, multi-coloured and vivid 
only when we let us believe in it and see how changeable and manifold it may be. What about hope? The dictionary 
describes hope as a feeling of expectation and desire for a certain thing to happen. It is safe to say that when you 
combine those two words together you 'have an expectation and desire for what is most suitable for yourself. Is it 
simple? 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID728 

Artist ID: 728 
 
Artist Name: Georgia Dymock 
Website: https://www.georgiadymock.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/g_dymockart 
 
Artist Statement: Through the process of making, I intend to question the stability of the cultural binary that is drawn 
between digital and physical worlds, as I combine a physically enduring painterly practice with the latest 
technologies available to me. Informed by Isabelle Graw's rigorous analysis of painting, I wish to complicate and 
pluralise the idea of this medium in order to challenge its monolithic articulations, in hope to encourage a more 
nuanced framework for considering this ancient art form. 
The content of my work deals primarily with the body, living in a time where social media platforms are exploding, 
our visual identities are constantly being negotiated. Drawing from this I create figures whose features play with 
themes of digital aesthetics, featuring smooth, unblemished surfaces and saturated colour. These voluptuous 
painted characters echo the computer software they were initially designed in.  
The digital surface allows me to work at varying scales wherefrom I can inscribe precise ornamental descriptions 
alongside voluptuous curving lines. Later in the process, I blow up the size of the figure enormously as I translate it 
through paint onto a huge canvas support. The large scale emphasises the physicality of the painterly process that 
subsequently follows. My use of oil paint is a conscious effort to move away from the flat and to add towards the 
volume that these forms describe, oil paint responds to my need to build sculptural structures and to anchor each as 
immutable objects. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 728 - Georgia Dymock 
Artwork 1 Title: Tangled Red Figures 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 170 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: For this piece, I wanted to play with synthetic colouring of the bodies on a background that 
is inspired by optical illusion. Both figurative and surreal, these entangled forms are a consideration of our 
relationship to digital technologies and how these impact on our visual relationships and identities. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 728 - Georgia Dymock 
Artwork 2 Title: Purple Pinch 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 100 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is an expression of the corporeal tension and weight of the physical body that lies 
in opposition to the smooth weightlessness of digital surfaces. I wanted to use synthetic colouring to add to the 
surreal tendency of the painted figure and to explore a bright palette, reminiscent of digital visuals. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID729 

Artist ID: 729 
 
Artist Name: Petra Jaenicke 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I understand and see my works as modern interpretations of the photo collages of the Dadaists. A 
central concern of my experimental photographic work is to create a counter-draft to the prevailing photographic 
and social conventions. Just like the Dadaists, who rejected the political, moral and aesthetic values of the time and 
elevated everyday objects to the status of art using artistic methods and means of expression such as collage or 
photomontage. 
My photographic work plays with a metaphor for something that is beyond the photographed subject, deals with the 
representation of something that lies beneath the visible surface of reality, lies beyond the limits of what can be 
seen and represented. Art for me is an equivalent of the most profound life experiences. Therefore, I open up a 
visual space for the viewer, which leads him beyond the possibilities of the pure knowledge of reason, which can no 
longer be explained with an intellectual judgment alone. What is depicted eludes the simple reproduction of its 
surface, becomes a means of transport for my subjective representation of the world. To achieve this, I developed 
my own visual language. A visual language that thus acquires a unique character. Metaphorically speaking, I lay the 
photos on top of one another as if on a dissecting table in order to digitally merge layers, shapes and colors. This 
leads to an abstraction in which the photography is still recognizable as such, and yet something new is created. 
Reality shows itself changed, is indifferent to the alleged attachment of photography to the real, and becomes a 
carrier of the contents of being and the imagination. In this process, I work purely intuitively and try to find an 
expression for my visions as a poetic and aesthetic appropriation of life and timelessness. For me, every picture is a 
piece of the puzzle for a lyrical approach to these subjective visions and at the same time a chance for the viewer to 
make their own perceptions and experiences. My photographic works explore questions of reality and discover 
answers as poetic illusions about the human mind. This is not an easily theme, because it is about the philosophy of 
aesthetics and perception. I use it to create new worlds that should initiate something in the viewer, make them 
sound, trigger feelings. In doing this, they may come closer to people and reality than reality itself allows, because 
visions and other dimensions can, even if it is only for a tiny moment, like behind a translucent veil, a briefly opening 
border, to be divined. 
At the same time, my works are media-reflective, as they make it clear to the viewer that every photo, and thus the 
reality depicted, can be digitally changed. Nevertheless, the basis of my photographic art is still working with the 
camera. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 729 - Petra Jaenicke 
Artwork 1 Title: See what is not 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Created as collages by digital double exposures in several layers, the photo is modelled on 
real thinks but are beyond the certainty to represent her reality. I play with the abstraction of what is perceived as 
objective in order to make the viewer aware of the inherent digital variability of every image, as a reflection of the 
medium photography, but also the question of reality, to draw attention to the relation to reality of our perception. 
My work is showing the approximate dematerialization as an aesthetic world experience. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 729 - Petra Jaenicke 
Artwork 2 Title: Do not tear tenderness apart of fear 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 100 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Created as collages by digital double exposures in several layers, the photo is modelled on 
real thinks but are beyond the certainty to represent her reality. I play with the abstraction of what is perceived as 
objective in order to make the viewer aware of the inherent digital variability of every image, as a reflection of the 
medium photography, but also the question of reality, to draw attention to the relation to reality of our perception. 
My work is showing the approximate dematerialization as an aesthetic world experience. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID730 

Artist ID: 730 
 
Artist Name: Pietro Moretti 
Website: www.pietromoretti.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/pietrooom 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 730 - Pietro Moretti 
Artwork 1 Title: Disincontri (Disencounters) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 165X150 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A double road accident on two opposites lanes of a road. Two people, their limbs misplaced 
and entangled with the metal of cars, meet in a somewhat awkward and painful pose. A reflection on how from 
situations of personal and societal crisis new assemblages of relationships and ideas might arise. I was furthermore 
thinking about the grotesque, situations of stagnation and the co-dependency between people in collective 
situations. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 730 - Pietro Moretti 
Artwork 2 Title: Chi parte, chi rimane, chi ritorna (Who leaves, who stays, who comes back) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200X220cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint, beeswax, marble dust on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: An entangled group of people before a bar display different relations of longing: a couple 
vomits withheld words, a person tries to kiss in vain another one, while another person averts his glance in shame. 
Thinking about hedonism, disappointed relationships, and water as a means of transmission and circulation. The 
painting explores belonging in intimate relations and also reflecting upon a desire to connect to a particular place. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID731 

Artist ID: 731 
 
Artist Name: Edward Ian Armchair 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 731 - Edward Ian Armchair 
Artwork 1 Title: New Suit 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 29.7 x 0 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A self portrait of the artist in his new suit. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 731 - Edward Ian Armchair 
Artwork 2 Title: Love You...Scare Me 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4 x 0 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital photograph 
Artwork 2 Commentary: An image of antique bisque dolls heads, once dearly loved, now somewhat frightening. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID732 

Artist ID: 732 
 
Artist Name: Clare Thatcher 
Website: https://clarethatcher.wordpress.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/clare_artist 
 
Artist Statement: My work is deeply connected to a sense of place. The locations I choose and the focus of my 
attention are highly selective, personal and resonant of individual landscape features, associated thoughts, emotions 
and reflections. Central to my practice is the use of pure colour which I make from pigments. I select a limited 
palette and through the impact of both colour and surface I aim to capture the mood and sensation of an ever-
changing landscape. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 732 - Clare Thatcher 
Artwork 1 Title: Spirit of Place 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122x180x4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil & pigments on plywood panels 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 732 - Clare Thatcher 
Artwork 2 Title: Quiet Reflection 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 92x153x4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil & pigments on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID733 

Artist ID: 733 
 
Artist Name: Jaffar Aly 
Website: https://mycatsdopressupseverymorning.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/thatspaghettibrand 
 
Artist Statement: Jaffar Aly has built up a body of work that echoes the diasporic nature of his upbringing in the UK. 
The Zanzibar born artist continues to dispute the heteronormative, Eurocentric, colonial normality, and its 
multiplicities within the education system he is placed in and is determinedly paving the way along his own artistic 
path. Jaffar's creative ethos sees him continue to build on the anthropological foundations of his work. Throughout 
his various collections, we experience an explorative study of human life and its progression, showcasing compassion 
for the human form as well as a prominent contemplation of the current socio-political climate. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 733 - Jaffar Aly 
Artwork 1 Title: Timothy Goes To School 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 75 x 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Arcylic Paint - Abstract Expressionism 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Space is not neutral. Timothy now knows this as he steps into the ivory walls of academia. 
Look at how he's become. Academia has tarnished his smile, the curriculum has layered him unrecognizable. Take 
me to the undercommons where I can find folks who have been tarnished by academia and have found hope on the 
other end. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 733 - Jaffar Aly 
Artwork 2 Title: Self-Portrayal 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122 x 54 x 2 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic/Crayon paining - Abstract Expressionism 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Being a child of the diaspora comes with trauma. The trauma of being in a static state of 
liminality. Remembering a home that no longer exists with you in it. That moves on without you. Sonder, it hits. The 
trauma of a history that led to your (in)voluntary displacement, a history that precedes you. A history that has come 
to define you. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID734 

Artist ID: 734 
 
Artist Name: Betsey Kilpatrick 
Website: www.betseykilpatrick.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/betseykilpatrick 
 
Artist Statement: Betsey is a London based artist. Her painting practice emerges, changing continuously, a collection 
of unconscious drives. The questions her work raise are concerned with completion and non-completion, a 
borderline between form and abstraction, floating between realms, offering space to contemplate the 'not-there' 
possibilities of painting.  
"I like the idea that my paintings are breathing, something I cannot see, which generates an indistinct sense or 
feeling of life within a two dimensional object." 
She aims in creating an essence to the work that offers a familiar sense of connection with nature, similar to water or 
organic forms, a moment caught in the mist of its own becoming, a movement or flow. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 734 - Betsey Kilpatrick 
Artwork 1 Title: Continuum 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160 x 140 x 5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 734 - Betsey Kilpatrick 
Artwork 2 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45 x 35 x 3 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on linen 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID735 

Artist ID: 735 
 
Artist Name: Damon Price 
Website: https://www.damonpricesculpture.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/damonpricesculpture 
 
Artist Statement: I am contemporary figurative sculptor based in Yorkshire, with a passion for conveying energy, 
tension and movement in my pieces. 
Human forms and wildlife feature heavily in my work, and I aim to capture the spirit and essence of each subjects, 
employing both clay and the lost wax method.  
I am self-taught, including researching and building a small-scale foundry for his work. 
I like to see through the entire creative process from start to finish by not only sculpting, but then moulding, casting, 
and finally patinating and finishing the pieces myself. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 735 - Damon Price 
Artwork 1 Title: Fractured-Introspective 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59 x 19 x 16cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Unique Bronze Sculpture cast, finished and patinated by the myself from my own foundry. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 735 - Damon Price 
Artwork 2 Title: Move the Land 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 30 12cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Bronze 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by childhood memories I have tried to capture the power and majesty of these now 
rare creatures. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID736 

Artist ID: 736 
 
Artist Name: Abigail Harrison-Littlefield 
Website: https://abbihlartist.wordpress.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/abbi.hl.art 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multidisciplinary artist, finding fascination in organic shapes and forms. I aim to harness the 
potential of a line to move and swell and come alive, or to be still and unmoveable. A line holds the eyes attention 
above anything else and with that, holds power.  
As a creative, I have always loved to be artistically busy, otherwise I do not know what I would do. I paint to satisfy a 
compulsive urge to create something physical. My work is inspired by a fragmented archive of broken conversations 
and addresses subliminal themes of subtlety and a desire to disconnect. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 736 - Abigail Harrison-Littlefield 
Artwork 1 Title: 5Hz Burnt Chicken 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 10x10x2* 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9LD_QYQVY4&t=0s 
This piece plays with relationships. In particular, that of the ear and the eye. Exploiting the way we perceive and are 
deceived by these senses. I work with sound for its inherent ability to conjure deep emotional reactions; I paint 
because I can't not paint.  
This work focuses on the merging of sound and image and the tension this brings about. Taking pleasure in 
confusion, discomfort, and obscurity and aiming to trick, subvert, disconnect, and produce false expectations. To 
never reveal what is coming next. 
*This is the dimensions of the painting in the video, but the artwork itself is intended to be viewed on a screen and 
so does not have standard dimesions. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 736 - Abigail Harrison-Littlefield 
Artwork 2 Title: Day Wine 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 15x12x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is decidedly illusive, allowing individual meaning to be projected onto it. Its 
intentions lie in creating a satisfying flow, allowing the eye to wander freely and perhaps inviting the owner of the 
eye to indeed â€˜forget'. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID737 

Artist ID: 737 
 
Artist Name: Brandon Oleksy 
Website: www.brandon-oleksy.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/brandonoleksy 
 
Artist Statement: These photographs are from an ongoing series currently titled Home Free. The series is an 
exploration of the familiar roads, locations, scenes, and buildings that were a part of my coming of age experience in 
California. They are the images of roads I've been down millions of times, buildings I've passed by thousands of 
times, towns I've stopped in hundreds of times, and cities I've said 'It's not really worth the tripâ€• more times than I 
care to admit. The idea for this came about when I was forced to move back in with my family recently due to 
financial and job instability. I went from living in Northern California back to Southern California or palm tree hell as I 
liked to refer to it. During this time, I began to look back at the streets I grew up on with a more sympathetic 
viewpoint than the one I grew up with. I thought about how these places define who I am and how I define these 
places in response. The purpose of my work is to convey the nature of these scenes and landscapes to make a larger 
statement about the California experience. The images should convey to an outsider my version of California as I 
have experienced it, but also resonate thematically with others who have grown up in California as I have. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 737 - Brandon Oleksy 
Artwork 1 Title: Future Apartments 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 cm x 50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital C-Print From Scanned Black and White Negative 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image is taken in the suburb of San Marcos, California. The town of almost 100,000 
people is quickly expanding due to the nearby colleges and rising housing prices about 40 miles south in San Diego. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 737 - Brandon Oleksy 
Artwork 2 Title: No Parking 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 cm x 50 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital C-Print From Scanned Black and White Negative 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Vernon, California is a relatively unknown city in Los Angeles county. Vernon touts itself as 
being "exclusively industrial" featuring many factories, warehouses, and lots for various businesses. There are a little 
more than 100 residents. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID738 

Artist ID: 738 
 
Artist Name: Gail Deptford 
Website: www.gaildeptford.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/deptfordgail 
 
Artist Statement: Gail's work is based on her immediate environment, whether that is her garden, a local landscape 
or whenever she travels.  
Fortunate to have visited Australia for the first time shortly before Covid19 struck, memories of that trip, of being a 
stranger in a new place, became the focus of her paintings during this strange year of lockdown. Not interested in a 
conventional view her paintings explore how to describe the visual excitement of seeing something for the first time, 
of looking, glimpsing and exploring a new environment and finding a way to paint that experience. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 738 - Gail Deptford 
Artwork 1 Title: "A Stranger in a new place" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122cms x 91 cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: After leaving a wet, murky, England in October and arriving some 24 hours later on a 
beautiful, colourful, late spring day in Perth, Australia, this painting is about the visual sensations of being a stranger 
in a new place. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 738 - Gail Deptford 
Artwork 2 Title: "Red Track" 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91 cms x 77 cms 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: From the experience of a journey on a very rough, off-road red track, deep in the Margaret 
River forest, 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID739 

Artist ID: 739 
 
Artist Name: Jessie White 
Website: www.jessiewhitedesign.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/jessiewhitedesign 
 
Artist Statement: I am a designer and sculptor from Scotland, living and working in London. My work has always 
been driven by the desire to tell stories through the exploration of new materials, processes, and craft techniques. I 
studied Fashion Design in Scotland and then MA Fashion Artefact at London college of Fashion.  
I work with many different materials and find my inspiration in many different places, but I often find I am most 
interested in people. I am intrigued in their stories, their traumas and their bodies and it is something I hope to 
capture in my work. 
The materials themselves are also very important in my work and I love the natural grains of the wood and the 
stretch marks on the leather. My roots lie in Scotland and I source all the wood I use from a local woodturner. The 
leather is tanned using natural products and I use beeswax to finish the wood, so it is as chemical free as possible. 
The small scale of the project means I know exactly where the materials come from and I can maintain a minimal 
impact on the environment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 739 - Jessie White 
Artwork 1 Title: Bent 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 47x38x12 
Artwork 1 Medium: Leather and woven cotton thread 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bent is a celebration of imperfections. Made using the scarred offcuts of thick vegetable 
tanned leather and constructed using traditional leather box stitching, it is a playful labour of craft and 
experimentation of form. In the luxury market and society in general, there is a desire for perfection, as it indicates 
wealth, youth and beauty. The beauty of this work lies in the stretch marks and scars you can see etched on the 
surface of the skin. It shows the story of the material and acts as a reminder that this material once lived a very 
different life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 739 - Jessie White 
Artwork 2 Title: Rise 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 64x64x20 
Artwork 2 Medium: Leather and Sycamore 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Rise began as a study of traditional box making techniques with the intention to integrate 
modern ways of working with wood, such as laser cutting. With a background in fashion, I was interested in making 
the boxes more figurative by introducing curves and long leather legs to allow the objects to lean on each other and 
balance in the same way that a person might rely on a limb. Inspired by the grace and form of iconic dancers such as 
Merce Cunningham, I wanted to introduce a sense of movement and beauty in an object as normal as the box. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID740 

Artist ID: 740 
 
Artist Name: Efrat Merin 
Website: https://www.efratmerin.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/efratmerin 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multidisciplinary artist mainly engaged in drawing, painting, and filmmaking. Lost 
mythologies fascinate me: ideas buried under the ruins of culture, relics of individual and collective memory, 
occasionally bursting through the fractures of everyday life. Specifically, I am interested in the entanglement of 
artificial landscapes with natural habitats, and the relationship of humans with animals and artefacts. 
The works submitted are a part of a series of black and white ink drawings exploring the flexibility of space. The 
delicate work with technical pens allows me to embed miniature elements within the drawings. The ink is 
unforgiving: each stroke becomes an organic part of the drawing, giving it its specific stamp. By letting it unfold as a 
sequence of associations, the drawing becomes a self-sufficient world: a hybrid creature nursing at a tree's breast, 
nourished by the dark matter comprising the soil from which the plants and creatures grow. Through disengaging 
nakedness from sexuality, I suspend the 
patriarchal gaze, thus challenging normative gender roles. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 740 - Efrat Merin 
Artwork 1 Title: At the Sea 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30.5 x 45.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink and Technical Pens on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 740 - Efrat Merin 
Artwork 2 Title: Narcissus Reflection 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45.5 x 30.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ink and Technical Pens on Paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID741 

Artist ID: 741 
 
Artist Name: Chanbyul Park 
Website: https://www.chanbyulpark.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/chanbyulpark 
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist who is interested in giving invisible elements a form. Especially, I am engaged in 
concerning how to record the order of the world into works. There exist lots of reasons in the world. However, 
people often ignore them. I would like to speak about the orders that we live in through ordinary objects. Tangible 
objects are tools to capture the shifting moments. In the manner that impressionists portrait ever-changing colors 
under the different moments of light, I hold the volatile components and carve them visually. My approach aims to 
allow people to understand the order of the world more joyful than before. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 741 - Chanbyul Park 
Artwork 1 Title: 8h31m 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56x76 
Artwork 1 Medium: Candle on watercolor paper, Finishing spray 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a record of the naturalness what I think. Candles melt according to a given 
environment. It melts according to location, wind strength, temperature, humidity, and them. It doesn't set the time. 
The naturalness of candles that melt for different times. This is the order of candles. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 741 - Chanbyul Park 
Artwork 2 Title: 12h42m 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x70 
Artwork 2 Medium: Candle on foamboard, Finishing spray 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Different edition of the candle work. 
This is a record of the naturalness what I think. Candles melt according to a given environment. It melts according to 
location, wind strength, temperature, humidity, and them. It doesn't set the time. The naturalness of candles that 
melt for different times. This is the order of candles. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID742 

Artist ID: 742 
 
Artist Name: Katherine Peeke 
Website: www.kpeeke.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My experience contains a juxtaposing of various disciplines. Photography, drawing and painting. 
Choosing urban themes in photography, pen and ink in line drawings and airbrush in paintings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 742 - Katherine Peeke 
Artwork 1 Title: Tessellations 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 78x60 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen & Ink 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 742 - Katherine Peeke 
Artwork 2 Title: 3rd Cut 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 65x65 
Artwork 2 Medium: Archival ink on acid free Oyster 271 gsm paper. 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID743 

Artist ID: 743 
 
Artist Name: Ewa Mroz 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/ewamroz.art 
 
Artist Statement: Life rush, money and wealth chase, rat race. It's all overwhelming. Cut off from the source. Bring 
anxiety and fear, block our (inner) thoughts. The only thing which safe us from destruction is return to the roots. To 
the nature. The nature which gives us calmness and peace - the nature which is the harmony.  
Paintings which Artist create from the bottom of heart show nature translated into the canvas... with a message to 
stop rush, look into yourself and in consequence to start essential and necessary inner dialogue.  
What does this line on painting mean to us?  
Artist has been painting since 2017. Creates mostly paintings in mixed technique on canvas. Acrylic paint, structural 
paste, modeling paste, golden details. Paints thousands of dots and stains which vibrate/resound on canvas. Artist 
create a dance of details floating delicately in space. All this is contrasted with clear, defined, strong layers of paint, 
structures or scratches. All woven together in the EARTH TONES. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 743 - Ewa Mroz 
Artwork 1 Title: CLOUDY DAY 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60X60X2 
Artwork 1 Medium: ACRYLIC 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Just stop, listen to yourself, find your inner space, go back to the roots, to nature. Nature 
and world gives you signs, some whispers that are closer to you than you think. Take advantage of the opportunities 
you noticed. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 743 - Ewa Mroz 
Artwork 2 Title: IN FRONT OF 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120x80x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media, acrylic plus structrural paste on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: You are where you were supposed to be. See through the eyes of the heart, listen to 
yourself, understand the challenges. Only through effort we are able to reach the peaks. Soar. In your own rhythm. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID744 

Artist ID: 744 
 
Artist Name: Antong Dong 
Website: www.antongdong.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 744 - Antong Dong 
Artwork 1 Title: Meet 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25x16 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My aim is to bridge the two religions I have chosen, so that the audience, especially those 
who are believers of those two religions, can understand a part of the other faith through their own faith by my 
work.I was thinking about what kind of painting I wanted this to be. How do I bring the rich colour variations of 
traditional Western religious painting and the sense of line of Dunhuang frescoes into one painting, and how do I 
design these two characters so that they are representative of the themes and communication I want to show. 
chose the angel in Botticelli's Annunciation from among the many different artists, because it is typical of the angelic 
form and because Botticelli's style is soft, which makes it ideal for combining with the soft oriental flying apsara 
without being obtrusive, and because the flying apsara are borrowed from the Tang dynasty frescoes, which are 
more decorative and ornate than those of the age of Northern Wei, and are easier to blend with Botticelli's 
magnificent angel. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 744 - Antong Dong 
Artwork 2 Title: AvalokitesÌ•vara 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 25X16 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Some Buddhists believe that when one of their adherents departs from this world, they are 
placed by Guanyin in the heart of a lotus, and then sent to the western Pure Land of SukhÄ•vatÄ«. Guanyin is often 
referred to as the "most widely beloved Buddhist Divinity" with miraculous powers to assist all those who pray to 
her, as is said in the Lotus Sutra and Karandavyuha Sutra. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID745 

Artist ID: 745 
 
Artist Name: Nadav Drukker 
Website: https://www.instagram.com/nadavdrukker/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/nadavdrukker 
 
Artist Statement: Simultaneously an artist and a scientist, these two facets of me get fused in my ceramics.  
As a theoretical physicist I teach and research the deepest mysteries of the universe. As an artist, I create sculptural 
pieces whose purpose it to mirror the creativity of scientific pursuit in art. My works represent specific research 
projects with the forms and designs inspired by my research, from mathematical spaces, physical constructs to 
graphs of phase diagrams. The pieces are inscribed by words and formulas taken from my science. At times they are 
rough ideas and calculations and at others refined results of my research. The artistic language serves to exemplify 
the stage of research by using varried materials, from coarse stoneware to pure white porcelain and the decoration 
techniques span incision, inlay, cutting, oxides, glazing and gilding. 
My research, within the topic of string theory, the most fundamental hypothetical theory of nature, is very abstract. 
It is studied by only a handful of specialists and my art aims to convey how science creates knowledge so the viewers 
need not decipher the formulas, rather they should be viewed as cuneiforms or hieroglyphs. I aspire to present the 
language of mathematics as beautiful and holding knowledge encouraging further exploration. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 745 - Nadav Drukker 
Artwork 1 Title: Sewing-7 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 63x38x26 
Artwork 1 Medium: glazed stoneware and leather straps 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is a distillation of a research project relating supersymmetric field theories to the 
beautiful theory of two dimensional surfaces. A common way to describe surfaces in mathematics is by 'sewingâ€• 
them from basic constituents known as 'pairs of pantsâ€•. There is an infinite number of ways of cutting a 
(complicated enough) surface into pairs of pants. The question I studied is related to curves (the black straps) on the 
surfaces and how they look like in different pants decompositions. This classification was done independently by two 
famous mathematicians: Dehn and Thurston, whose results we rely on. 
Two of the legs of this work are dedicated to them and the third to Gaiotto, whose work was also instrumental to 
mine. In this piece I used leather straps to sew together three ceramic pairs of pants inscribed in a self-referential 
way with the mathematics describing this same object and its avatars in physics. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 745 - Nadav Drukker 
Artwork 2 Title: Spectral-1 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x24x24 
Artwork 2 Medium: Glazed stoneware 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A traditional form extensively deformed and decorated with formulas. This work represents 
work on deformations of one of the most symmetric objects in the universe, the circle. The cross-section of a perfect 
vase is a circle, but here the cross-sections are all different deformations thereof. The physics of such a family of 
deformations of circular objects within superstring theory is studied in the formulas. This work is a merging of 
traditional craft, contemporary scientific research and modern art. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID746 

Artist ID: 746 
 
Artist Name: Daisy Billowes 
Website: www.dbillowes.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/daisy_billowes 
 
Artist Statement: Daisy Billowes is a London based artist, raised in Athens. She studied at Newcastle University 
(2015) and the Royal College of Art, London (2017).  
She has recently had a solo exhibition four disproportionately sized chambers at The Stone Space, London (2020) 
and a joint show with fellow artist Julia Marco-Campmany Reckless Rawness at Coleman Project Space, London 
(2019). Billowes has also taken part in numerous group shows including Exceptional, Collyer Bristow Gallery (19-20), 
The London Ultra, Bargehouse (2019), Summer Group Show, The Muse Gallery London (2019), Super Super, 
Kingsgate Project Space, (2017).  
Billowes has worked with numerous organisations delivering workshops and talks such as Friday Island in 
Luxembourg and Control-c, a 2-day master print workshop with Newcastle University and Symposium: The 
Relevance of Print in Contemporary Art Education with the International Print Biennale. She has been awarded the 
East London Printmakers Residency 2018, the Bluewolf Scholarship, and been shortlisted for The Muse Residency 
among others.  
Her multi-disciplined practice opens up a debate between female restraints within mythical narrative, the qualities 
of digital media and technology through tactile mark-making and creates questions about works viewed post-
internet age and the tricky landscape that they now inhabit. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 746 - Daisy Billowes 
Artwork 1 Title: doing and undoing 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 15 x 22 x 12 
Artwork 1 Medium: plaster, ceramic aggregate, paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ultimately, my multi-disciplined practice opens up a debate between female restraints 
within mythical narrative, the qualities of digital media and technology through tactile mark-making and creates 
questions about works viewed post-internet age and the tricky landscape that they now inhabit. There's not really a 
break for me between living, looking and making. Most of the time it's only just the economic challenges that come 
in the way.  
In the words of ocean vuong, survival only exists on the verge of its own disappearing. The female's fight for survival 
is constant, because it's always being threatened.  
This sculpture is based on the ideas surrounding Homer's Penelope. The work aims to look at using less common 
'drawing' materials as a â€˜medium' to explore themes to engage directly with Penelope's kleos. Although this is an 
ancient Greek term for â€˜glory' specifically related to men at war, this artwork is an experimental 'written' piece 
trying to force the viewer to engage with how this term can be used to glorify everyday acts of women and receive 
the same status. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



 

  



 

Artist: 746 - Daisy Billowes 
Artwork 2 Title: lighting the fire behind our eyes/ to fill our dreams of kingdoms yet to come 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: various 
Artwork 2 Medium: wooden panel, spray paint, xerox print, mixed media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: My work enjoys this strong, playful aesthetic, creating dis[order] and disruption to try and 
make sense of a drawing practice in a digital age. Ultimately I am a draw-er, and my process is pretty circular. I start 
with a drawing. By drawing I mean anything that is a description of something. It could be the last 10 photos on my 
iCloud feed, it could be a scribble in a margin, it could be a mapping of a 3D scan, or it could be a couple of stanzas of 
text that have been working their way around my head for the past few days. I then take whatever these may be and 
develop them, trying to reflect their presence, their worth, and basically just trying to understand what it is that 
makes their conscious voice speak.  
These developed drawings, in whatever medium or material they have chosen to be best expressed, will always be 
presented in a way that the viewer can engage with them. Looking, reading, smelling or moving around a space in 
which they can be viewed and experienced. At present, these are usually in the form of small wall based sculptures, 
interactive coded light units, paintings, large format digital paintings, collage, jesmonite, xerox prints, or sometimes 
just text. They're playful, and this comes from the process of working with them through their life span. Older works 
feed into newer works in an effort to best describe themselves. Text is used as a thought process, just as the process 
of blind drawing might: a stream of consciousness to be dipped in and out of when called upon. Within some of the 
recent work you'll see repeated abstractions of 3D scanning, scanned paintings, digital miscalculations as well as the 
odd edited Hex code for jpegs. The computer is to the finger as the page is to a pencil. Undeniably, the work chooses 
its own form, and I am sort of just here to help it through that process. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID747 

Artist ID: 747 
 
Artist Name: Angus Vine 
Website: www.angusvine.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/angusvineart 
 
Artist Statement: Angus Vine, Collage artist: 'One of my favourite words is 'Juxtaposition' so in that way I'm very 
lucky I get to use it a lot when describing my work. It's this clashing of worlds in collage that sparks the imagination 
and becomes a powerful tool to engage the viewer. From the mundane to the magical, I like playing with contrasting 
themes, looking for visual wit to transport the viewer into surreal, arresting scenes that provoke and challenge the 
way we see the world around us.â€• 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 747 - Angus Vine 
Artwork 1 Title: Take me on holiday 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7 x 42 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Hand Cut Collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Created in the midst of Lockdown in the UK when travel was out of the question, â€˜Take 
me on holiday' is a love letter to escapism. A tractor beam lifts up excited holidaymakers, ready for a trip of a 
lifetime. The hand cut collage mixes 20th Century Ephemera in the artist's unique and seamless style. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 747 - Angus Vine 
Artwork 2 Title: Flight of Fancy 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29.7 x 42 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Hand Cut Collage 
Artwork 2 Commentary: â€˜Flight of Fancy' is a hand cut collage that combines 20th Century Ephemera with modern 
imagery in the artist's seamless style. It challenges the perception we have of nature, transforming the common 
pigeon into a proud knight's steed. The artist creates a bold juxtaposition with an arresting scene that mixes the 
mundane with the magical. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID748 

Artist ID: 748 
 
Artist Name: Stefan Reiss 
Website: http://www.stefanreiss.com/portfolio 
IG: www.instagram.com/stefanreiss_ 
 
Artist Statement: In my artistic work, I have been researching drawing, painting, sculpture, installation, projection 
and light as an artistic medium for almost ten years. The basis of all my work is the exploration of the theme of 
transformation and connects art and technology, research and innovation, interdisciplinarity and immersion. 
For some years now, digital transformation has determined essential areas of research and development in many 
branches of industry, in which analogue processes are to be transformed into digital processes. Fuelled by the 
pandemic, in our personal lives we are also placing more and more areas of our actions in virtual space. But our 
digital perception is relatively limited in sensory terms. There are huge gaps between our own self, the human body 
and its digital representation. Some senses, such as smelling, tasting and touching, cannot yet be represented in the 
virtual world. 
In my works, I place human comprehension, i.e. the haptics of the artwork and the comprehensibility of space and 
spatiality, at the centre of my artistic work. Virtual space and digital tools form necessary, exciting means and an 
essential part of my work. But in contrast to the industrial, digital transformation, I carry out multi-causal 
transformations of the digital signs into the real experienceable space and back again. The transformations of real 
and virtual space are not linear translations in one direction, but rather mutually stimulating or net-like processes 
that result in a complete reordering of both spaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 748 - Stefan Reiss 
Artwork 1 Title: O.T. 1030 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 120 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil & spray paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The basis for the painting O.T. 1030 (Untitled 1030) is a digital drawing from my archive, 
which now contains over a thousand digital works. In the drawings I use exclusively straight lines and a colour 
scheme consisting of 26 different hues. Each shade corresponds to a letter of the Latin alphabet. Using oil paint and 
spray cans, I created many layers of colour that overlap each other to form a pastose structure on the canvas. A 
pictorial spatiality is created by the changing tension of the layers, which seem to be both foreground and 
background. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 748 - Stefan Reiss 
Artwork 2 Title: O.T. 1031 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120 x 120 x 4 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil & spray paint on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The basis for the painting O.T. 1031 (Untitled 1030) is a digital drawing from my archive, 
which now contains over a thousand digital works. In the drawings I use exclusively straight lines and a colour 
scheme consisting of 26 different hues. Each shade corresponds to a letter of the Latin alphabet. Using oil paint and 
spray cans, I created many layers of colour that overlap each other to form a pastose structure on the canvas. A 
pictorial spatiality is created by the changing tension of the layers, which seem to be both foreground and 
background. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID749 

Artist ID: 749 
 
Artist Name: Romelle N/A 
Website: www.R0MELLE.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/R0MELLE 
 
Artist Statement: Romelle is an abstract painter and mural artist hailing from Detroit and based in Denver, CO. Her 
colorful, energetic work explores modalities of healing with color, and the connection the artist has to the cities in 
which she's lived. A period of time spent in Detroit marked Romelle's introduction to the rigor of the studio, and 
inspired her 2016 solo show 'Through Healing,â€• where Romelle used new materials to explore how art can heal on 
a personal and community scale, during her residency at Ponyride Detroit. 
In 2017, Romelle was the resident artist at The Forge, followed by her 2019 residency at TAXI in Denver, where she 
produced her densely saturated series III, marking her first use of spray paint on canvas. In 2020, Romelle created 
her 'In Passingâ€• series while in Colorado, continuing to explore her use of color (and absence of it) to further 
emphasize location and her connection to it.  
Romelle continues to work out of her studio in Denver, CO where she also serves as the creative director of BABE 
WALLS Mural Festival. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 749 - Romelle N/A 
Artwork 1 Title: Nevermind the Cositasâ€• 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91.44 x 91.44 x 3.81 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, Spray Paint & Oil Pastel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: From Romelle's solo show @ Bell Projects 'In Passingâ€•, 2020. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 749 - Romelle N/A 
Artwork 2 Title: Lucid Dream #3â€• 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91.44 x 91.44 x 3.81 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic, Spray Paint & Oil Pastel 
Artwork 2 Commentary: From Romelle's solo show @ Bell Projects 'In Passingâ€•, 2020. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID750 

Artist ID: 750 
 
Artist Name: Alessandra Breviario 
Website: https://alessandrabreviario.eu/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/brev_studio 
 
Artist Statement: In an era where everything is accessible to anyone, anywhere, at any time, my work concentrates 
on unique temporary experiences that only exist 'now and hereâ€•. It aims at the creation of mental and physical 
spaces, where time and space may become relative concepts.  
Alongside the creation of immersive experiences, my practice focuses on the theme of communication, especially 
among human and non-human systems, and it investigates how it affects our perception and relationship with 
others and the world.  
With the intention of uncovering new ways to communicate, especially with the natural realm, the work tries to re-
enact a primordial, sensorial connection with nature and to reshape our understanding of it. 
Through the use of sound as an awakening element, my practice intends to raise awareness about one's presence in 
the world, particularly in relation to the botanical realm. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 750 - Alessandra Breviario 
Artwork 1 Title: Attuning 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Dimensions of the screen 
Artwork 1 Medium: video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/m58hgC7HtYE 
To attune: to make receptive or aware; accustom or acclimatize; make harmonious. 
The short film investigates the performative presence of the tree, first perceived as the 'otherâ€• and then slowly 
melting within the quotidian landscape of the room. 
It explores a new level of engagement between humans and the botanic elements in the domestic environment: a 
mutual discovery and listening. It uncovers a willingness of connection and dialogue, that seeks a deeper relationship 
with the natural world. 
Being plants usually perceived as decorative tools that can be manipulated and displayed according to our taste, the 
work tries to expose a different line of communication that exist beyond language; a dimension of 
interconnectedness experienced with all the senses that promotes a vision of plants as sentient beings. 
Alongside the visual dialogue among all the elements, ought to reveal a limitless and united vision of our reality, 
there is a corresponding conversation happening on a sonic level, where the sounds of the tree meet the artificial 
ones of the human world, merging into a sequence of different yet connected soundscapes. 
At the end everything becomes a whole, an harmonious flow of parts, each one aware of the others, each one 
attuned to the rest. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 750 - Alessandra Breviario 
Artwork 2 Title: Encounters with Nature 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Variable, site specific 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sonic wood sculpture elements or their video documentation if the installation is not suitable for 
the space. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://youtu.be/kyj_1Rv0r5Q 
"Encounters with Natureâ€• explores how we perceive ourselves within the natural environment and how, by 
challenging this perception, we can build a new and deeper connection with the botanical world. The installation 
aims at making the viewers conscious of their own presence in terms of vibrations or alteration/production of those, 
which are then manifested through sound. 
These vibrations, which lie at the basis of our existence, represent an underestimated channel of communication 
shared by both humans and plants. 
Through the inevitable production of sound, resulted from the interaction of the body with the sonic elements - 
comprised of waste wood, conkers and string- the artist creates an experience of heightened awareness between 
the body and its surroundings, introducing us to a new dimension of interconnectedness. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID751 

Artist ID: 751 
 
Artist Name: Alexander Dixon 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/alexanderdixon_ 
 
Artist Statement: My practice investigates the relationship between natural and artificial realms. Specifically, it 
considers how these two domains coincide as changes in technology allow us to manipulate the forms and materials 
that define our environment. The point at which these collisions occur acts as a catalyst for contemplation, through 
the disruption of the familiar. My approach to making has shifted during 2020; rather than working with physical 
material to construct pieces that occupy a place in reality, I have started utilising digital methods to create works in 
virtual space. However, despite the freedoms that come with working virtually, I aim for the scenes captured in 
these still life images to exist on the edge of realism. An illusion that begins to unravel upon further observation, as a 
distancing from reality is first suggested by the contraptions placed in these spaces, simultaneously presenting whilst 
preserving enhanced organic remnants. Clashing with the idyllic depictions of nature that we have become used too, 
particularly in still life, these images display a warped vision of nature, one that appears to be in the process of being 
artificially engineered prior to being revealed, like products being fine-tuned for a photoshoot. This reveals 
humankind imposing its power to present a warped perspective of nature's beauty whilst exposing an uncanny 
undertone to this manipulation, one which obscures imperfection; the reality of our natural surroundings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 751 - Alexander Dixon 
Artwork 1 Title: Sample 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 175x125x10cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph displayed on wall mounted Lightbox.. 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 751 - Alexander Dixon 
Artwork 2 Title: Cloned 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 175x125x10cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photograph displayed on wall mounted Lightbox.. 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID752 

Artist ID: 752 
 
Artist Name: Jodie Wingham 
Website: www.jodiewingham.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jodiewingham 
 
Artist Statement: Jodie Wingham is an artist, based within printmaking, her work seeks to challenge the constructs of 
the medium itself through an investigation into the nature of looking. Since Graduating her work has been selected 
for shows across the UK, recently she was selected to take part in the UKYA take over in Nottingham and has 
exhibited internationally where her joint proposal was selected for a show at Terrault Gallery, Baltimore, USA. 
Jodie's work combines printmaking with non traditional methods of display to create artworks that playfully distort 
images, where images are turned into sculptural forms. Inspired by the act of observing others and the audiences' 
enjoyment of this process she focuses on the viewers desire to look and gain information, often using imagery with 
voyeuristic tendencies.  
Themes surrounding the pleasure taken by human beings in the act of 'looking' underpin Jodie's work, what 
satisfaction we receive when an image is presented to us that reveals something not usually seen. This can take the 
form of an open button on a man's shirt in her screen print Unbuttoned (2016), or the embrace of couples featured 
in the series of Untitled Intimacy (2016-present) both creating conversations surrounding intimacy not just between 
the people within the work but between the viewer and the work. Playing with our desire to understand the 
information provided within an image there is a greater need required from the audience to fill in the gaps, exploring 
the act of looking and the roles of viewer and 'voyeur'. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 752 - Jodie Wingham 
Artwork 1 Title: Interval 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 155 x 100 x 10 
Artwork 1 Medium: mokulito print (wood lithography) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: With a keen interest in documenting the details, rather than providing the viewer with the 
full picture, Jodie Wingham's large Mokulito print looks at the subtle clues our gestures can reveal and how these 
can be read. The hands and their placement have often been considered visual signs to others about what we may 
be feeling at that particular moment in time, here they are gripping each other as if deep in thought however, the 
narrative is left to the viewer to decipher. Large in scale the hands demand attention, filling the space, each detail 
and line carefully documented to be investigated. Constructed from 6 separate plates the image appears folded, 
slotted together like the fingers themselves resting against each other. These lines refer back to the title, Interval, 
which is a period between two events or the space between two points much like the thumbs that rest against each 
other. 
Mokulito or what is known as wood lithography is a relatively new technique within printmaking originating in the 
1970's in Japan. The process itself is labour intensive creating the image from the artists own photographs, 
transferring this onto a plywood plate, processing and leaving it for several weeks to mature and then printing the 
image for the final result. The process allows for seductive washes and marks to be created which is commonly 
associated with the lithographic technique, the wood allows for another element to be included which is the wooden 
grain. Specifically chosen for this particular image, the process allows the woodgrain to become part of the image, 
these delicate lines bare a visual similarity to the lines of our hands referencing back to image. What this particular 
gesture reveals is left open to question, asking whether what is revealed refers to a universal language we all come 
to understand and be able to read or is based more on our subjective experiences. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 752 - Jodie Wingham 
Artwork 2 Title: Cusp 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 95 x 15 
Artwork 2 Medium: sublimation print on stainless steel mesh, aluminium 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Cusp depicts a man and woman sitting close, the woman's legs cross over slightly touching 
the man's, capturing a private interaction between the two. The small gap between them becomes more prominent 
by the middle structure the mesh stretches behind sculpturally mimicking the intersection of two curves - what is 
known as the cusp. The work remains in a state of flux crossing over into different disciplines but never being fully 
situated into one category. By using photographs these act a type of cusp, frozen in time, they suggest a moment 
that happened but also what will happen, only hinted at.Â This is made more apparent from the ever changing 
nature of the image on the mesh, appearing and disappearing as you walk round the piece inviting the viewer to 
interact with the image more personally and decide what the couple's story is. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID753 

Artist ID: 753 
 
Artist Name: Hermine De Clauzade De Mazieux 
Website: www.hermartist.net 
IG: www.instagram.com/hermartist 
 
Artist Statement: My goal is to bring the viewer inside another dimension: the dimension of my mind where 
everything is blue. Blue is the freedom and chaos of my mind, of my desires, of my unconscious. The images, made 
of ink, are very detailed thanks to the use of a fountain pen; they float in a completely abstract context made with oil 
paint. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 753 - Hermine De Clauzade De Mazieux 
Artwork 1 Title: Sensation of Alcohol and Music 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 180 x 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink and oil on canvas, primed with rabbit skin glue and acrylic gesso. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The bridge is in Ronda, in the south of Spain. I went there for a festival of electronic music. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 753 - Hermine De Clauzade De Mazieux 
Artwork 2 Title: Sensation of Void 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 x 180 x 5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ink and oil on canvas, primed with rabbit skin glue and acrylic gesso. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I still remember the first time I saw Notre Dame de Paris as a child, it impressed me very 
much. The sensation I felt when they told me it was on fire was a deep sensation of void. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID754 

Artist ID: 754 
 
Artist Name: Lika (Anzhelika) Floens (Guitbout) 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/floens.art 
 
Artist Statement: Since early childhood Lika Floens has been infatuated with the magnificent realm of colors and 
sounds, the fragrances of flowers and grass and how they affect us.  
She interested to learn how the arts influence our conscious and subconscious minds. How the dynamics of shapes, 
unexpected images and a certain blend of colors and hues can positively influence the thorough transformation of a 
man's inner nature.  
She is working in mixed media: combine the decoupage technique with materials like watercolor, acrylics, ink and 
others. Multi-layered pattern application and experiments with materials reveal to create unique texture surfaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 754 - Lika (Anzhelika) Floens (Guitbout) 
Artwork 1 Title: Number 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40cm x 40cm x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: watercolor, acrylic, alcohol markers, ink, epoxy, paper, MDF 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Works from 'The Other Realityâ€• series were created during the 2020 pandemic and 
partially in January of 2021. They focus on the reality within us, saying that despite the external factors one should 
not distort one's own inner world. External impacts are endless, while the internal realm is untouchable. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 754 - Lika (Anzhelika) Floens (Guitbout) 
Artwork 2 Title: Number 3 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40cm x 40cm x 2cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: watercolor, acrylic, alcohol markers, ink, epoxy, paper, MDF 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Works from 'The Other Realityâ€• series were created during the 2020 pandemic and 
partially in January of 2021. They focus on the reality within us, saying that despite the external factors one should 
not distort one's own inner world. External impacts are endless, while the internal realm is untouchable. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID755 

Artist ID: 755 
 
Artist Name: Zhenfei Sun 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: CV of Zhenfei Sun: 
Sun Zhenfei is a Ph.D candidate, born in Lianyungang, Jiangsu, Bachelor of Fine Arts (Oil Painting) at Luxun Academy 
of Fine Arts, received a bachelor's degree; University of Texas received a master's degree; 
EXHIBITION / AWARDS RESUME 
Participation: Pulse: Contemporary Chinese Painting Exhibition (Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, Japan) won the Mayor 
of Fukuoka City, Japan, National Art Academy Art Exhibition (Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts) won the Excellence 
Award, "Time: Contemporary Art Exhibition" (Beijing Longyin) Yafeng Visual Art Center Art Museum), the 2nd China 
Contemporary Youth Art Exhibition (Contemporary Art, Lanxin Culture, Teide Gallery, AlC Art Power), "2020 4th 
International New Contemporary Art Exhibition", 2nd "Fantasyâ€¢Painting" Contemporary Art Exhibition (Fantasy 
Tree Art Space, China. International Abstract Art Consortium), "2021-New Contemporary Annual Works Exhibition" 
(Hunan New Contemporary Art Museum), "Road to Migration-Chinese and Foreign Artists" "Exchange Exhibition" 
and other exhibitions. 
PUBLICATION, 
2008 "Collection of Works of Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts", "Pulse: Chinese Contemporary Painting Exhibition", "The 
Second Chinese Contemporary Youth Art Exhibition", etc. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 755 - Zhenfei Sun 
Artwork 1 Title: Cross the river by feeling the stones 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: NFS 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 755 - Zhenfei Sun 
Artwork 2 Title: Carve boat for sword 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x80cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil 
Artwork 2 Commentary: NFS 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID756 

Artist ID: 756 
 
Artist Name: Emma Paterson 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/emma.satori.art 
 
Artist Statement: My work intently focuses on celebrating the divine feminine. Although my art usually depicts 
female figures, my work acknowledges the presence of the feminine in every part of life (just as there is its masculine 
counter part). 
I express what I find truly beautiful about femininity, and what seems to be slowly pushed put in society. I try to 
portray the 'gentleness' of the feminine energy; that quality which has been mistaken for weakness in society, is 
perhaps women's greatest strength, and I try to honour that in my work.  
Through an ethereal and vivid approach with my painting technique I aim to portray the juxtaposing gentleness and 
intensity of the moment- reflecting intimate and delicate experiences with the feminine. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 756 - Emma Paterson 
Artwork 1 Title: Mask of Light 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 60cm x 2.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oils 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work was inspired by the past year that everyone has faced. The mask of light shining 
upon the figures face is a message of hope. It is also a reminder to look beyond the fear and focus on the light that 
lies within us to get through what has been and what ever may lie ahead. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 756 - Emma Paterson 
Artwork 2 Title: Maya 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80cm x 70cm x 3.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oils 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID757 

Artist ID: 757 
 
Artist Name: Stuart Simler 
Website: https://www.rawgroundarts.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/sjsimler 
 
Artist Statement: Current developments within my practice have provoked a response to the direct relationship 
between people and their environment, specifically the transference between building and inhabitant.  
How do we as people interact and move within the structures that house and surround us? 
Within constructed environments we share something of ourselves, leaving a seemingly invisible mark, whether in 
passing or through continued inhabitance. The result is an infinite layer of history and documentation, only visible 
when we scratch the surface to dig deeper or when deterioration reveals it - an element explored within my 
paintings and depicted through roughened surfaces and distorted figures that morph in and out of existence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 757 - Stuart Simler 
Artwork 1 Title: Man and the One Arm Pull-up 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 150 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, oil bar and blue pencil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A figure is placed within an industrial backdrop, or one of declination. Whilst offeringÂ the 
viewerÂ a range ofÂ possible narrativesÂ relating toÂ regeneration and upgrade it suggests the potentialÂ forÂ 
redemption...but at what cost? 'Man and the One Arm Pull-up' presents an iconic figure from an industrial period, 
attempting to better himself and show prowess in the eyes of his peers. In the context of today's society this might 
be aspired to through ownership as a means of representation andÂ social standing. What would it have meant if 
not all men could perform a one armed pull-up and how would thisÂ translate into todays equivalent currency? 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 757 - Stuart Simler 
Artwork 2 Title: Portrait and Blue Square 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 50 x 5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and graphite on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece presents an alternative view of; 'portrait'. How essential is the subject in its 
physical form and how much is informed by themes of Journey and Experience?  
Symbolic anchors like the picture frame or view finder and stereotypical; inclining pathway, indicate a variation on 
the ways we can observe the sitter. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID758 

Artist ID: 758 
 
Artist Name: Genevieve Murray 
Website: www.genevievemurray.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/genevievemurrayartist 
 
Artist Statement: I am an Exeter based artist specialising in oil portraits, both commissions and my own work. When 
painting portraits I prefer to use deep colour, with contrasting light and a striking composition. Old masters such as 
Manet, Vermeer and Caravaggio are important influences in my work and I often like to replicate their traditional 
way of framing and lighting a portrait. I paint my portraits from photographs which are as unposed and natural as 
possible. I like to work from images which illustrate a moment in time, an unusual pose, an interesting expression, or 
the way the light and atmosphere of a setting shapes a person. I am eternally intrigued by individuals around me and 
I look for a composition which will reflect and enhance the soul of my subject. My fascination for others is revealed 
in the way I try to capture a brief moment of their life in paint. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 758 - Genevieve Murray 
Artwork 1 Title: Gosia 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 115 x 80 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I knew I wanted to paint Gosia as soon as I met her. My portrait 'Gosia' is of a close friend of 
mine and a key worker, who I met at my part time care job a few years ago. Gosia is independent, confident and 
caring, and I liked her immediately. Originally from Poland, she's committed to her clients and her personality is full 
of energy and she's constantly on the go. I wanted to capture her in a moment of calm, she sews to relax and in this 
composition has started planning a quilt and is examining and choosing her fabric squares. This portrait is primarily 
inspired by Vermeer; the light streaming in from the window, the rich colours all around the subject and feeling of 
coming across an absorbed and quietly content woman. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 758 - Genevieve Murray 
Artwork 2 Title: Jess 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30 x 25 x 3.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on linen canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: â€˜Jess' is part of a collection of small â€˜alla prima's that I painted in 2020. I was initially 
caught by the radiant red behind her, her expression and concentration on her face as she looked at another's phone 
screen. Jess's nature is to be a humble observer and it appealed to me to single her out and give her her own 
spotlight. I enjoyed the challenge of painting the complex colour ranges and subtleties in her face and achieving the 
warmth of the cadmium red, contrasting with her dark hair and beautiful Sri Lankan skin. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID759 

Artist ID: 759 
 
Artist Name: Atefeh Etemadidavan 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 759 - Atefeh Etemadidavan 
Artwork 1 Title: Reflection 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 * 70 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mix media 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 759 - Atefeh Etemadidavan 
Artwork 2 Title:  
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 * 90 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mix media 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID760 

Artist ID: 760 
 
Artist Name: Kristin Rawcliffe 
Website: www.kristinrawcliffe.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/kristinrawcliffe 
 
Artist Statement: I am predominantly a portrait and figurative artist working in oils. I am always seeking new ways to 
capture movement and emotion through paint techniques, and paint regularly from life, drawing inspiration from 
the everyday as well as my own experiences and people I come across.  
I paint about motherhood and my own embodied experience as a young, poor mother as well as through being an 
older woman whose children have left home. I am interested in isolation, reality and telling stories through paint. 
I build energy and depth into what I do. This involves spending time building up studies to find the best way of 
putting across in paint what I want to say. That may be through vivid, lively colour; tone and light; use of texture; 
bold, emphatic brush marks; thoughtful composition or a combination of those elements. I am currently working on 
incorporating abstraction into my backgrounds and using the blurring of the edges between reality and what 
surrounds us to hint at stories and suggest feelings. 
I am currently studying for a Masters Degree in Fine Art at University of Reading. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 760 - Kristin Rawcliffe 
Artwork 1 Title: The Judging 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting features a group of haughty looking figures looking down with distorted 
pointing hands and faces over a woman with a baby. The smaller, kneeling woman holds her baby up for inspection 
and judgment, she is naked and unprotected against them. The figures are outlined in red to show they hold the 
power in the situation, and all of the figures form an inverted triangle; the opposite of the stable, comfortable 
triangular maternal compositional device. The setting is dark and nightmarish, the deep blue contrasts against licks 
of orange (sunset or flame) behind the large arc of standing figures. 
Suggestions of houses form a zig zag pattern to echo the figures painting hands, and amongst the houses are 
suggestions of foetuses. The background is formed from drips of paint, as well as thicker, expressive paint strokes in 
the sky. These marks suggest the ephemeral quality of a dream or hallucination, in fact this painting is about a dream 
I had whilst suffering from post-natal depression as a first time young mother who felt judged and inadequate by 
society and its standards and ideals of motherhood. The houses represent the uniformity and conformity, each 
house has two eye-like windows to suggest how people watch you. 
This painting comments on how suburbia makes rules and creates alliances and networks that can be constructive 
for a functioning society, but can be destructive to the individual, particularly the vulnerable individual, in this case a 
young woman with a baby. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 760 - Kristin Rawcliffe 
Artwork 2 Title: Mother-Angels 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122x125x5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Paint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Mother-angels is about my experience of how mothers help a pregnant woman and 
welcome her into their â€˜secret society', like mother-angels. These mother-angels are the female network who 
surround her, giving advice, telling their stories, offering support. It is many years since I was pregnant, so this 
experience is distanced by time and memory. 
My pregnant mother is naked, to demonstrate her vulnerability. She will be inspected and judged (and touched) by 
all who see her. She is the object. 'You lose all inhibitions when you have a babyâ€•.  
The painting draws on religious imagery to infer meaning into the narrative.  
There are various symbolic elements in the painting. The puppet is to imply that the pregnant woman's life will no 
longer be her own, as well as she may soon be compelled to behave in a particular way as part of the mother set 
who are currently helping her, and who may undermine her (the cloth beneath her feet that is offered can be pulled 
away). The puppet is also a reference to the maquettes I made to map out the tone and lighting for the image. The 
mother-angel holding the puppet is a self-portrait. The figure on the bottom right offers a dragon, associated with 
Saint Margaret, patron saint of childbirth. The figure on the middle right drops grains of rice symbolising grains of 
knowledge or truth into the hand of the pregnant woman. 
I wanted to paint a narrative multi-figure portrait to represent a view of pregnancy from my own experience. I 
wanted to use religious imagery because it has a recognised set of storytelling devices (and is something I grew up 
seeing) and yet the story I'm telling of female solidarity and female power struggles and social structure is one I feel 
is not often told. I liked the idea of presenting female life, pregnancy, rituals and storytelling around it in oil paint, I 
enjoy the medium but I am aware of its connotations and history and that is a medium used to display people of 
privilege. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID761 

Artist ID: 761 
 
Artist Name: Lucinda Kirkby 
Website: www.lucindakirkby.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/lucindakirkby 
 
Artist Statement: My practice is lead by a curiousness between the relationship of humans and nature. I use clay as a 
means of expressing a personal reconciliation with patterns and forms that caress the beauty and spirit closely 
aligned to the language of plants. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 761 - Lucinda Kirkby 
Artwork 1 Title: Folding porcelain azure blue Bloom I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 10x9x8.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: porcelain 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A pair of porcelain sculptures translating the fragility of the flowers petals in porcelain.  
Each petal is hand crafted using specialist hand building techniques and tools creating paper thin petals. 
Each petal is then layered one by one until the  
3 dimensional turns into a transforms into a delicate full bloom. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 761 - Lucinda Kirkby 
Artwork 2 Title: Folding porcelain white bloom II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 11x9.5x9 
Artwork 2 Medium: porcelain 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A pair of porcelain sculptures translating the fragility of the flowers petals in porcelain.  
Each petal is hand crafted using specialist hand building techniques and tools creating paper thin petals. 
Each petal is then layered one by one until the  
3 dimensional form transforms into a delicate full bloom. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID762 

Artist ID: 762 
 
Artist Name: Pierrick Senelaer 
Website: http://www.pierrick-senelaer.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/pierrickart 
 
Artist Statement: Here is a bit about me - Pierrick Senelaer, who is he? What does he do? What is he up to? 
WHO? 
French 'Monsieur' happily stuck in London for almost 20 years. 
Since 2015, I have had the chance to have my own art studio in Stoke Newington (London).  
Environmental issues such as Climate Change or Plastic Pollution, are something I feel concerned about. Therefore, 
I've launched DRAWING UNITED. https://www.drawing-united .com 
WHAT? 
I have been working on mainly landscaping, a great passion of mine, using acrylic (mainly spray painted). Shapes are 
entangling themselves over the horizon. 
I am fascinated by drawing people's eyes deep into my paintings by offering them a quiet and serene place where 
they can go if they need to and feel at ease. 
Contrast, perspective, depth, movement and colours can define the landscapes and sceneries I produce. 
CURRENT WORK? 
The CUBE series I am working on at the moment is the attempt of using the white cube as a catalyst for wellbeing. 
It is there to calm the atmosphere down as well as contrasting with the 'un-square' world out there 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 762 - Pierrick Senelaer 
Artwork 1 Title: It could have been 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x80 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics on canvas. Spray painted only 
Artwork 1 Commentary: It could have beenâ€• was painted back in April 2019 
As all my artworks, landscape or more often seascape are the base of my work. Then comes three notions that 
would glue me for hours in front of artworks following them 
- Depth/perspective so viewers can lose themselves far far away 
- Contrast between colours to make the piece beam with, in my view, positivity and oumf which hopefully make the 
viewers feel the same way 
- Movement. Using shapes and, let's call them, flying trails will hopefully get the viewers' eyes explored it all.  
These crisscrossing of flying trails can also serves the purpose of making the piece look like like these long exposure 
type of shot 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 762 - Pierrick Senelaer 
Artwork 2 Title: Winter 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x30 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Same as artwork #1 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID763 

Artist ID: 763 
 
Artist Name: Ciarã¡N (Pigsy) Mccoy 
Website: https://www.ciaranmccoy.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/pigsyinspace 
 
Artist Statement: Born on the North Side of Dublin in Ireland, I paint under the ego 'PIGSYâ€•. 
The mediums I use to create paintings and sculptures vary and range from everyday household acrylic paint, chalk, 
oil sticks, â€¯acrylic sticks, oil paint, spray paint, charcoal â€¯and discarded studio objects. 
Many of my works are self portraits or semi-biographical, I paint about the things going on in my head at the time of 
painting and my day to day observations. My work is the positive culmination of the negativities and 
frustrationsâ€¯experiences and life. I have dyslexia so words frustrate me, AND fascinate me at the same time. I like 
to draw quick and loose . â€¯I believe drawing fast allows for a flow of honesty with no manipulation of feelings and 
overthinking the meaning of the story. 
My technique normally involves a free flowing start to each work as I set out the scene for the broader context of 
the work, followed by a slower, drawn out finish as I immerse myself into the painting and endeavor to elicit an 
answer to the conundrums that I face and also to dig myself out of the holes that I've created for myself in my mind 
and subconscious. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 763 - Ciarã¡N (Pigsy) Mccoy 
Artwork 1 Title: Crypto-Clast 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cm H x 161.8cm W x 5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media (Oil Paint, Oil Stick, Spray paint, Enamel paint, Charcoal, Pencil) on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In this work I return to my nemesis â€˜the red spelling book' of my childhood (I'm dyslexic). 
I hide behind the book but have gouged two holes through the book so I can see what is going on around me. I claim 
in the art work to be a biblioclast (a destroyer of books, especially the bible) but I realize that it's not the books that 
are the enemy (the horns look on) but it's fear of the book and what it represented, hope , achievement , 
betterment of oneself. The wings are my savior because I realize that I have the intelligence and the capability to 
learn within myself. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 763 - Ciarã¡N (Pigsy) Mccoy 
Artwork 2 Title: Hang Man 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 37cm H x 17cm W x 12.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Studio Discarded Objects (Oil Sticks, Spray Paint, Paint Cans, timber, paint brushes, screws, art 
material containers) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I'm fascinated by discarded objects that have been thrown in the trash can. I decided awhile 
ago not to discard any objects from my studio in order to later re-piece them together to create art from the 
unwanted, and what is considered ugly. 
For the pictured 'Hangmanâ€• piece I mainly fabricated it using old paint and tin cans.  
The drilled holes in the paint cans express four things 
The action of the drilling of them create a sense of peace and comfort in my mind, I like the feeling and sound when 
creating the holes 
They represent a a deeper sight into the inner working and thoughts of the mind 
They act as a release valve that expel the inner pressures of the mind both physically and as a metaphor 
They allow the inner mind to see out 
The hang man and skull is something that I have been obsessing about for awhile now. There is a sense of torment 
within and the hang mans noose shows how delicate and fragile life can be. I explore a life now where one seeks 
hope and salvation in organized religion, or something similar, that will lead us to the promised land. When in truth, 
the answers to our questions are within us, in what is represented by the drilled holes. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID764 

Artist ID: 764 
 
Artist Name: Graham Mcbride 
Website: www.grahammcbrideart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/grahammcbrideart 
 
Artist Statement: Besides being a painter I have studied Environmental Science and Environments, and I think 
essential characteristic of environments as being complex and dynamic, finds form in my paintings. This attraction to 
change in one way or another, whether it be a point of change or different scales or broader aspects about change, 
is a focus of my work. As such it is a key concept in understanding my paintings. The sharpness of line or edge or 
sometimes intuitive laying down of a painting can be indicative of the transition or intensity of change. I would say I 
am attracted to values of colour more so than tone, while not of course being unaware or ignoring tone. Sometimes 
paintings take a long time to find contentment in me while other times a burst of energy can have the full release I 
am often subconsciously searching for.  
Much of my inspiration comes from my native Australia (I now live in London), particularly of the inland and tropical 
north where I grew up. Trees are a common motif which attract me because of their combined fluidity and rigidity. 
Particularly the eucalypt which has an untidy expressiveness I find endlessly attractive. Their position so much 
defines space and place, not just, although very significant, as a marker in a broad landscape. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 764 - Graham Mcbride 
Artwork 1 Title: Self Portrait in a Time of Grief 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I painted this just recently after my mother died. I was hesitant in submitting this piece, but 
I think in these terrible pandemic days, there are many people upon whom this feeling has been thrust upon. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 764 - Graham Mcbride 
Artwork 2 Title: Entanglement 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122 x 152cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a painting done in the studio, probably inspired by my visit to Kakadu in northern 
Australia, and talking with indigenous people. It is about the entanglement of birds, fish, water, trees and sky. How 
nothing can be extracted without affecting the whole. Everything has â€˜agency' as described in nature theory. I am 
endlessly attracted to the vibrancy and energy of this northern Australian country. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID765 

Artist ID: 765 
 
Artist Name: Amanda Cotton 
Website: www.amandacotton.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/amanda_cotton_blog 
 
Artist Statement: I am fascinated with questioning the preconceptions we allow to impact our everyday lives. It has 
fueled me to create artistic work which prompts natural curiosity and encourages us to be openminded.  
In 2008 I began a durational analysis of routines and materials. However, it was not until 2112 that I realised my 
research had crafted a 'Body of Work' which explored my life and identity. I never thought something we simply 
flush away could be so fascinating or hair so thought-provoking. For example, we spend thousands of pounds on our 
hair in a lifetime but when we find a single hair in our food, we are for some reason revolted, I can't help but wonder 
why? 
It is not unusual for me to spend years on a piece of research. It is important every measurement, material, texture 
or shade has an articulated reason. My methodical, analytical approach is key to the success of my contemporary 
portfolio.  
When presented to the public, they find a natural curiosity to draw parallels between themselves and my practice. 
Their constructive criticism and positive reactions drive my passion. By displaying sculptural artefacts in an 
aesthetically pleasing manner, my intention is not to shock but to start a conversation. 
Over the years my 'Body of Work' has grown and I have developed into exploring other people's personal 
significance. My work spans the entire human life cycle, past, present and future, but there is so much in between 
left to explore such body image and self-esteem. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 765 - Amanda Cotton 
Artwork 1 Title: Fine Bone China 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 49X35X35 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramics 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Fine bone china, commonly used in dinner-ware, is composed of porcelain and animal bone. 
The Vikings used animal horns, a form of bone, to consume food and drink but it's said Englishman Thomas Frye in 
1748 first used bones from a nearby slaughterhouse to create fine bone china. Through the likes of English brand 
Wedgewood, fine bone china is still used as a staple in high-class dining and decorative sculpture today.  
That's right, fine bone china which we comfortably put on display in our homes and use to consume food and drink is 
crafted using animal bones. It doesn't look like an animal or taste like an animal, but it is made using between 25 - 
50% animal (sorry vegans). How does it make you feel that we've adopted this as normal? 
Wanting to elegantly portray fine bone china for what it is, Amanda took it upon herself to find out what many 
considered to be most associated with bone. With the result being the human skeleton, Amanda cast her own body 
to sculpt a decorative and functional drinking set. The sculpture simply called â€˜Fine Bone China' is crafted using 
traditional ceramic techniques to create fine bone china and bone glazes. There is a total of 39 editions with 39% 
animal bone in each set. 
The aim of â€˜Fine Bone China' is to consider if fine bone china is a form of taxidermy? Is it recycling? And/or could 
we use human bone? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 765 - Amanda Cotton 
Artwork 2 Title: Sense of Touch 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 5x12x60 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ceramics 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Touch is the most overlooked sense, yet the first sense humans develop. Via our skin, touch 
responds and communicates with our brains detecting heat, pain and pressure. It's said, you can experience being 
blind or deaf, but you wouldn't visit your doctor for â€˜lack of touch', that's be-cause your sense of touch never 
defects. 
Research shows being touched is a natural antidepressant when our skin moves via pressure, we feel happier. 
Perhaps this is why we've found normality in allowing family, friends and even strangers to touch our bodies. We 
also touch our own body to relive an itchy nose, rub tired eyes or catch a sneeze. It's said, you probably touch your 
own face 16 times an hour. 
Through a â€˜Touch Diary,' Amanda found she came in touch with another human on average 24 times a day. She 
can't remember what any of these occasions felt like, but she became fully aware that by using our sense of touch 
we leave a print, a trace of unique identity. 
To highlight our invisible sense of touch, Amanda has created a sculpture centred around the human hand. A body 
part Amanda has found to be most associated with one's sense of touch. Displayed in a medical cabinet and under 
ultraviolet light, Amanda's 24 hands revel the print and identity of those she came in contact with. Ironically though 
it is said ultraviolet light kills DNA... apparently the light initiates a reaction. 
Wanting to initiate a reaction from her audience, Amanda aims is to question, what it feels like to touch? Can you 
feel heat, pain and pressure? What are you touching right now, maybe your hands aren't touching anything but what 
about your toes? Perhaps through seeing Amanda's invisible sense of touch we will begin to experience our sense of 
touch and stop taking it for granted. 
In response to COVID-19 2020 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID766 

Artist ID: 766 
 
Artist Name: Danic Lago 
Website: www.daniclago.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/danic.lago 
 
Artist Statement: Danic Lago has always had a sharp eye for the world and translates her passion for beauty and 
aesthetic through her pieces. 
The poetry made by Danic in her mixed media handcrafted collages frame her delicate world-view, highlighting the 
mixture of reusable materials which tell new stories through their colours, textures and richness of detail. Her pieces 
of art stir deep feelings in viewers, creating individual and unique interpretations and relationships with her work. 
She regularly exhibits in and around London, participated in the 2019 Florence Biennale and many of her pieces have 
found homes all over the world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 766 - Danic Lago 
Artwork 1 Title: Rebirth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 74x74x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Majestic and with light movements, this work is full of peace. In a butterfly sanctuary she is 
beautiful and perfect in her completion. 
This piece breathes silence, and in her solitude she is reborn - infinite. 
The sanctuary is made with cardboard and paper mosaic, with sand and acrylic paint, golden wax and taxidermy 
butterflies with gilding and a glossy varnish 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 766 - Danic Lago 
Artwork 2 Title: Plenitude 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 73x73x5 
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece was inspired by Archangel Raphael. He is the supreme healer in the angelic realm 
and chief role is to support, heal, and guide in matters involving health. Raphael means "God heals" or "He who 
heals" in Hebrew. Many believe that it is derived from the Hebrew word Rophe, which means "medicine doctorâ€•. 
Anytime you call upon Raphael, he's there. The healing archangel isn't shy or subtle in announcing his presence. He 
wants you to know that he's with you, as a way of comforting you and alleviating stress along your way to a healthy 
recovery.â€• 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID767 

Artist ID: 767 
 
Artist Name: Elizabeth Power 
Website: https://www.elizabeth-power.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/elizabethpowerart 
 
Artist Statement: Bursting with colour and energy, Elizabeth Power's paintings exude a warmth and vibrancy. Based 
in Hastings, UK, Power's work has a colour palette rich in coral pinks, forest greens and cool blues. 
DrawingÂ inspiration from Colourists such as Matisse, Hockney and Tal R, Power's loose and free abstraction takes 
this to the next level. 
Power has been featured by the likes of British Vogue, The Royal Academy of Arts, Heals, The London Design 
Festival, Itsu, Artsy, Delphian Gallery and Hancock Gallery. 
Power co-hosts The Artfully Podcast, which covers news stories, gossip, and revisiting art history you thought you 
knew, or always wished you did.Â 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 767 - Elizabeth Power 
Artwork 1 Title: Kitchen Pots 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 x 70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This was created in Jan 2021 during lockdown. I've produced a lot of still life works the past 
year as due to current events I've been drawing lots of inspiration from inside my home! 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 767 - Elizabeth Power 
Artwork 2 Title: Living Room Still Life 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 60 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This was created in Jan 2021 during lockdown. I've produced a lot of still life works the past 
year as due to current events I've been drawing lots of inspiration from inside my home! 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID768 

Artist ID: 768 
 
Artist Name: Kristopher Thomas 
Website: www.kthomaspainter.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kthomaspainter 
 
Artist Statement: Kristopher Thomas is an emerging artist, born in New Zealand 1991 and now based in Berlin, 
Germany. He first picked up a brush and approached his first canvas at 15 years of age. The mark he made on that 
very first canvas was also a major mark towards a colorful career. From than onward, he became obsessed with the 
craft of painting and focused his time predominantly on learning the basic foundations. This lead to endless hours of 
studying and training under the eyes of established contemporary artists. 
â€‹Growing up in New Zealand, finding subject matter to exercise his skills was heavily inspired by nature .Being 
Surrounded by endless mountains, lakes and rivers, numerous sketches and paintings were produced . The primary 
influences in Kristopher's work include "Caspar David Friedrich" "Andrew Wyeth" and in recent times "Rick Amor" 
However most inspiration is sourced from personal observation and experiences . 
â€‹In recent times, Kristopher has pushed to move his work in new directions. For him, this has been both exciting 
and experimental. The transition stems from his change in surrounds. For the past eight years he has been living in 
urban environments including Melbourne and Berlin for the past five. His recent paintings and drawings borrow 
heavily from both Symbolism and Surrealism. However having a classic background in landscape painting has been 
very resourceful. 
Kristopher presents his vision of diverse subjects through a painting technique that uses oils on canvas and board. 
The process of using traditional methods and transparent glazes to expose unique atmospheric effects is one that he 
particularly enjoys. Through this connection with the painting development, one can see paintings that reveal 
promising hints of depth, color choice and sensation. To Kristopher, these characteristics are crucial elements that 
must be respected and introduced into each of his creations. 
Kristopher has painted internationally and is proud to have secured several art awards along the way. His work 
continues to be displayed in a diverse mix of both solo and group exhibitions and has been collected privately across 
the globe. These experiences have all been formative steps towards his future aspirations of a life-long career in the 
arts. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 768 - Kristopher Thomas 
Artwork 1 Title: Old Pier, Baltic Sea. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35x45cm (Framed) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: To think so much has happened on these waters, to paint them bathed in sun with palms 
would just not be according to Hoyle. History runs deep here, with nine different Countries bordering this ancient 
Ocean. I done my best to paint up a storm and the old decaying Pier stands as a symbol of time 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 768 - Kristopher Thomas 
Artwork 2 Title: The Pillar 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 35x45 cm (Framed) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Showing our continuous relationship with development and construction. I enjoyed the 
challenge of intertwining a classical landscape with something Symbolic and Concrete. The small shadow figure 
poses as a reference to scale and also makes for good food for thought 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID769 

Artist ID: 769 
 
Artist Name: Almudena Torrã³ 
Website: https://almudenatorro.com/?lang=en 
IG: www.instagram.com/almudena.torro 
 
Artist Statement: What I seek through the metal mesh is the expressiveness of vacuum transforming it into a means 
of expression. My research is based on the space-light relationship and its projected shadows that become changing 
compositional elements, on the "ethics and aesthetics" of diversity and on the essentialist search for formal and 
technical simplicity. 
My sculptures are experiences that I have lived; they are part of me, of my soul, where the beholder is the co-creator 
of the final result of the work. I work with abstraction, both occurrence and creative process being relevant, united 
partially with chance with which I spontaneously correct and decide through dynamic action.  
With the Trails Series, I aim to express the passing of life, with its decisions, entering a world of sensations that 
create a transformation or evolution to get to know your primal essence, and with the Jumble Series, the pain of 
death in the dual sense of loss, on the one hand of the loved one, and on the other of oneself. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 769 - Almudena Torrã³ 
Artwork 1 Title: Jumble IV 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 65 x 70 x 70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: aluminium and wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: With the Jumble Series, I attempt to allude, through the metal threads, to the times in life 
when one loses a loved one and the circumstances that arise from that absence, when you do not know what to do, 
where to go, and you remain crucially suspended there. These are times for self-analysis, loneliness, mourning, 
sadness, distress. 
I have used aluminium and steel as a thread to symbolise a core connection, at any level, be it spiritual, biological, 
social, etc., evoking Ariadne's thread, which is the agent connecting the centre of the labyrinth and guiding one from 
the world of darkness to the world of light. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 769 - Almudena Torrã³ 
Artwork 2 Title: Jumble VIII 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 26,5 x 18 x 18 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: aluminium, wire and glass 
Artwork 2 Commentary: With the Jumble Series, I attempt to allude, through the metal threads, to the times in life 
when one loses a loved one and the circumstances that arise from that absence, when you do not know what to do, 
where to go, and you remain crucially suspended there. These are times for self-analysis, loneliness, mourning, 
sadness, distress. It also represent our lack of freedom, these days when you must stay at home and you can only 
see the world through your glass window.| 
I have used aluminium and steel as a thread to symbolise a core connection, at any level, be it spiritual, biological, 
social, etc., evoking Ariadne's thread, which is the agent connecting the centre of the labyrinth and guiding one from 
the world of darkness to the world of light. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID770 

Artist ID: 770 
 
Artist Name: Michela De Nichilo 
Website: https://www.micheladenichilo-sol.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mocha_sol 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 770 - Michela De Nichilo 
Artwork 1 Title: Fantasies of Contamination / I do my bit 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 85 x 150 x 60 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation: HD video, sound, aquarium, water, driftwood, water filter, moss, pebbles, sound, 
headphones, hollow concrete blocks. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: - Link to HD video: https://vimeo.com/504786131 
- Link to the driftwood floating inside the https://vimeo.com/500166757 
-Link of the work on my website (for images): https://www.micheladenichilo-sol.com/home-copy 
'Fantasies of contaminations/I do my bit' was part of the group show 'Planetary Dysphoria', which explored 
â€˜humanistic and existential perspectives on climate change', where â€˜a new generation of artists is responding 
to this collective anxiety, pairing future thinking and the Anthropocene with ideas of fiction and truth, temporality 
and memory, escapism and shame.'  
'Fantasies of contaminations/I do my bit' explores questions of domestication by looking at both the vulnerability 
and the potentiality of invasive species like goldfish. Aquariums are aesthetic places for human pleasure only, 
contained spaces that speak of life and death simultaneously and that mirror human supremacy. For me, aquariums 
have a seductive power. They are contact zones between our world and the underwater one, where all life on Earth 
started. Moreover, aquariums satisfy the aesthetic need of people to decorate their domestic spaces, and the need 
to be surrounded with a pet, as long as it is not too demanding to maintain: a goldfish is, therefore, perfect. An 
aquarium generally reminds people of a domestic environment, which is a compelling space in the context of climate 
change. In fact, people use their private space as the context in which they both tackle the problem of climate 
change by making changes in their daily lives and build excuses not to think or do more (â€˜I do my bit'). For me, 
these actions equally increase the feeling of dysphoria caused by the scale of the climate change problem. Besides, 
goldfish are often referred to as ornamental fish, and they are usually considered vulnerable, small and stupid, with 
no memory. Actually, if released into the wild, goldfish can become invasive species, destroying the surrounding 
ecosystem and creating a huge amount of problems for humans, too. In 'Fantasies of contaminations/I do my bit' 
there is no goldfish in the aquarium, although his presence can be felt through the video playing at the back of the 
glass behind the wall. His proportions are enlarged, he seems huge, and most of the time he moves hysterically in 
the confined space of the glass. The sound used in the video comes primarily from sperm whales. These whales have 
brains five times bigger than ours but with the same configuration. They communicate through echolocation, and 
they use dialects to speak with each others, too. Furthermore, whales are crucial for the whole marine ecosystem to 
thrive and for humans to get oxygen from phytoplankton in the sea. I wanted to use this sound as a way to 
decontextualize the goldfish; as humans, we tend to forget that fish are not silent. The silence we associate with 
them makes them passive and vulnerable in our eyes. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 770 - Michela De Nichilo 
Artwork 2 Title: On the Origin of the Species (2020) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Each frame is 24 x 18.5 x 3 cm. In total, 4 frames 
Artwork 2 Medium: Belly button fluffs/lints (cotton fibres, bacteria- probably the same 8 species in each one of 
them- stomach hair, sweat, house dust, flakes of skin),wooden frame, glass, cardboard. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Work on website: https://www.micheladenichilo-sol.com/work-4 
'On the Origin of the Species, 2020' ('On the Origin of the Species'), was created during the first lockdown, following 
the pandemic triggered by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 
The subject of the work is a series of belly button fluffs/ lints, found in human navels, mainly in the navels of men. 
My interest in these objects is contextualized in the observation that every human being is viscerally linked and 
interdependent with what is not human; for instance oxygen, water, food, bacteria, without which we would not 
survive. 'On the Origin of the Species, 2020' highlights how ridiculous are human beings when they feel superior to 
what is non-human, considering that our own body presents and develops bacteria (non-human beings in our human 
body) which are vital to our own survival. The navel, that corresponds to the point of insertion of the umbilical cord, 
which, during intrauterine development, connects the fetus to the maternal body, guaranteeing the supply of 
oxygenated blood and nutrients, is the point where these lints are generated and in which bacteria proliferate. This 
aspect makes the humorous component of 'On the Origin of the Species, 2020' even more delineated, as it is 
precisely the indelible trace imprinted on our human body, represented by the navel, which reminds us of how much 
non-human presence there is in our human bodies, and consequently, how ridiculous is the violence and selfishness 
that mankind constantly imprints on the planet and everything that is not human- with consequences of injustice 
and violence that affect humans themselves. 
In 'On the Origin of the Species' the fluffs found in a human navel are framed as a tangible demonstration of the 
human and non-human presence, and as something that we produce spontaneously. Scientific studies have shown 
that, despite the impressive diversity, the vast majority of the bacteria present in the tissue fluffs of human navels 
come from a few species. On the studies done, although there were no species common to each individual, eight 
species were present in at least 70% of the participants' fluffs. Together, those eight species accounted for nearly 
half of all bacteria found. The title, 'On the Origin of the Species', is a clear reference to the famous essay by Charles 
Darwin, 'On the Origin of the Species' ('On the Origin of the Species') published in 1859, and considered the 
foundation of evolutionary biology. 'On the Origin of the Species, 2020', however, refers to only one species, the 
human one, and is an irreverent way to praise yes, the importance of Charles Darwin's essay, but also to denounce 
the era of Anthropocentrism and today's human littleness, when humans believe to be the center of everything. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID771 

Artist ID: 771 
 
Artist Name: Victoria Arney 
Website: www.victoriaarney.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/Victoriaarney 
 
Artist Statement: The notion of a static view of nature is one deeply rooted in a nostalgia for the everlasting; I am 
interested in the intrinsic fluidity and melody of the landscapes we inhabit and our fragile and doubtful encounters 
with it.  
I work with bird song to create installations and prints that echo and compose a score of a particular fleeting 
moment . I begin with recording whilst walking. In this work Dawn Chorus Spring I recorded 50 seconds of sound and 
then I make a sonogram of the sounds - this reveals the song shape and structure, this is my starting point.  
These fleeting moments are then analysed, drawn with ink and cut into wood. Solitary and meditative the activity of 
woodcut is slow and one interacts with the material itself in ways that are transformational. The relationship 
between bird wood and paper is simple in nature as well as production. The curvature of the paper reveal both the 
front and its echo on the back of each print. Our movements within the gallery space gently gives breath and 
presence to these prints. The sound often accompanies the installation.  
The dawn chorus is a fleeting moment between night and day that in spring produces highly competitive bird 
singing. Birds cross boundaries and carry with them elements of a script from their own starting point to ours.  
The scroll format I use highlights the idea of journeying, crossing and migrating. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 771 - Victoria Arney 
Artwork 1 Title: Dawn chorus spring 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 250cm x 45 cm varies according to space 
Artwork 1 Medium: woodcut on rice paper scrolls 
Artwork 1 Commentary: we transfer link sent to team@artprize.co.uk to see movie with sound.  
please note this a sound installation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 771 - Victoria Arney 
Artwork 2 Title: Nightingale / Rossignol walk 1 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 275 cm x 97 cm ( 4 scrolls) 
Artwork 2 Medium: woodcut on rice paper scrolls 
Artwork 2 Commentary: we transfer link sent to team@srtprize.co.uk 
please note this is a sound installation 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID772 

Artist ID: 772 
 
Artist Name: Katharine Ferns 
Website: www.katharineferns.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/katharineferns 
 
Artist Statement: My work focuses on the construction of identity through remembering and the mis-remembering 
of the past. Our conceptions of the past, whether vivid or distorted, form our current mythologies and perception of 
ourselves. My work questions how identity is constructed when memory is disconnected, repressed or absent. Some 
events of the past are stored as sensory fragments without a coherent narrative or semantic guide within the mind 
and held as body memory under the skin. I focus on how the body holds events from the past that cannot be 
expressed through language. Using the visual imagery of the figure, I am questioning whether tacit communication 
of the body is possible in my paintings. 
In my work I am attempting to communicate this state of being beyond language and this state of being dissociated 
from language, the body and sense of self. The layering of imagery is a reoccurring element in my work, as the 
figures remain unresolved despite the attempts of reconstruction. This relates to the healing process that produces 
not only physical scarring but also involves the re-conception of self. The figures remain fragmented to communicate 
this state of experiencing multiple layers of memory that do not resolve into a coherent narrative required by 
society. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 772 - Katharine Ferns 
Artwork 1 Title: Weaving Memory 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61x66x6 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Created during the first lockdown in Wigan at Cross Street Studios, the experience of 
disconnection and isolation permeated the creation of this painting. The figures are fragmented but also connected 
in slices of time as their memory of closeness and separation are weaved together. The memory of touch and 
intimacy is held within our bodies which can leave fingerprints of loss as well as the possibility of healing. 
Overlapping of the figure and ground evokes the collective unconscious connection of everyone despite our physical 
perception as being separate from the world around us. I am hoping to make people aware of their own histories, 
healing processes and embodied experiences through encountering visual representations of memory and healing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 772 - Katharine Ferns 
Artwork 2 Title: What Remains 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 137x66x3 and 127x58x3 
Artwork 2 Medium: Hand-felted Coopworth and Merino wool 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Utilising various media such as painting, textiles and felt, the reoccurring element of sewing 
is constant throughout my practice. Whether using surgical sutures or thread, the process of repairing and 
combining materials is crucial to the construction of meaning in the work. In 'What Remainsâ€• thread connects 
different felted pieces together to create an image that is not resolved, despite the attempts of reconstruction. This 
work relates to the healing process that produces not only physical scarring but also involves the re-conception of 
self. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID773 

Artist ID: 773 
 
Artist Name: Jayne-Anita Smith 
Website: www.jayneanitasmith.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jayneanitasmith 
 
Artist Statement: This new series of figurative paintings are from new body of work that has developed over the last 
few of years and follows a shift in practice. At their inception, images are generated through a process of organic 
drawings which I then dissect and use to create collage studies which provide the foundation for new paintings.  
Taking the female form as my starting point, my practice considers the connection between the feminine and the 
spiritual, and the negative impact of a patriarchal led society. The construction of disparate collage sections build to 
create an immersive world that echoes the emotional disturbance of the struggle between self and other; one that 
seeks to envelop its subject. As the fragments and shapes shift, so does the conversation between former and future 
self, questioning the concept of our own being, and challenging the observer to draw parallels with our internal 
human state, where emotion and memory are rooted in the instinctive and primal. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 773 - Jayne-Anita Smith 
Artwork 1 Title: Veneer 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x 30 x 1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and oil on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The debris of contemporary life accumulates and threatens to engulf her. She uses the 
detritous as a camouflage, wearing it as a mask, to hide her core away from those who wish to damage her. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 773 - Jayne-Anita Smith 
Artwork 2 Title: Shell 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29x 22 x 0 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and oil on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The debris of contemporary life accumulates and threatens to engulf her. She uses the 
detritous as a camouflage, wearing it as a mask, to hide her core away from those who wish to damage her. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID774 

Artist ID: 774 
 
Artist Name: Michel Leclercq 
Website: www.leclercqmichel.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Mon travail est le résultat d'une recherche sur le rendu des couleurs et de la texture de la peau . 
Les couleurs de la peau , le mystère rendu par les ombres du soleil sur celle-ci et le mimétisme avec la nature 
forment une vision nouvelle et presque abstraite du corps et plus particulièrement du nu féminin . 
I draw sunshades on bodies, with the skin texture reflecting the colors of nature... Bodies are hidden by leaves or by 
shades, making them appear mysterious and in symbiosis with nature.Â 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 774 - Michel Leclercq 
Artwork 1 Title: Amazonite 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 cm x 80 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: peinture Ã l'huile sur toile 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I draw sunshades on bodies, with the skin texture reflecting the colors of nature... Bodies 
are hidden by leaves or by shades, making them appear mysterious and in symbiosis with nature.Â 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 774 - Michel Leclercq 
Artwork 2 Title: Azurite 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120cm x 80 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: pastel 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Pastel on paper 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID775 

Artist ID: 775 
 
Artist Name: Danny Branscombe 
Website: https://www.dannybranscombe.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/dannybranscombe 
 
Artist Statement: I draw faces, bodies, skin. I create portraits; real, fantastical, autobiographical. Through doing this I 
am striving to make a connection - between me and the subject; between subject and artwork; between artwork 
and audience. I seek to create something that cannot exist in any other way, by any other hand. 
My aim is to transform the subject into something new - to create something, someone, who now exists within the 
image: someone or something that could not exist without me. 
I draw almost exclusively on the iPad, allowing a greater level of nuance than traditional media permit, using ever-
advancing digital software as a tool to produce multi-faceted, multi-layered, hyper-realistic images. I endeavour to 
create something visceral, fleshy, oily, tactile; something that becomes more real than the original subject. 
Combining traditional draftsmanship and digital technology allows me to create portraits that connect with the 
audience in a uniquely personal and disturbingly confrontational way. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 775 - Danny Branscombe 
Artwork 1 Title: Self Supporting System 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 0.3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital drawing printed on metal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: First in a series of self portraits, this piece explores the three elements of myself; the three 
people I am: mother, lover, self. All seem outwardly identical but each is actually different, formed of different 
experiences, different motivations, different pleasures and pains. 
Each persona overlaps the others, interwoven within my life and my mind.  
Each persona cradles the others, as each facet of my self supports each other one. 
The three as a whole create a sense of balance, but not a perfect one. In fact the lack of perfect symmetry is 
unsettling, frustrating.  
The inconsistent light source adds to this feeling of unsettled uncertainty, and speaks to the constant shuffling of 
each persona within myself, each struggling for attention or having to take the reins. 
The smooth pale skin of my face contrasts with the grainy dark skin of my hands, referencing the trope of the pale, 
flawless female being protected by the rough, strong male. But both aspects are from one body, and the lines where 
these two meet is not clear. 
The face, though, is more separated than the other parts of the body - almost as if the hand is sliding off a mask. This 
creates the immediate sense of the face shown concealing a hidden truth, and thus suggests an authenticity to the 
rest of the portrait. 
The act of drawing each figure from scratch, rather than drawing one and triplicating it, was an important part of the 
process of production; trying to create exact copies, but limited by my own capabilities, and each part being affected 
by the parts around it in different ways, was itself a mirror of the artwork. 
Keeping the tone fairly flat allows the piece to not descend into a swirling mass of bodies, but to have a stillness and 
wholeness - thus it is not instantly obvious what it is the viewer is looking at. This abstraction leads the viewer to find 
themself peering deeply and intensely at the form before realising it shows a naked body. This accidental intimacy 
creates the feeling of being caught looking at something forbidden, such as if someone was caught looking at my 
private thoughts. In this I hope to create the sense of peeping uninvited, albeit into my mind not at my body. 
The image could be placed any way up, its orientation only defined by my signature. Such as how at any given 
moment one of my personas will be most present, with other elements suppressed or silent. In that split second of 
signing the artwork my ever-undulating personalities were frozen in position. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 775 - Danny Branscombe 
Artwork 2 Title: FIFTEEN 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 136 x 136 x 1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital drawing printed and mounted on board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: In a series of hand drawn pencil portraits of fifteen year old girls from across Thanet, Danny 
Branscombe attempts to convey the complex aspects of this vulnerable age. 
Caught between childhood and adulthood, the challenge was to capture both their experience and innocence in one 
black and white image.  
Even within this small island of Thanet, the experiences of each fifteen year old are vastly different, individually 
moulding each child and setting them on their unique path to adulthood. 
The hyper-reality of the portraits and unflinching pose of each subject challenge the viewer to see how much of that 
unique journey can be read from their face. 
Branscombe wanted the images to have a grimy, flawed appearance, hauntingly lit, with fleshy, gritty, oily, flaky 
textures, leaving the subject exposed to scrutiny. This vulnerability is then countered by the confident stance, 
mirroring the complex layers of the person behind each portrait. 
It was important for the portraits not to be too photorealistic close up, but for the myriad pencil strokes to be fully 
visible. This allows the confrontational pose, and tactile realism of the model, to break down as the viewer gets 
closer - shattering the intimate moment shared between model and viewer, and reducing the subject to simple 
marks on paper. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID776 

Artist ID: 776 
 
Artist Name: Imogen Hawgood 
Website: https://www.imogenhawgood.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/imogenhawgood 
 
Artist Statement: In my current work, the idea of 'the road' as a transitional and symbolic landscape is central. 
Following a trip to Los Angeles, a focus for me has been the American Dream, and the mythic allure of the West, 
ideals embodied in the city of LA. The freedom of the American open road has been a powerful image for 
generations on both sides of the Atlantic, representing for some self-discovery, for others a path to redemption. 
Through the use of my own photography, as well as found footage, the images I create juxtapose an air of nostalgia 
with contemporary viewpoints. I often use the interior of a car as a frame through which to view a passing landscape 
and try to capture a sense of movement through my composition and use of colour and lighting. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 776 - Imogen Hawgood 
Artwork 1 Title: California Dreamin', Road to Nowhere 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 23.5 x 32.2 x 1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Gouache on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In September 2020, partway through a year already defined by â€˜unprecedented' and 
world-altering events, California awoke to deep orange smoke-filled skies which turned day to night. As wildfires 
raged across the state, California's skyscapes resembled not the blue cloudless paradise we have come to know, but 
the apocalyptic orange glow of Blade Runner 2049, the long-awaited sequel to Ridley Scott's 80s classic. Suddenly, 
this desolate reality, set only 29 years in the future, doesn't seem so farfetched. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 776 - Imogen Hawgood 
Artwork 2 Title: The End of the Road 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 57.2 x 87.2 x 2.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Gouache on board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The freedom of the American open road has been a powerful image for generations of 
dreamers; the early American pioneers headed West in search of a better life, the beatniks followed Kerouac to LA 
and â€˜Frisco', while the hippies searched for freedom from the constraints of the American middle class. The End of 
the Road questions the allure of the road, offering a subverted view of the LA, pairing a classic drive through a palm 
lined street with a Noir-infused desolate atmosphere. Is what lies ahead ever really that different to what is reflected 
in the rear-view mirror? 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID777 

Artist ID: 777 
 
Artist Name: Anca Sirbu 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/anca.luiza.sirbu 
 
Artist Statement: I conceive painting as a physical expression of my existence, meaning that painting recreates the 
sensations of being physically in the world, as something that belongs of a physiological order. For this reason I want 
to see the brush stroke, I want to smell the paint; I want to observe pure and muted colours. Painting is my main 
visual language, but I also aspire to an interconnected vision of the world, highlighting the close relationships with 
the literary world, and mass media. For this reason my sources of inspiration are both plastic and literary.  
At a formal level I am interested in reflecting on the fragmentation of an endless visual culture. I try to manufacture 
my works as if I were a kind of Frankenstein, where I use pre-existing images as a collage in order to build, combine 
and dilute an enormous visual load expelled from an increasingly conflictive but also self-serving world. This artistic 
work can be understood as an effort to find a certain meaning, a certain manifestation. It is there where the creative 
spirit demonstrates its importance, by joining apparently disparate elements, often antagonistic to build from and 
towards harmony. The visual language of my paintings takes up this aspect of the fragmentation of cultural reality to 
develop a body of work that moves between representation and abstraction, where I seek to build an intelligible 
personal language, which alludes to and reveals an intimate but universal history. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 777 - Anca Sirbu 
Artwork 1 Title: Into the woods 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130X185X3 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Starting from the literature of the twentieth century and in particular from the book The 
music of the world or the Montoliu effect and in the desire to link it with postmodern art, I have been interested in 
developing plastically the concept of the self as a subject: is just a historical construction that owns to the western 
culture, in the manner of great paintings, sculptures, cathedrals, symphonies, novels. In other words, the personal 
biography equals to the creation of a work of art. The implications of this assumption lead me, like the protagonist of 
the book, to analyse this fictional structure, decompose it, criticize it. The book is based on the the understanding of 
the West as a logocentric civilization, which is opposed to that other that is the East, that other world that from the 
West has been interpreted and constructed as an antagonist in many of its concepts about the world, its values and 
life. So my interest was to unity this two opposite worlds. To know the art of West is to understand the West itself. 
Taking that as a starting point, I have quickly looked at the world of circuses, understanding it as a concept that 
moves away from that logocentric character and is always halfway between East and West, and therefore has the 
capacity 'to moveâ€•, transmute, and choose a direction without forgetting to get lost since his own nature guides 
them. Also, the world of the traveling circus, with its colourful and enigmatic background, represents the perfect 
nest to host such different themes, as athleticism and the taboos that surround it, multicultural integration, the 
man-animal relationship, but also child exploitation and generational pain, which I developed in the project entitled 
Into the woods. Wishing to integrate the West with the East I have decided to use aesthetic resources of both, 
superimposing a certain hieratic, characteristic of orthodox icons, mixed with poses of yogi practices to the intrepid 
movement typical of circus acrobats, using the vivid colour of the masterpieces Renaissance, and the dynamism 
leaving it exclusively for the brushstroke, recalling the painting of Velazquez or Rubens. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 777 - Anca Sirbu 
Artwork 2 Title: Into the wood: la dama del lago 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 114X223X3 CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I continue with the Into the woods project. Apart from the theme described in the other 
paintings, I am also interested in the concept of overpainted, understood as an overwriting of time. In this sense, I 
choose existing images and place them, paint them and mark their margins to create a symbiosis between the past 
and the present. I let the remains of old paintings glimpse on purpose, just to overwrite the theme and motifs of the 
theme. Also, I prioritize movement and experimentation over the acquisition of virtuosity. 
In this painting I am interested in the idea of â€‹â€‹two coexisting worlds, which perceive each other and interact, 
exchanging forms, and understanding, while avoiding the destruction of one in favor of the other. I separated the 
painting into two sides, connecting them through hair, that works as a veil that allows the two worlds to be glimpsed 
simultaneously, maintaining a fantastic felling through the characters, thinking that the fantastic exists to the extent 
that One perceives it as such, as Todorov would say. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID778 

Artist ID: 778 
 
Artist Name: Thiago Sancho 
Website: www.thiagosancho.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/sanchothiago 
 
Artist Statement: A dancer by training, in 2006 I began my artistic trajectory working as a creative interpreter in 
contemporary dance companies, having the body and the movement as the matrix of my research. In 2017, after 
suffering my second knee injury, i moved away from dance to recover. In this meantime, I began to resignify various 
resources that I had accumulated during these years and started to apply my gestures for the construction of other 
bodies. 
Spinning, twisting, suspending, stretching, giving in to gravity and other actions that I performed in dance were now 
being experienced in another practice. Without ever having approached the visual arts before, I understood that this 
now would be my new form of expression.  
My work arises from the accidents of journeys and from resilience, from my interest in the body (its formal, sensitive 
and energetic structure) and its movement (its relationships, affections and processes of transformation). I seek to 
reveal the space that lies between bodies, the in-between, the place where relationships take place and where these 
bodies interact. This space of boundaries connects everything while also preventing bodies from merging and 
occupying the same place.  
I use vegetable and mineral materials, exploring their possibilities. I seek harmony in asymmetry to find balance in 
inequalities, to compose a dance with organic structures that reveal their negative space. I build layers, highlighting 
the imperfect, the dirty, the rust, the primary structure, and inverting the base, the support point, the place where 
the body is sustained. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 778 - Thiago Sancho 
Artwork 1 Title: a single body 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160 x 60 x 60 
Artwork 1 Medium: kinetic sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: sculpture made with: plaster gauze and iron  
To see the video please check the link below : 
https://vimeo.com/473576113 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 778 - Thiago Sancho 
Artwork 2 Title: when the dog's hair stand on end 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38 x 45 x 45 
Artwork 2 Medium: kinetic sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary: sculpture made with: plaster gauze, iron and nails 
To see the video please check the link below: 
https://vimeo.com/473899150 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID779 

Artist ID: 779 
 
Artist Name: Nicola Durrant 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I create mixed media paintings that are intimately connected to the sensation of walking or flying 
though the landscape and the history associated with the many ancient footpaths and bridleways that surround my 
studio. 
In my latest work I am trying to convey the atmosphere and sensory experience of that particular place or subject, 
rather than what I am seeing. The textures of my subject matter are replicated in my art using layers of mark making 
which are often rubbed, peeled and scratched back to reveal the history of the drawing or painting as it develops. 
I am fascinated by birds that glide, dart and soar through the sky as they too are following ancient routes invisible to 
the naked eye but predetermined by their ancestors much as modern day shipping and ley lines are to us. 
Recreating the view or a particular subject is something that I am trying to avoid. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 779 - Nicola Durrant 
Artwork 1 Title: Spring Heatwave 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 40cm x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, ink and oil bars on box canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am captivated by the land, sea and sky bleeding together with no fixed horizon. The vast 
expanses that birds traverse and their unbridled joy of flight through these spaces. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 779 - Nicola Durrant 
Artwork 2 Title: Flower Study 5 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80cm x 60cm x 1cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Graphite, charcoal and pastel on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is from a series of flower drawings created mainly without looking at the paper to 
minimise interference from my conscious mind. I commited to paper the imagined experience from an ant's 
perspective, exploring the textures and forms of the flowers with my pencil following tiny ant feet. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID780 

Artist ID: 780 
 
Artist Name: Sonia Grogneuf 
Website: https://sonieuf.myportfolio.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My name is Sonia, I am a French artist, based in Bristol. Thanks to my degrees in Interior Design 
and Graphic Art, I acquired fantastic artistic knowledge and skills about different technics on various subjects. But 
my favorite medium is the black and white drawing, as spontaneously as possible. I particularly love drawing about 
my concerns on environmental and social issues. 
What does make an Artwork unique, for me? Imperfections. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 780 - Sonia Grogneuf 
Artwork 1 Title: My Plastic Tree 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Drawing + Collage on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My Plastic Treeâ€• is the first artwork of my new project called 'Plastic Earthâ€• that I am 
explaining on my website: 
https://sonieuf.myportfolio.com/plastic-earth 
There will be in total 5 canvas (30x30cm), each will be created with a detailed drawing of a subject at first, then 
covered partly by plastic waste for the final result. The whole project aims to show the presence of plastic 
everywhere and also the dramatic consequences of our pollution. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 780 - Sonia Grogneuf 
Artwork 2 Title: Forest fire 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 26 x 19,5 cm (300 dpi) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Forest fireâ€• is an artwork created in response of the fires happening around the world, 
more and more frequent and highly destructive. On this picture, we can feel that the whole forest is screaming and 
battling, in vain... 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID781 

Artist ID: 781 
 
Artist Name: Gary Eite 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/eitegaryjohn 
 
Artist Statement: Really enjoyed drawing again ,from just before the first lockdown , and exploring the industrial 
landscapes and scenes that interest me, along with starting printmaking from attending night school, it has been 
great as a task to enjoy and focus on over the past year. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 781 - Gary Eite 
Artwork 1 Title: coventry sports centre 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 380x270mm portrait 
Artwork 1 Medium: linocut 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A lino cut of the sports centre in Coventry, designed in 1977, it looks more like a Star Wars 
building than a sports hall 
Known locally as the elephant, it is clad in grey leadwork 
Always a building that i look at for when going through town,  
It makes a great subject to draw. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 781 - Gary Eite 
Artwork 2 Title: pylon at Tile Hill Station 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 380x270mm portrait 
Artwork 2 Medium: ink and marker on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: just loved the detail of the metalwork and sense of perspective from standing under the 
pylon, and the contrast against a grey overcast sky 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID782 

Artist ID: 782 
 
Artist Name: Freda Cheung 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/freda__cheung 
 
Artist Statement: Freda loves painting since her childhood. After working for a long time of years, she realised and 
found the important of art in her heart. She decided to quit her job, pick up and self-learn art in full time starting 
from 2018. 
Freda enjoys painting in variety of media including charcoal, graphite, oil, pastel and watercolor. She wants to 
bringing fresh, share her thoughts and stories to the viewers through this powerful language. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 782 - Freda Cheung 
Artwork 1 Title: The Horn 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 33.02 x 30.48 x 1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphite on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I only drawn a horn of an animal and you can imagine and think of which animal it related 
to. This is interesting and the power of creation of human being.  
I also want to let people know and get aware that some of the animals are now disappearing from the Earth. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 782 - Freda Cheung 
Artwork 2 Title: The Choice 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 77 x 49 x 1.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Charcoal on Paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A fight is going on inside for each of us everyday. We battle and make choices of our lives 
between our good and bad thoughts. 
The glowing sphere is the inside of our 'COREâ€• and the two wolves are fighting to death for the win of our 
decision. 
One wolf is evil - he is anger, arrogance, envy, greed, jealous, regret, resentment, sorrow, lies and ego. 
The other one is good - he is love, joy, peace, hope, humility, kindness, empathy, generosity, truth and faith. 
Wolf symbolizes sharp intelligence, deep connection with instinct and appetite for freedom. 
So, which wolf will you feed? 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID783 

Artist ID: 783 
 
Artist Name: Kevin Devonport 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/kevindevonportfineart 
 
Artist Statement: My route into the artworld has been somewhat unorthodox as I am a self-taught artist that learnt 
to paint in prison whilst serving a sentence for drug offences. Painting was purely a past time interest as I planned to 
study a MSc in Criminology upon release. After being accepted into Leeds University the pandemic disrupted my 
plans as the course was cancelled. This is when I decided to dedicate myself full time to an artistic route in life. I had 
previously gained a Bronze Award for painting at the 2019 Koestler awards and had raised considerable amounts for 
charity with paintings I have donated for auction, with the comedian Jim Davidson purchasing one of these. I am 
currently based at Assembly House studios in Leeds where a number of art graduates have given me priceless 
advice, guidance and support. As a means of generating an income I have been painting commissions however this is 
not the route forward I would like to progress my art. I aim to present my own creativity by using my social science 
background, as I have a First Class Honours in Sociology, to highlight sociological themes and ideas. The project i'm 
currently working on concerns issues regarding 'identity' and 'senses of self-hood'. These points are being illustrated 
through a series of still life paintings that highlight peoples attachment, in terms of meaning, to material objects that 
convey expressions of identity and self-hood. The paintings incorporate the Major Arcana of the Tarot highlighting 
the various archetypes encountered throughout the life course. Overall the project will eventually outline my own 
life trajectory. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 783 - Kevin Devonport 
Artwork 1 Title: Death of an Identity 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cmx40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: OILS 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting gives a quintessential example of how meanings to material artefacts are 
subjective rather than objective. The death card does not symbolise physical death, as many would interpret, but 
concerns the death of a particular identity this being 'the criminal identity'. This is highlighted by the objects 
displayed in the painting, resonating my own life. The footwear represents 'the self' and depicts the movement 
throughout the life course. Overall the painting expresses the notion that identities are not static and fixed but fluid 
and malleable. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 783 - Kevin Devonport 
Artwork 2 Title: Reinvention of the Self 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60cmx40cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: OILS 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Again this painting resonates my own life trajectory by the adoption of a new identity, this 
being the identity of 'the artist'. Reinventing 'the self' is not particularly easy as it requires settings that offer a 
grounding to create ontological security and a solid sense of self-hood, of 'who I am'. Art and becoming an artist 
offered a new form of social anchor that is shown through the objects displayed. The Sun Tarot card represents re-
birth this being the re-invention of the self, to an identity of the artist. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID784 

Artist ID: 784 
 
Artist Name: Jiaxi Li 
Website: www.jiajiajiaxi.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/liuliandaxia 
 
Artist Statement: Jiaxi Li is a textile artist who focuses on innovative knit practice. Jiaxi has built a multidisciplinary 
and interactive design practice in material exploration, craftsmanship, and cross-subject collaboration. As a textile 
artist, she values the usability, vividness, culture, and aesthetics in each creation. She aims to break the traditional 
boundaries in the textile industry. 
Jiaxi graduated with honour in fashion design from Parsons School of Design before her studies in MA textile at the 
Royal College of Art. 
Cloud 9.9 Space is a project that contains a series of vibrant and dynamic knitted sculptural works. Displaying diverse 
approach to form and space, these statues are created upon methods of machine knitting, solidifying knit structure, 
and plastic moulding home objects.  
This project explores 'escapism' as a self-protecting mechanism when facing an unstable social and political 
environment. Escaping the oppression of reality, I want to appreciate simple happiness and be grateful to what I 
already have. The Cloud 9.9 is a temporary shelter for people to return to childlike innocence and find a sense of 
humour far away from the complex adult world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 784 - Jiaxi Li 
Artwork 1 Title: Cloud 9.9 - Basin 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 49cm x 38cm x 26cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 784 - Jiaxi Li 
Artwork 2 Title: Cloud 9.9 - Faces 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 18cm x 20cm x 21cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID785 

Artist ID: 785 
 
Artist Name: Joseph Dupré 
Website: www.josephdupre.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/josephduprestudios 
 
Artist Statement: Working as an artist and a medical doctor, I feel that there is a lot of crossover between my two 
passions. When it comes to sculpture and modelling, my years of hands on medical training, and in depth knowledge 
of anatomy have provided with a deep understanding of the human form, and a keen ability to work with my hands 
in fine detail. This has proved very useful in the last year, as I have been developing my artistic practice, having 
finished my full time specialist medical training. I have been working in an explosive variety of media, trying to find 
avenues to pursue with vigour and enthusiasm. Some of the most successful have been bronze, monoprinted bird 
mobiles and clay, my most frequent endeavour. One of my main passions in art is mark making, and I was able to 
explore this with my mrnoprinted birds, and my clay sculpture, with surface markings. I am trying to convey a busy, 
bustling surface texture, much like a Van Gogh drawing, with dozens of different marks and textures, a feast for the 
vision. My work is also humorous and playful, drawing on the humour of my idols, Picasso and Gaudier-Brzeska. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 785 - Joseph Dupré 
Artwork 1 Title: Man with Nesting Gold Bird 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 12x10x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic with underglaze and gold lustre 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 785 - Joseph Dupré 
Artwork 2 Title: Expectantly Blue 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 26x10x20 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ceramic with cobalt blue underglaze and gold lustre 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID786 

Artist ID: 786 
 
Artist Name: Alina Popa 
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/account/artworks/1660750 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My works start from observing and analysing the world that surrounds us. Extracting small pieces 
of how the Zeitgeist expresses itself and depicting them in my artworks, I try to know and understand the universal 
truths. These truths combine and compose a worldview system given to the viewer. 
I do not offer my experience of reality, rather than that, I am disclosing the ideas that create the current reality. 
This way, my art tries to illuminate philosophical issues and shape human basic sense of what is and what matters. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 786 - Alina Popa 
Artwork 1 Title: Ontology of Art 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x60x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work opens up the philosophical issue of what does it mean to be an artist and what is 
art? 
The journey to create this work began from analysing the evolution of artistic thought starting with Malevich that 
was suggesting going further and further into the emptiness of the deserts. Here we are in the moment of total loss 
of universal meanings, left with only subjective interpretation of the reality. Subjectivism self-centeredness, not bad 
things by themselves when in reasonable amounts, reached such high levels that brought us in the age of death of 
the expertise. 
The current artwork is full of dualism: the tragedy and faith in the future of Art.  
Tragedy arises from the fact that in the current World, Anyone can ask to be considered an artist and Anything can 
be considered Art when included in an Art setting. This is the fate of Art that cannot be changed until a state of total 
chaos is reached. The artwork resembles the aesthetics and textual of an advertising expressing the fact that anyone 
can answer to the message of displaying something and that that something will immediately be an artwork. 
Same time, there is an optimistic point in this as well. When we arrive to a conscious decision of 'that's enough!â€•, 
the current artwork plays the role of calling true artists to bring order from chaos and shape the future of Art in such 
a way that Art becomes the happening of the truth. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 786 - Alina Popa 
Artwork 2 Title: Post Democracy 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x100x0.2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ink on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: In this current work, I am reflecting on the current situation of socio-political state in the 
western world. 
In an illusory imagine of wealth, we have an increasing inequality between poor and rich people, the politics look 
more like PR programs when a true, adult dialogue is missing. The current situation reminds more of an adult-child 
interaction when citizens are treated as not prepared for serious discussions and democracy is more of a theatre 
play. 
"A post-democratic society is one that continues to have and to use all the institutions of democracy, but in which 
they increasingly become a formal shell. The energy and innovative drive pass away from the democratic arena and 
into small circles of a politico-economic elite." after Colin Crouch. 
The "Smiley Face" on the artwork is depicting the citizen that is surrounded by a lot of noise and yellow journalism. 
This reflects the decrease of the expertise in the modern world, high subjectivism and unclear structures of truth. 
Same time, this face looks like it is smiling, but it is not its smile, it is an external one. So that the citizen is laughed at 
while having the eyes crossed and not seeing and understanding of what is happening in the world. This is another 
phenomenon present in the world we are living today, we don't know what is happening with us until an "expert" 
party is telling us and branding the event. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID787 

Artist ID: 787 
 
Artist Name: Sam Griffiths 
Website: www.samgriffithsart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/samgriffithsart 
 
Artist Statement: Sam Griffiths is a South-London artist and a graduate of both Central Saint Martins and Wimbledon 
College of Arts. Amongst an abundance of personal artistic triumphs and commissioned works, Griffiths boasts a 
first-class degree in Technical Arts and Special Effects. With a distinct perspective and practice, his abstract 
illustrative work juxtaposes his hyper-realistic sculptures. This fine eye for detail is seen in each of his chosen 
mediums and connects his work and his outlook on life.  
Spurred on by an influential art teacher throughout high school, Griffiths was challenged to experiment outside of 
the curriculum. Inspired by school-trips to a local UAL campus he found himself captivated by the realistic sculptures, 
fuelling his desire for realistic figurative work later on in life. Whilst studying at Central Saint Martins, Griffiths was 
urged to experiment further and push the boundaries of his artistic thinking. Here he discovered artists such as Tony 
Orrico and Cameron Robbins, who became heavy influencers in his work. It was at Wimbledon College of Arts that 
he learnt the principal skills of figurative sculpting and technical elements of moulding and casting.  
Griffiths pairs precision and skill with a veracious need to experiment and push the boundaries of his own practice. 
This is demonstrated in his full-scale sculpture of his Grandfather, a large and complex task which he approached 
with a sensitivity for his subject coupled with his fastidious attention to detail. Large-scale works and personalised 
commissions such as these align with Griffith's trajectory in the art world. He offers a sensitivity and a humour that 
influences both his 2D and 3D works, offering a level of detail and care that separates his work from others.  
â€‹ 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 787 - Sam Griffiths 
Artwork 1 Title: Sergeant Green 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 x 25 x 25 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze portrait mounted on Portland stone 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is a portrait of my grandfather, who served as a policeman in the Met Police. As a 
boy, he told me how he chased and tackled a thief to the floor and so all I could picture was an old man in his 
uniform, rather than the young, athletic man he was. This piece is obviously very personal to me, and very much a 
thank you for being a figure in my life. 
Originally the sculpt was for a wax work but I used the mould to make a bronze portrait. The helmet was gifted to 
me by him which I feel really gives legitimacy to the piece.  
Now, more than ever, I think it is important to have stories like these, shining a positive light on the police and the 
work they do for us as a society. Too much dark light has been cast on the service and this needs to change. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 787 - Sam Griffiths 
Artwork 2 Title: Circular Motion 1 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 44 x 32 
Artwork 2 Medium: Paper and Ink 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece explores the relationship between humans and machines making art work, 
bringing to light the question - "what can we call art". It is part of a series exploring the use of paper, ink and the 
natural elements. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID788 

Artist ID: 788 
 
Artist Name: Alejandro Leon 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/alejolion57 
 
Artist Statement: Stalker, sculptor and human. My work is the result of observing and understanding the little 
expressions, moments and memories that define human beings, in order to transform them in to art pieces that 
combine human parts and reflect a feeling, moment and struggle. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 788 - Alejandro Leon 
Artwork 1 Title: Calma 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H:25 x W: 8,5 x D:11 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Clay sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The piece portraits a man in complete disregard for itself in a relaxed pose and a big ear 
were he's head is supposed to be, letting us kwon he is not concerned about his identity but prefers to pay attention 
to the world surrounding him. Individually, he represents a state of calm from someone willing to patiently listen. 
Placed along with "Evoca" (his female contra part) It gives the illusion of complete attention to the aggressive 
seduction of her lips. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 788 - Alejandro Leon 
Artwork 2 Title: IRA 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: H:10,5 x W:12, 5 x D:14,5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Clay sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Don't hold it in. Let rage and frustration out! Ira is an aggressive sculpture at first glance 
that shows a frenzied face whit his mouth been opened by two hands. When seen from a side perspective the 
meaning varies and the hands support the face giving him clam. On the posterior view it changes again and it seams 
like the two hands are leaving the feeling. Releasing it to infinity. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID789 

Artist ID: 789 
 
Artist Name: Bradley Rizza 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/bradleyrizza 
 
Artist Statement: Bradley Rizza is a British contemporary artist based in London. His kaleidoscopic paintings explore 
humanities psychological intricacies, exploring and communicating their emotions from soul to skin. His portrait style 
works portray a myriad of emotions, from love and anger to despair and contemplation. Passionate about health and 
mental wellbeing, the works bare all, affording the onlooker an insight into a subject's character. He favours sit down 
sessions prior to painting to form a connection, allowing ample time for that spark, passion or vulnerability to 
resonate and be conveyed to canvas. 
Besotted by the beauty of nature from his Scottish and Italian roots, influences of ones environment are evident in 
the works. Fabulous red flowers from 'You can call me Roseâ€• and the enticing backdrop accompaniment to the 
subject in 'Reflection from opalescent skiesâ€•. Marbled purple representations from Lewisian Gneiss are seen in 
'Earth; a purple blazeâ€•, inspired from the study of geology in former years.  
Exploring societies expectation on conformity, Bradley Rizza's work has been known to question gender, race and 
focus on mental health. In each portrait the subjects appear without the usual indicators of psychical being. In a 
deliberate attempt for the viewer to question race, colour is used as an expression of feeling rather than that of the 
subjects skin.  
The varying viscosity and colour palettes communicate a visceral feeling. Impasto oil paint, or impatiently applied 
acrylic spray paints are used to capture the fragility of the human psyche. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 789 - Bradley Rizza 
Artwork 1 Title: Earth; an oasis amidst fired clay 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122.9X122.9X3.6 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece from Bradley Rizza highlights the challenge in preserving our earth for future 
generations. An intricate and elegant portrait, holding a commanding and austere look. Perusing commitment and 
righteousness from the onlooker, contrasting and bold colours bring an awe of freshness and celebration of life from 
within. A sense of serenity encompassed by the iron warmth of the planet. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 789 - Bradley Rizza 
Artwork 2 Title: Reflection from opalescent skies 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122.9X122.9X3.6 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: In the forefront of an enticing opalescent backdrop, we are presented with a confident and 
beautiful subject. The translucent cocktail of white, blue and pink flow seamlessly, giving a background with 
iridescence. Tones of blue and green are demonstrative of the individual's thoughts, and are stabilising in the 
glamorous faÃ§ade of the world. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID790 

Artist ID: 790 
 
Artist Name: Jaz Heber Percy 
Website: https://jazpercy.wixsite.com/ba-hons-fineart/artist-statement 
IG: www.instagram.com/jhp_fine_art 
 
Artist Statement: Noisy images, a sense of exuberance and human nature provide the anchor for my work. These 
qualities are reflected through the use of paint and mixed media, informed by ancient history, female identity, media 
culture and the urban environment; a rich source of subject matter. 
PAINT: Particularly enjoying the contrast between frenetic surfaces, physically collaging different materials in a 
traditional cut-and-paste sense. PRINT: The harsh jagged lines on the woodblock feel slightly anarchic mixed with the 
smooth line associated with classical sculpture, and find this combination strangely delightful. I aim to take elements 
of ancient legends and translate them into contemporary visuals with an urban twist. 
I have always worked with the female figure and choose to include semi-nude female forms in the work, with an 
explicit nod towards classical iconography. 
The ongoing discussion concerning female objectification is continuously touched on. A possible response to having 
spent my teenage years in an all-female household after my father's suicide. I am interested in objectification and 
the male gaze. These issues are particularly engaging as a result of having been challenged on the purpose of using 
such subject matter in my practice. 
An unexplained disorder has affected my stature, and I am continuously confronted by other's prejudices and 
societal assumptions. I object to being perceived as childlike; and use of self is liberating and one of convenience. I 
present myself as a generic female form. Being small perhaps is what draws me to large scale work with bold, 
confident imagery. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 790 - Jaz Heber Percy 
Artwork 1 Title: Urban Gods (diptych) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180cmX242 (unframed) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 2 of 5 original figures from a mixed media urban frieze.  
Having come across Donna Haraway's writing, particularly A Cyborg Manifesto, she suggests that all women are 
constructed, thus calling us â€˜cyborgs'. It is implied that once all the perceptions of women that already exist, are 
fully embraced and accepted (by women), we can start forming a new identity of women, for women, by women; 
creating a new myth. In her essay on tentacular thinking, she also claims that our current mythologies are obsolete, 
promoting this concept of exceptionalism and the ideal human body. It is high time that different tales were told. 
These works explore that idea, and to use the words of Kate Tempest these females represent 'brand new ancients': 
the divinity that walks among us in the present day.â€• 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 790 - Jaz Heber Percy 
Artwork 2 Title: What Girls Learn 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 118cmX61cm (unframed) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Woodblock print on Shoji paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A quote by Naomi Wolf was the inspiration for this print: 'What little girls learn is not desire 
for the other, but the desire to be desired.â€• A shocking quote that made me realise how much truth there is in 
those word. Ariel Levy also writes that 'we have determined that all empowered women must be overtly and 
publicly sexualâ€•. However, today sexuality is often automatically associated with pin ups and pornography and this 
aesthetic has become embedded within our culture. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID791 

Artist ID: 791 
 
Artist Name: Kevin Dowd 
Website: www.kevindowdart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kevindowdart 
 
Artist Statement: Kevin Dowd is an Irish artist who focuses on collage-based art and digital media. Working in 
London for over ten years, he employs a range of media, including photography, collage, and digital illustration.â€¨ 
In 2014, Kevin won the Signature Art Prize for his piece 'Field Day: Descent', which gave his work a broader platform, 
and resulted in a series of sales and commissions, as well as having his work licensed for use across book covers and 
albums - most recently for a book by Japan's prominent author, Rio Asai. 
â€¨Kevin's education in visual communication provided him with the tools and thinking processes that enable his 
creative practice. His doctoral thesis focused on the use of practice-based visual methodologies in engaging with 
visual design, specifically within the realm of political visual communication.Â  
â€¨His latest collection, titled 'Calamity', is a direct response to the turbulence of 2020, and each artwork in this 
series responds to specific themes or ideas from our collective experiences, from political upheaval to an 
unprecedented pandemic. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 791 - Kevin Dowd 
Artwork 1 Title: Shield 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70 x100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Limited edition print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Shield' is a visual depiction of humankind's faith in technology to protect us from the impact 
of climate change. The hand-made umbrella, fashioned from tinfoil, represents the fragility of our technological 
dependency, and questions what will happen if we can't out-think oncoming catasrophe. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 791 - Kevin Dowd 
Artwork 2 Title: Nosedive 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x100cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Limited edition print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Nosedive is a response to the chaos of 2020. Social and political upheavel has resulted in a 
collective sensation of free-fall. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID792 

Artist ID: 792 
 
Artist Name: Dana Hubraq 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/deearting_ 
 
Artist Statement: I am a Sydney-based fine arts student who primarily works with watercolor, oils, and film. From a 
young age, I've loved to paint technical landscapes and still-lifes. Recently, I've adopted an almost unfinished quality 
to my work, which expresses my emerging fascination with subconscious memory, nostalgia, and reality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 792 - Dana Hubraq 
Artwork 1 Title: Is It Even Real? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x40x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In light of the events that took place last year, in this work, I've attempted to parallel my 
digital self to my real self to question the "realness" of reality and the consequences of living online. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 792 - Dana Hubraq 
Artwork 2 Title: The Moment that Never Changes 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76x76x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A painting from memory of a moment that brings me bittersweet nostalgia. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID793 

Artist ID: 793 
 
Artist Name: Yuki Aruga 
Website: https://yukiaruga.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/yuki.aruga 
 
Artist Statement: Informed by her Japanese and British heritage, Yuki Aruga's practice and aesthetic sensibilities are 
built upon her experience of these two cultures and keen interest in nature. 
Her process combines both the traditional and the contemporary, utilising digital manipulation of photographs and 
the painting techniques of Old Masters. Materially the works are part of a western tradition, while conceptually they 
are rooted in eastern philosophy and Japanese aesthetic norms. Her work lies somewhere between abstraction and 
figuration: the real and the virtual, east and west, presence and absence. 
Aruga's paintings often feature dark, expansive spaces in which subjects are held unfathomably suspended, alluding 
to the idea of the void and the numinous. Her delicate sculptural pieces in clay and wax evoke a sense of longing, 
time and the memorial. Collectively these ambiguous amalgamations of flora and fauna suggest notions of 
impermanence, absence and the cyclical process of life, death and rebirth. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 793 - Yuki Aruga 
Artwork 1 Title: In the Round 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In the Round', (2020), depicts an amalgamation of flora and fauna; a bird's wing, part of a 
snake's coiled body, curled rose petals studded with dark crimson spots indicating its later life and inevitable decay. 
The shadow of a circle floats in the background, its lower half receding into the background's gradation of colour, a 
gentle indication of the cyclical, repetitive processes of birth, life, death and decay - the Buddhist concept of 
Samsara. The edges of the canvas are painted a bright pink-orange, so as to emit a halo of glowing colour on the 
wall, allowing the painting to bleed beyond its own parameters. To the lower left of the canvas is an â€˜L' shape, 
intended to create both a disturbance in the composition and also to act as a portal or window into another space, 
much like Juan SÃ¡nchez CotÃ¡n's still life painting, 'Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber' (c.1602). The seemingly 
limitless background of this painting is a product of the computer-generated collages I create and work from, 
referencing the Buddhist concept of SÅ«nyata, often translated as emptiness or void-ness. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 793 - Yuki Aruga 
Artwork 2 Title: Where we Meet 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 80 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and gold leaf on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The painting is inspired by Hokusai's, 'Snake and Small Bird', (c.1836). 'Where we Meet' 
depicts two main rose heads that face in opposite directions- their centres hollowed out. Within the cup-shaped 
central rose head rests a coiled snake. The background, a gradation of blue at the bottom edge of the canvas, 
through to a deep plum-black at the top, has lines that intersect behind the snake and roses. The lines follow a 
similar angle to the bamboo canes that appear in the aforementioned Hokusai painting. The edges of the canvas are 
covered with gold leaf and emit a warm yellow glow around the canvas. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID794 

Artist ID: 794 
 
Artist Name: Judith Mcdonagh 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/judith_mcdonagh 
 
Artist Statement: I have just left school and am on a gap year before starting university at the Courtauld in 
September. Earlier this week I featured as an artist in Landscape Artist of the Year. I studied art for GCSE and a A-
level, the courses improved my artistic skills, but I've always kept my art separate to school art, as sketch-booking 
and the school mark schemes were a very unnatural way of working for me and it's important for me to feel that 
what I'm creating is honest. I tend to work in the evenings or through the night because it's a creative and exciting 
setting; there is something quite sobering and terrifying about the clarity of the day. When I work, it is very 
instinctive, I make no plans, or sketches, or drawings, every mark I make is a carefully re-evaluated step from the 
last. In terms of my landscapes, it is all fictional, with sub-conscious influence from Doig, Munch, and a lot of modern 
Indian art. The women though in my work, I paint from old film photographs I've collected over the years - partly 
because they're so beautiful and classic, but I also like how the women are a part of the escapism too because they 
only exist in paper now, either because they have died or are untraceable from the photos. I've started to use oils 
recently, but still love the immediacy and density of the heavy acrylics. I paint escapist landscapes, echoing the many 
introspective images and perceptions one has of the after life - whether it be heaven or hell. My work explores the 
boundaries between perfect morality and sin, and explores the way that despite me being very religious, from an 
outsiders perspective, my actions are often 'un-holy'. I enjoy capturing an ugliness and a brutality in my work, which I 
try to balance with an overall beauty or simplicity. I think a lot about whether religion or a God is instinctive or learnt 
in humans, and the way that my religion seems to almost run through my blood. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 794 - Judith Mcdonagh 
Artwork 1 Title: Angels who play at pitch and toss 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61x71x2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Heavy acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is about temptation: A figure is placed in-between an acacia tree and two 
buildings that represent sin or immorality. The acacia tree is of course a biblical reference regarding the Ten 
Commandments, and so a symbol of that holy influence or stability that might help one reject immorality. Tension is 
built in the path and door that gradually grow closer, it represents an increasing difficulty to repudiate sin. 
I wanted to capture an innocence and femininity and demureness in the figure, hence her pink sensible clothing and 
dainty shoes. The figure is very beautiful, but she is contrasted by an overall brutality, that I like to think explores 
that contrast between perfect morality and sin. 
I wanted to capture a brightness and addicting or suculent luminosity of the door and building a sign of the 
temptation and of the difficulty to be good. 
I like to think there are echoes of a desert in the red and orange background - which is quite a biblical image for me. 
Simultaneously however, there are hints of something unearthly and barbaric going on in the red and orange setting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 794 - Judith Mcdonagh 
Artwork 2 Title: Song of Echo 
Artwork 2 Dimensions:  
Artwork 2 Medium: Heavy acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Song of echo, the title represents the piece being a ballad of loneliness. Of course in 
someways this is ironic, as I like to think the stormy sky, that carries through to under her feet and in the foreground, 
is God's wrath. But ultimately, on this baron land - she is the only person. There is beauty in the ephemeral, classic, 
feminine figure. But there is an ugliness, and a brutality in the background and housing. This goes back to that idea 
of morality vs sin. A God vs no-God.  
I really seek comfort and pleasure in creating escapist landscapes, and though I don't think about how it might be 
received when making it, I hope that people also seek some sort of comfort in these fantasy worlds. I usually paint 
women rather than men, because then it feels I am painting them through my perspective, and that they are me 
through other images. This is also why I don't draw attention to the figures faces; so that I don't assert them with too 
much of their own identity. 
. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID795 

Artist ID: 795 
 
Artist Name: Swen Bernitz 
Website: https://www.swenbernitz.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/swenbernitz 
 
Artist Statement: Since 2008 long-term conceptual projects in documentary style on the topics of the built 
environment, urban landscapes and modern urban development. Since 2018 participation in competitions and 
exhibitions. 
Awards (selection): 
- Gold in Architecture '2020 Prix de la Photographie (Px3)â€• 
- Nomination Photography 'Brandenburg Art Prize 2020â€• 
- Shortlist Architecture 'Sony World Photography Awards 2020â€• 
- Longlist 'Aesthetica Art Prize 2020â€• 
- Winner Architecture 'Annual Photography Awards 2019â€• 
- Winner Architecture & Interiors '14th Pollux Award's Professional Section 2019â€• 
- Shortlist Free Choice / Conceptual 'Felix Schoeller Photo Award 2019' 
- Highly Recommended at European Architectural Photography Prize 2019 'Joyful Architectureâ€• 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 795 - Swen Bernitz 
Artwork 1 Title: Tiger & Turtles 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 x 70 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Fine Art Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The photo is part of the series "Landmarks". The series is a conceptual documentation of 
architectural art objects on former mining dumps in the Ruhr area in Germany. In the Ruhr coal mining area, 
underground mining was carried out exclusively and inevitably with the coal extraction also largely unsaleable 
surrounding rock was mined. Most of this rock was dumped on artificial hills in the otherwise flat landscape. Through 
renaturation and the erection of art installations, some of these heaps were converted into destinations for 
excursions. This photo series is intended to provide a different, less familiar perspective on the locations as 
mysterious objects in the landscape. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 795 - Swen Bernitz 
Artwork 2 Title: Bunker HVA 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 60 x 2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Fine Art Print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The image shows the personal room with original equipment by Markus Wolf in the 
Emergency Command Post HVA (AusweichfÃ¼hrungsstelle der Haupverwaltung AufklÃ¤rung). Markus Wolf was the 
head of the foreign intelligence service of the former GDR. The Emergency Command Post was intended to be used 
in case of emergency during the Cold War. The place was not accessible to the public for 29 years and was literally in 
hiding. In the early 1980s, a bunker facility was erected in a natural earth reservoir near Gosen, south of Berlin. The 
construction was officially disguised as a supply facility for the GDR Council of Ministers. After the political change 
the surrounding residents could visit the bunker for the first time in 1990. Afterwards the bunker was locked. In 
2019, the Bunker Documentation Sites Association cleared and cleaned the site and has been organising public tours 
ever since. As a formerly secret military object, the photo series shows the site in the visual image style of military 
night vision devices with residual light amplification. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID796 

Artist ID: 796 
 
Artist Name: Sara Sonas 
Website: https://www.sarasonas.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am a Glasgow-based visual artist, forming my practice through exploration and utilisation of 
diverse materials as reflections of my inner, and outer, environment.  
I construct my works like geometrical games, interacting between various textures and forms of materials to 
represent the relationship between a man and nature. I think of it as a subconscious respond on my longing for 
natural environment in this more and more digitally connected world; giving emphasis on tactility, physical presence 
and its qualities. 
When forming dialogues between surfaces and textures, I let my surroundings guide me in my work. As they mould 
my creativity - so I mould my creations. Based on my location, I work with materials, landscapes, objects and motives 
found around me. 
My self-exploration and analysis of my thought process lead me to question and experiment with different 
techniques and materials, and to find a solid solution within a given space; reducing and simplifying - to produce a 
clear and minimalist composition which radiates with harmony in each work, as a way of escapism from the complex 
and unbalanced modern world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 796 - Sara Sonas 
Artwork 1 Title: Junctions - Time for Space 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Junction 1 - 140x122x140cm, Junction 2 - 150x122x150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Junction 1 - Plywood, soil, UV paint, Junction 2 - Plywood, salt, UV paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Movement of any kind, is integral part of our lives. Integral part of any discovery. It is a 
motion, sometimes a significant travel as personal growth definitive movement in our individual lives, rather than 
insignificant daily routine travel.  
Everything is moving, everything is transient.  
Tracing the complex patterns of human movement when crossing streets, each individual walking in own direction, 
passing by... led me to question, reinterpret and introduce a different way of being in that moment, an experience of 
that specific place when crossing each others paths. 
To get an aspect of space of city life, two ambivalent views of 'crossroads' are made; one made on soil and one on 
salt - organic substances as symbolic elements of the Earth on which particles we all walk on, while â€˜humans' take 
rectangular, abstract, more robotic-like shape. They all have black cuts as own directions, sharp straight lines, just as 
their determined movements. 
There were two significant quotes which inspired me to produce this artwork: 
â€˜Modern man lives more and more in mainly geometric order.' Ferdinand Leger  
â€˜The best labyrinth in the world is the dessert - in its vast openness there is no escape. The city is also a dessert.' 
Gerardo Masquera 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 796 - Sara Sonas 
Artwork 2 Title: éire / In the Tabernacle of Memory 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 170x200x4.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Bitumen on hessian 
Artwork 2 Commentary: éire is a part of â€˜In the Tabernacle of Memory' series of works. It is a time-based 
experience on a large scale as a generated record, representing a sort of mapping diary of my routes as mementos. 
The work is also a trip into exploration of my inner landscape. 
A natural texture is selected and juxtaposed with bitumen to meet a symbolic and visually tactile expression of an 
experience. Hessian was always related to transportation, often associated with bags in which potatoes and other 
agricultural products were carried and delivered. Hence, in hessian there is the element of translucence. In a way the 
hessian is me, acting as a view finder - of little snippets of memories.  
On the other hand, bitumen, as a heavy polymer road paint, acts as a signifier to the movement I made through that 
particular chapter in time, which is now a path inside of me. It is symbolising the land we all walk on and leave a 
trace - a path that marks and remembers. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID797 

Artist ID: 797 
 
Artist Name: Georgie Bentley 
Website: https://www.pootonmynoot.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/pootonmynoot 
 
Artist Statement: Georgie Bentley, aka 'Pootonmynoot' is a young emerging artist currently based in Bristol, UK. 
Georgie's art practice is about seeking and expressing visual identity through various analogue ways of working, such 
as visual art and moving image; all with the aim of creating something new that walks the line between sense and 
non-sense. Using the medium of collage, crayons, spray-paint, letterpress and ink, Georgie's work often suggests 
playful yet dark situations, that may be at juxtaposition with the simple cartoon like characters. Georgie's work 
contains themes of religion, nihilism, violence, existentialism and love... 
Georgie has studied at art school for the last five years, starting off at the University of the Creative arts Canterbury, 
where she explored fine art and moving image. She then went on to study animation at UWE Bristol, focusing on 
experimental short filmmaking, directing and writing.Â  
Currently, Georgie is focusing on her visual artistry, exploring visual image making and honing her purpose in the art 
world. She has a studio at 'Estate of the arts'Â in Bristol, with fellow artist 'Sam Knock'. They are currently working on 
an outdoor exhibition, with ceiling high poster prints to plaster around the streets of Bristol. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 797 - Georgie Bentley 
Artwork 1 Title: Lazuli 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42Hx29.7Wx0.1D 
Artwork 1 Medium: Spray-paint, crayon, pen and ink. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A nihilistically joyful mixed media image of a walk through the city. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 797 - Georgie Bentley 
Artwork 2 Title: Canis canem edit 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 31.43Hx31.43Wx0.1D 
Artwork 2 Medium: Crayon, pen and collage on vintage inner record sleeve. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Crayon on vintage inner record sleeve, commenting on the continuous foreboding threat of 
masculine violence present in society. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID798 

Artist ID: 798 
 
Artist Name: Fernando Neme 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/fernandoneme_ 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 798 - Fernando Neme 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 x 45 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 798 - Fernando Neme 
Artwork 2 Title: Late snow 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 80 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID799 

Artist ID: 799 
 
Artist Name: Silvia Testi 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Silvia testi, born in Pisa (PI) in 1986, where she currently lives,has been dealing with artistic 
productions for about a year focus on the portrait that she defines now 
be "emotional". After doing many different jobs and having lived abroad for five years, from 2019 she decides to 
return to her true origins devoting herself completely to art within its domestic walls. Here she will abandon the 
simple charcoal portrait to develop a personal style using watercolors and acrylics. 
The portrait subject is herself which becomes an inner mood, no longer a real person. They express themselves, 
through sharp color contrasts, the whirlwinds of the soul, the gusts of fighting moods 
or devastated by suffering or in the throes of life's ups and downs. 
Winner of the first prize and of the cover prize of the "ChiarOscuro" Competition - Mds Editore 2020 (title of the 
artwork: Eclisse Accecante). 
She has participated in the group exhibition at Bauhaus Home Gallery, Rome - 05.12.2020/11.12.2020 (title of the 
artwork: Stratega del tempo) 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 799 - Silvia Testi 
Artwork 1 Title: Unveil Yourself 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x40 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and watercolor on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork represents the gesture of undressing from ours' most intimate constraints, 
freeing our ego and leaving our true essence visible in the midst of its nakedness. The girl's eyes are between the 
melancholy and the conscious (a clash between the past that formed her and the present where she has finally 
found herself) and observe the viewer as if to involve him in that act of conscious liberation that not everyone has 
the courage to perform. She has no hesitation but does not even try to force the other to follow her. It is only an 
example. How will those who observe it react? 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 799 - Silvia Testi 
Artwork 2 Title: The Me Unveiled 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x30 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and watercolor on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This artwork follows the same vein as the first one. The girl is ready to take off the heavier 
and less real part of herself that has dressed and covered her for so long. The gesture, unlike the other canvas, is 
almost at the end, the eyes are closed ready to be reopened only when she finds herself in front of the true self, 
naked and undressed, without ego and without veils. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID800 

Artist ID: 800 
 
Artist Name: Andrzej Zdanowicz 
Website: www.andrzejzdanowicz.eu 
IG: www.instagram.com/andrzejzdanowicz 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 800 - Andrzej Zdanowicz 
Artwork 1 Title: "36 widokÃ³w na dom, w ktÃ³ry uderzyÅ‚ piorun" nr 40 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 80 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: olej na pÅ‚Ã³tnie 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Obraz z serii "36 widokÃ³w na dom, w ktÃ³ry uderzyÅ‚ piorun" 2019 r. 
Jest ilustracjÄ… zdarzeÅ„ nieprzewidywalnych, niespodziewanych i gwaÅ‚townych, ktÃ³re zmieniajÄ… w sposÃ³b 
nieodwracalny otaczajÄ…cÄ… nas rzeczywistoÅ›Ä‡. 
TytuÅ‚ jest zaczerpniÄ™ty z z grafik Hokusai. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 800 - Andrzej Zdanowicz 
Artwork 2 Title: "36 widokÃ³w na dom, w ktÃ³ry uderzyÅ‚ piorun" 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 80 
Artwork 2 Medium: tempera i olej na pÅ‚Ã³tnie 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Obraz z serii "36 widokÃ³w na dom, w ktÃ³ry uderzyÅ‚ piorun" 2018 r. 
Jest ilustracjÄ… zdarzeÅ„ nieprzewidywalnych, niespodziewanych i gwaÅ‚townych, ktÃ³re zmieniajÄ… w sposÃ³b 
nieodwracalny otaczajÄ…cÄ… nas rzeczywistoÅ›Ä‡. 
TytuÅ‚ jest zaczerpniÄ™ty z z grafik Hokusai. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID801 

Artist ID: 801 
 
Artist Name: Alison Poon 
Website: https://www.alisonwingyinpoon.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/wingyin.alison 
 
Artist Statement: Picking up on the imaginative quirks of memory construction and the over romanticisation of the 
past and The Other, Alison creates scenes that are part observed and part fiction, collaging together the lived 
experience juxtaposed with tradition. These scenes are often undercut by the modernisations of capitalism and 
through repeated themes of reconstruction, while also trying to explore a biracial identity in parallel.  
Working from photographs, Alison is interested in her Chinese heritage, something she has mostly experienced 
through the cultural-melting pot of Malaysia with its own Western Colonial history. A single trip to China, to her 
Ancestral Village, brought more fables and stories that further romanticised the previously unknown. Bringing 
together her Anthropological and Fine Art studies, Alison picks up on motifs and cultural quirks, abstracting them, 
first metaphorically and then literally in her mixed media oil paintings. Common collage materials include Chinese 
joss papers, often with gold and silver foil. These are burnt at the shrines of ancestors and hold a symbolic use in 
Alison's work, connecting her past and present. The colours used in Alison's paintings echo both traditional Chinese 
ceremonial colours, and those of Peranakan ceramics. Peranakan ceramics are influenced by Chinese ceramics and 
the British patrons who historically purchased them. Pinks and turquoise greens are lifted by hints of gold and silver 
and contrast in rich, ceremonious ways.  
Alison's goal is to create the essence of a memory, but one saturated with colour and motifs that ground it in history. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 801 - Alison Poon 
Artwork 1 Title: Abstract Peranakan I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42x29.6x1.8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint, collage and sandstone on canvas. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work abstracts the central floral motif and Chinese characters on a found Peranakan 
Soy Sauce jug, using silver joss papers and sandstone laden oil paint. The heavy and somewhat obscured imagery 
reflects the long and layered history of the jug. At one point the jug had been owned by a Chinese woman in 
America, looking to collect pieces which reminded her of her hometown. The Chinese characters are left intact but 
unreadable, my own contribution as a half-Chinese individual brought up in the West outside of the language and 
writing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 801 - Alison Poon 
Artwork 2 Title: Peranakan Soy Sauce Jug 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59.4x42x1.8 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint, gold leaf, collage and sandstone on canvas. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece is a more literal look at a found Peranakan Soy Sauce Jug. Dissected, obscured 
and overlaid by Chinese joss papers, the symbolic banzi and lotus forms grow from undefined brush strokes into 
repeating patterns. When looking at the piece, the outline of the jug is dominant, the function of it's strange spout 
questioned, and the gold leaf and foil elevating. This small household artefact becomes the focus of the gaze through 
its ambiguity and cultural intrigue. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID802 

Artist ID: 802 
 
Artist Name: Renata Fernandez 
Website: https://www.renatafernandez.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/rofz_studio 
 
Artist Statement: Renata is a multidisciplinary artist whose creative process often parts from painting while 
searching for any sculptural possibilities in any of her works. 
The militarization of almost every single aspect of Renata's country made her to take on camouflage as a subject-
matter while indulging in its inherent painterly qualities, coinciding with the Iraq invasion back in 2003. All her most 
recent work in painting, drawing, sculpture and installation derives from those reflections on camouflage, that 
opened in her a profound need to explore the genre of landscape. Renata's landscapes are set usually in an urban 
environment, with a static narrative, devoid of people yet with outdoor furniture standing symbolically by humans. 
This depiction of nature is one that is as attractive as uneasy, mesmerising as it is broody. Most of Renata's work is 
about an otherworldly 'Menacing Beauty' that lets us believe there is something intangible behind the foliage that 
could be distinctly unfriendly. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 802 - Renata Fernandez 
Artwork 1 Title: LC-02 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56x84x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on gessoed board (with marble powder) 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 802 - Renata Fernandez 
Artwork 2 Title: LC-03 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x40x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on gessoed board (with marble powder) 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID803 

Artist ID: 803 
 
Artist Name: Ruaridh Litster-Campbell 
Website: www.ruaridhlitster-camobell.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ruaridhlitstercampbell 
 
Artist Statement: Multi disciplinary artist based in Argyll, Scotland. Working in oils, ceramics, cement and jewellery 
design. Primarily painting in oil on board with a playful faux naÃ¯f style heavily dependent on line and colour. This 
style translates into stoneware ceramic pieces and into much larger ferrocement sculptures. Also creates jewellery 
pieces made from glazed stoneware clay and hand cast pewter. Has a coherent and recognisable visual style which is 
seen across all mediums with many aspects overlapping. Practical and functional pieces such as jewellery, tableware, 
textiles and chess sets are viewed in the same light as painting and sculpture in terms of craftsmanship and thought. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 803 - Ruaridh Litster-Campbell 
Artwork 1 Title: Dreams of Bleeding Mouth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 123 x 103 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on plywood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I read that the Picts wouldn't eat fish as they thought they were sacred animals. MAybe 
there was some sort of crossover when the christianity was being introduced where eating fish was allowed but still 
felt forbidden and taboo. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 803 - Ruaridh Litster-Campbell 
Artwork 2 Title: Wrathtime 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 60 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on plywood 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A self portrait of myself in the bath. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID804 

Artist ID: 804 
 
Artist Name: Kuda Mushangi 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/studio.kudakwashe 
 
Artist Statement: I am an Artist and an Architectural Assistant based in East London. As an artist, I have been 
recognised featured by Tate Modern and Tate Collective.  
I see myself as an introvert. Painting, for me, is an opportunity to visually articulate the vocally difficult. An integral 
aspect of my artwork is emotional transparency. Through depicting my own vulnerability in a profound and 
compelling manner, my work introduces the opportunity for a conversation between the painting subject and the 
viewer to occur - inducing a moment of self-reflection.  
Primarily using oil paint, all of my current works consistently remain at a humanised scale in physical dimensions. 
Due to my intensely emotional subject matter, I see this as an important factor to allow the intensity to resonate 
with the viewer - I have always been fearful of the scale dominating the concept. I value clarity and simplicity in 
composition; I never want to convolute or overcomplicate the fundamental idea of the paintings. The works do not 
aim to be the 'loudest' in the room - quite the contrary. They seek to captivate through their softness and modesty, 
openly revealing my integrity as an artist. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 804 - Kuda Mushangi 
Artwork 1 Title: Ego Death 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4 x 42.0 x 3.0CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ego death is the transition from thinking you are something to knowing you are both 
everything and nothing. The emotional oscillation from unrivalled confidence to intense shyness and emptiness is a 
journey experienced by many. This piece reveals my own personal journey and evolution in personality thus fur in 
my life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 804 - Kuda Mushangi 
Artwork 2 Title: Simply Existing 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59.4 x 42.0 x 3.0CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Created at the peak of a global pandemic, this is a self-reflection and a moment of 
realisation that simply existing during the times we are living in is more than enough. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID805 

Artist ID: 805 
 
Artist Name: Jojo Taylor 
Website: https://jojotaylorart.wordpress.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Intrigued by the absurd, uncanny and powerful aspects of life, by the moments when we lose our 
very sense of self, I make moving tableaux that incorporate, sound, song, performance, photography and film. 
Costumed characters reveal themselves in surreal, carnivalesque scenes displaying ritualistic tendencies. 
I attempt to magnify the sometimes bizarre nature of different events in a fragmented narrative, often possessing a 
dreamscape quality, as I inquire into the relationship between the 'ordinary' and the 'strange', the inner sphere of 
the imagination and external realities of the everyday. My work is occasionally based on stories, but always on my 
curiosity about the world that I occupy, offeringÂ an other-worldly alternative to reality. 
To this end I conducted interviews on altered states of consciousness including hallucinations, out of body 
experiences and grief, and devised work based on peoples stories that were performed at the Tate Exchange - Tate 
Modern London. 
A common link and driving force in my work is my obsession with keeping things alive by uncovering, resurrecting or 
immortalising them, whether that involves preserving a memory, an environment, an object, a story or peoples 
beliefs. 
I am interested in the psychological impact of sound and endeavour to harness its affective qualities within my work 
through my use of voice and the sonic qualities of items as diverse as body parts and teapots. 
My work questions what it means to be human, through an exploration of the component parts of life's dilemmas 
and my idiosyncratic presentations of the human soul. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 805 - Jojo Taylor 
Artwork 1 Title: Threshold 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Faceless, they rise from the ocean. Frozen, like statues, silent. On the threshold of entry and 
exit, pain and power, erosion and preservation. They are at a juncture where their future could swing either way, but 
are hoping that despite encountering an unexpected threshold such as this, that it will offer up the opportunity for 
human kindness. 
My work questions what it means to be human, by exploring the component parts of lifes dilemmas. I offer a portrait 
of those who's identity has been eroded, yet in this moment, they still stand strong in this presentation of the 
human soul. 
Whilst participating on the â€˜Every Me' art residency in Adana, Turkey, curated by Mustafa Boga, I directed and 
shot a short film on the coast, at Yumurtalik, not too far from the Syrian border.  
I have worked with asylum seekers and refugees and am aware of the treacherous journeys many people are forced 
to make and the impact on their identities. But you cannot see the traumatic events that forced each individual to 
flee. From the outside, through others eyes, some scars are invisible. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



 

  



 

Artist: 805 - Jojo Taylor 
Artwork 2 Title: Threshold 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 2 Medium: Film 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/497363295 
Password: la!100 
Faceless, they rise from the ocean. Frozen, like statues, silent. On the threshold of entry and exit, pain and power, 
erosion and preservation. They are at a juncture where their future could swing either way, but are hoping that 
despite encountering an unexpected threshold such as this, that it will offer up the opportunity for human kindness. 
My work questions what it means to be human, by exploring the component parts of lifes dilemmas. I offer a portrait 
of those who's identity has been eroded, yet in this moment, they still stand strong in this presentation of the 
human soul. 
Whilst participating on the â€˜Every Me' art residency in Adana, Turkey, curated by Mustafa Boga, I directed and 
shot a short film on the coast, at Yumurtalik, not too far from the Syrian border.  
I have worked with asylum seekers and refugees and am aware of the treacherous journeys many people are forced 
to make and the impact on their identities. But you cannot see the traumatic events that forced each individual to 
flee. From the outside, through others eyes, some scars are invisible. 
Performed by Mustafa Boga, Pearlie Frisch, Celia Hay, M.Lohrum and Jeremy Magar. 
Concept, direction, filming, editing and vocals by Jojo. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID806 

Artist ID: 806 
 
Artist Name: Yeonsu Ju 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/yeon.su.ju 
 
Artist Statement: Wait, Wander and Being sad.â€• These are three keywords to understand my work. I live by either 
wandering the past with nostalgia or waiting for the future with wishes. And all of a sudden, I am getting sad. My 
painting is about this, and it aims enchanting people to experience the complexity of sadness with flowing, lively, and 
energetic brush marks. 
My work composes figures and narratives using points, lines, and planes, and I experiment on the concept and 
operation of symbols that exist at the interface between meaning and meaninglessness which define the possibility 
of meaning by intertwining each other. To pursue this, I pay attention to a moment that basic stuff reminds me of 
myths, lyrics and memories. I reinterpret and apply them to my situation, setting up a theatrical scene inspired by 
daily objects such as salt and cups. 
The way of figure formation with lines is important because it only divides boundaries, not holding volume. Figures 
need to be presented as vulnerable because emotions conveyed through figures are too precious but fickle for me. 
They are excessively romantic, promising, and about to fade away like winds. These characteristics of emotions drive 
me to feel that every feeling is destinated to sadness. No one could hold figures; therefore, they are privileged in 
terms of being able to be freely sad as much as they want. Going back and forth on the stage(canvas), I freely layout 
visually coded signs of changing feelings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 806 - Yeonsu Ju 
Artwork 1 Title: Your tears are salty 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x3.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 806 - Yeonsu Ju 
Artwork 2 Title: Will it be hatched? 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x60x3.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID807 

Artist ID: 807 
 
Artist Name: Peter Hanmer 
Website: www.peterhanmer.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/peter_hanmer 
 
Artist Statement: Drawing on varied interests including history, philosophy and storytelling; I create allegorical, 
dystopian and Fantastical sculptural works chiefly in miniature. Which reflect my interest in the power of art as a 
cultural and political critique, presenting intricately sculpted worlds imbued with meaning. 
In 2019's 'Plato's Lair (redux)' I took from Plato's Allegory of the Cave and constructed a wooden potting shed at the 
Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art within which resided a society of miniature bird like figures; their only reality. 
The otherness of the miniatures provides a distance for the viewer who observes a different yet identifiable 
character; an allegory for themselves. 
Plato, Descartes and todays builders of computer simulations generate forms of scepticism about the credibility of 
our ordinary experience. They raise doubts about how we can distinguish reality from substitutes made of shadows, 
dreams or virtual realities. My work addresses the problem that our reality is also a political reality made of images, 
slogans and fantasies.  
Based in Northumberland, sculptor and installation artist Peter Hanmer studied at the University for the Creative 
Arts and Newcastle University, where he received a BA (Hons) (2014) and Masters of Fine Art with Distinction (2018) 
respectively. Winner of the Gillian Dickinson North East Young Sculptor of The Year award 2017, he has been 
shortlist for multiple awards. Select exhibitions include; Plato's Lair (SOLO), Cheeseburn Sculpture Garden (2018); 
Digital Citizen - The Precarious Subject, the Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead (2019) and The Discerning 
eye, Mall Galleries, London (2014). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 807 - Peter Hanmer 
Artwork 1 Title: Keep your distance 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60X23X118 
Artwork 1 Medium: Resin, milliput, wood, metal, cloth, acrylic paint & varnish, shelf brackets. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Work on â€˜Keep your distance' began mid-pandemic and has evolved over time from a site 
specific installation to this wall based dioramic sculpture. Its subject matter is intended to have multiple 
connotations both of the now and as a form of futurama.  
A dioramic vista set on an ordinary wooden shelf; the action focuses on a game where two seemingly well to do 
masked miniature figures are in the process of firing off red and yellow pool balls, at who? Another angry looking 
â€˜unmasked' figure struggles to roll another ball into line. The landscape and the shelf it rests upon looks rotten 
and warped; the once pristine paving is cracked. The incongruous smiling flag is going green, piles of rubble litter the 
landscape and underneath the largest pile a similar masked figure is crushed. One refrain is repeated â€˜keep calm 
and carry on', written on to a number of tea cups that litter the landscape. 
Diorama function as pseudospectacles, representing a form of static theatre, they share the immersive environment 
in miniature, the framing of dramatic narratives that immerses the audience in them. My intention here is to 
deliberately blur the line, this piece it is at once a separate reality and an interloper into our own; the viewer may in 
fact figuratively and literally be the target.  
The piece functions like a normal shelf, sitting and screwed on to two wooden brackets, that's also part of the piece. 
www.peterhanmer.com/keep-your-distance 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 807 - Peter Hanmer 
Artwork 2 Title: Enlightenment 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40X20X67 
Artwork 2 Medium: Resin, milliput, wood, metal, acrylic paint & varnish, shelf brackets. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A dioramic vista; the action focuses on four miniature birdlike figures seemingly separated 
into two groups; that of escapees and chasing guards. The escapees are trying to reach an astronomical telescope a 
symbol of â€˜Enlightenment'. One escapee may or may not have reached the goal; he however sits his eyes burned 
out, caught by a guard wearing dark glasses. The other escapee has certainly reached her destination and begun to 
see.  
â€˜Enlightenment' was in part inspired by the by Plato's story The Allegory of the Cave. Plato asks us to imagine 
prisoners in a cave; chained to a wall on which flickering shadow images play; their only reality. An escapee discovers 
that what's casting the shadows is an illusion. Once out of the cave the prisoner's eyes adjust to the sunlight and see 
reality for what it is, including plants, animals, stars and the sun, which for Plato represents enlightenment. My piece 
draws on this idea of escaped prisoners who have begun to see and learn more than some would like. 
The nature of enlightenment; is such that it's a never ending journey and not a final destination; frightening at times. 
We never really leave the cave, or we leave one cave only to enter another; forever learning, unlearning and 
forgetting. The telescope is there to draw attention to this idea, there is yet more out there to know, literally and 
figuratively. It's also worth noting that it is inadvisable to directly stare at the sun through a telescope. 
www.peterhanmer.com/enlightenment 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID808 

Artist ID: 808 
 
Artist Name: Adeola Damilare Adegbenro 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/adedareartist 
 
Artist Statement: Born and brought up in the ancient city of Ibadan, Nigeria, West of Africa; Dare OlÃºfèrè, as he is 
popularly known, is an African enthusiast. His works of art; both in painting and music revolve around Africa and her 
heritage dying by the day. He ventures into the deep, sacred and rich culture of his people, the Yoruba, thereby 
erupting values at the bed of the culture tailored to reflect contemporary societal conditions.  
His work centers around Ifa an ancient form of science amongst the Yoruba in West Africa, read in somewhat a 
similar nature to binary. It is of two dimensions, philosophy and divination. There are 16 basic corpuses and 240 
interpolations of the 16 basics, making a whole of 256 corpuses. It is so perfect that there is reference for any life 
occurrence in the 256 corpuses. It paints an occurrence, gives the lesson, the don'ts and solution. The artist's body of 
work visually expresses these corpuses.  
Choosing the shade of indigo for the figures in his works is of two importance: historical importance in the Trans-
Atlantic slave trade and traditional importance of indigo in Yoruba owing to the color's association to the goddess 
Iya-Mapo. Traditionally, Iya-Mapo is the goddess and guardian for women's craft; an art form that is dying in 
prominence. 
Summarily, the artist wants the world to see, know and adopt the values and remedies that lie in African tradition 
and culture that other worlds might have misunderstood. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 808 - Adeola Damilare Adegbenro 
Artwork 1 Title: Oloja'kesan 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H 86cm x W 116cm x 1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Medium: Oil and beads on canvans 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Oja Akesan is the major market square of the ancient Oyo Empire, a coliseum. She is a 
marketer in the market, holding strong the forte. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 808 - Adeola Damilare Adegbenro 
Artwork 2 Title: Okanbi (the only one begotten) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: H 89x W 84 x D 1 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Oodua was the progenitor of crowns in theYoruba land alongside his mistress, Yemoo. After 
a long time of waiting; haven been through a lot together, Oodua and Yemoo eventually had a great one. His name, 
Okanbi, the only one begotten. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID809 

Artist ID: 809 
 
Artist Name: Anastasios Kelpis 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: After all, maybe, we do not hide our true identity completely, but gradually, through small acts that 
compose our facade over time which in the end we can't remove? 
The current installation calls the viewer to answer the mystery of an individual quest, that small acts make up the 
whole and the agony of human existence. Yet, at the same time, they must deal with the paradoxical, color infused 
combinations, the childishness that the material exudes, but also the eerie mysticism, hidden within the mystery 
that these facades conceal.  
Like a varicolored world filled by multicolored textures, an anime with shapes that alter. The spectator is called to be 
confronted with the timeless dystopia of loneliness, the social disgust, yet also the unique perspective that only 
children have, to see beyond the conceivable. 
Nevertheless, the bright colors, the patterns, and the compositions, they are summoning a journey filled with 
emotions, where the otherworldly place becomes attractive, where masks, shapes and volumes call the audience to 
remember the crucial need for anonymity, the safety of concealing the ''self '', the comfort of depersonalization. The 
spectators are invited to react instinctively, to see past the visible, to form on their own, the shape behind the 
volumes to answer the allegory that defines their own purification. 
In this delusional game, pieces breathe life into a surrealistic universe, where the ever dominant need of human 
nature to decode and put to words what is seen, is shattered. Instead, what does exist leaves space for puerility and 
fantasy to grow and prevail. 
An otherwise cataclysmic dream-like world where surrealistic figures and forms dominate, a dreamscape one yearns 
to awaken from, a transformation one struggles to invert.  
A gradually changing transformation, a continuous process overshadows a moment in time. A journey that explores 
the contrast between the necessity of people to hide their personality and how we compose ourselves, piece by 
piece, our facade until we are faced with it or our own condemnation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 809 - Anastasios Kelpis 
Artwork 1 Title: Ominous Wave 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 116x40x52 
Artwork 1 Medium: polystyrene, glue, pompom 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-muTbAaL5Be 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 809 - Anastasios Kelpis 
Artwork 2 Title: The three personas 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 87x42x18 
Artwork 2 Medium: polystyrene, glue, pompom 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-Mrs2GNUc2B 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID810 

Artist ID: 810 
 
Artist Name: Claire Mc Dermott 
Website: www.clairemcdermott.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/claire__mcdermott 
 
Artist Statement: My work is at the intersection between art and science and places me in a really interesting realm 
as I use both these methodologies to explore a floating seed and spent energy in nature. The initial focus is on spent 
plants for their individuality, unpredictability and asymmetrical contours. Taking these curiosities as an initiative I 
create a view to observe the irregularity and enigmatic aspect of nature. Each artwork is a record of time, a personal 
interpretation of what is seen and felt, a contemplation of the bigger picture, full of content and multiple links, while 
one evolves, another matures. By building characters that hold back some of their reasoning is to create an 
inquisitiveness. From concerns for the ecology of plants my outlook has broadened to include the environment. The 
intention is not to express issues through defiance but a willingness to explore as if to speak out loud.  
My work is not intended to pull at heartstrings or to play on guilt about the natural world, rather it tells a story that 
is open so that a number of factors can be absorbed. My approach is to bring about knowledgeable links so that a 
line of thought can be built. To make the unconscious, conscious. I do not set out to be self-righteous, if anything I 
want my work to be a whisper in the ear, the thoughts that you were thinking. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 810 - Claire Mc Dermott 
Artwork 1 Title: A Play, With Light - Wardain case No 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Size: 100h x 110 w x 90d 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph, reclaimed wood and fabric, wool, wire mesh, chain and hook, mini sola garden 
lights 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A Play, with Light - Wardian case No1 
Â  
Botanists designed Wardian cases to increase theÂ chances ofÂ survival of their plant discoveries when being 
shipped back home.Â The plants were housed in separate compartments to keep the pH values of the soils apart, 
while the wire mesh roofs and the roll blinds protected the plants from the sea salt and sun.Â This case has been 
used to create a semi-dark space for a sunrise photograph of the La Joya landscapeÂ in Spain, settingÂ theÂ stage for 
A Play, with Light.Â  
Â  
Inspired by the sunrise photograph an external view of theÂ Rayleigh scatteringÂ of light has been formed around 
the case to show the effect of the sun rays .Â This sculpture uses this light as a sundial to shine a light onto theÂ 
backÂ of theÂ photograph to reveal itself as a white circle. Â On the front ofÂ the photographÂ it passesÂ across the 
black silhouette of the mountain.Â An imaginary entrance to a tunnel was found within this white circle which leads 
to the other side of the mountain range.Â Emerging out into another neighbourhood a realisation was made that 
light unites us all as it can be felt by everyone, in every village, town or country around the world.Â  
Â  
However, what if this sunlight becomes tooÂ strong?Â How would the plants cope?Â This world is portrayed in the 
sculpture by the abstract plants that have their flower heads in the soil and the roots entwined in the internal parts 
of the mini solar panel kits that house garden lights.Â But what if the solar kits were not waterproof and startedÂ to 
rust only to add to landfill?Â What ifÂ trade laws could be set to aÂ newÂ standardsÂ that ensuredÂ thatÂ all 
gadgetsÂ wereÂ properly designed for the long term?Â What an amazing world that would be. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 810 - Claire Mc Dermott 
Artwork 2 Title: A Play, With Light - Wardain case No 4 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Size: 100h x 86w x 70d cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photograph, reclaimed wood and fabric, ribbon, light pendent, wire mesh, chain and hook 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Wardian case represents how humans historically travelled around the world on epic 
journeys to collect plants and explore the world. The overall concept for the elaborate cushion tray was to give 
padding to the precious plants in the Wardian case, suspended with a light pendent giving a sense of floating into 
the unknown. The white cushion was made from a recycled skirt as its frills brought to mind a flamenco dancer - 
making the connection with the la Joya residency - the Spanish origins of the sculpture. The cushion tray was sewn 
while a member of my household became sick during the Covid-19 lockdown, showing a state of limbo of how the 
pandemic was able to drift into our lives with such uncertain outcomes. If we can do that we definitely can do simple 
tasks like reduce our landfill and wear a jumper around the house to reduce our energy bills. I want children to ask to 
turn down the heating so they take control of their own future. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID811 

Artist ID: 811 
 
Artist Name: Felipe Dublanc 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/felipe_dublanc 
 
Artist Statement: After the unexpected changes that we all had to face in 2020, I found myself reviewing what was 
important in life and I decided to start dedicating my energy and time to the sculpture studio again after a few years 
in which my work in architecture had taken most of my time. 
I finished setting up a metal sculpture studio in Walthamstow and in the search for new materials for sculpture 
expression I came across lead. Instantly I became fascinated with its multiple possibilities and special aesthetic. 
The heavy weight and the softness of the metal makes it a very interesting medium for sculpture. 
My current work explores the human body through lead layers.  
Somehow it reminds me to the ancient process of mummifying the human body to preserve it for eternity.  
I'm submitting here two of my pieces using this technique from December 2020 and January 2021. 
I'm currently developing several pieces in the studio using lead as the main material. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 811 - Felipe Dublanc 
Artwork 1 Title: Lead layers torso 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45x48x24cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Lead & fibreglass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sculpture date: January 2021 
More photos: Download link  
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/c91b817351e01709201c62948df9ac1120210131222915/5b98b3fe1ce45aa3954
56c501b3bb37620210131223003/707d08 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 811 - Felipe Dublanc 
Artwork 2 Title: head lead layers 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x18x18cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Lead & fibreglass 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Sculpture date: December 2020 
More photos: Download link  
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/e0463d3b7604f0e4dac2c86ce982811320210131223536/5779313ec64ab0f55fe
16e8af24b392120210131223611/6f4d04 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID812 

Artist ID: 812 
 
Artist Name: Sylvain Louis-Seize 
Website: www.louis-seize.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/sylvain_louis_seize 
 
Artist Statement: My new works are more than an aesthetic experience of dynamic, beautifully crafted paintings, it is 
discourse on the nature of change. 
They evoke a sense of transition, stories in themselves about life and all its intricacies. Taking time to look and 
decipher them, reveals as much about the viewer as the work itself.  
Sylvain Louis-Seize 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 812 - Sylvain Louis-Seize 
Artwork 1 Title: ALLEGORY no 20 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152cm X 243cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: These paintings are more than an aesthetic experience of dynamic, beautifully crafted 
paintings, it is discourse on the nature of change. 
They evoke a sense of transition, stories in themselves about life and all its intricacies. Taking time to look and 
decipher them, reveals as much about the viewer as the work itself. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 812 - Sylvain Louis-Seize 
Artwork 2 Title: ALLEGORY no 18 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 121cm x 121cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: These paintings are more than an aesthetic experience of dynamic, beautifully crafted 
paintings, it is discourse on the nature of change. 
They evoke a sense of transition, stories in themselves about life and all its intricacies. Taking time to look and 
decipher them, reveals as much about the viewer as the work itself. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID813 

Artist ID: 813 
 
Artist Name: Scott Freeland 
Website: https://scottleeart.wordpress.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/scottslf180 
 
Artist Statement: Born and raised in East London and still living in and around the South East of England, Scott draws 
his inspiration from his surroundings and the everyday. This includes the environment and influences from the digital 
media, finding disparity, humour and tragedy within our ever-changing world.  
Scott studied BA Photography (with honours) at Kent University and is now studying for his MA in Fine Art, at UEL. 
His past exhibitions have included Elizabeth James Gallery, Free Range at the Truman Brewery and group shows at 
Royal Tunbridge Wells and West Kent. 
He has a genuine fascination with the struggle between man and nature and explores the balance and disparity 
between these two contradictory forces. He also has a deep curiosity about how truth and reality can be controlled 
through digital and photographic means, often creating staged imagery to ask questions of the viewer or seeking 
'decisive moments' in an effort to seek propriety. 
There is a conflict between these two threads of exploration, one that projects human existence as being 
insignificant, transient and soon forgotten. The other challenges the intricacies regarding the perception of truth 
within the complexities of human interaction, another layer of being far removed from questions surrounding 
existence and residue. 
Using a combination of printmaking, film, illustration, digital manipulation and photography (that sometimes crosses 
over to installation and making when his ideas dictate) Scott, is able to control and stretch boundaries, while adding 
depth and authenticity to the final outcomes. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 813 - Scott Freeland 
Artwork 1 Title: Grayson P 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 38 x 56.5cm x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Screenprint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is image is part of my 'Don't Judge Me' series and integral to my over theme of 
'Disconnection' where I explore three different aspects that relate to how society is disconnecting with reality. 
'Don't judge Me' is a selection of individuals that have had an impact on society but may also have been misjudged, 
misrepresented or not given full credit for their achievements. The series will contain individuals whose life stories 
are inspiring and in direct contrast to the 'false gods' that are found within media's representation of worth and 
aspiration. 
There will be potential ambiguity within my choices that will further explore the influence of representation, while 
some individuals may symbolize ideas rather than a specific achievement.  
These CMYK screenprints are the product of a multi-phase process starting with the digital image of the protagonist, 
which I then sketch in order to familiarize myself with that individual. The sketches and digital image/s are then used 
to create a digital drawing. This is then printed several times using a flawed inkjet printer to help create digital 
corruption and scanned. I then select my preferred version, apply some often light digital / photoshop adjustments 
before converting to bitmaps in preparation for CMYK screenprinting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 813 - Scott Freeland 
Artwork 2 Title: F Marima 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38 x 56cm x 2cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Screenprint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is image is part of my 'Don't Judge Me' series and integral to my over theme of 
'Disconnection' where I explore three different aspects that relate to how society is disconnecting with reality. 
'Don't judge Me' is a selection of individuals that have had an impact on society but may also have been misjudged, 
misrepresented or not given full credit for their achievements. The series will contain individuals whose life stories 
are inspiring and in direct contrast to the 'false gods' that are found within media's representation of worth and 
aspiration. 
There will be potential ambiguity within my choices that will further explore the influence of representation, while 
some individuals may symbolize ideas rather than a specific achievement.  
These CMYK screenprints are the product of a multi-phase process starting with the digital image of the protagonist, 
which I then sketch in order to familiarize myself with that individual. The sketches and digital image/s are then used 
to create a digital drawing. This is then printed several times using a flawed inkjet printer to help create digital 
corruption and scanned. I then select my preferred version, apply some often light digital / photoshop adjustments 
before converting to bitmaps in preparation for CMYK screenprinting. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID814 

Artist ID: 814 
 
Artist Name: Jeremy Wolf 
Website: www.jeremydwolf.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ewwwjerms 
 
Artist Statement: Much of my figurative work explores themes of identity, power dynamics, and relationships 
between persons and groups. Recent paintings continue to react to the seismic shifts in the current American 
political landscape, the subsequent effect on society in and outside of the United States, and the changing concept 
of what it means, and has meant, to be an American both at home and abroad. Recent paintings build on these 
themes and incorporate reactions to the ongoing coronavirus crisis and protests for social justice across the globe. 
American moral authority (whether real or imagined) and influence has waned across the globe with the rise of neo-
conservative and then alt-right views in the mainstream body politic. By blurring the lines between truth and 
falsehood, these actors have created a society of mutual distrust and suspicion. I try in my work to capture and 
reflect on the resultant layers of disappointment, fear, uncertainty, and exhaustion present in these times. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 814 - Jeremy Wolf 
Artwork 1 Title: the shopping trip 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122x91x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil stick on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 814 - Jeremy Wolf 
Artwork 2 Title: it's gonna be fine, trust me 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91x61x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil stick on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID815 

Artist ID: 815 
 
Artist Name: Tatjana Feldmane 
Website: https://joy-art.space/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/joy.art.creations 
 
Artist Statement: You are invited to embark on an exploration of Joy Art. Art born out of deep love for life, 
movement of energy and the beauty and richness of human experience. One could classify this type of art as 
Abstract or Contemporary Art, but to me this is the Art of Emotions, the Art of flowing Music and the Art of Joy. 
Trained as a classical musician and choir conductor, I was always fascinated by the deep emotional states that music 
can take you to and how music can enhance everyday experiences and let unfold your inner worlds, your 
imagination, sensuality and passion for life, and how music, such a universal language, can unite, empower and 
express emotion better than any language. Embarking on this artistic journey I set out to explore similar ways of 
capturing deep emotions in a Moment of Time and sharing these visions with the world. 
Submerging in the creative process, I let go of any preconceptions and limitations of the pure physicality and 
surrender into the meditative process, becoming the mediator of the Universal Life Force Energies. This oneness and 
the process of creation is pure Joy and I am honoured to invite you on this exploratory journey.  
I am curious what you will see, as our perceptions are so unique' However, what is most important, is what you will 
feel, as this is what art is about, evoking emotion and exploring the palette of our inner worlds and experiences. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 815 - Tatjana Feldmane 
Artwork 1 Title: Tango Passion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This interpretation of the "Yin-Yang" symbol is a reflection on how the duality becomes the 
indivisible whole through dialogue. Similar to tango, a vibrant and playful dance between two people, at the heart of 
which is the desire to listen to, understand and converse with the partner through the unique language of dance. 
With red symbolising the feminine energy and blue representing the male energy, this painting would look great in 
an airy space and would make a fantastic present to a loved one.  
'Keep love in your heart. A life without it is like a sunless garden when the flowers are dead.â€• 
â€• Oscar Wilde 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 815 - Tatjana Feldmane 
Artwork 2 Title: Rocks between two Streams 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 2 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This elegant piece accurately conveys the freshness and playful energy of a beautiful 
mountain river. Vibrant shades of blue are gently complemented with delicate accents of beige and brown and make 
a striking contrast with the pure white foam. This painting momentarily captivates senses and you can almost hear 
the rumbling of a mountain stream.  
"Beyond what we wish and what we fear may happen, we have another life as clear and free as a mountain stream." 
â€• Rumi 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID816 

Artist ID: 816 
 
Artist Name: Lee Eveson 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/eves.eveson 
 
Artist Statement: Living by the sea, my work is a reflection of the environment I am surrounded by. My paintings are 
made up of many layers, and are based on the passage of time, taking the composition of nature and twisting this 
with urban influences. I like to express myself through colour, movement and texture drawing from influences which 
made me fall in love with art from my youth. I like to see my work as urban Expressionism. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 816 - Lee Eveson 
Artwork 1 Title: Beach Life XIII 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76/76/3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic/Spray Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Being inspired and spending much of my time on the beaches around the Norfolk coast, this 
painting is a reflection of that environment and a place where I love. This work was produced after my father had a 
stroke, and not being able to see him because of Covid, I translated these feelings into this work. I love the isolation 
and sensory experience of being on the beech at night and hopefully have communicated this through the work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 816 - Lee Eveson 
Artwork 2 Title: Urban Expressionism 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100/100/3 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic/Spray Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A celebration of colour and expression, which tries to show the love of the sea and the big 
skies where I live on the Norfolk coast. My work is a reflection of the environment I am surrounded by. My paintings 
explore the passage of time, taking the composition of nature and twisting this with urban influences. Hopefully 
many contrasts are seen in the work such as distance and impermeability where viewers can create their own 
narrative and experiences to the work. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID817 

Artist ID: 817 
 
Artist Name: Rupi Dhillon 
Website: www.rupidh.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/rupidh 
 
Artist Statement: Rupi Dhillon is a British, Indian, (British Asian, Punjabi, and all things in between and beyond) 
multidisciplinary artist based in Birmingham, UK 
Dhillon explores the relationships and connections we have with one another and the land. Through her arts practice 
she investigates how multiplicity in culture is conducive to the concept of belonging and space. She is interested in 
facilitating discourse around race, gender and social class. Using playful techniques, her current work reimagines 
cultural experience through gestalt expression, participatory performance, shared practices, gifting and attachments 
in found objects.  
She has both exhibited and completed residencies in the UK and has also been the recipient of the prestigious 
Gertrude Aston Bowater Bequest as well as the Inaugural AIS Award 2020 and Tate Liverpool Artists Award 2020. 
Dhillon has both a BA Hons and MA in Fine Art. Dhillon currently works with contemporary art gallery IKON in 
Birmingham. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 817 - Rupi Dhillon 
Artwork 1 Title: Anthropology of the Self (Single Channel HD film) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 14.46 minutes 
Artwork 1 Medium: Film / Moving Image 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Anthropology of the Self is a bricolage/ assemblage (in the Deleuzian sense) of several 
performances and a collection of videos of various sites with prose to form one coherent piece of work. The title of 
the work emerged from an investigation into shame, politicising of the body and power structures, as my specific 
body - through the period of lockdown. 
Link to video : https://youtu.be/asVnF2pBa2A 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 817 - Rupi Dhillon 
Artwork 2 Title: Cha Wali 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42X60 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Participatory Performance 
Bike, artificial marigolds, statue of Guru Nanak, gold basket, hot drinks dispensers 
Documentation - Digital prints 
The concept of Cha Wali originates from typically male street vendors in India selling Cha (Indian tea) from bicycles. 
In seeing a lack of innovation in Subodh Gupta's Three Cow's, I felt compelled to embody in performance the role of 
a Cha Wala. The noun itself speaks for only males who take on this role. In the piece I wanted to not only subvert this 
role but to also activate spaces and conversations around cultural phenomena, specifically the act of sharing Cha 
with the public. The British made Pendleton bike combined with a DIY aesthetic, of silk marigolds, a statuette of 
Guru Nanak (ducked taped to the handle bars) is typical to the aesthetic of a Cha Wala on the streets of India, yet 
this performance also seeks to understand the concept of gifting as all cups of Cha were given for free. 
Documentation shows interactions with different demographics of the public, ranging from workers of the city, 
students from the art school, homeless, builders and some of which recognised and connected with the act. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID818 

Artist ID: 818 
 
Artist Name: Michelangelo Arteaga 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Michelangelo Arteaga was born in southern Spain, in a small town almost surrounded by the sea. 
His father is a stonemason who taught him the ancient technics of stone carving. He was living during the aftermath 
of the fascist dictatorship of Franco. In the recovered democracy he developed an unwavering commitment for 
social justice and humanism. 
He worked as a town planner, focusing his attention on developing a better welfare state. 
Arteaga's abstract sculptures have a unique aesthetic and loaded with a poignant sense of cultural history. 
Meticulously hand-made from a diverse range of materials, most often marble and polyester resin, his use of 
traditional techniques is a clear testimony of his deep respect for skilled craftsmanship and materials. This approach 
to materials along with his inherent sensibility results in profoundly considered works which touch on issues of 
human identity and politics with intriguingly subtle metaphors. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 818 - Michelangelo Arteaga 
Artwork 1 Title: Impossible Triangle. Tribute to Penrose 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x30x10cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Marble powder, resin and metal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Based in Escher and Penrose and their 2D dimensional illusions, this impossible sculpture is 
a 3D solid object without any gap. 
It is not a perspective illusion. It is your brain that makes it and tells you that what you see and understand is not 
real, but it is there. 
(Made in the lockdown as a metaphor of reality) 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 818 - Michelangelo Arteaga 
Artwork 2 Title: To build on the ruins, you must remove the rubble first 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x30x10cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Marble powder, resin, salt, tar and metal 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Based in Escher and Penrose and their 2D dimensional illusions, this impossible sculpture is 
a 3D solid object without any gap. 
It is not a perspective illusion. It is your brain that makes it and tells you that what you see and understand is not 
real, but it is there. 
(Made in the lockdown as a metaphor of reality) 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID819 

Artist ID: 819 
 
Artist Name: Sung Eun Park 
Website: https://parksungeun.com/home.html 
IG: www.instagram.com/suneepk312 
 
Artist Statement: Speculating about the meaning of life and death often reveals that they do not need to be 
extraordinary to be significant. To be alive in the present moment is only magnificent and remarkable when we all 
suffer identity crises, becoming a distinctive "someoneâ€• or a "nobodyâ€• who is completely merged with the 
crowd during the limited period of our journey.  
With the current pandemic, we would all be deliberating the concept of mortality. The intensity of this inevitable 
shadow forces us to accept the prospect of personal death, and this acceptance has an impact on how we live. How 
can we fearlessly but more consciously accept the truth of reality? What should the end of our journeys look like? Do 
we have the opportunity to genuinely grieve about the closure of life? What does our body remaining as part of 
nature after death mean?  
My current work involves creating a narrative to communicate with the audience. The narrative scenes allow the 
viewers to follow the journey, creating a surrealistic environment that drives us to stay immersed in the present and 
free ourselves from the past and future. The story plays the role of the medium while it transforms into its unique 
form. It becomes the content piece that makes the viewers easily recollect and deeply connect to their own 
memories. Opening up a conversation through my work will enable viewers to not only acknowledge the subject of 
death but also embrace it. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 819 - Sung Eun Park 
Artwork 1 Title: Pause 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48"x36"x48" 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: More images from different angles- 
https://parksungeun.com/section/468327_Pause.html 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 819 - Sung Eun Park 
Artwork 2 Title: Pause #2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 48"x12"x60" 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: More images from different angles- 
https://parksungeun.com/section/481697_Pause_2.html 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID820 

Artist ID: 820 
 
Artist Name: Laura Sutton 
Website: https://laurasutton1.wixsite.com/mysite 
IG: www.instagram.com/themattressmoral 
 
Artist Statement: I am a London based artist whose work consists of a mixture of mediums, experimenting with a 
combination of language and image. My work explores various aspects of philosophy and the concept of 
authenticity. Comedy and the absurd are integrated within my pieces, from examining angst through a fictional 
YouTuber, to exploring alienation through an audio critique hung alongside my own work. Inescapable duration, 
abundance of time and repetition are reoccurring features within my practice and literary creations. My larger scale 
works have focused on the creations of fictional exhibitions that display humorous and not wholly believable 
narratives relating to the human condition. These pieces question the conventions, assumptions and language that 
these spaces often adhere to. Similar to novels, my pieces are layered with multiple fictions, truths and integrated 
references to various literatures. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 820 - Laura Sutton 
Artwork 1 Title: Chick Man Chick 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 350x400cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Instillation/ Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A piece from my series 'For the things that never were'. Inspired by my father's childhood 
stories and Adam Phillip's book 'Missing out: In praise of the unlived life', I created objects that never came to be but 
were never forgotten. Either through death, neglect, happy circumstance or good fortune these objects, only 
previously existing in memories, were given a platform in public spaces. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 820 - Laura Sutton 
Artwork 2 Title: I thought I heard you singing 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x70x3cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Paper and acrylic paint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Paper cutting made by hand. The central text is from a collection of my one-sentence 
poems. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID821 

Artist ID: 821 
 
Artist Name: Matthew Steinke 
Website: https://www.matthewsteinke.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/mattsteinke 
 
Artist Statement: My work explores the inner voices of objects through the intersection of sculpture, sound, text, 
video, and robotics. Based on assumptions and unknowns relating to subconscious identity, I develop fictional 
entities from found media, found objects, and fabricated materials.  
I use experimental intermedia with the intent to perplex spectators, propelling themes relating to the mysterious or 
the unknowable. As a result, I hope to underscore the sublime humor found in subjects like health, consumerism, 
and ecology. 
Although I employ technology, I do not promote interactivity in the conventional sense. Instead, the user-initiated 
dynamic is reversed, so that the work becomes inductive. It is intended to act upon and change the spectator, to 
contribute to their own process of becoming. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 821 - Matthew Steinke 
Artwork 1 Title: Nurture 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 240x200x30 
Artwork 1 Medium: wood, metal, plastic, cloth, electronics, motors, sound 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.matthewsteinke.com/nurture 
Video and commentary are in the link. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 821 - Matthew Steinke 
Artwork 2 Title: Hazardous Phenotypes 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 87x169x18 
Artwork 2 Medium: video with sound 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://www.matthewsteinke.com/hazardous-phenotypes 
Video and commentary are in the link.. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID822 

Artist ID: 822 
 
Artist Name: Feng Jiang 
Website: https://www.jiangfeng-mine.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jiangfeng_mine 
 
Artist Statement: The fundamental inspiration for my work is love, its beauty and complexity, while thematically, my 
work revolves around questions of gender, sexuality, sex, and race. Further, as an interdisciplinary artist, I turn to the 
tools offered by multiple media to enrich and deepen my works. I create artwork as a process for healing and 
questioning. Setting out to disrupt, I always want to create something different from what people have seen before 
by challenging social norms and our perceptions of them. I am trying to gather energy to create a healing space for 
people who endure discrimination. 
My process as an artist and creator is that I always wait to be inspired in/by life. I am always looking for new and 
innovative elements. Moreover, I draw on theory from academic and non-academic works and think hard because I 
expect myself to be not only an artist but also a thinker. 
The ideology of my works is "Family-unfriendly." 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 822 - Feng Jiang 
Artwork 1 Title: U.S. (Unwholesome Shelter) ã€Œç¾Žã€•åœ‹ 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 27x40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This series juxtaposes the torn and dirty USian flag with the naked bodies of all genders, 
races, sexuality, nationality, and cultural backgrounds to capture their vulnerability, emotions, and strength, 
critiquing the United States as the dreamland and shelter for all. The U.S. is alleged to be the most open and tolerant 
country but it fails to welcome people from various backgrounds equally. Everyone was invited to join the project 
because most of the people were immigrants in some ways at some point in the history of the country even if 
they're citizens now. Moreover, I am interested in the body, not the mainstream beauty. I encouraged everyone to 
model nude because I was not interested in censoring any specific body parts. If they are part of the body, they 
deserve to be seen/there. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 822 - Feng Jiang 
Artwork 2 Title: Organ Play å™¨å®˜å¬‰æˆ² 
Artwork 2 Dimensions:  
Artwork 2 Medium: Video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://youtu.be/SV7ooINqgb8 
What are sex and the sexual/sensual body? This work offers the audience empathic experiences of the tactile and 
aural sensation with the sensual choreography of the body and skin, re-imagining and re-defining human sexuality. 
What is dance? How can it be captured and appreciated in a different way? 
Our body is a sexual organ. 
Our body is our sex. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID823 

Artist ID: 823 
 
Artist Name: Richard Goldsworthy 
Website: www.richardgoldsworthy.org 
IG: www.instagram.com/rhgoldsworthy_art 
 
Artist Statement: Exploration and transformation of material is crucial to my practice. My love of nature drew me to 
work with wood and to explore its intrinsic qualities. By carving, burning and casting metal into it, I create 
contrasting patterns that transform the shape and surface while still choosing to expose, highlight and celebrate its 
natural features and so-called imperfections. It is a delicate balance between my input and allowing the materials to 
find their own voice. 
It was during 2017 my thoughts shifted to exploring the transformation and fusion of different materials. Seeing the 
x-rays of my spine supported by metal rods and screws - inserted to ensure my full recovery from a broken back - 
was intriguing, personal, and inspirational. My work in wood and cast metal is a development of this. Setting metal 
into the wood has the potential to create a friction between two polar opposites yet, aesthetically, it appears 
harmonious as a single object. I feel this juxtaposition and alchemical fusion enhances and transforms the natural 
beauty of both the wood and the pewter. My aim is to create highly contrasted objects that are visually intriguing 
and showcase these resources in a new light to guide the viewer back to their individual underlying essences as well 
as their newfound combination. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 823 - Richard Goldsworthy 
Artwork 1 Title: Teardrop 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H:104cm W:42cm D:38cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Part Charred Wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A storm felled piece of wood exposed, shaped and charred to highlight its 
natural characteristics with minimum intervention. The cracks, organically 
created as it changes from its live, green state to its dry, stable state 
are charred to celebrate the beauty of this transformation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 823 - Richard Goldsworthy 
Artwork 2 Title: Wood, Metal & Fire 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: (H:40cm W:45cm D:37cm) (H:30cm W:36cm D:35cm) (H:30cm W:30cm D:25cm) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Charred Norwegian Spruce with Pewter 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A triptych work created from a single uprooted tree trunk. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID824 

Artist ID: 824 
 
Artist Name: Svenja Michelle Behle 
Website: https://www.svenjamichellebehleart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/s.m.behle 
 
Artist Statement: Svenja Michelle Behle's work builds around the abstraction of a dystopian reality through patterns. 
Her print and mixed media pieces resemble polluted landscapes and contaminated environments through distortion 
of imagery from memory. After 3 Â½ years in South East Asia and witnessing the devastating and very visible effects 
of waste pollution, reducing waste and repurposing of materials plays an important role in her creative process. She 
works on second hand Canvas, leftover wood or packaging paper and recycles the waste materials that accrue during 
the process. Her abstracts are constructed with print as her central medium in combination with other media for 
instance painting, pen drawing and collage. 
Through the course of her art life she has moved from figurative works continuously closer to abstraction. The loss of 
control during the Covid-19 pandemic due to isolation, a constant uncertainty and the sense of hovering disaster, 
allowed her to break out of comfort zones and explore new freedom within her work. Instead of giving into the 
anxieties related to these experiences, submission and loss of control were fuel to advance in abstraction. The ability 
to plan work as a piece or series in terms of colour schemes, shapes, patterns and material, medium/media used, yet 
have the end result carry an aspect of unpredictability, perfectly mirror the complexity and apocalyptic edginess of 
our current state. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 824 - Svenja Michelle Behle 
Artwork 1 Title: Abstract on Canvas II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x60x1.3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Abstract on Canvas II discusses waste pollution in the countryside. The background colours 
resemble the landscape and the golden and silver prints stand for both the contamination as well as the value that 
can be found in waste materials. Seen as a whole piece it visualises a dystopian environment and encourages the 
viewer to rethink waste and it's stance in contemporary art. 
For this piece I used Lino ink and plates for the silver and gold abstract prints. By applying varied pressure I created 
the desired overall recognisable pattern and this technique proves incredibly versatile. It lets me combine layers of 
colour with related abstract shapes by working into the layer/layers of colour instead of working into the plate. 
Through this process I can reuse the plates and also reduce colour waste by recombining ink patterns of older plates 
with fresher ones. The tissue paper for this piece is mostly dyed by hand using thinned acrylics. Homemade wall 
paper paste on base of rice flower let me apply the printed tissue paper onto my painted foundation to create 
texture. Then pen drawing in black & white was added to sharpen the patterns and create the landscape-like 
appearance, as well as enhance the colour palette. No frame is needed for my work since the piece acts as a framed 
work within itself. This illusion I created through cut-out shapes that are distinguishable through differences in 
colour, texture or technique. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 824 - Svenja Michelle Behle 
Artwork 2 Title: Abstract on Wood II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x39.5x0.6cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The idea behind this piece was to create a window into a distorted reality. Working on two 
leftover wood panels, the gold and silver prints with green detail represent the fluidity between the outside and 
inside environment we move in. Green as nature and silver as dirt or rubble capture the outside world with waste as 
a negative component without use. Nature moves back into our lives as green on the gold of our home. Gold 
embodying the repurposed and recycled materials in my art.  
The Lino prints on black tissue paper are applied to the black painted wooden plates with homemade wall paper 
paste. With thicker layers of ink I created a more even and hard-edged appearance to implicate the separation of 
"frame" and "window" and at the same time unite the two wood panels as one piece. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID825 

Artist ID: 825 
 
Artist Name: Yvette Tang 
Website: https://yvetteytang.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/yvetteytang 
 
Artist Statement: My art is a love  
affair/ love letter  
to myself and sometimes 
to the people, I work  
with. It hurts, it cuts, 
it's euphoric, 
addictive, it 
disappoints, excites 
and satisfies. It makes  
emptiness more empty, 
makes love more 
precious and  
impossible. Magical, 
art-making is me, the 
the only way to be and 
to live, or I feel dead 
inside. To sum up, do or die. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 825 - Yvette Tang 
Artwork 1 Title: Temptation 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50.8 W X 58.42 H 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 825 - Yvette Tang 
Artwork 2 Title: Death 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45 W X 60 H 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID826 

Artist ID: 826 
 
Artist Name: Sawa Namira Previti 
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/sawanamira 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My name is Sawa Namira, I am 8. I like to share how I feel and see things. I like to paint abstract art 
and take photographs. I like art, things loose their meaning and get a new meaning. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 826 - Sawa Namira Previti 
Artwork 1 Title: Kim Jong Un 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is about Kim Jong Un. 
Everything is dismounted. 
I express the confusion I feel when adults speak about politics. 
I know he spies and controls everything in his country, so I made a lot of eyes, but they are blind. 
I started painting politicians as agame, but i realized I can express my feelings for the topic of power. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 826 - Sawa Namira Previti 
Artwork 2 Title: Duda 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x100 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is about Duda. 
Duda is the polish president and he is mean. 
It's quite a violent painting, I express the anger I feel toward discrimination. 
I wrote his name in his head a lot of times because he is arrogant. 
I painted a lot of crosses because he uses the religion to discriminate people. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID827 

Artist ID: 827 
 
Artist Name: Krzysztof Strzelecki 
Website: https://krzysztofstrzelecki.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/krzysztof_ceramic 
 
Artist Statement: My main preoccupation during lockdown has focused on the theme of 'Cruising Fantasies'. In the 
past artists might visit parks to watch people and draw them at play. In recent more repressive times, gay men used 
to visit parks in the hope of finding casual sexual encounters. Today most gay 'cruising' happens online, facilitated by 
the ubiquitous smartphone. Given this shift to the digital realm, the sourcing of images online opens up new 
scenarios, new encounters.  
The ceramic sculptures 'Adam' and 'Steve' are the start of a new series - 'The Garden of Eden', where the biblical 
paradise is transformed into something original and mysterious. Mythical and historical characters will come 
together generating a colourful world infused with humour, raw sex, and a little bit of kitsch. For example, 'Steve' is 
based on Botticelli's 'The Birth of Venus' painting, whilst 'Adam' masturbates under the Tree of Life. 
2020 has been a year of enforced separation with people stockpiling rolls of toilet paper and/or signing up for 'free' 
premium 'Pornhub' accounts. So, it seems appropriate that my 'Cruising Fantasies' vases endeavour to lift our spirits, 
help us face the ongoing challenges and reconnect us to dormant erotic fantasies. They occupy a liminal space where 
cruising is free from fear and danger but trigger different responses - will Steve successfully seduce Adam or 
ultimately spurn his advances? My new 'Garden of Eden' is inclusive, charged with desire and pleasure, where 
everyone is driven by a heightened sense of sexual liberation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 827 - Krzysztof Strzelecki 
Artwork 1 Title: The Embrace Of The Octopus 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 13x24x21cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Part of the series of THE GARDEN OF EDEN, all sculptures will create a garden and a story 
together. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 827 - Krzysztof Strzelecki 
Artwork 2 Title: Seashore 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 43x34x11cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The latest vase from the CRUISING FANTASIES. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID828 

Artist ID: 828 
 
Artist Name: Cristian Santandreu 
Website: www.a2arquitectos.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/a2arquitectos 
 
Artist Statement: Spanish artist and architect established in Spain, focusing its efforts on the creation of unique and 
innovative design projects and art installations. 
The studio develops projects based on the interplay of light and reflections, modifying spaces and creating multiple, 
dreamlike worlds within them. Unique spaces that respond to different sensory experiences, playing with forms, 
colours, reflections, fluorescence and textures. 
Awarded with numerous national and international awards, developing projects in Spain and abroad, which stand 
out A+ Architizer Awards of New York and the Award of the "Best project of the year 2014â€• by the American 
Design Institute (IIDA) from Chicago. 
My works have been exhibited at the Palais of Tokio at Paris, the Mixed Art Museum of Munich, the modernist site 
of Sant Pau at Barcelona, the Czasoprzestrzen in Wroclaw and the Center of Architecture at New York.  
I've been selected in 2016 by the "European Center of Architecture Art Design and Urban Studiesâ€• and the 
"Chicago Atheneum: Museum of Architecture and Designâ€• as one of the 40th most promising and emerging 
architects in Europe. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 828 - Cristian Santandreu 
Artwork 1 Title: Magic Kaleidoscope 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 232x268x600 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture (Fiberglass and acrilic mirrors) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Kaleidoscope is traditional concept toy. This toy has been played with by generations 
who have enjoyed its optical effects. A2arquitectos has decided to build this large scale model of the Kaleidoscope so 
people can interact with it. 
The piece consists of a Hexagonal reflective tunnel measuring 6 meters in length and 2 meters in height. The magic is 
created by reflecting external views, reflections and the people walking inside them, thus creating multiple worlds to 
explore.  
Such elements include light and the visitor who trigger a set of reflective effects. This illusion forms the key aspect of 
the kaleidoscope; the unusual shapes, repetition of pattern and beautiful colours engender a dream-like world. 
The piece allows people to walk inside and interact with all the space, part of their own kaleidoscopic effect 
experiencing a strange sensation of weightlessness from the view that is created. 
Exhibitions:  
Czasoprzestrzen. Wroclaw. February - March 2019. 
Palais de Tokyo. Paris. October ' November 2015. 
Mixed Arts Museum. Munich. August 2015. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 828 - Cristian Santandreu 
Artwork 2 Title: Miralls 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 300x700x1300 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture (Acrilic mirror, wood, lights) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Miralls (from the 10th March to the 5th April 2017) 
Recinte Modernista de Sant Pau de Barcelona 
'Mirallsâ€• is located in the Recinte Modernista de Sant Pau (Barcelona), UNESCO World Heritage Site and Place of 
Cultural Interest. The installation was located in the pavilion Antic Convent. That space was open for the first time to 
the public to welcome anyone who wants to experience the fabulous space from another point of view. 
'Mirallsâ€• presents a multiplied reality of the vaulted space of the Sant Pau Hospital, transforming the space 
through the interplay of reflections.The installation of a horizontal reflective surface creates the sensation of 
weightlessness above the vaults, giving a thrilling sensation of floatability. The combination with similarly reflective 
vertical planes enhances the concept, transforming it into an infinite, levitating space. 
This establishes a continuous interaction between users, the work and the building itself, making viewers interact 
with the space, and turning them into an active part of the work: their position within it, their movements, their 
reflections, their actions' progressively generate and create different dreamlike interior worlds. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID829 

Artist ID: 829 
 
Artist Name: Rosie Haynes 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/rosiehaynesart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a visual fine artist, working largely within digital collage and photography. My practice 
explores my ongoing relationship to femininity, pulled between its seductive glamour and its inherent problematic, 
performative nature. As someone struggling with an eating disorder, the difficulty I find engaging with contemporary 
female representation and its shape-shifting forms of objectification is something which manifests in my work. How 
do female artists engage with image-making of the female body without mimicking these forms of objectification? I 
am also interested in the surface of the image, and how the image itself may become object. Where do we begin to 
push against the boundaries of the image? 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 829 - Rosie Haynes 
Artwork 1 Title: Sweet Girls, Careful Women 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 64 x 45 x 0.3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Giclee Print (digital collage) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am interested in a kind of void that can exist within the image. How can this be explored in 
relation to femininity? We get lost in images of women. When woman becomes image, she is no longer herself, she 
is image first and foremost. To be female is to have a difficult relationship with this. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 829 - Rosie Haynes 
Artwork 2 Title: Hold Me 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 44 x 35 x 0.3 
Artwork 2 Medium: Giclee Print (digital collage) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece is in part a reflection of my fascination with the representation of women on 
screen, especially past eras. There is a kind of irresistible but empty glamour that I find equal parts entrancing and 
revolting. It's beautiful but where does it lead? It almost eats itself up in the image production. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID830 

Artist ID: 830 
 
Artist Name: Georgie Winter 
Website: https://www.georgiewhite.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/georgiegeorgiejwhite 
 
Artist Statement: Georgie White Winter is an artist and educator based in London. Previous projects have taken her 
to explore British folklore & traditions through photography. She recently completed a series of projects studying 
female clowns, morris dancers & British performers. Trained in fine art photography at the London College of 
Communication Georgie has explored creating works using papier-mâché, cardboard sculptors and more recently 
craft and needle work. Completing a Master's in History of Photography at Birkbeck, University of London Georgie 
also teaches photography for undergraduates and delivers workshops for adult learning.  
Currently Georgie is creating work around the subject of motherhood, pregnancy and the body. She is also a co-
founder of the artist platform HEWING WITTARE who aim to develop an artist's work in an increasingly challenging 
climate to practice in and enable them to exhibit in unusual places. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 830 - Georgie Winter 
Artwork 1 Title: #7 Balance a raw cauliflower on your pregnant belly and if baby starts kicking enough to push the 
cauliflower off then it's definitely a boy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75x50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: photograph, C-Type Fuji Matt print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Old Wives' Tales Pregnancy Myth' This is from a series that is a tongue in cheek look at Old 
Wives' Tales and when I became pregnant the second time I decided I wanted to play with the idea of myths. Often 
regarded as irrational, illogical and absurd stories that over the passing of time have become more of a fanciful 
saying than anything of truth. The Oxford dictionary understands the term Old Wives' Tale as 'an old idea or belief 
that people now know is not correct', but are we too quick to write off the term as foolish stories told by senile 
women?  
Interestingly, and perhaps unsurprisingly, what I discovered with the traditional Old Wives' Tales was the ingrained 
prejudice against women. The outlook of the myths hint at the desire to bear a cherished baby boy and not another 
ghastly girl. The traits to carry a boy are kinder to the mother's figure and fatigue, whereas there is abrasive 
contempt in birthing a little girl who will give you a hideous shaped bump, cover you with spots, greasy hair or 
baldness and even riddle you with indigestion. Playing with the theme I created my own pregnancy Old Wives' Tales 
which emphasise the inequality in the results. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 830 - Georgie Winter 
Artwork 2 Title: #8 Melt an ice cube in your hand, if you get a warm sensation in your little finger then it's a boy. Cold 
uncomfortable feelings in your toes then it's a girl. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 75x50cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: photograph, C-Type Fuji Matt print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Old Wives' Tales Pregnancy Myth' This is from a series that is a tongue in cheek look at Old 
Wives' Tales and when I became pregnant the second time I decided I wanted to play with the idea of myths. Often 
regarded as irrational, illogical and absurd stories that over the passing of time have become more of a fanciful 
saying than anything of truth. The Oxford dictionary understands the term Old Wives' Tale as 'an old idea or belief 
that people now know is not correct', but are we too quick to write off the term as foolish stories told by senile 
women?  
Interestingly, and perhaps unsurprisingly, what I discovered with the traditional Old Wives' Tales was the ingrained 
prejudice against women. The outlook of the myths hint at the desire to bear a cherished baby boy and not another 
ghastly girl. The traits to carry a boy are kinder to the mother's figure and fatigue, whereas there is abrasive 
contempt in birthing a little girl who will give you a hideous shaped bump, cover you with spots, greasy hair or 
baldness and even riddle you with indigestion. Playing with the theme I created my own pregnancy Old Wives' Tales 
which emphasise the inequality in the results. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID831 

Artist ID: 831 
 
Artist Name: Ashley Allen 
Website: www.ashleyallenartist.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ashleyallenartist 
 
Artist Statement: A self-taught artist living in Derbyshire. Creating contemporary art since 2017, working in a variety 
of mediums and styles 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 831 - Ashley Allen 
Artwork 1 Title: Nude 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x35x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Female nude painting from reference image. Painted with oils on panel. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 831 - Ashley Allen 
Artwork 2 Title: Vision 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 93x73x3.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The piece represents diversity and is made from small model figures set in resin. Painted 
with spray paint and acrylic on a framed panel. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID832 

Artist ID: 832 
 
Artist Name: Elham Angell Soleimannezhad 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/elham_soleimannezhad 
 
Artist Statement: Elham is an Iranian artist born in 1985.  
Elham's chief inspiration comes from nature ' she began her career as an earth scientist, and for her, there is no 
barrier between art and science. She uses her art to understand the world around her, and her place within it. As she 
says, nature is the first thing which you can know and explore by yourself. 
Understanding her world is the bridge Elham uses to build a connection with her audience. But because this 
connection allows her audience to see the world through her eyes, she feels that they are integral to the final 
meaning of her work. They are free to interpret her work through the window she opens for them.  
For Elham, the physical medium has come to be the least important aspect of her work. Despite starting her career 
working in bronze and other fine materials, she now finds inspiration from branches, paper, string and even the 
wind. 
As in the Persian literature which represents a strong source of influence for Elham, objects carry their own 
philosophy. They are a source of learning and inspiration, inviting you to find the meaning hidden within them. 
Elham uses these objects to communicate with her audience, inviting them to observe their own responses, to 
notice how they relate to their own ideas of the world. In this way, art can extend beyond what is merely present. 
Artists are gatekeepers to mysterious worlds, worlds otherwise closed to view. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 832 - Elham Angell Soleimannezhad 
Artwork 1 Title: The Lines and a Tree 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x70x70 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media: Plant, soil, wire 
Artwork 1 Commentary: There was a time when human beings existed in a state of balance with their environment. 
However, as we discovered how to gain ascendancy over nature, that power started be abused, destroying the 
balance in the relationship. This pattern is seen over and over in human beings' interactions, both with other people 
and their surroundings - to the point that it might even be seen as a philosophy. Developing the means to gain some 
benefit, and then exploiting that power relentlessly to the point of destruction. This installation represents this 
concept in a simple way, using elements which the audience can instinctively understand and appreciate. The wire 
represents industry, trapping the plant. From the outside, it appears as if nature has been scribbled out. The plant 
itself is not healthy. It is weak and sickly, representing the state of nature as we have rendered it. This scribbling 
represents our attempt to forget and deny nature's importance through the use of violence. 
This installation is a way to warn us that we are in need of urgent action. 
https://photos.app.goo.gl/fpQJsy7xmNuxDETB7 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 832 - Elham Angell Soleimannezhad 
Artwork 2 Title: Broken Mirror 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 140x95x95 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media: Copper disc, copper wire, ice and mirror 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Is what reflects in the mirror the truth, or some distortion of it? 
I was a part of the people for years. There was no way in or out, but what was the media doing? The only thing they 
wanted was to be seen, showing us an incomplete and ugly version of ourselves. Ask those who came. What is the 
mission of the media? The mirror (media) is broken. 
. 
This installation refers to our unvarnished truths and the distorted images and judgements our media pass up. It 
invites and reminds us to find the correct vantage point in order to see the truth. 
In the middle of the gallery room, a beaten copper sheet in the form of a circle hangs from the ceiling (copper is 
Iran's main source of wealth after oil and gas). There is an ice volume in the middle of the copper sheet. Copper 
wires wrap around the ice, trapping it in place. The ice is a symbol of our death and disappearance, of being a victim, 
of being near to the end: the need for action is now immediate and vital. 
A broken, damaged mirror lies on the ground just below the copper disc. It reflects the drops of water as the ice 
melts and falls, but never the ice itself. The ice here, rather than symbolizing its more usual cold hardness, is instead 
a metaphor for something valuable that is being destroyed, something that must be saved. It shows the urgency of 
the matter, and through the ice's inability to escape, the inevitability of its destruction if it is not released 
On the wall of the gallery, in a corner as big as the picture of a tablet a video is playing. Showing the daily life of 
people without any filter. People on the street, the reality of Iranian life. This video captures my daily life as an 
Iranian, recorded on my phone. Real people are warm and kind and alive, but the rest of the wall is dark and black: 
The dominant image that the media gives is darkness. 
The photographs presented here are of a model. Should this piece be selected for the prize, the full-size installation 
will be created and installed. 
https://photos.app.goo.gl/uMojhHaVxec5ztGT6 
https://vimeo.com/425393159 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID833 

Artist ID: 833 
 
Artist Name: Odette Farrell 
Website: www.odettefarrell.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/odettefarrell 
 
Artist Statement: My work is about life emerging again from the cracks of broken systems. 
I have a necessity to communicate and connect with others, to denounce that which gives pain and to share that 
which gives joy. 
My work addresses the imminent threat that our ecology is facing today, but with a hopeful approach. My main 
source of inspiration is the Ginkgo Biloba tree, a beautiful living fossil that has been on earth around 270 million 
years, surviving several mass extinctions and it is inadvertently humanity's first and oldest conservation project: by 
deciding it was worthy, we ended up spreading the Ginkgo around the world and saving it from the edge of 
extinction. 
Aside from my Gingko inspired paintings, I started using objects I stumble across while wandering through the city. I 
love working with material that comes from the earth, like fallen branches and clay. I give life to once-living objects 
by adding handmade ceramic pieces, creating my "Chernobyl " series, as I have realised that when humankind stops 
exploiting, nature finds its way; like in Chernobyl, where despite huge radiation, people left and nature flourish.  
The pandemic was an eye-opener too, in that we cannot go back to an unfair way of living for people and nature and 
proved that joined action around the world is possible. With this work I am trying to create a new consciousness to 
respect and love nature. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 833 - Odette Farrell 
Artwork 1 Title: Sun Ginkgoes 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 70 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Ginkgo Biloba tree is considered a living fossil. I have found an incredible source of 
inspiration from this amazing being that has been on earth since the time of the dinosaurs.  
In this sort of abstract painting a happy yellow colour is predominant on its distinctive duck's foot leaves.  
Colours appeal to emotions.  
I'd like to express the solar energy spreading life through the characteristic Ginkgo leaves. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 833 - Odette Farrell 
Artwork 2 Title: Chernobyl frame 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90 x 45 x 18 
Artwork 2 Medium: Wood, paint, ceramics & wire 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is one of my many Chernobyl inspired sculptures. Many years after the nuclear disaster 
scientists have found that many species facing risk of extinction moved to the area attracted by the absence of 
humans and bloomed. 
For this sculpture in particular, I worked with this broken piece of frame that I found along the canal, while walking 
towards my studio.  
I like to give dignity to objects that people throw away; recycle them and convert them into art pieces. The flowers 
were made from pinched clay and hand glazed. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID834 

Artist ID: 834 
 
Artist Name: Michelle Caron-Pawlowsky 
Website: https://www.michellepawlowsky.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/michellepawlowsky 
 
Artist Statement: My artistic interests lie in the interpretation and reconstruction of memories. My research-based 
practice offers representations of vulnerability, healing, sentimentality, and interpersonal relationships. My recent 
work centres long-term processes of healing, the sentimental value of objects and collections, and the incredibly 
mutable act of reconstructing memories over time. The project on which I worked throughout 2019 and 2020, With 
Pulp, is informed by Queer Ecology, a theory that connects environmental studies and queer theory. Applying queer 
ecology to my artistic practice works to break down commonly accepted dualisms such as natural/unnatural and 
alive/not alive, to question our generalizations, and to acknowledge the interrelatedness that exists between all 
living things. These ideas of natural connection become important to the processes of healing and evolution 
explored within my work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 834 - Michelle Caron-Pawlowsky 
Artwork 1 Title: Maman 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76 x 60 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is an image from Half a Grapefruit for Breakfast, a series that examines the ways in 
which we reconstruct memories over time. Drawing on neuropsychological memory studies, this project looks at 
how memories are stored in disassembled parts and later recreated from those parts when they are needed. The act 
of rebuilding a memory is mutable, and memories are subject to change at each instance of being remembered. By 
looking at objects of sentimental value with histories both known (belonging to the artist or loved ones) and 
unknown (found at flea markets or estate sales), memories associated with these objects are recreated, sometimes 
relying only on the 'memoriesâ€• evoked and implanted by the objects themselves. Half a Grapefruit for Breakfast 
attempts to recreate memories never previously photographed by constructing new iterations for the camera, 
altering external landscapes to mirror internal landscapes. This series considers themes of sentimentality, 
(re)constructed narratives, and vulnerability, as well as the subjective and fallible nature of truth inherent to the 
photographic medium, one inextricably linked to the work of memory. In this image, I look at a sentimental object 
from my own family, a lock of my mother's hair from her first haircut, kept by her own mother for nearly half a 
century. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 834 - Michelle Caron-Pawlowsky 
Artwork 2 Title: Nonno 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76 x 60 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is an image from Half a Grapefruit for Breakfast, a series that examines the ways in 
which we reconstruct memories over time. Drawing on neuropsychological memory studies, this project looks at 
how memories are stored in disassembled parts and later recreated from those parts when they are needed. The act 
of rebuilding a memory is mutable, and memories are subject to change at each instance of being remembered. By 
looking at objects of sentimental value with histories both known (belonging to the artist or loved ones) and 
unknown (found at flea markets or estate sales), memories associated with these objects are recreated, sometimes 
relying only on the 'memoriesâ€• evoked and implanted by the objects themselves. Half a Grapefruit for Breakfast 
attempts to recreate memories never previously photographed by constructing new iterations for the camera, 
altering external landscapes to mirror internal landscapes. This series considers themes of sentimentality, 
(re)constructed narratives, and vulnerability, as well as the subjective and fallible nature of truth inherent to the 
photographic medium, one inextricably linked to the work of memory. In this image, I dress up in my Nonno's 
clothing and bring him back to one of his favourite locations, a now-abandoned tennis court taken over by the 
surrounding forest. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID835 

Artist ID: 835 
 
Artist Name: Erin Wheary 
Website: http://www.erinmonetwheary.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/emwheary 
 
Artist Statement: My work derives from the application of an ordered system onto a material. Applying parameters 
to nature is an attempt to control the uncontrollable. This concept sets a framework for my studio practice and 
provides a method for creating, resulting in forms. A simple, repeated modular element, with or without subtle 
variation, is my building block. My process is circular, building sculptures, taking them apart, and re-building. How 
many times can I do this? How many unique sculptures can I create? What will I learn? Through this practice, the 
process is materialized, and the goal of fusing material, process, and content is realized. 
I am interested in documenting problem-solving and creation. Intuition guides the design of my work. Videos and 
photos are evidence of the life of the piece. This documentation highlights my learning through the process of 
creating: the struggle and the reward. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 835 - Erin Wheary 
Artwork 1 Title: We all Fall down no. 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.64 x 50.8 cm (each). This piece is a diptych. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph of site specific installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In the series, We all Fall down; I have constructed sculptures in the framework of 
architectural spaces. These pieces cut off walkways forming physical barriers. In this series, photographs document 
the whole and destroy obstacles. Conceptually, I am exploring the idea of barriers, both personal and interpersonal. 
Amid disconnect, social, political, and physical, we must consider how and why we build barriers between ourselves 
and others. And through the process of examination to let some of those walls fall down.  
Bricks: rectangular building units. 
Walls: a fundamental part of a building that separates the interior from the exterior. 
I wonder what would happen if I tore down the barriers that separated me from others, from myself? from what Am 
I Hiding? 
what Do I Fear? 
Collapse: to suddenly fall or 
give way 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



 

  



 

Artist: 835 - Erin Wheary 
Artwork 2 Title: Modular Sculpture: Quadrant â„– 08 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Site specific installation 
Artwork 2 Medium: Site specific installation made of wood 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Link to video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xp1XoZSDGBQ&feature=emb_title 
The Modular Sculpture series is a series of site-specific installations in which bentwood modules in an arc form were 
taken outdoors and bolted together on site. Building these sculptures without a plan, I invite the viewer into my 
head and highlight the process. In these pieces, the audience sees how I respond to the natural world, found 
architecture, and how I problem-solve. Creating artwork can be difficult. This series highlights the often unseen 
struggles and the rewards of creating. Each piece in this series is site-specific and temporary; the time-lapse videos 
and photography are all that remain of these pieces. The final step in this process was posting images and videos to 
social media, thereby putting the artwork into the viewer's palm. I hope that by sharing the work through social 
media, I reach a more diverse audience. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID836 

Artist ID: 836 
 
Artist Name: Samuel Temple 
Website: www.wedoodd.com & www.Samueltemple.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/WEDOODD 
 
Artist Statement: I could be found wearing 6 inch heels and with a beauty stores worth of cosmetics on my face and 
hair daily. Uncommon in Shetland's men folk, but they put up with me all the same as did everyone else. I grew up in 
Shetland, and my teen years were spent running up country roads in heels. 
I had this obsession with materialism and image but after seeing past some of the facades and socially constructed 
obligations with gender and identity, I started separating myself from such.  
Now I make art and take photos about others. I think the obsession for beauty and materialism still feeds into my 
practice, but now I obsess and play with the quality of light, the tones between colours shadows and highlights. The 
composition of the photo rather than the composition of myself. For some reason, its much easier to gaze at 
someone else for hours. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 836 - Samuel Temple 
Artwork 1 Title: Still Live, Louise. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2160x 3840px 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Part of a series made up of 'Still Live' portraits. I aim to create or implement this feeling of 
living connection between subject and viewer. Playing with light, and time in a simple uncomplicated way. To allow a 
natural pace, to breath, and wonder.  
Clip on vimeo is an excerpt, as it exceeds file size limitations.  
https://vimeo.com/437685042 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 836 - Samuel Temple 
Artwork 2 Title: Still Live, Andy. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 2160x 3840px 
Artwork 2 Medium: Video. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Part of series. 
Looking at the shape and introduction of light, into a mostly still frame. A connection with another face. Nothing else 
really happens in the video. The aim is simple.  
Clip from full piece: 
https://vimeo.com/445790773 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID837 

Artist ID: 837 
 
Artist Name: Rory Watson 
Website: www.rorywatson.art 
IG: www.instagram.com/rorywatson.art 
 
Artist Statement: Rory Watson is a London based artist having graduated from Central Saint Martins. His practice 
discusses the influence of digital culture on our contemporary society. Focussing predominantly on portraiture, Rory 
distorts the face to suggest how we project personas that do not accurately reflect our true selves.  
With each portrait beginning with an image of himself, Rory refers to his artworks as avatars; referencing the virtual 
presence individuals have in the digital age. The current social restrictions have been influential to his practice. 
Through exploring how digitised communications have become the forefront of social interactions, his artworks 
discuss how our brains have been taught to utilise and read images of the self to convey emotion and meaning by 
incorporating the use of emoji's and selfies into our vocabulary.  
Rory uses each artwork to influence the outcome of the next. This slowly eludes to a new image altogether where 
true representation is lost amongst the process of reproduction, referencing the blurred line between reality and 
falsified truths hiding within the virtual world 
The physicality evident within Rory's artworks produce an ironic humour when juxtaposed to the subject matter of 
digitisation. Through large scale imagery and installation artworks, he has developed an engaging practice provoking 
thought into the two worlds in which we simultaneously occupy; the physical and the virtual, and how the artworld 
is adapting to the collision that is digitisation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 837 - Rory Watson 
Artwork 1 Title: Self 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 x 150 x 3.3 (Framed) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal on Fabriano paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The virtual world is increasingly populating with stills of reality; perfectly framed images 
intending to convey a desired message, often exaggerated or untruthful. Yet these images are stored in a world set 
to outlast our lifetime, they will become our legacy, and in time, replace us, become us.  
'Self 2' looks down at its voyeurs, drawn with physicality and uncaged from behind its glass. As the representation 
becomes whats remembered, the virtual has become reality. 
Whilst 'Self 2' can be compared to the floating head of an emoticon, the sweeping charcoal lines indicate movement 
and the scars of reality, referencing how the virtual is increasingly integrating with our physical world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 837 - Rory Watson 
Artwork 2 Title: Reflected 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 113 x 133 x 3.3 (Framed) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Charcoal on Fabriano Paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The avatars we create forfeit our mortality, forever storing our ego on the eternal database 
of the virtual world. With extensions of ourselves outlasting our physical beings, transcendence has arguably become 
a possibility. However, inaccurate representations could lead to misinterpretation, ultimately allowing for us to 
construct how we wish to be seen. 
'Reflection' doesn't hide the construction lines, or evidence of finger prints on the paper; it stands as a physical 
construction that mirrors reality. Yet the artwork is framed without glass, free from the restriction of a screen and 
invading the physical world. A drawn crack concludes that 'Reflection' represents the blurring of the virtual and the 
physical. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID838 

Artist ID: 838 
 
Artist Name: Claire White 
Website: https://artgallery.co.uk/artist/claire_17f 
IG: www.instagram.com/claireypoppinsart 
 
Artist Statement: My art is naturally abstract, i am inspired by the colours, smells and beauty of nature, people & 
things. 
I enjoy up-cycling old paintings and using objects that would normally get thrown away.  
My painting started 18 years ago following the loss of my parents, blues and pinks are my favourite colours but bold 
splashes of colour are in all of my art. 
In September a school in Nottingham Got in touch as they wanted to use one of my paintings for their art week. 
They said the children are able to relate to the simple abstract colours and shapes, the kids went on to recreate their 
own versions of this abstract self-portrait. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 838 - Claire White 
Artwork 1 Title: 1989 SAVED FROM LANDFILL 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x51x1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: 3D PaintIng 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Featuring three vintageÂ McDonald's "happy meal" toys from 1989, SAVED FROM 
LANDFILLÂ is a bright and colourful abstract painting with upcycled toys.Â RepresentingÂ what normallyÂ gets 
thrown away ending upÂ in landfill.  
My mum collected these toys and I have a huge box in the loft, not wanting to throw away, I thought I would bring 
them to life on the paintings. 
Millions of toys like this get thrown to our beautiful earth every year. 
Toys over 30 years old and stitched on the Canvas. 
Using high qualityÂ neon pink,Â yellow, green, blue andÂ red acrylic paints. 
"Save the toys, save the planet" 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 838 - Claire White 
Artwork 2 Title: Rainbow Romance 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 101x127x1.6 
Artwork 2 Medium: Painting (abstract on canvas) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: "Rainbow Romance"is anÂ extra large high shine,Â abstractÂ canvas, itÂ is like a room full of 
rainbows hitting mirrors.Â  
TheÂ more you look the more you will see different textures colours and shapes blending into each other. 
Rainbow Romance was finished during the lockdown and Inspired by my family of NHS workers. 
Made with a happy heart in the garden and whilst the birds were chirping. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID839 

Artist ID: 839 
 
Artist Name: Anton Ovchinnikov 
Website: https://www.aurucom.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/aurucom 
 
Artist Statement: Anton Ovchinnikov. Artist and illustrator. I was born in 1987, in Kazan, Russia. In 2002 was 
graduated from art school â„–5. In 2006 was graduated from Kazan Art College. In the same year, I moved to 
Moscow, where I worked as a designer, illustrator, artist, and art director at different advertising agencies. Since 
2014 as a professional artist. My works are in private collections in the USA, Germany, Russia, and Georgia. Since 
2016 I live and work in Batumi, Georgia. 
2005 - group exhibition of young artists on the occasion of the 1000th Kazan city anniversary. Central Exhibition Hall, 
Kazan, Russia. 
2016 - solo exhibition, Glacier Hotel & Spa, Pokhara, Nepal. 
2017 - solo exhibition, LeoGrand Hotel & Spa, Batumi, Georgia. 
2017-2019 - group exhibitions at the "Argani" art festival, Batumi, Georgia. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 839 - Anton Ovchinnikov 
Artwork 1 Title: Communication problems 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 31,5H x 40W x 40D cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I have dedicated this art to introverts and all people who have communication and social 
adaptation problems. I am an introvert myself and have communication, dialogue, and almost any interaction 
problems with the world. For the image of communication, I took the most visual symbol - the telephone. I painted it 
with an alarming yellow color in this work, which shows a dislike for communication and a sense of danger. The wire 
on the handset, the non-spinning dial of the telephone, and the crooked mouth attached to the tube symbolize 
difficulty in dialogue, feeling a shackle in my throat, and general tightness and constriction within me. I went through 
several years of therapy before I became more or less adapted to my everyday life. With these two phones, I want to 
show our feelings when dealing with such a seemingly mundane thing as communication. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 839 - Anton Ovchinnikov 
Artwork 2 Title: Bla-Bla-Bla 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 56H x 30W x 17D cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I have dedicated this art to introverts and all people who have communication and social 
adaptation problems. I am an introvert myself and have communication, dialogue, and almost any interaction 
problems with the world. For the image of communication, I took the most visual symbol - the telephone. In this 
work, I have shown the unnecessary overload, as it seems to me, communication. Frequent calls and empty talk 
about nothing. The volume of these conversations is so great that it looks as if my head is about to burst. This feeling 
causes significant discomfort. That is why I smashed the phone, and foam of useless dialogues is creeping out of the 
cracks in its body. I want to emphasize that I am not saying that all communication is empty. I am talking specifically 
about being overwhelmed by it as an introvert and how it affects my subjective inner world. I went through several 
years of therapy before I became more or less adapted to my everyday life. With these two phones, I want to show 
our feelings when dealing with such a seemingly mundane thing as communication. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID840 

Artist ID: 840 
 
Artist Name: Olivia Azzopardi 
Website: https://oclazzopardi19.myportfolio.com/work 
IG: www.instagram.com/azzo_artist 
 
Artist Statement: Studying BA Fine Art at Loughborough, currently in the first semester of year 2 I have ceramic 
series highlighting my personal experiences in emotive text under the current Covid-19 Pandemic. 
Using impressed writings onto clay with experimental glazes has turned these personal writings into ornamental 
relics of personal experiences within this iconic period in history we are all currently living in. These artworks have 
been inspired by fallen Greek/ Roman ruins, this erosion of history in its perfect imperfection of remains bring the 
same essence in this 'Let's Keep Dreaming' series (2020). There is a sense of capturing nostalgia and sentimental 
times of the 'normal' world before the pandemic struck. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 840 - Olivia Azzopardi 
Artwork 1 Title: Let's Keep Dreaming, Ceramic Earthenware, 23cm x 24cm x 0.5cm, 2020. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 23cm x 24cm x 0.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork is apart of the 'Let's Keep Dreaming' (2020) ceramic series highlights my 
personal experiences in emotive text under the current Covid-19 Pandemic. 
Using impressed writings onto clay with experimental glazes has turned these personal writings into ornamental 
relics of personal experiences and emotions felt during this period in history we are all currently living in. There is a 
sense of capturing nostalgia and sentimental times of the 'normal' world before the pandemic struck. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 840 - Olivia Azzopardi 
Artwork 2 Title: I Miss My Life, Ceramic Earthenware, 23cm x 24cm x 2.5cm, 2020. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 23cm x 24cm x 2.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This artwork is apart of the 'Let's Keep Dreaming' (2020) ceramic series highlights my 
personal experiences in emotive text under the current Covid-19 pandemic. 
Using impressed writings onto clay with experimental glazes has turned these personal writings into ornamental 
relics of personal experiences and emotions felt during this period in history we are all currently living in. There is a 
sense of capturing nostalgia and sentimental times of the 'normal' world before the pandemic struck. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID841 

Artist ID: 841 
 
Artist Name: Laszlo Von Dohnanyi 
Website: www.laszlovondohnanyi.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/laszlovondohnanyi 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in the reciprocal influence of 'man' and 'machine'. Central to my work is a 
fascination with technologically generated images and their aesthetics. Positioned between the antagonisms of the 
technological object and the traditional field of painting, my work occupies a border area between the two.  
In my work I explore the juxtaposition between the digital aesthetics of contemporary imagery and traditional 
analogue techniques of image making, by transferring technological images from the digital realm into the haptic 
space of analogue media. In this way an interplay is created between the images' technological aesthetics and their 
traditional, manual execution. The images are decelerated by substituting automatic, mechanical processes for 
bodily human labour, thus humanising the technological image.  
I think of painting as a technology; the paintings are oil on canvas; the visual content is sourced from the Internet; 
when painting, I use principles that mimic the idiosyncratic characteristics associated with the technological creation 
of images. My painting process could be described as a technological-mimesis. For instance, no overpainting ' paint is 
placed next to, rather than layered on top of, each other (aim for flatness); no white paint ' printers work from light 
to dark. My practice is mostly process led; I rely on simple algorithms that aide the compositional decision making. 
This systemization of the painting process injects elements of unpredictability and complexity, and allows me to 
engineer the work rather than author it. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 841 - Laszlo Von Dohnanyi 
Artwork 1 Title: A large clock mounted to the side 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 x 160 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 2020 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 841 - Laszlo Von Dohnanyi 
Artwork 2 Title: A group of colourful graffiti 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130 x 160 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: 2020 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID842 

Artist ID: 842 
 
Artist Name: James Allen 
Website: www.jamesallenart.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: The symbiotic relationship of physical space and technology has existed for a considerable amount 
of time. Corporations attempt to modify the behaviour and attitudes of their users through map applications and 
social media. As devices advance, users place increasing trust in the articles and adverts displayed on their news 
feeds. They believe it to be the most accurate and organic source. The covert motivation is to meet commercial 
targets and to promote an ideology.  
Discontent with the influence on navigation, media conglomerates are starting to lay out architectural plans for 
living spaces. Google have designed a housing development - SideWalk Labs - with inbuilt sensors, surveillance 
equipment and green technology. Once again an attempt to politically enhance individuals is masked and 
repackaged as a convenient, sustainable service. A lifestyle is presented, whereby communal decisions are made by 
rulers. This might initially appeal to a group disillusioned with democracy, but alternative opinions may be filtered 
out from the boundaries. The improved control of incoming information therefore poses a threat to autonomy on a 
national level. By treating unfinished projects as case studies, I explore whether the values of a corporation can be 
translated to the form of a city and whether human activity can be forecasted?  
An individual attempting to bridge the gap between their online and offline presence is comparable to a corporation 
trying to translate corporate visions to a housing plan. By pushing the boundaries of contemporary technology and 
displaying primitive outcomes, I try to assess the obstacles for both groups. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 842 - James Allen 
Artwork 1 Title: Conversion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150X60X60 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wood, Projector, Ink, Inductive Car 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/397214915 
Facebook have been criticised for allowing affiliated parties to display false political adverts on the site and Google 
Maps have been accused of warping user's visibility, by only displaying businesses they have financial ties to. If the 
corporation takes ownership of a city they can not only suggest a pathway, they can construct it. The plans enable 
new forms of data collection to be carried out, which can then be manipulated to meet their commercial and 
political goals, and presented to citizens to justify political decisions. Continual behavioural modification can be 
tested without any disruption, therefore citizens entering the space gradually become homogenised. Whether 
Google's utopian Smart City visions are genuine or not, I question whether the values of a corporation can be 
translated to the form of a city? 
By looking at existing corporate architectural forms, such as Silicon Valley headquarters, I became interested in how 
buildings are informed by the underlying capitalist ideologies and are covertly structured to determine the efficiency 
of staff. I reduced the Apple headquarters to the pathways, treating it as a symbol of behavioural modification. I 
consider how staff may have become politically enhanced, due to the shaping of space and question whether 
citizens will be converted to an extension of this within a smart city.  
I believe by reviewing constituency maps, technology corporations can directly target members of bordering 
constituencies and convert or indoctrinate them to their own capitalist ideologies. The corporations and existing 
government are equally threatened by democracy and, therefore, the opportunity to control behaviour via public 
space is appealing. If citizens are made voiceless and homogenised, I question what level of impact this will have on 
a national level. In 'Conversion', I incorporated an inductive car, following a pathway, based on headquarter maps, to 
show how citizens become malleable when converted to the smart city lifestyle. I displayed this on a podium, 
resembling an urban planning consultation room, to reveal intentions, otherwise masked from the public. 
Navigation, via street view, of an anti-capitalist political constituency, is placed below a smart city model to convey 
how the utopian vision supports an unrealistic Nimbyist attitude, in which necessary activities must take place, in 
alternative cities within the same country.  
Often the car will go off route, which indicates the unpredictable nature of residents and potential resistance that 
could potentially occur later on. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 842 - James Allen 
Artwork 2 Title: Regression 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120X150X28 
Artwork 2 Medium: Wood, Plaster, Expanding Foam, Cardboard, Packing tape 
Artwork 2 Commentary: In contrast to the symbiosis of consumer spaces and social media, a gulf lays between an 
individual's digital and real-life presence. I believe frustrations towards self-image are born out of incrementing 
profile images online and digital enhancement. There is a need to conform to standards, but also bring digital 
standards to reality. I have communicated the difficulty to bridge the two by presenting attempts to recreate a 
graphic avatar, with tangible materials, often with crude outcomes.  
The sculptures were deconstructed and displayed to represent the level of analysis images undergo online. I took 
great inspiration from how body parts are installed on walls to sell plastic surgery. In using traditional art materials 
and showing primitive outcomes, I wanted to express the fragility of an individual opposing a collective or 
organisation. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID843 

Artist ID: 843 
 
Artist Name: Emily Woolley 
Website: www.emilywoolley.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/emwwoolley 
 
Artist Statement: In my practice I am developing a unique and refined material language, combining materials that 
can slump and hold shape simultaneously to create sculptures that resist preconceived notions of materiality ' 
softness holds weight; hardness trembles.  
Human in scale, my work concerns the meeting of bodies and the exchanges that happen within that moment.  
Touch informs and activates my sculpture. Some work, cast flat, gains form through an intimate process of bending, 
often taking shapes from parts of my own anatomy.  
At the same time, I explore the effect of presence, both current and past. The proximity of an observer can induce 
movement. Past interactions are suggested with texture and imprint.  
Sometimes, using kinetic elements, I create soft trembling movements in forms that would otherwise seem fixed.  
Material ambiguity is offset by corporeal elements: skin textures; traces of human touch; bodily scale. The discovery 
of details that reference oneself offer an entry point to the work, acting as a familiar feature in an otherwise 
unknown form.  
A soft-strong structural method I have developed allows me to exhibit the same sculpture in different configurations, 
playfully questioning the onus traditionally placed on final form.  
Understanding material properties and developing new production methods are fundamental to my practice. A 
process I developed over the last five years that involves casting malleable elements within silicone has provided the 
foundation for much of my work. Now I am experimenting with copper and water using the interplay of light and 
fluidity to reveal elemental and protean associations. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 843 - Emily Woolley 
Artwork 1 Title: Protean (A Recasting) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Dimensions variable. Approximately 200 x 120 x 240 cm cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Copper, steel, silicone, pigment, wood, copper vinyl, water, submersible motors 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Protean (A Recasting) is a multimedia sculptural installation. The work is comprised of a 
central silicone form standing at human-height in a copper tray filled with pigmented water. Submersed kinetic 
elements disturb the water, creating currents traced by the pigment to reveal unexpected optical depths in the 
liquid.  
The silicone sculpture is made by embedding sheet metal inside silicone. The resulting form can be repeatedly bent 
and shaped. I have previously exhibited this same silicone piece differently configured, playfully questioning the 
onus traditionally placed on final form.  
The material ambiguity of the silicone is offset by its texture. This detail is intended to create an entry point to the 
work. In this way, a form which is at first alien becomes known through the discovery of human attributes.  
A notch cut out of the copper tray encourages the viewer to stand facing the silicone sculpture. Human in scale and 
textured with goosebumps cast from my thigh, the silicone forces the subject into a bodily encounter. Through this 
process, I hope to not only engage my audience but to implicate them directly in the viewing of the work.  
Through an interplay of light and reflection the copper and water create an environment to which elemental and 
fantastical associations can be attributed. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 843 - Emily Woolley 
Artwork 2 Title: Protean (A Retracing) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Dimensions variable. Approximately 200 x 244 x 244 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Copper, steel, silicone, pigment, wood, copper vinyl 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Protean (A Retracing) consists of two silicone sculptures situated within an expansive 
copper floor.  
Both of the rubber sculptures are made by embedding sheet metal inside cast silicone planes. The rubber makes the 
sculptures flexible and the metal gives them structure, meaning they can be repeatedly bent and shaped. This 
plasticity allows them to be differently configured from installation to installation.  
The front of each silicone form is textured with goosebumps cast from my thigh and coloured with a metallic 
pigment; one an earthy oxide red, the other shifting from green to purple to brown across the colour spectrum. In 
contrast, their rear is smooth, glossy and coloured a deep red.  
The material ambiguity of the silicone is offset by its texture. This detail is intended to create an entry point to the 
work. In this way, a form which is at first alien becomes known through the discovery of human attributes.  
Contrasting textures and shifting colours are amplified by the surrounding copper floor. Highly polished and rich in 
tone, the copper adds depth and vibrancy through the interplay of light. Metallic pigment from the silicone is 
refracted in its surface and reflected back up in coppery spools.  
Each sculpture merges seamlessly with the copper floor; a mirrored surface which acts as a vessel to enable the 
silicones fluidity to be continually extended. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID844 

Artist ID: 844 
 
Artist Name: Arisa Nakane 
Website: http://nakanearisa.webcrow.jp/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/arisa.nime 
 
Artist Statement: I'm an animation artist living in Japan. 
I try not to short film, but "moving pictures" or "GIFs seeing by big screen". 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 844 - Arisa Nakane 
Artwork 1 Title: LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H1920px W1080px 
Artwork 1 Medium: movie 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a movie that is shown endless repeat (it is 30 second cycle). 
You can see the three-repeat version at the following address. 
https://vimeo.com/496802268 
password:0104 
While facing the fact that it took many animals' lives and lifetimes to make a delicious meal, meat is still delicious. 
Eating delicious food is happiness, and that in itself is also our life and living. 
There are many thoughts on meat. And it is important to never stop thinking about it. 
I would like to exhibit this work on a monitor larger than 45 inches. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 844 - Arisa Nakane 
Artwork 2 Title: Red and crimson and vermilion and carmine and 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: H1920px W1080px (3monitors) 
Artwork 2 Medium: movie 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a movie that is shown endless repeat (it is 30 second cycle) and it needs 3 screens. 
You can see the three-repeat version at the following address. 
You can see it at the following address. 
https://vimeo.com/382750217 
A single screen version can be downloaded from the following address. 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2jk6ahb125d840w/full.mp4?dl=0 
Lipsticks come in a variety of reds, and even the same red can look different depending on the person who wears it, 
the person's expression, the location, and the situation. 
I created this work because I find it interesting that make-up and fashion are only possible when they are based on a 
person's humanity and charm. 
I would like to exhibit this work on three 30-40 inch monitors. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID845 

Artist ID: 845 
 
Artist Name: Clare Davidson 
Website: www.claredavidsonart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/claredavidsonart 
 
Artist Statement: My work aims to depict space through colour and line. Rather than straightforwardly depicting a 
specific place or thing the work emerges through the haptic experience of making; it develops during the process of 
creation. Most of my work starts with drawing and extrapolating from something seen and experienced first-hand. It 
then progresses towards a more abstracted image. I work across a range of media, from printmaking and collage to 
painting, producing both small scale and far larger immersive works. 
Recently I have been exploring openings, windows, doorways, in-between spaces. My intention is to create images 
that pull the viewer in and let the eye linger. The work addresses the relationship between the maker, the image, 
and the suggested world beyond the canvas or piece of paper. I want to convey a sense of time- the time taken to 
make a work and the time that is required to experience it. It is about both looking and seeing. I want to create 
pictorial spaces that can be inhabited and lingered within. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 845 - Clare Davidson 
Artwork 1 Title: Domestic disintegration 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.5cm x 40.2cm x 0.3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint and household emulsion on wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a comment on conventional still life painting and the fact many of our lives are 
currently falling apart. The title is a tongue in cheek play on the idea of domestic harmony being upset. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 845 - Clare Davidson 
Artwork 2 Title: Beyond this 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 83cm x 55.5cm x 0.3cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and household emulsion on wood 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is an attempt to suggest that we never truly see everything. There is always 
more beyond our horizons, and in order to see more in life we need to look more. What we choose to see or 
discover, is up to us. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID846 

Artist ID: 846 
 
Artist Name: Max Gimson 
Website: www.maxgimson.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/max_gimson 
 
Artist Statement: The ongoing interrogation present in my work is a 'feeling out' of my surroundings, and of the 
material and visual qualities specific to the medium of paint. It is a process of being led by half formed thoughts and 
by the incidental nature of painterly mark making, until a surprising combination of subject matter and form is 
revealed.â€¨ 
Taking certain visual cues from the Folk Horror film genre and the written work of Arthur Machen, I am interested in 
presenting a slow, cosmic (perhaps British) pastoralism or parochialism in my imagery that is then embodied or 
made physical by the materiality of paint and the temporal qualities of painted gestures. The works insist that 
painting is a medium to be experienced and not only to have imprinted on the retina.â€¨â€¨ 
When the ground is covered and shielded from sunlight, plants and flowers die, but other strange things thrive - 
alien millipedes and luminous pink rhubarb forces it's way up, earwigs and fag-butts jostle about in the black, beer-
soaked mud. This is an example of 'the world in itself', as Eugene Thacker coins in his book In The Dust Of This 
Planet, where organic systems are working in coherence with themselves. I intend for my current work to deal with 
the human rationalisation of 'the world in itself', and for a psychologically charged incident to occur between the 
viewer and painting.â€¨ 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 846 - Max Gimson 
Artwork 1 Title: Odonata Energeiz 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 123cm x 127cm x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 846 - Max Gimson 
Artwork 2 Title: Location in Decay 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 123cm x 127cm x 4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID847 

Artist ID: 847 
 
Artist Name: Hua Zhang 
Website: www.arthuazhang.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/hua_zhang_art 
 
Artist Statement: The practice of Hua Zhang moves between kinetic sculptures, interactive installation, video and 
painting. To create poetic analogies that reflect on life and culture from different frames of experience, his work 
employs systematic structure such as drawing machine or robotic arm, and unpredictable matter such as liquid paint 
or wind force. Through arrange negotiation between man and machine, life and device, his works offer a chance to 
reconsider the relationship between human desires to our surroundings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 847 - Hua Zhang 
Artwork 1 Title: Drawing with The Wind 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x120x50 
Artwork 1 Medium: wind vane, robotic arm, wind, drawing board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a collaboration between Ashley Yuqi Zhang and Hua Zhang 
The machine detects wind speed and direction, feeding fluctuant weather data into a robotic drawing board. The 
artist attempts to cooperate with the apparatus, making marks on the unstable surface. Through cooperations, 
together, the artist and the machine turn wind into drawings. 
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/453957831 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 847 - Hua Zhang 
Artwork 2 Title: Breeze 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x30x30 
Artwork 2 Medium: plant. Devil's ivy, wind data during the lockdown, robotic arm 
Artwork 2 Commentary: During the lockdown, I invited outdoor weather data to indoor isolated space, trying to 
create a mimic creature which could visualise the wind and keep me accompanied. 
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/476872676 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID848 

Artist ID: 848 
 
Artist Name: Darya Prudnikova 
Website: www.bemusedartist.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/bemusedartist 
 
Artist Statement: Bemused {Dasha} is a self taught oil portrait painter who was born in Lipetsk, Russia but moved to 
the US when she was younger. She studied sculpture in high school which helped understanding the human form. 
Her influences were Renoir and Degas, who inspired her to appreciate the line and curve of female face and form. 
Bemused strove to capture the sensuality and emotion she found between the faces, gestures, and expressiveness 
of her subjects. Her artistic intention was to liberate the softness and delicacy she found in connection with 
representing femininity in pastel portraiture. 
Her pieces represent an evolution in her attitude and technique toward the realistic and impressionistic depiction of 
the female form. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 848 - Darya Prudnikova 
Artwork 1 Title: Catrina 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 121.92x81.28x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Painted on solid birch wood block. 
I have always been curious about Mexican culture. I learned Spanish so I could travel around Mexico and fully 
immerge myself into the culture. Last year I visited and stayed in Oaxaca for 1.5 months so I can finally experience 
the traditions of Day of the Dead. I participated in all of the parades, went to many pantheons and took part in many 
of the traditions. Since then I have wanted to paint something about this wonderful tradition. Now I am here one 
year later, living in Oaxaca and creating art. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 848 - Darya Prudnikova 
Artwork 2 Title: Summer Day 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 121.92x81.28x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Painted on solid birch wood block. 
It was the impressionists who made me crave making art and painting women. I have always loved the slight 
eroticism displayed in many of the impressionistic paintings, the curves, the pastel colors and the overall softness 
drew my attention. I wanted to show my love for impressionism in this painting but adding a contemporary touch to 
it by painting the dress with pallet knives and making it very abstract. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID849 

Artist ID: 849 
 
Artist Name: Gabrielle J Moore 
Website: www.gabriellejmoore.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/gabrielle.j.moore 
 
Artist Statement: Â I enjoy working with unusual materials, experimenting with the way paint interacts with an 
untraditional surface. Subsequently during the last few years perspex has become my main focus as a support for 
painting. I have found many companies to be throwing away sheets of perfectly useable plastic as scrap and cutoffs 
which I have then salvaged and re purposed in my art work. To give something that would otherwise end up in 
landfill for 100's of years a new life feels significant to me. I want this material to be evident in my work leaving parts 
completely bare so you can see through or glimpse reflective elements of the surface.  
Â  
One of my key focusesÂ within my practice is narrative or an emerging story within a piece. I am interested in 
imagery that is sometimes unnerving with a film like quality. Often this includes my interest in true crime and 
occultist imagery and the increased narrative they acquire through painting. Equally I'm also inspired by everyday 
life, sometimes a scene may catch my eye which I feel has this 'verging on a narrative' quality that I hope will make 
people want to look deeper into the work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 849 - Gabrielle J Moore 
Artwork 1 Title: Sunset over Suilven 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x160x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on 3 clear perspex panels 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A rare positive moment in 2020. A road trip in Scotland during late summer (where things 
felt almost normal) led me to discover the area of Assynt. Described in the guide book as a martian like landscape I 
was blown away by the scenery . Whilst camping half way up a mountain I sketched this scene as the sun set bathing 
everything in a golden light only adding to the surreal otherworldliness. When adapting this into a large scale 
painting in my studio I thought about these emotions a lot and how to echo this experience. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 849 - Gabrielle J Moore 
Artwork 2 Title: Documenting 2020 / Feeding the Nation 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 53x74x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on double layered clear perspex 
Artwork 2 Commentary: With no secure income from the arts due to the pandemic, I started working at a 
supermarket at the beginning of the first lockdown. Thrown into a position I didn't expect to be in, in an anxious and 
often uninspiring world, I worked hard to find some creative inspiration from this situation. As time moved on I 
gradually started to find the joy in the repetition of the products and the empty aisles before the shop opened. This 
piece was created as a way of documenting my time here and as people have spent more time than usual in 
supermarkets this year my hope is that this is a scene many can identify with. The use of perspex screens 
everywhere within the shop made my use of perspex all the more fitting, as a material it gains even more poignancy 
in this piece. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID850 

Artist ID: 850 
 
Artist Name: Sophie Youle 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work focuses on the intricacies and details of everyday objects and surroundings that we take 
for granted. My hope is to try to show the beauty and craft in everything around us. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 850 - Sophie Youle 
Artwork 1 Title: Knitting #1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4x84.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A drawing of an old cardigan of mine showing the craft and work that has gone into this 
everyday garment. This is the first in a series of knitwear drawings I am working on in collaboration with 
independent knitwear designers to record their craft. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 850 - Sophie Youle 
Artwork 2 Title: Garden 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59.4x84.1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ink on Paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A detailed section of the grass in my garden. I wanted to show how intricate and beautiful 
something as simple as grass is. This is also the first in a series of drawings I am working on detailing our everyday 
surroundings. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID851 

Artist ID: 851 
 
Artist Name: Jennie Murton 
Website: www.jenniemurton.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jenniemurton 
 
Artist Statement: Murton uses play as an approach to her interactive sculptures and installations. She is keen to 
invite the viewer into the sculptures by having them navigate through, over or around them. 
Murton is interested in how and if viewers chose to interact with sculptures or objects, she does this through ideas 
of the unconventional, for example setting up situations of play in office or kitchen spaces. It is not a traditional 
environment so the interactions can be unexpected, or not, depending on the individual's approach. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 851 - Jennie Murton 
Artwork 1 Title: When You Can't Interact (2020) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x300cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Link to video: https://vimeo.com/499753488 
- 
A large part of my practice comes from the interactions viewers have with the sculptures however due to the Covid-
19 pandemic and social distancing, interactivity hasn't been possible in the same manner as previous years. This 
sculpture that loosely resembles a climbing frame, would typically invite viewers to climb in, over through and 
around it, but now cannot. It is isolated, lonely and abandoned; much like many people have been in this pandemic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 851 - Jennie Murton 
Artwork 2 Title: Across the Wall (Not Just the Floor) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x200x100cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Installation/Sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is a play of the classic twister game, it invites viewers into it and to explore 
different movements in relation to their bodies and the space it is in as well as their bodies in relation to others. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID852 

Artist ID: 852 
 
Artist Name: Anna Christophersen 
Website: https://achristophersen0.myportfolio.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/christophersen.art 
 
Artist Statement: There is little I can say; I don't really know what I am doing. 
But I do it. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 852 - Anna Christophersen 
Artwork 1 Title: Bring Me My Baby Back 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Still Image - 60cmx28cm 1920x1080 px (16:9 Aspect Ratio) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Film/Digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Copy and paste the following Youtube link for Film: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNgl4brgwXg&t=1s 
Footage also available in 4k. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 852 - Anna Christophersen 
Artwork 2 Title: Around The Corner 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Still Image - 60cmx28cm 1920x1080 px (16:9 Aspect Ratio) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Film/Digital 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Copy and paste the following Youtube link for Film: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z37nbj6PFac&t=1s 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID853 

Artist ID: 853 
 
Artist Name: Alice Burnhope 
Website: www.aliceburnhope.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/aliceburnhope 
 
Artist Statement: Alice Burnhope is an award-winning multi-disciplinary textile designer, specialising in interactive 
and sensory wellbeing artwork. She utilises discarded fabrics to address the current imbalance between material 
use, waste and the effect on the natural environment.Â  
Burnhope's work highlights the importance of the natural world and brings biophilic design into urban interiors by 
creating tactile wearable art and multi-functional interior products. She uses reclaimed materials, traditional and 
new technologies to support wellbeing and connectivity to nature. 
Â  
There is growing evidence that urban residents may suffer from 'Nature Deficit Disorder' because of the lack of 
access to green spaces either personal or communal.Â Â Consequently, they are alienated from the regenerative and 
therapeutic experiences of nature.Â The recent and ongoing lockdown due to COVID-19 has highlighted the 
importance of being in nature for supporting wellbeing but also how urban residents are deprived from easy access 
to such spaces. 
Â  
Burnhope's aspirations are to use textiles to create playful community spaces inspired by nature. With the aims to 
interactively promote nature's ability to improve personal wellbeing which are grounded in a holistic, socially and 
environmentally considered philosophy. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 853 - Alice Burnhope 
Artwork 1 Title: Waste Quilt' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 142 x 71 
Artwork 1 Medium: Discarded textiles, natural dyes and wadding 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Waste Quilt' a reversible and wearable quilt was inspired by my walk along the West 
Highland Way. This piece challenges the concept of waste to inspire a rethink towards the lifecycle of materials, 
through utilising discarded textiles, natural dyes and traditional craft techniques.  
The fabrics used in this piece were collected from local charities in Loughborough and naturally dyed with local 
restaurants and café's food waste.  
'Waste Quilt' blurs the lines between interior items and wearable art for urban residents with limited space. It is a 
multi-functional quilt to be worn with detachable pockets or to create warmth within an interior environment.  
The quilted patchwork depicts the rolling hills of the Scottish highlands and the golden whiskey hues of the river's 
systems, caused by the local peatlands. The piece highlights the growing concerns of the depleting carbon sink of the 
peatlands and demonstrates how nature and circular design can be embedded within our urban interiors and 
everyday lives. To promote moments of pause and play, as well as inner confidence in ourselves as we navigate our 
changing world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



 

  



 

Artist: 853 - Alice Burnhope 
Artwork 2 Title: Nature to Go 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 204 x 182 x 10 
Artwork 2 Medium: Hand dyed discarded duvet sheet and reclaimed materials, digitally embroidered with 
biodegradable threads. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Nature to Go' are two magnetised purposeful wall-hangings to store edible plants, creating 
a living wall within small urban interiors. 'Nature to Go' wall-hanging converts into a wearable dress, to allow the 
user to wear their living wall and venture out into the city with nature always to hand. The piece is made from hand 
dyed discarded duvet sheet and reclaimed materials, digitally embroidered with biodegradable threads. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID854 

Artist ID: 854 
 
Artist Name: Iness Rychlik 
Website: https://inessrychlik.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/inessrychlik 
 
Artist Statement: Although greatly influenced by historical drama, my work is deeply personal and symbolic in 
nature. I suffer from a hyper-sensitive skin condition. As a teenager, I would often attempt to cover it up; I resented 
being asked if I had accidentally burnt myself. Throughout the years, I have learnt to see my skin as a canvas of 
expression, rather than an ugly inconvenience that should be kept hidden. I honour the concept of transforming 
hidden pain into art ' exposed, disturbing and beautiful. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 854 - Iness Rychlik 
Artwork 1 Title: Canvas 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4cm x 42.0 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Self-portrait (2019) 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 854 - Iness Rychlik 
Artwork 2 Title: The Weight of Your Words 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59.4cm x 42.0 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Self-portrait (2020) 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID855 

Artist ID: 855 
 
Artist Name: Saeid Zabeti-Targhi 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I absolutely love Art.  
My early life was littered with different traumatic experiences that caused me great pain but have shaped who I am 
today. One place of solace for me in those early years was Art in all its forms. 
In 2010 at the age of 31 I was fortunate enough to be able to find a way out from the cycle of pain and addiction I 
was in. My life grew in ways I could only have imagined and in 2017 I started to practice art again.  
Today I spend a large part of my time helping people with addiction and mental health issues improve the quality of 
their lives. 
I want my art to shine a light on the emotions of trauma and how it shapes people. I want people to understand its 
brutal unrelenting nature and the destruction it can cause. I want my work to spark a new debate around mental 
health leading viewers to their own answers. Currently I believe I can portray traumatic emotions and would now 
like to move towards how my work can evolve this debate. 
I have recently moved my work towards more subtle emotions such as the notion of memories. I am also starting to 
create work that will hopefully invoke questions within the viewer. I want people to reflect on the emotions that 
people with mental health experience and to then reflect on what this means to them. 
Thankyou  
Saeid 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 855 - Saeid Zabeti-Targhi 
Artwork 1 Title: Feathers and time 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H: 220cm, W: 100cm, D: 80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Images on transparent glue, anvil nails and nylon. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The emotional essence of this piece was to bring to life memories of loved ones who have 
passed.  
It is an ode to memories as a whole rather than an individuals view of memories.  
I created a thin transparent film of glue which I could use on my home printer. The material is extremely flexible and 
approximately 1/4 the thickness of cling film.  
Finally, I used anvil nails at the base of the sculpture. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 855 - Saeid Zabeti-Targhi 
Artwork 2 Title: Speaking souls 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: H: 40cm, W: 40cm, D: 40cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mirror with backing removed, images printed on plastic, light. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Speaking souls is an interpretation of a bust and a play on the idea of the speaking mirror.  
It is constructed from entirely from mirrors, I gradually removed the backing and placed images on the inside with a 
central light.  
It is to be displayed on a plinth. The viewers reflection in the mirror is integral. The questions they ask and the 
answers they receive are the final part of this piece. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID856 

Artist ID: 856 
 
Artist Name: Zophiel Webb 
Website: https://www.zophielwebb.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/zophielwebb 
 
Artist Statement: Zophiel Webb graduated from Byam Shaw School of Art in 2006 before going on to work for artists 
Damien Hirst and Marc Quinn. Working mostly in pen and ink, her aesthetic is dark, intricate and ornate with a 
strong connection to music and pop culture. Bookbinding, illustration, object making and graphics intersect with 
elemental influences from tattoo and street culture. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 856 - Zophiel Webb 
Artwork 1 Title: "The Patient" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 30 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink, Graphite and Coloured Pencil on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In this drawing 'The Patientâ€• I used layered imagery of my own body and face - 
exclusively using photos that I had sent to men in the past, using them as a tool to repurpose my own body - creating 
a larger symmetrical pattern, illustrating the cyclical nature of mental illness. The circular mandala represents "the 
totality of the psyche, while the square symbolises terrestrial matter, of the body and of reality" - Jung 
The images of my broken body show the disconnection between mind and physical form, the mind lost in a sea of 
confusion and the body fractured and disassociated from the mind. I used layering of pattern and form to represent 
the multifaceted nature of mental illness with some parts hidden, representing what we hide from others and 
ourselves. The patterns, intricate and intense in nature, illustrate how mental illness can feel, confusing and 
sometimes hard to look at but with an undercurrent of complex beauty.  
Featured in the drawing are edited lyrics to a song, 'The Patientâ€• by the band Tool, I transposed the lyrics to suit 
my purposes. The words represent my inner monologue during experiences of mental distress, questioning and 
berating myself for being at the mercy of my mental illness. The image's intention is to draw you in, the closer the 
viewer gets, the clearer the hidden pieces become.  
*please note* there is a lot of detail in the drawing that couldn't be picked up by the camera, the darker grey tones 
are dots. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 856 - Zophiel Webb 
Artwork 2 Title: Do You Need A Ride? A Podcast Book 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: n/a 
Artwork 2 Medium: Video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This project is a hand-bound, hand-drawn book that illustrates an episode of the podcast Do 
You Need A Ride? It features two hosts, stand up comedians Chris Fairbanks and Karen Kilgariff, driving around Los 
Angeles in an 08 Honda Accord. They discuss their experiences and memories, interwoven with the things they're 
seeing as they travel through the city.  
The book should be viewed as a 'coverâ€• of the podcast, the same way a musician would 'coverâ€• another artist's 
song. It is my interpretation of that particular episode, using their words and putting my own perception in the 
presentation. The book mirrors the podcast listening experience - it's a little world you take a journey through, 
something that has both intimacy and distance, all inside a tactile object you can pore over. The size and weight of 
the book mimicking a phone, the object I listen to podcasts through. 
To complete the project I sent the book to Los Angeles, to the hosts of the podcast. I wanted the book to travel from 
me, to them, so it would have it's own journey. 
Link to video:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tkzppv7Oes4 
(video quality should be set to 1080p in settings to see detail) 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID857 

Artist ID: 857 
 
Artist Name: Daniel Hopp 
Website: www.daniel-hopp.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/daniel_h.o.p.p 
 
Artist Statement: I don't make my films myself. They are based on group performances. I am interested in the 
constructed and especially the performative quality of each assertion of identity. The influence of the media on the 
performance of our genders, ethnicities, classes, is a reoccurring motif in my work. By spending a lot of time in the 
locations where I realize my performances I become an integral part of them. Thus, groups of performers formed, 
with which I collaborate continuously. For these groups I organize situations and set basic narrative structures. We 
always confront the implicit premises and rules of the film locations and the group itself. When the shooting begins, I 
play at least two roles; a director and a performer. In these dynamics unforeseeable interactions, situation-specific 
reflections and an acting of all participants by their 'own script", arises. After the performance has begun I only act as 
a player until the editing process. Recorded by cameras, these collectively emerged narratives dictate my workÂ´s 
path. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 857 - Daniel Hopp 
Artwork 1 Title: Adrenochrom 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Adrenochrom, 2020, Film, Full HD, 20 Min, [16:9] 
Artwork 1 Medium: Adrenochrom, 2020, Film, Full HD, 20 Min, [16:9] 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/465942863/4116e583c9 
The film is set in the time of the first lockdown and talks about the relationship between a social educator, a 
conspiracy theorist and a filmmaker, who was played by me. The three have completely different interests. Together 
they write the "script" of the film. For this work we spent several weeks in the flat of my neighbour Wolfgang. 
Sometimes I filmed them and sometimes I was filmed filming. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 857 - Daniel Hopp 
Artwork 2 Title:  
Artwork 2 Dimensions: If There is Love, You Will Take it, 2020, Videoinstallation, Full HD, 11 Min, [16:9] 
Artwork 2 Medium: If There is Love, You Will Take it, 2020, Videoinstallation, Full HD, 11 Min, [16:9] 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/390434740/765d4336d4 
Installation:  
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5xr4nfuhe1bjcfr/AABdLR-mxFcs645KdaVj9jnYa?dl=0 
The work is shown on LED screens, which are mainly used for advertisements that want to sell you something. The 
performers* in "If There is Love, You Will Take it" are people who sell something. Large sums of money are gambled 
for illegally in the place where the film was made. I added a rule to the game: Only communicate with each other 
using "babbling animals". These electronic stuffed animals repeat everything you tell them at the touch of a button. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID858 

Artist ID: 858 
 
Artist Name: Vincenzo Muratore 
Website: www.vincenzomuratore.it 
IG: www.instagram.com/vincenzomuratoreartist 
 
Artist Statement: Everyone of us, with our places and communities is but the contemporaneous synthesis of cultures 
and events stratified in time. We are made from the same substance of our places and their histories. We are the 
sons and daughters of Magna Grecia's classic culture, we are Arabian and Norman, we carry the Baroque within 
ourselves, along with the landscape of the valley dominated by vineyards and olive groves, and by the destruction 
left by the wars and earthquakes. My sculpture works lead us to a mythic and oneiric world. The human form is 
central, and a means to go beyond corporeality and to penetrate universal and allegorical contents. The upward 
tension, the fragmentated bodies, the plasticity of the forms, and the expressions of the faces establishing their 
presence awaken a dimension outside of our time and in our memory, which enhances this vision.  
My art fluctuate in a suspended time, which is not the time of sight, immediate and quick, but that of hearing and 
narration. Thus, this is the time of silence, of waiting, and of sedimentation, a personal albeit universal time, part of 
our collective memory. 
Nature has the starring role in the forms and in the search for volumes, and it is at the core of land and time 
transformation; it carries a holiness visible and understandable to all, in other words a message of regeneration that 
is an intrinsic part of nature itself. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 858 - Vincenzo Muratore 
Artwork 1 Title: metamorphosis 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 145 x 95 x 30 
Artwork 1 Medium: bronz resin on olive tree 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The word metamorphosis derives from Greek Î¼ÎµÏ„Î±Î¼?Ï•Ï†Ï‰ÏƒÎ¹Ï‚, 'transformation, 
transformingâ€•. 
Generally the metamorphosis is a biological process by which an animal physically develops after birth or hatching, 
involving a conspicuous and relatively abrupt change in the animal's body. Therefore, METAMORPHOSIS, transposes 
in art the natural transformation to another animal body : 'the human bodyâ€•. 
This artwork is part of a series called 'ORIGINâ€• inspired by the important artworks in the history of art and by the 
new scientific research in physics: the quantum physics. 
I started studying the quantum physics that reaches into every corner of the natural world. Everything is connected 
into the space. So if we are part of the nature we can be potentially and in the reality connected also with a tree. 
The inspiration comes also from the 'Apollo and Dafneâ€• of Bernini. So this is a mix of art and science. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 858 - Vincenzo Muratore 
Artwork 2 Title: shape of dream 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150 X 50 X 50 
Artwork 2 Medium: Carrara Marble 
Artwork 2 Commentary: For more information and other pics  
https://www.vincenzomuratore.it/portfolio/the-shape-of-dream/ 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID859 

Artist ID: 859 
 
Artist Name: Gail Altschuler 
Website: www.gailaltschulerart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/gailalts 
 
Artist Statement: My new series of sculptural ceramics are slab-built porcelain vessels. They are illustrated with 
sketchbook observations of life around me over the years. Themes include musicians, buddha sculptures, plants, 
children at play and objects drawn while visiting museums. 
The drawn lines are deepened and corrected using a sharp pin needle tool and filled with black or electric blue 
underglaze. Coloured areas are added and scratched into combining the Mishima inlay technique with sgraffito and 
thin coloured wash painting. They are finished with a transparent glaze. 
These vessels were started in lockdown March 2020 and they work well as small groups of 4. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 859 - Gail Altschuler 
Artwork 1 Title: Four Vessels, Botanicals, sisters and faces NL 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x50x10 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Porcelain Vessels 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Using drawings from my sketchbooks I have inlaid the etched lines, a method known as 
mishima. Coloured washes and and clear transparent glaze, high fired to 1220'c. 
These images tell a part of my story, the botanicals are the ever green inspiration of seasonal plants that I redraw 
each year, the sisters refer to my sisters that have played such a significant part in my life and my well being, a 
source of sharing and growing, and the faces NL were drawn during a dark period when I felt very lost in NY and in 
the Netherlands. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 859 - Gail Altschuler 
Artwork 2 Title: Plants, buddha and four vessels 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20x40x10 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Porcelain vessels 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Vessels that tell stories, more decorative and sculptural than functional. Inscribed, etched 
lines, filled with coloured underglaze. 
Observations and sketches of plants, Buddha sculptures from a friend's home, palm trees and Cacti. Different shapes 
that work together and different images on the front and back of these hand built vessels. 
These vessels were started in lockdown March 2020 and they work well as small groups of =4 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID860 

Artist ID: 860 
 
Artist Name: Chris Dietzel 
Website: www.chrisdietzel.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/chris.dietzel 
 
Artist Statement: I work a lot with ceramic tiles as a substrate for my work. The ceramic tile is a readymade and is 
associated with properties such as hygienic, sterile, cold, intimate, minimalist, pure. The white glossy surface appeals 
to me, for me it is the epitome of the striving of our time - everything wants to be smooth and flawless. We are 
standardized and still want to be individual. But what is that? What is authentic individuality? What is beauty For me, 
that means exposing oneself and realizing that we are all fragmented. Each (tile) picture has its own personality or 
can be read as such, composed of different individual parts, in color, shape and style. 
Society asks us to show a face, to paint a picture of ourselves by which we can be classified. But beauty is in the unity 
of everything. Authenticity can only be a moment; locking in or holding onto authenticity transforms it into pale 
inauthenticity. Every moment is new, every moment is redefined. Then personality emerges, with all its facets. The 
beautiful and also the absence of beauty belong to us. The decision not to limit people by categories of any kind, and 
to give everyone the opportunity to be everything at every moment.  
In general deep interests of my work are intuition, self-awareness, contradictions, questioning realities and 
expanding consciousness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 860 - Chris Dietzel 
Artwork 1 Title: Ich denke, also verirre ich mich. (I think, therefore i am lost) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: ceramic tiles, acrylic, marker, lacquer 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 860 - Chris Dietzel 
Artwork 2 Title: Wo der Hase lang lÃ¤uft. (Where the hare runs.) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x60x5 
Artwork 2 Medium: ceramic tiles, acrylic, marker, lacquer, epoxy resin 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID861 

Artist ID: 861 
 
Artist Name: Joana Luz 
Website: www.joanaluz.fr 
IG: www.instagram.com/joluz 
 
Artist Statement: My artistic production takes on the role of fire starter, seeking to create ambiguous manifestations 
of reality. The images are the result of hazardous encounters in which people I met are invited to play their own role 
[an ultra realistic fiction of oneself / a fantasized, future portrait]. The installations resonate with the architectural, 
political, economic or social characteristics of the places that host them. 
In this scenario, collaboration as a dis-hierarchical space for exchange, is the pillar of my work process. I'm specially 
interested in the metamorphosis from a person into a character, confronting the need of a script a priori. The friction 
between what I desire and what is unexpected is embodied, a place where imperfection/improvisation are also 
welcome. 
This universe is situated between the moving image (reflection of a professional career in cinematography), the still 
image (influenced by my father, Sebastiao Barbosa, Amazonian artist photographer in activity for 50 years) and the 
installation (often accompanied by sound pieces - acoustic and digital). 
Since my residency at ENSP-Arles (2016), I carry out a research about the fire which materializes in a hybrid form: the 
SF documentary (approaching multiple SF meanings as written by Donna Haraway - Science Fiction, Speculative 
Fabulation, String Forms, So Far) . 
Through the over-impression of textures and the play with different temporalities, I propose experiences of specter 
portraits (as imaginary manifestations of psychic life). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 861 - Joana Luz 
Artwork 1 Title: Ursae Minoris 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: video, 19 min 
Artwork 1 Medium: video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Link: https://vimeo.com/385477458 
password: firedays 
URSAE MINORIS, 3 synchronized screens, Ultra HD video, 19 min 
Triptych video around the reappropriation of vision, the feminine gaze and the normalization of violence, resulting 
from the pyromaniac fascination. 
A narrative in the form of an enigma is created from the potential strangeness of things taken a little bit out of 
context. 
The installation, on 1 projected screen and 2 televisions, allows the public to choose which of the characters they will 
transmute. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 861 - Joana Luz 
Artwork 2 Title: Lava Story: how to make a boat to sail over deadly lava 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: video 18 min 
Artwork 2 Medium: installation, video, performance 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Link for the video: https://vimeo.com/491678384 
password: sophietucker 
Lava Story: how to make a boat to sail over deadly lava, projection, Ultra HD 25min, performance 2 gongs par Nina 
Moore, 2020 
The real love story of Katia and Maurice Krafft, French volcanologists who died in 1991, intersects in a strange and 
indefinite time with the story of Mohamed, a young Guinean acrobat who lives in Fourques, a town close to the 
Roman city of Arles, in France. In an authentic Arlesian cellar, the sound of 2 gongs (an instrument known to 
reproduce the sounds of the Earth) accompanies the image and continues to occupy space and people after the end 
of the film. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID862 

Artist ID: 862 
 
Artist Name: Elva Mulchrone 
Website: www.elvamulchrone.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/elvamulchrone 
 
Artist Statement: Conceptually driven, my practice examines the role of mathematics and abstraction in 
contextualising and re-contextualising an understanding of who and where we are, social science concerns, repeat 
pattern and of aesthetics. Current work explores the political, sociological and emotional state of the nation of 
Britain and an examination and understanding of myself within this context.  
My practice to date has been informed by my first primary degree in Economics and analysis of data and is 
continually inspired by academic discourse and studio experimentation at the RCA. I have been conducting research 
since September 2018 at the LSE with the assistance of Professor Stephen Machin, Director of the Centre for 
Economic Performance and since September 2019 at Imperial College, London with the assistance of Dr Andrew 
Edwards. Dr Edwards research focusses on approaches to overcome antibiotic resistance and tolerance. 
Analysis and understanding of numbers/data and formulae increasingly determines the manner in which many 
aspects of our life is structured, managed and understood - not only at a macro/organisational level but also in a 
private domain.  
I present layers of information, and through paint, colour, movement and video question what is pertinent, accurate 
or real. In a world of an abundance of information in a multiplicity of contexts, I invite the viewer to ask themselves 
what really matters.  
I seek to operate within a time-lag between argument and interpretation, between the objective and the subjective 
so that another sort of meaning, and another sort of understanding can arise. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 862 - Elva Mulchrone 
Artwork 1 Title: Absinthe 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 150 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, acrylic and silkscreen on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Absinthe is a reflection on all data arising from my research at the LSE with the assistance of 
Professor Stephen Machin, Director of the Centre for Economic Performance. My research initially was concerned 
with the voting patterns in the Brexit vote of 2016 but has centred since 2019/20 on social immobility patterns in the 
Uk. It is also a reflection on research at Imperial College, London with the assistance of Dr Andrew Edwards. Dr 
Edwards research focusses on approaches to overcome antibiotic resistance and tolerance. 
I am fascinated by the parallels conceptually between voters disinclination to be affected by factual information and 
humans disinclination to be effected by an antibiotic. Is there an inherent toxicity in our human situation. 
Absinthe, the title, arises from my association of absinthe, the highly alcoholic drink with the bright lime colour, at 
once attractive and yet associated with toxicity and danger. The poison seeps down the linen in Absinthe. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 862 - Elva Mulchrone 
Artwork 2 Title: Crossed Wires 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 114 x 190 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and silkscreen on linen 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Crossed Wiresis a reflection on data arising from my research at the LSE with the assistance 
of Professor Stephen Machin, Director of the Centre for Economic Performance, on social immobility patterns in the 
Uk.  
Crossed Wires is abstraction on the juxtaposition of data concerning social immobility patterns in the UK and 
inequality patterns within 12 EU countries, including the UK, as a departing member. Using research from the Paris 
School of Economics it is a consideration of how ideals seemed to go by the wayside and asks is humanity concerned 
with a common good. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID863 

Artist ID: 863 
 
Artist Name: Marisa Vadillo 
Website: www.marisavadillo.es 
IG: www.instagram.com/marisa_vadillo 
 
Artist Statement: Vadillo's artistic work deals with the theme of fragility, femininity and ecology. These pieces 
("Ladies" serie) are a tribute to women artists of the past. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 863 - Marisa Vadillo 
Artwork 1 Title: Ladies #1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x50 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 863 - Marisa Vadillo 
Artwork 2 Title: Ladies #2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x50 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID864 

Artist ID: 864 
 
Artist Name: Jordan Page 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jordanpageart 
 
Artist Statement: Change is by definition a creative action, something that fundamentally requires ideas. In a world 
that is dominated by lack of creativity, art is essential in providing the critical ability to imagine new possibilities, 
elicit a response-ability and thus create progressive change.  
My practice seeks to actively challenge the role art has within the societal and political world, to create a space in 
which human debate can occur, specifically scrutinising where the limits of institutional control are manifested 
against our individual freedom and democratisation. I focus my critique on how far we are conditioned to think, act 
and perform in order to fit into structures of belief and power.  
I confront the alienation of the self within contemporary society by pushing the boundaries between performance, 
sculpture and installation. My installation and sculpture seeks to create environments that hold the essence of the 
power structures the we often find ourselves entrapped within. My performance presents the body in a constant 
abrading flux between; resistance and obedience, freedom and imprisonment, knowledge and ignorance. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 864 - Jordan Page 
Artwork 1 Title: Imprint 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180x130x250 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture - mixed media found objects on wooden plinth 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Focusing on the complexities of family dynamics in the modern age; the artist explores the 
personal yet universal ideal of the 'perfect' family as a system of belief and dependence. The everyday family 
scenario is broken and fragmented through the use of disparate objects, many of which are distressed, damaged or 
forgotten. From this, the artist compels us to look into the unconscious mind of the child. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 864 - Jordan Page 
Artwork 2 Title: Parallelism 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x120x120 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture - Plaster on wooden plinth 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Throughout the rise of absolute capitalism in Western society; spirituality has been replaced 
by a ritual of labour, reducing the masses to place their faith in the value of the material. The values of communal 
spirituality has become obscure, speculated and feared due to its lack of tangibility.  
Parallelism is an investigation into understanding the cognitive closure that many have on the spiritual and its values; 
questioning the personal and universal impact this has had on our everyday existence. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID865 

Artist ID: 865 
 
Artist Name: Madison & Paolo Pomarico 
Website: https://www.humansystemsofastructure.space/index.html 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: An environment that is not found, but designed, is distinct by being a product of humans; 
therefore it is equally as subject to natural, physical occurrences as humanity is itself. 
What intrinsic human phenomena can be observed by designing a hypothetical, material space, isolated from 
external variables? What distinguishes the way human beings interact with, and unmistakably impact a space that is 
not discovered, but conceived?  
'Human Systems of a Structure' is an ongoing body of research which studies the physical interface between the 
material composition of a designed environment or 'structure', and the human interaction that facilitates the 
functionality of that structure. The work demonstrates how somatic movement instigates reactive material 
displacement of an architectural form; in turn, causing reactive behavior within the body. This recursive process 
results in exponential progression of both effort in physicality, and structural deterioration. 
From conception, this work was produced in equal collaboration by Paolo Pomarico, and Madison Pomarico. Paolo 
Pomarico is a visual artist whose artwork aims to describe anthropological concepts surrounding the physical 
interface between humans, and the environment they occupy. Paolo has technical experience experimenting 
primarily in the mediums of sculpture and digital media. 
Madison Pomarico is a performance and multimedia artist whose work is derived from her background in 
contemporary dance. Her projects consist of films and installations that explore the human body and its physical 
relations to the world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 865 - Madison & Paolo Pomarico 
Artwork 1 Title: Human Systems of a Structure - 16ft Span 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 155cm x 275cm x 0cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Single Channel Video Projection 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This video installation displays documentation of the physical and material process that 
resulted from '16ft Span': a structure materialized to observe and research fundamental themes from within the 
conceptual foundation of 'Human Systems of a Structure'. The documentation reveals the structure's distinct 
functionality in its ability to facilitate a cyclical motion in travel; repeatedly spanning a distance in space. The single 
channel video is composed of a collective archive of 22 filming sessions - featuring multiple performers - that have 
been consecutively arranged into one sequence with a run time of roughly 18.5 hours. The link attached is one 
filming session selected from within the archive.  
The video file for the on-site installation would be stored and played off of a self-provided flash drive and digital 
media player. Other equipment that would need to be provided by the venue include: a projector with a dimly lit 
space, or a monitor to display the video, depending on what would be more suitable.  
https://www.humansystemsofastructure.space/session11.html 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 865 - Madison & Paolo Pomarico 
Artwork 2 Title: Human Systems of a Structure - 2ft Cube 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 61cm x 275cm x 200cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The 2ft Cube is a form that was created to test and observe the transformative effects and 
characteristics of various material compositions when subjected to repeated forces of human interaction. A mixture 
of limestone sand stabilized with an added binder of Bentonite Clay, is unique in its ability to be compacted into the 
form of the cube, while also being susceptible to collapse under weight. The degree of transformation derived from 
deterioration, is determined by the level of permanence or impermanence of the composed material. The material 
evidence shows in detail, the fragmented artifacts of the structure's initial contours, in contrast to the traces of 
human interaction left behind. 
Installing this sculpture initially requires the handling of loose materials needed for the artists to fabricate the 2ft 
Cube on site. This is then followed by having our collaborative participant carry out the physical, interactive process 
needed to create the final state of the form. This is all done before presenting the piece to the public. The 
dimensions of the sculpture are not absolute, however, its maximum dimensions are 61cm x 275cm x 200cm. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID866 

Artist ID: 866 
 
Artist Name: Xiangqi Meng 
Website: www.amymeng.net 
IG: www.instagram.com/hentaiwawa 
 
Artist Statement: My practice stems from a fascination with kawaii (cute) culture, psychoanalysis and craft. These 
interests inform my investigation into the ambivalent nature of issues such as infantilisation, fetish, domesticity, etc., 
and their impact on the individual and collective mind. Drawing influences from manga and anime, I employ 
narrative devices as a means to materialize the elusiveness and volatility of our emotions and psyche. Fabricated 
personas play the role of surrogates, embodying those who are often wandering along the periphery of a 
phallocentric social fabric. These simulacra oscillate between the sweet and the perverse, the infantile and the adult, 
in a world where reality and fantasy, the imaginary and the symbolic all become increasingly superimposed.  
I also incorporate hobby craft and household materials into my work. Repetitive labor facilitates my effort in 
subverting the notion that the home is a "safe havenâ€•, and at the same time allows me to re-examine and 
problematize domestic stereotypes, namely the house wife and the otaku (an agoraphobic individual who shuns 
social interaction and is usually obsessed with video games and/or anime). I seek to portray the real lived 
experiences of domestic life, where comfort and conflict, intimacy and transgression are messily intertwined. Thus 
home, in an idiosyncratic sense, transforms into an incubator for intensities and excesses, a battleground for "Iâ€• 
and "not Iâ€•. 
Instead of constructing concrete, linear narratives, I strive to destabilize and obscure the binaries and myths 
dominant in current society, creating works which are simultaneously abject and humorous, naÃ¯ve and libidinal. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 866 - Xiangqi Meng 
Artwork 1 Title: Protect Me From What They Want 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 41cm x 27cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Synthetic hair, yarn, thread, Barbie heads, plushie eyes, fabric and fiber fill 
Artwork 1 Commentary: During the peak of the Wuhan Covid-19 pandemic, several female nurses were forced to 
shave their heads. The video of this circulated widely and was used as an affective device in gaining the public's 
sympathy and respect for medical workers, and also to demonstrate the Chinese government's determination in 
resolving the virus outbreak.  
This work is the culmination of my visceral reaction to that deeply disturbing video, it's a reflection of the daily 
traumas women must endure under the male gaze. Entangled in a net of what women 'want to beâ€• and what they 
'ought to beâ€•, the piece examines the social and cultural significance of the fetishization of hair and female labor. 
Barbie's problematic and complicated history mirrors the experience of women living under patriarchy. She is free to 
choose her career trajectory and confidently takes up any challenge, yet she is also a highly sexualized object. It is 
uncanny that while Barbie is supposed to be a surrogate for the independent modern female, women today are still 
being molded into Barbie for the sake of phallocentric ideology. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 866 - Xiangqi Meng 
Artwork 2 Title: Yours Truly 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 87cm x 42cm x 18cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Fabric, thread, yarn and fiber fill 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The bishoujo (beautiful young girl) as pet, as passive object of desire. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID867 

Artist ID: 867 
 
Artist Name: Tom Cameron 
Website: https://cargocollective.com/tommycamerno 
IG: www.instagram.com/tommycamerno 
 
Artist Statement: I am a British artist based in London. I am currently on a leave of absence from my masters in 
painting at the Royal College of Art in London. I previously studied at UDK in Berlin and Chelsea College of Art in 
London. 
My work looks at the historical development of elegance and desire. This research questions notions of taste and 
narratives of grandeur and decadence. I am particularly inspired by the poet C. P. Cavafy who compared ancient 
history with his own experiences of desire.  
Within this practice I explore the relationship between architectural space and psychological states. I also take a lot 
of inspiration from historic details of the urban environment. Utilising found furniture, paintings, installations and 
other works to re-stage the ways in which objects and space are understood. 
In my exhibitions I often compare painting with furniture and sculptures. I propose that paintings are closer to 
furniture than entertainment. In this work, paintings are objects like furniture with extra emotional and conceptual 
intensity. They are objects with thoughts and feelings to share or to withhold. 
Recent exhibitions under the artist name Tommy Camerno include The Edge, The Columbia, London (2020) Against 
the Wall, HVW8 Gallery, Berlin (2020) Soap, Online (2020) WIP show, RCA, London (2020), Bad Romance, 
Gusglasshalle, Berlin (2019), Invisible Realness, PS120, Berlin (2019), The Outside Wall, UDK, Berlin (2019), and 
recent performances at Reitvelt Academy, Amsterdam (2018) and Plus Dede, Berlin (2018). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 867 - Tom Cameron 
Artwork 1 Title: Cristal 03 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35.5 x 26 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is the third in a series of chandeliers inspired by my recent residency at The 
Columbia hotel in London. This painting is combined with an airbrushed blue sky background. The title comes from 
the character Cristal Connors from Paul Verhoeven's film Showgirls, who took her name from the champagne.  
'This isn't champagne 
This is holy water 
I named myself after this holy water.' 
Verhoeven's film is a camp classic which he originally intended to be a social satire of Las Vegas, an important city for 
postmodern theory.  
As mentioned in my statement my work is inspired by the poetry of C.P. Cavafy and in these works, I was inspired by 
his poem Chandelier.  
For these works, I climbed a ladder to photograph the chandeliers in The Columbia Hotel from a new perspective 
and painted them with a technique I refer to as low-render photo-fidelity. The paintings are directly linked to the 
photographs but focus more on the application of paint than an illusion of realism. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 867 - Tom Cameron 
Artwork 2 Title: Mimosa House 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 107 x 87 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is part of a series of paintings depicting audiences at art events. Built up through 
several discontinuous layers, the painting depicts an audience at a reading by Huw Lemmy at Mimosa House in 
London in 2019.  
This series has become more significant considering the pandemic and the cancellation of public events. I aimed to 
pose a question about the potential of figurative painting to express sociality and the role of painting within social 
life.  
It also connects to my ideas around the relationship between painting and furniture as the empty chairs at the event 
become equally important to the bodies in the composition. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID868 

Artist ID: 868 
 
Artist Name: Samuel Macinnes 
Website: https://www.thedudezone.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/thee_dudee_zonee 
 
Artist Statement: My body of work entitled "The-Dude-Zoneâ€• uses specific animal motifs, combined with satire 
and fantastical elements to highlight the underlying problems within toxically masculine young male culture. 
These animals are found in crude urban settings, reflecting my own life in the city of Glasgow as I focus on the 
underlying issues with the city's deep-rooted drinking and drug culture, a culture which a lot of young men find hard 
to escape from. These anthropomorphic characters are completed with a cartoonish, loose and rough style, mixing 
spray paint, oil bars and graphite, bright colours and spontaneous mark-making, on large scale. 
Taking a great deal of inspiration from comics like Matt Furie's "Boys Clubâ€• and Ralph Bakshi's cartoons, I aim to 
envisage the city through my own animal characters. Translating the bleakness of reality through the brightness and 
boldness of childlike cartoons. With these characters finding themselves getting up to no good in bars and night-
clubs across the city.  
To me, the realism in the work is ever apparent, with the work directly reflecting my life and the people that 
surround it; something that makes these works ever more relatable. It is a world dictated by dudes whose only 
concern is when they can be with their tribe again, but that could change in an instant and is what particularly 
excites me about the work. The characters whose acquaintance I have made are often colourful, bad-boy characters 
who have flourished in the rave environment, but as my life develops so will theirs. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 868 - Samuel Macinnes 
Artwork 1 Title: Bad Habits. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101 x 152 cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil bars, spray, acrylic and oil paint. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bad Habits are always something that dictate the life of the dude'for good and for bad. A 
homage to Philip Guston's famous bed paintings, many would see the work as a cry for help, a lifestyle that leads 
many to look down upon the dude way of living. 
But to me, it is life'it is a reality that I both enjoy and endure, so I guess there is a great sense of realism shining 
through the work in my eyes. It is a weekly recurrence to me, the hangover, lying rough in my shabby single bed, left 
with nothing but a hazy yet hilarious blur of the night before, it's both torture and ecstasy. To some it might seem 
bleak, but to the dudes of the dude zone, it is as ritualistic as going to church, every Saturday the cans come calling! 
The rough and brash use of oil bars and paint aims to reflect how one might feel on those fateful Sunday mornings, 
with unclear snippets of text and bursts of light and dark colour showing the dudes thought process as he tries to 
piece together the night before. A messy and crude life that can only be portrayed by being just as messy and just as 
crude. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 868 - Samuel Macinnes 
Artwork 2 Title: Elephant in the Room. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 101 x 152 cm. 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil bars, spray, acrylic and oil paint. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Masculinity is a very fragile thing, and in a city renowned for its 'hard men' the macho man, 
much like the elephant, is becoming an endangered species. Growing up in Glasgow, I have been surrounded by 
these men. Whether that be in bars, nightclubs or parties'you always seem to find 'the elephant in the roomâ€• 
looking to start some trouble.  
The work tries to capture the intensity of that moment where time seems to stand still; my young stupid self who is 
far too drunk and entirely unaware of his surroundings, suddenly left with a lot of explaining to do after knocking 
into the Jimmy Boyle stereotype of 'a hard man'.  
It is a painting in which two separate worlds lock horns, the opposite ends of the male spectrum, the old bull and the 
young dude, macho vs moron. I guess the main question is who is the one who feels most threatened here, the 
immature inebriated young dude or the seasoned old school Glasgow hard man with a reputation to uphold? 
What the work aims to do is to try and make the viewer question the idea of masculinity, and what it really means 
'to be a man'. I am aiming to expand on these definitions and remove the shackles of toxic masculinity that exist in 
so many areas of culture I find myself immersed in. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID869 

Artist ID: 869 
 
Artist Name: Freddie Churchill 
Website: https://freddiechurchill.wixsite.com/freddiechurchill 
IG: www.instagram.com/freddiechurchillart_ 
 
Artist Statement: In my work I address the relationship between man and nature. I use my artwork to explore the 
behaviour of humanity in regards to the law, rules and regulations we use to control the world around us. I personify 
nature and allow it a space to talk back to us. Through this dialog I wish to create entertaining dialogs between man 
and nature to hopefully illuminate aspects of ourselves we hadn't thought about and our use of the land we live on. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 869 - Freddie Churchill 
Artwork 1 Title: The Trial of the Trees 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 3:23s 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Humanity and law puts the trees on trial. Let man pass judgement on nature and let the 
sentence be just and fair. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVaJwmouzNY 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 869 - Freddie Churchill 
Artwork 2 Title: The Trial of the Trees (pt 2) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 3:49s 
Artwork 2 Medium: Video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Who owns what? Can you own the land? Truly? The judge states their rights but who will 
recognise their claim to property?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZAzYnbSdLw&t=15s 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID870 

Artist ID: 870 
 
Artist Name: Dawoon Kim 
Website: https://www.kimdawoon.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/ddwwk 
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist from South Korea, based in London, working across photography, installation, 
performance and video. My work primarily addresses themes of cultural identities, representation, spectacle and 
desire with frequent references to pop culture, technology and the internet-era. My current work and research 
investigate how identity is constructed within the post-digital age. By blurring the limits between authenticity and 
commodification, fiction and reality in a humourously dark manner, I attempt to reveal the underlying absurdities of 
contemporary society. 
Practice (Mirrored)Â is a series of photographs capturing young women dancing, who were contacted through their 
individual YouTube Channels and dance classes in London. Each of them was asked to choreograph a sequence of 
dance moves to a pop song of their choice in a rehearsal studio. I photographed their reflections in a mirror as they 
practiced their choreography. By focusing on gesture, gaze and the representation of pop idol performance, my 
project explores how the dancing body is consumed as a spectacle in popular culture and how it triggers a mimetic 
desire. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 870 - Dawoon Kim 
Artwork 1 Title: Practice (Mirrored) I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 125 x 87 x 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography (framed c-type print) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Practice (Mirrored) is a series of photographs capturing young women dancing, who were 
contacted through their individual YouTube Channels and dance classes in London. Each of them was asked to 
choreograph a sequence of dance moves to a K-pop song of their choice in a rehearsal studio. I photographed their 
reflections in a mirror as they practiced their choreography. By focusing on gesture, gaze and the representation of 
the body in the media, my project questions the role of dance and young female role models in pop culture. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 870 - Dawoon Kim 
Artwork 2 Title: Practice (Mirrored) II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 125 x 87 x 5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography (framed c-type print) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Practice (Mirrored) is a series of photographs capturing young women dancing, who were 
contacted through their individual YouTube Channels and dance classes in London. Each of them was asked to 
choreograph a sequence of dance moves to a K-pop song of their choice in a rehearsal studio. I photographed their 
reflections in a mirror as they practiced their choreography. By focusing on gesture, gaze and the representation of 
the body in the media, my project questions the role of dance and young female role models in pop culture. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID871 

Artist ID: 871 
 
Artist Name: Joanna Merkuria Czerwinska 
Website: https://www.behance.net/merkuria 
IG: www.instagram.com/merkuriaart 
 
Artist Statement: I am classically trained visual artist and illustrator with master's degree in fine arts in Graphics Arts. 
I was born and raised in Poland; in May 2018, I moved to Seattle (WA). 
I use my art to answer questions about human place in the universe and their personality. I try to understand human 
emotions, the shapes of their thoughts, behavioral patterns, interactions between individuals, as well as their 
relationships with reality. I make an attempt to recognize and reconcile the dual nature of things: rationality and 
irrationality. 
I work using traditional techniques of printmaking and drawing with support of computer software. Since 2016 my 
artistic creation has been focused on large monochromatic self-portraits and theme of repetition. I believe that 
exploration of pixel-art, ahead with Chuck Close's art, is a result of the computer era. The zero-one ground hidden 
within, is the actual power of the computer revolution. The same binary base is the starting point for my pixel-art 
drawings. 
Simultaneously, to collect everyday experiences and record the constantly changing reality that surrounds me, I 
continue to work on personal sketchbooks. I choose both essential and quite insignificant elements of everyday life, 
then I close them in a two-dimensional space. They are often out of the context or occurring in new and seemingly 
illogical connections. Each sketchbook features various techniques (e.g. collage, ink, colored pencils, markers, dip 
pen, spray paint, watercolors) as I am experimenting with different colors, textures and forms. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 871 - Joanna Merkuria Czerwinska 
Artwork 1 Title: border / plexi / blue 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 210x150x0,1 
Artwork 1 Medium: cyanotype on 320g Canson Edition aqufort paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: personality borders / border cycle 
'personalityâ€• 1. "The set of mental features, characteristic of the given human being; individuality": Our 
experiences, by widening and deepening our personality, continuously determine our further existence and 
development. (')â€• Wielki sÅ‚ownik Witolda Doroszewskiego [Great Dictionary by Witold Doroszewski] 
The essence of 'personality borders / borderâ€• triptych is the kind of work, which is enforced by the chosen 
technique. It is hundreds of hours spent on a monotonous drawing of thousands of squares, which enables one to 
fall into a state of meditation or trance. This way one is able to achieve a certain level of isolation from the excess of 
the external stimuli, quieting and focusing on oneself. The working time gets also dedicated to the analysis of the 
human personality, time to formulate questions and searching answers to them.  
What enables us to speak about the given person, apart from their physical aspect and to concentrate on their 
psyche? What composes the personality? The features of the character, preferences, repeated behavior, habits, 
emotions felt through the life, experiences, memories? What determines the integrity of the given personality and 
how little is needed to its disintegration? 
What factors allow us to speak about personality disorder or mental disease, and when specific character traits are 
still socially acceptable? Doesn't the process of treatment or therapy ultimately change one's personality? How to be 
sure that changing some character traits won't lead to a complete personality collapse; that a positive disintegration 
will take place, enabling to form a new, more conscious, more mature version? Can we still speak about the same 
human being after such changes? Maybe the only thing unchanged is their body envelope, which contains a different 
person? 
border / plexi / blue cyanotype created in 2018 is a continuation of the drawing triptych which was a part of Master's 
Degree Thesis. Asceticism of chosen drawing technique and passion for printmaking inevitably resulted in looking for 
a new way of expression. The need of a fusion between drawing and printmaking lead to creation of an original 
drawing with black marker on nine Plexiglas pieces, which became matrices for four cyanotype blueprints. One of 
them is border / plexi / blue. 
border / plexi / blue is a self-portrait 210Hx150W cm, composing of 9 separate blueprints, printed from freehand 
drawing on Plexiglas matrices 70Hx50W cm on 320g Canson Edition Aquaforte paper. The size of the artwork made it 
unreadable from the close distance, and to see the picture the viewer has to take a few steps back. The decision to 
divide the whole art work to nine separate pieces is not only a logistic choice; it symbolizes the various pieces which 
construct the human personality. Putting them tougher in a wrong order can distract the whole construct. 
Depending on how essential the mistakes are it can create only a distraction which makes the viewer wonder and 
look for the abnormality or it can disintegrate the whole picture making it impossible to see the original form. 
Works from 'personality borders /borderâ€• cycle were exhibited in 2019 Emerging Artist Scholarship Competition 
Exhibition, Gallery 110, Seattle, WA; 2018 Seattle Emerging Arts Fair, Canvas Event Space, Seattle, WA; 2017 
Transformation, Gallery MC, New York, NY; 2016 Master's Degree Exhibition, Graphic Arts Department, Academy of 
Fine Arts in Warsaw, Poland 
Additional photos showing the size and detail of border / plexi / blue 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/76005793/border-plexi-cyanotype-blue 
Photos of other artworks from border cycle 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/44708275/border-contra 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/59352975/border-zinc-silver 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 871 - Joanna Merkuria Czerwinska 
Artwork 2 Title: border / tetraptick 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x200x0.1 
Artwork 2 Medium: pen drawings on aquatint or cyanotype prints 
Artwork 2 Commentary: personalityâ€• 1. "The set of mental features, characteristic of the given human being; 
individuality": Our experiences, by widening and deepening our personality, continuously determine our further 
existence and development. (')â€• Wielki sÅ‚ownik Witolda Doroszewskiego [Great Dictionary by Witold 
Doroszewski] 
The essence of 'personality borders / borderâ€• triptych is the kind of work, which is enforced by the chosen 
technique. It is hundreds of hours spent on a monotonous drawing of thousands of squares, which enables one to 
fall into a state of meditation or trance. This way one is able to achieve a certain level of isolation from the excess of 
the external stimuli, quieting and focusing on oneself. The working time gets also dedicated to the analysis of the 
human personality, time to formulate questions and searching answers to them.  
What enables us to speak about the given person, apart from their physical aspect and to concentrate on their 
psyche? What composes the personality? The features of the character, preferences, repeated behavior, habits, 
emotions felt through the life, experiences, memories? What determines the integrity of the given personality and 
how little is needed to its disintegration? 
What factors allow us to speak about personality disorder or mental disease, and when specific character traits are 
still socially acceptable? Doesn't the process of treatment or therapy ultimately change one's personality? How to be 
sure that changing some character traits won't lead to a complete personality collapse; that a positive disintegration 
will take place, enabling to form a new, more conscious, more mature version? Can we still speak about the same 
human being after such changes? Maybe the only thing unchanged is their body envelope, which contains a different 
person? 
border / tetraptych created in 2019 is part of 'personality borders / borderâ€• cycle which started as Master's 
Degree Thesis. Asceticism of the chosen drawing technique and passion for printmaking made it inevitable to look 
for a new way of expression and ultimately resulted in a fusion of drawing and printmaking. 
border / tetraptych 70Hx200W cm, with a potential of polyptych, is created from 4 separate drawings 70Hx50W cm 
on background made of aquatint or cyanotype prints. It consists of border / black on white, border / silver on black, 
border / blue on white and border / white on blue. Each drawing duplicates a self-portrait motive from border / 
black drawing, the one that started the 'personality borders / borderâ€• cycle. 
Size of each drawing is determined by the size of intaglio or cyanotype preprints created in the process of printing 
the original nine-pieces artworks. They were used as a background. The drawing process is correcting the existing 
mistakes so that the final theme can emerge from the background, despite the original imperfections. 
border / tetraptych was exhibited in 2019 Emerging Artist Scholarship Competition Exhibition, Gallery 110, Seattle, 
WA, and other works from 'personality borders / borderâ€• cycle were shown in 2018 Seattle Emerging Arts Fair, 
Canvas Event Space, Seattle, WA; 2017 Transformation, Gallery MC, New York, NY; 2016 Master's Degree Exhibition, 
Graphic Arts Department, Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, Poland 
Additional photos showing size, detail of border / plexi / blue, and from exhibition 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/76006495/border-drawing-silver-on-black-and-black-on-white 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/77828109/border-drawing-blue-on-white-and-white-on-blue 
Photos of other artworks from border cycle 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/44707561/border-black 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/44708275/border-contra 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID872 

Artist ID: 872 
 
Artist Name: Carolyn Black 
Website: www.carolynblackart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/severnsideartist 
 
Artist Statement: Carolyn studied BA Fine Art at University of West of England (1990'93); post-grad diploma in 
printmaking at University of West of England (1994'96) and an MA Fine Art at University of Wales Institute Cardiff 
(1997'99). Her work spans various media, including drawing, video, writing and, in progress, a return to printmaking.  
After a long period of not making work she returned to her practice in January 2017 and hasn't looked back since. 
Selected group exhibitions include: As Above So Below (film) selected for Trinity Buoy Wharf Drawing Prize 2020; 
When You Call I Shall Come (film) Earth Photo 2020 ' shortlisted for video prize, Royal Geographical Society touring, 
(2020); 12 Circular Walks video, Harvest Film Festival, Dorset (2019); Tide Turns Performance Lecture, Liquidscapes 
Conference, Dartington Hall (2018).  
Carolyn lives and works in The Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, UK 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 872 - Carolyn Black 
Artwork 1 Title: When You Call I Shall Come - film still 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 19 x 30 
Artwork 1 Medium: photogravure print hand pulled - editioned 50 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This still is taken from the film When You Call I shall Come. 
I have a post grad diploma in printmaking from the 1990s but have not created prints for over 20 years - this is part 
of my return to practice having been a curator for years. Photogravure is a digital process that is hand pointed, which 
conceptually enables it to stay close in materiality to the digital video. Printed on german etch acid free paper- 
edition of 50. 
The moment when the spring Severn Bore came through was a unique pandemic scenario, with no surfers on it. I 
had the river to myself entirely and I felt we spoke to each other, and reflected on those hours of need for support. 
read more: 
https://carolynblackart.com/2020/05/13/premiere-online-screening-of-film-about-severn-bore-under-lockdown/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 872 - Carolyn Black 
Artwork 2 Title: When You Call I Shall Come 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 0 x 0 
Artwork 2 Medium: video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/438829349 
3 minutes 45 seconds 
The Spring Tide Bore was a silent one, apart from the natural sounds of the river, the incoming sea and birds. It was 
both melancholic and beautiful. The bore surfers respectfully stood down. This may be the first time ever, and 
hopefully the last, that a pandemic has resulted in stand-down. Knowing I am unlikely to ever get such a chance 
again to experience it with wonderful weather and a natural soundscape, I relished every minute of filming. 
Spring tides are usually a highlight of the Severn Bore Surfing year. This year, on 8th, 9th and the 10th a four-star 
bore was due to occur every morning. Living in Newnham on Severn, we get to see the bore as it first manifests, 
having been channelled between a narrow part of the river between Awre and Bullo Pill, it enters the horseshoe 
bend, then races around the wide corner at Westbury on Severn. From there is gets funnelled tighter and tighter as 
it approaches Minsterworth. Many surfers enter the river at Arlingham and Newnham, with a few joining a little 
before, around Awre and Bullo Pill. 
I usually make a simple documentary, unedited footage with top and tailing then uploaded promptly ' filming the 
bore arriving then passing. But I also make video art, films that dig deeper into the nature of the river, look closely at 
the particularity of this fantastic phenomena, which I have the privilege of witnessing regularly at the bottom of my 
street. I draw, photograph and film the Severn constantly. I wrote about it in my book ' Severnside, an Artist's View 
of the Severn. 
Every morning, when I awake, I look out of my bedroom window to see how the Severn is that day. I touch base with 
it. 
read more: 
https://carolynblackart.com/2020/05/13/premiere-online-screening-of-film-about-severn-bore-under-lockdown/ 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID873 

Artist ID: 873 
 
Artist Name: Lucy Cade 
Website: www.lucycade.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/lucycadeartist 
 
Artist Statement: The observer's brain stands like a wall between the observing subject and the real nature of things' 
Schopenhauer, 'On Vision and Colours' 
I make paintings inspired by the illusory nature of perception, and my influences range from Gerhard Richter to my 
own meditation practice. My process involves collating found photographic sources (from print media, the internet 
and films) and rephotographing them multiple times from the screen of a phone or computer. This provides a 
starting point for the colour reductions and textural confusions (moire lines) which characterise my work. The 
images (of people and places) appear deliberately veiled or rippled, in part a reference to the material support the 
painter uses (a woven material, i.e.canvas), and to how such materials have been historically created by a female 
workforce. Often employing repeated lines and curving iterative shapes, the work hints at a realization of the 'world-
as-appearance': the world can only ever be seen through a series of veils and foils, and the (often female) subject is 
seemingly trapped in this kind of experience. The viewer can feel these epiphanic, slightly troubled moments as their 
own, raising concerns about the subjective nature of experience and gender. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 873 - Lucy Cade 
Artwork 1 Title: The Bridesmaid (after Millais) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76 x 55cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is based on two sources: the 19th century Pre-Raphaelite painting by John 
Everett Millais 'The Bridesmaid', an image of a girl perhaps hoping to be next in line for marriage, full of all the 
potential and expectations which that brings; and the representation of the female protagonist in the 1997 film 
Gattaca, a sci-fi work set in a future in which genetically 'superior' humans have priority. My source imagery and 
process of rephotographing the photos of the screen created a sense an existence concealed or in fact made up of 
veils, raising questions of (female) identity. In being a Bridesmaid the figure is already part of a world in which the 
veiling of female existence (can't quite see out, can't quite see in) is expected. However there was also a sense of an 
expectant emergence from this state. The painting captures a moment of transition. Does the figure experience a 
certain revelation of her completely compromised state of existence? Or is she complicit in this realisation that all 
existence is somehow mediated by veils and foils of subjective perception and lack of clear sight? 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 873 - Lucy Cade 
Artwork 2 Title: An imbecile for having kissed time 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 50cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting was based again on a series of photographs I took from the 1997 film Gattaca. 
The title is a fragment from Julio Cortazar's novel Hopscotch which records the lives and revelations of a group of 
emigre artists in 1960s Paris. I wanted to capture a moment I could relate to, those moments we have to ourselves 
which can happen at any time, when we suddenly realise the illusory nature of existence and that consciousness is 
actually an empty space of being. The uncertainty and vertigo of such a revelation shows on the figure's face, as the 
'veil of Maya' comes down. Slowed down cinema holds many possibilities for capturing the minutiae of facial 
expressions and this painting is part of a series charting different expressions and moods within a few moments of 
the film's play. In terms of style the painting presents an inventive take on the work of Luc Tuymans and Gerhard 
Richter who have also taken photographs and cinema as their source material. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID874 

Artist ID: 874 
 
Artist Name: Woo Jin Joo 
Website: www.woojinstudio.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/woojinstudio 
 
Artist Statement: Woo Jin is a material storyteller inspired by ordinary objects in our daily lives. Her work is 
influenced by Asian philosophies, and explores the human and material relationship in the modern world. WooJin 
questions the value we project on the materials that surround us, and challenges the viewers to think what is 
valuable and invaluable. She majored in printed textiles at Central Saint Martins before her MA study at the Royal 
College of Art, majoring in mixed media textiles. Woo Jin employs diverse mediums and techniques in her practice, 
from fiber-art, embroidery, knitting, to oil painting and printmaking.  
WooJin employs stitch and embroidery as her main method of working, as embroidery has been used for thousands 
of years as a way of storytelling, embellishing, and leaving a mark of our personal identity on a material. She finds 
stitch and embroidery lends a poetic metaphor to the questions she is exploring, as well as allowing her to reflect 
upon the questions while engaging in the slow process of making.  
WooJin is also one of the curators of an online gallery platform @creating.in.crisis, founded during the start of 2020 
Covid pandemic lockdown. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 874 - Woo Jin Joo 
Artwork 1 Title: I Dream of You 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 34 x 29 x 4 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Embroidery on dissolvable fabric, and my 4 years old sock with multiple darns. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Textiles have been transformed with the advent of mass production from a valued and 
repairable object, to 300 000 tonnes of used clothing going to landfills annually in the UK alone. Textiles are so 
ingrained into our society being worn almost continuously for our entire lives, yet their value and perception now 
has disconnected us tremendously from their true importance and capabilities. How could we reconnect this gap 
between us and textiles? What does this unprecedented relationship reveal about us as a species?  
This sculpture is a personal work, reflecting on these questions. One day, my old sock had a new hole near the heels. 
Perhaps it was near the time to throw away this old pair of socks. However, I had a feeling as if this sock had already 
become a part of me, that it carried my essence, and if it were to be left alone, it will miss me. This is why I decided 
to embroider myself onto the new hole. Now even if I don't wear the sock, it won't miss me. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 874 - Woo Jin Joo 
Artwork 2 Title: è™Žæ»ç•™çš®ï¼Œäººæ»ç•™å••ã€‚ 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 28 x 80 x 40 CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Embroidery on dissolvable fabric, Ikea Bag 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Chinese characters translates into "When a tiger dies, it leaves behind its skin. When a 
man dies, he leaves behind his name."  
Exploring further the theme of human and material relationships, this work is inspired by a Korean & Chinese 
proverb, asking what are we leaving behind? How would the future generations remember us, looking at the objects 
that we are leaving behind? What could we do to change the narratives? 
[This piece is a work in progress.] 
Artwork 2 Image:  
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Artist ID: 875 
 
Artist Name: Dawny Christien 
Website: www.dawnychristien.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/dawny.christien.artist 
 
Artist Statement: Examining the relationship between the human condition and the physical presence of inhabiting a 
body, my work is primarily concerned with the internal and interpersonal tensions which implicitly accompany our 
anatomy. Expressed through ceramic sculpture, the work explores themes concerning ownership and judgement, 
considering the blight of the individual's understanding of themselves as 'human' through their external experiences 
of judgement, expectations and control.  
Each piece is handbuilt using traditional ceramic coiling methods and flowing, intuitive sculptural strokes which 
convey a sense of story to the work. There are echos of Greco-Roman forms hiding in plain sight, underpinning the 
correlation of vessel and body, translating the relationship between the individual as an emotional, inward being and 
their external and public experience of their body. The poses and postures reference the traditions of the realist 
styles of the orthodoxy, abstracting and deforming to connect with real lived experiences. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 875 - Dawny Christien 
Artwork 1 Title: Torso 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 41x35x24 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is exploration of transitions between the relatable realism which is possible in 
sculpture and my interpretation of the body as a public possession. It speaks to the experiences of broader societal 
expectations placed upon the physical presence of ourselves and not the space or possibilities within us. The 'vessel' 
is a significant metaphor for how we might be perceived as containers of the expectations of others. The sense of 
contortion and impossible shaping of the torso here speaks to the internal conversation within ourselves about our 
external selves. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 875 - Dawny Christien 
Artwork 2 Title: Contraposto 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 51x22x21 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Polished ceramic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: In this piece I wanted to explore the counterpose, with off-centre weight bearing 
challenging the entire figure to explain the centre of gravity. In abstraction and referencing traditional Greco-Roman 
vessel forms, the emphasis on the shift of weight carried through from 'foot' to 'lip' suggests a tension between that 
which we should be, and that which we are. I wanted to make a solid, stone-like monument to the very real 
experience of feeling out of place in the world, something very often a female experience, but not exclusively. I feel 
this counterpose gives some movement to the piece, suggesting a sort of 'writhing out of ones own skin' atmosphere 
- I think we all relate to that in one way or another. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID876 

Artist ID: 876 
 
Artist Name: David Hochhauser 
Website: www.davidhochhauserart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/david.hoch 
 
Artist Statement: London-based artist David Hochhauser (b. 1996) works primarily as a sculptor, using multiple 
different materials and approaches in his work. His work looks to mirror anthropological phenomena, notably the 
apotheosis of a cultural trauma, as well as collective memory, diaspora and deconstructions of the figure. His work 
reflects the actualisations of such processes in the Orthodox Jewish community, in which he was raised. The theme 
of (im)permanence also plays a vital role in his work, as permanence has never been a given within Jewish history; 
each one of at least his past 6 direct ancestors has been born in a different country, rarely out of choice. 
Permanence and objectivity have a renewed and wider relevance in today's society, as the war on facts and 
existential crises such as climate change threaten to destabilise the world.  
Having completed a Geography degree at King's College London, he went on to study sculpture at City & Guilds 
London Art School, specialising in bronze work. He currently works as a practising studio artist and research assistant 
at the UCL Institute of Innovation and Public Purpose, rethinking the value of public arts institutions. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 876 - David Hochhauser 
Artwork 1 Title: Bird with 3 legs 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20x13x10 
Artwork 1 Medium: Plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bird with 3 legs was born from the artist's concerns regarding rising levels of antisemitism at 
unprecedented levels in the UK. Antisemitism is often described as 'the canary in the coalmine', which reflects a 
fundamental relegation of importance and impacts of anti-Jewish racism. As the metaphor dictates, the canary in 
question is supposed to die in order to save others. The death of the canary in itself is of no concern; it is a sacrificial 
lamb of sorts, discarded and replaced when used. Antisemitism is thus presented as a litmus test for other hatreds, 
implying that this particular hatred itself is of no consequence. This is symptomatic of the irrelevance assigned to 
antisemitism in self-proscribed anti-racist circles, despite its rise and cornerstone importance in conspiracy theories 
worldwide, upon which violent people act. The bird is flightless. There are very few places a Jew can run, as shown 
by history. The abstraction of the bird leads to a questioning at first regarding what the viewer is seeing. This reflects 
the uncertainty felt daily by minorities as they are forced to reassess their position and safety in society frequently. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 876 - David Hochhauser 
Artwork 2 Title: Canary 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 15x15x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Jesmonite 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Canary is similarly born from the artist's concerns regarding rising levels of antisemitism at 
unprecedented levels in the UK. Antisemitism is often described as 'the canary in the coalmine', which reflects a 
fundamental relegation of importance and impacts of anti-Jewish racism. As the metaphor dictates, the canary in 
question is supposed to die in order to save others. The death of the canary in itself is of no concern; it is a sacrificial 
lamb of sorts, discarded and replaced when used. Antisemitism is thus presented as a litmus test for other hatreds, 
implying that this particular hatred itself is of no consequence. This is symptomatic of the irrelevance assigned to 
antisemitism in self-proscribed anti-racist circles, despite its rise and cornerstone importance in conspiracy theories 
worldwide, upon which violent people act. The bird is flightless. There are very few places a Jew can run, as shown 
by history. The yellow colour of the piece and its thick border are an attempt to show a clear and jarring warning. 
The piece is darkened by ash and iron powder, a reminder of the industrial genocidal consequences of ignoring 
persecution. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID877 

Artist ID: 877 
 
Artist Name: Galina Semenova 
Website: www.galinasemenova.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/gala_semenova 
 
Artist Statement: While working on this series of self-portraits I spent a lot of time with myself, contemplating and 
questioning different aspects of my life, particularly the rules and boundaries I set for myself. A key part of my 
process involves inquiry and reflection. Could I truly confront myself, even the darkest parts, and remain unbiased? 
Growing up in post-Soviet Russia I subscribed to the traditional conventions that a woman must get married in her 
early 20s, have children before 30, and silently endure abuse her entire life. I was taught that older, unmarried 
women hold a particularly low social status regardless of wealth or occupation. I believed that couples with no 
children were imperfect and that a woman must keep silent in order to save her family. Today, in my late 30s, I don't 
fit the traditional Russian mold. 
My portraits express an introspection not only as an individual, but as a collective female consciousness, in which I 
discovered a lot of pain, sorrow, and guilt. I also found inside myself is a beautiful flower, soft and beautiful. It was 
vulnerable, it was fragile.  
This self-portrait series is the sum of a deep introspective process that led to the empowerment of me as a woman. I 
found respect, immersive beauty, and personal power by uncovering myself, petal after petal, feeling, sitting with 
myself, accepting. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 877 - Galina Semenova 
Artwork 1 Title: Far away from home 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.64x50.8 
Artwork 1 Medium: photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work reflects a broken dream of going to Russia to see my family that I haven't seen for 
over 11 years. I believe we are all searching for a sense of balance, the balance between comfortable and 
uncomfortable, a shaky state of zen. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 877 - Galina Semenova 
Artwork 2 Title: Home 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40.64x50.8 
Artwork 2 Medium: photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A photo project which gently points at the heart of reconnecting with the truth; that in fact, 
love is the ultimate healer. Life events can take us through a variety of places. This series offers a hopeful take on 
what can happen' if we choose love and unity. 
Artwork 2 Image:  
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Artist ID: 878 
 
Artist Name: Masanobu Yamanaka 
Website: https://msnb1129.tumblr.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/masanobu_yamanaka 
 
Artist Statement: I studied and learned graphic design in Japanese high school. After graduation high school, I 
proceeded to Pop art in bath spa university. I believe Pop art do not have hierarchy in culture and have potentials to 
contain graphic factors. So, I have pursued to contain graphic factors in Pop art with Japanese graphic skill and 
knowledge. Especially, my painting style have been affected by pixel art. I mainly paint subject of dog with style of 
angular painting and pursue way of new expression. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 878 - Masanobu Yamanaka 
Artwork 1 Title: BIG LOVE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 144x189x5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I have interest of field of Pixel art. However, I felt the method of digitally produced pixel art 
has limit. Pixel arts in general trends to become stereotyped and without being able to express individuality when 
using a set program. So, I have been testing an alternative method of pixel art by using triangle graph papers as a 
start point. Lines produced by my painting follow the lines of 'triangle graph paper', which length of one line is 3cm. 
Alongside this, I use 'Mizo Biki Drawingâ€• to draw lines. 'Mizo Bikiâ€• is Japanese traditional technique on graphic 
art, a method for drawing straight lines (using specific ruler which have a ditch on bottom of the scale and following 
a ditch of ruler with glass bar and brush enable to draw straight line). I believe that by using this amalgamated 
Japanese and western graphic drawing methods, my encountering with two dogs resting in the park in bath while 
taking a walk. I tried to transfer my everyday experience in city space into my painting. How personalised graphic 
lines can express our lives in a more sharable manner is what I am interested in. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 878 - Masanobu Yamanaka 
Artwork 2 Title: Woof... 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 8.4ï½˜5.9x2.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Pencil sketch on water color paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I usually paint pop art like pixel art with my knowledge and techniques when I studied it in 
high school. I mainly paint subject of dog and angular expression by affect of pixel art. If I use graphic expressions, 
these paintings tend to show 2-dimensional. However, I was not satisfied with this result. Completely 2-dimensional 
world have limit expression and sometimes confuse audiences dimensional effect. So, I consciously tried to express 
2.5-dimensional world when I paint my pictures. Factor of 2-dimensional exist although 3-dimensionakl factor help 
to complement situation. In this painting, I tried an experiment of it and thought up composition. I drew factor of 2D, 
2.5D, and 3D as sketch of shadow, dog painting, and sketch of hand. Sketch of shadow and hand contribute to show 
2.5-D atmosphere in this painting. And more, I used onomatopoeia of 'woof'', and it make this drawing produce 
storyline. It is difficult for my angular painting style to express some passions and states. So, this expression is 
succeeded in expanding way of expression on my painting. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID879 

Artist ID: 879 
 
Artist Name: Elise Richards 
Website: https://eliserichards.myportfolio.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/eliserichards_photography 
 
Artist Statement: Elise Richards is interested in using the beauty of her surroundings to create engaging portraits 
that connect the subject to the location. When in the studio she captures intimate and dramatic black and white 
portraits, with a focus that makes the eyes central to the image, creating her own authentic aesthetic. Inspired by 
staged imagery and ambiguity, she attempts to take unique portraits that almost create a narrative, giving the frozen 
model personality and character through the imagery. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 879 - Elise Richards 
Artwork 1 Title: My Sister 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42x29.7x1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 879 - Elise Richards 
Artwork 2 Title: Francesca 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42x29.7x1.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID880 

Artist ID: 880 
 
Artist Name: Chelle Destefano 
Website: http://www.chelledestefano.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/chelle_destefano_artist 
 
Artist Statement: My work is a video installation of poetry performance on safe space with my hands, to be 
projected from the roof (or a bar) onto the floor as a welcome to safe space, and the textile poem laid on the floor 
under the projector. 
I started to explore my Deaf identity, essentialism and Deaf Culture, and discovered having an agency has become 
important to us Deaf people, myself included. I began to raise my voice and speak up about my experiences of 
oppression at the age of 41. 
I wrote about safe space and feeling safe within zoom after lockdown started when I realised my uni cohort and 
friends were making sure I had access and inclusion, making me feel safe with them. The fabric used in performance 
reminded me of the fragility of our Deaf community dealing with audism daily and feeling unsafe and I sewed the 
poem into the fabric to inform my artistic work on safe space. I found solace in sharing my poems on zoom with my 
beloved uni cohort and Deaf community and sitting in my floor chair in my studio sewing was a meditative practice 
for me. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 880 - Chelle Destefano 
Artwork 1 Title: Safe Space I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1 m x 1 m x 1 m (diameter) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video and textiles 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video link to the installation of the projected video on textile on the floor - 
https://vimeo.com/469579141 
The video performance itself - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5B33rUzZHmQ 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 880 - Chelle Destefano 
Artwork 2 Title: Deaf Performers I - The Deaf Dunceys 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 15 x 40 x 6 
Artwork 2 Medium: Textiles 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Dimensions varied - 40 x 15 cm altogether, but individual pieces are 6 x 6 x 10 cm and 6 x 6 x 
15 cm. 
Info on this second artwork 
The cones are the Deaf performers who get on stage at Deaf Theatre and their safe space is on stage together. They 
all know the same language, Auslan and their performances are in Auslan. 
This comes together from exploring and speaking about my experience of being oppressed in primary school and not 
allowed to speak (sign) in my native language, Auslan (Australian Sign Language) back in the 1980s. I call this the 
Deaf Dunceys, as we were made to feel like dunces hence the cones. The cones are bright coloured, patterned and 
decorated to celebrate our standing up and speaking out about our experiences, aiming to end audism and oralism. 
The cones say they want to be heard. We are all 'on stage' now since the covid-19 thrust our accessibility needs into 
the spotlight, bringing awareness. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID881 

Artist ID: 881 
 
Artist Name: Tom Hjelm 
Website: https://www.thomashjelm.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/thomashjelmstudio 
 
Artist Statement: Thomas Hjelm (b.1992, London) is an internationally exhibited artist, who lives and works in 
London. 
Using a combination of modified printers and scanners, Thomas Hjelm creates physically engaged works pertaining 
towards an alternate or absent digital space - the 'error state'. The physical elements of his practise act as a 
framework, to highlight and give bodily weight to unattainably flat scanned imagery; a discourse in synthesis 
between digital and physical presence. A prevalent motif for Hjelm is the use of hands within the work, often paired 
with equivocal text that raises questions surrounding ubiquitous presentations of communication and how language 
can be manipulated when pulled from context. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 881 - Tom Hjelm 
Artwork 1 Title: HOLD ME CLOSER 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 170 X 130 X 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: INKJET & PAINT ON LINEN 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Made during this pandemic period, I looked towards our relationships with our phones and 
how we long for a connection, through a technological medium that cannot truly reach back. The physical element 
which we desire is but a fantasy, and the physical surface of the canvas begins to break down. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 881 - Tom Hjelm 
Artwork 2 Title: DOUBLE HAPPINESS 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 190X 170 X 5 
Artwork 2 Medium: INKJET & PAINT ON LINEN 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Made during my 2020 residency with Roman Road Gallery at The Columbia. This work is a 
composition of scanned objects and physically manipulated imagery. The work is made through a combination of 
customised printers and physical intervention. The work is concerned with the relational aesthetics of how the real 
world translates into the digital and then is reappropriated back into our physical understanding. Combining physical 
and digital processes into singular acts pertaining towards an abandoned presence, like a replication of a digital relic. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID882 

Artist ID: 882 
 
Artist Name: Lucy Zhong 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Locked down in a pandemic, picked up a paintbrush, found a passion. Lucy Zhong is a self-taught 
painter who found her voice for sexuality, body positivity and inclusion via the medium of acrylic paint.  
Having grown up with a cultural divide between family and social surroundings, Lucy spends much of her time 
considering introspections vs expectations, with particular focus on traditionally female body perception.  
She enjoys both challenging and entertaining views on female sensuality and desirability and aims to contribute 
artwork that aligns with the progressive nature of the modern world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 882 - Lucy Zhong 
Artwork 1 Title: High Five 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x100x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A celebration of women, diversity, inclusion, equality, self-love and positivity. We are 
strong, we are beautiful, we are desirable, we are worthy!  
All painted from the exact same palette consisting of the three primaries, black and white, 'High Five' immortalises 
five 'ordinary' women, who are, in fact, extraordinary. Just from being themselves. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 882 - Lucy Zhong 
Artwork 2 Title: Where are you from? 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x50x1.7 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: There's the old saying that to assume makes an 'ass out of you and meâ€•. As a British-born 
Chinese, I've been subject to a plethora of assumptions and I'm certain I join an expansive community in saying so. 
The more conservative 'go-to' favourite to ask me is usually 'where are you from?â€•. Catch me on a bad day and I'll 
answer 'Englandâ€• and relish in watching the interviewer's expression turn to discomfort and disappointment that I 
didn't elaborate more on what my face, my features, actually elicit in their mind.  
'Where are you from?â€• strips information away via greyscale acrylic and invites viewers to consider the subject's 
attractiveness based on assumption of multiple factors, including ethnicity. Then ask, would her attractiveness 
change if a different story were true? 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID883 

Artist ID: 883 
 
Artist Name: Claudia Caporn 
Website: https://www.claudiacaporn.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/claudia_caporn 
 
Artist Statement: Claudia Caporn is an emerging portraiture and documentary photographer based in Perth, 
Australia. She was born in Quairading, Western Australia in 1997. 
Her creative practice is informed by her upbringing on her family's wheat and sheep farm in rural Australia, where 
she and her three younger sisters experienced both the freedom and harshness realities of Australia's vast 
landscape. Growing up on a farm, and belonging to a small, isolated rural community instilled a deep sense of place 
and identity into her childhood, and from this her passion for capturing the human condition emerged. At age 13 she 
moved off of the family farm to attend boarding school in Perth, Australia. The duopoly of this parallel existence in 
rural Australia and urban city is deeply ingrained in her practice. She works in both analog and digital formats, 
exploring themes of identity, culture and relationship to the land, whilst giving prominence to the mundane and 
often neglected aspects of life. 
She has just completed a BA double majoring in Creative Advertising and Graphic Design, and Photography at Curtin 
University. Claudia will be commencing a BA (Honours) in Photography at Curtin University in 2021. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 883 - Claudia Caporn 
Artwork 1 Title: Lisa, Yoting WA 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 64cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: C-Type Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The public face of Australian agriculture has continuously been represented by white, 
heterosexual men, substantiated by hegemonic discourses of masculinity and traditional gender roles. The almost 
exclusively male visual and rhetorical representations of agriculture within Australia have silenced and marginalised 
women, and constructed a female farming identity of domesticated, rational and subservient femininity. Before 
1994 women in Australia weren't even legally allowed to list their occupation as 'farmer.' Instead they were merely 
seen as 'silent partners', 'domestics', or even just 'farmer's wives'. Even after the legal status of women in agriculture 
was changed, women on farms remain invisible, being severely misrepresented, undervalued, underestimated, and 
dismissed. 
This series of photographs document the many women and girls working tirelessly and invisibly on farms in the 
Wheatbelt of Western Australia. They function within an unconventional scope of female representation, to 
authenticate the female identity and experience within the agricultural setting, and operate as an act of rural 
feminism by means of subverting conventional representations of femininity, farming and gendered ideologies. 
This image captures Lisa, who along with husband owns and farms a 12,000-acre farm, cropping wheat and barley, 
and running over 5000 sheep. She is photographed here on an early, foggy morning as they prepared for the 
mulesing of their new seasons lambs. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 883 - Claudia Caporn 
Artwork 2 Title: Trash #13 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 64cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: C-Type print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Our contemporary, commodity-saturated lifestyles of the last half a century are having a 
catastrophic impact on our planet. That is not new information. And yet, many of us still choose to ignore the effects 
pollution and waste is having on the environment, our health, and other global communities, too unmotivated and 
careless to change our ways.  
'Trash #13â€• is a photograph from a series that explores the systemic, psychological apathy many of us exercise in 
relation to the urgent climate crisis and our consumeristic habits. Numerous contemporary psychological studies 
have declared that many individuals feel that if they cannot see the immediate implications of their damaging habits, 
they do not feel the need to change their actions. The individual's impact is removed from their daily life. A common 
example used in these studies was that of household rubbish or waste. When garbage collection came and emptied 
the household rubbish bins, majority of the individual's did not even consider, or express concern over the fact that 
their waste would be added to millions of tonnes of other individual's waste in landfill. The accumulation of this is 
too large for anyone to actually be able to comprehend.  
As such, these images act to personify the waste and pollution born out of our materialistic culture, and place them 
back within the bounds of domesticity, and back into our collective conscience. Operating as a representation of the 
metaphorical idiom, 'the elephant in the roomâ€•, the bag full of rubbish symbolises our environmental apathy and 
subsequent lack of action, in an effort to motivate us to overcome the sociological and psychological repression of 
the most pressing issue our civilisation has faced. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID884 

Artist ID: 884 
 
Artist Name: Bradley Childs 
Website: https://www.bradleychilds.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/bradley.childss 
 
Artist Statement: Bradley Childs is an artist based in London. He studied BA fine art at Central St Martins and at Royal 
Academy of Art, The Hague on an exchange program. His practice explores relationships between different forms of 
art, functional object, architecture and space. Locating when each of these categories stop functioning as themselves 
becoming another. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 884 - Bradley Childs 
Artwork 1 Title: Rust n Stuff 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 74cm x 103cm x 6cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Iron powder, matt paint, sand, emulsion, spray paint and pigment stick on canvas. 2021. 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 884 - Bradley Childs 
Artwork 2 Title: Large Rust 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122cm x 180cm x 6cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Iron powder and white vinegar on plywood panel. 2020. 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID885 

Artist ID: 885 
 
Artist Name: Caitriona Dunnett 
Website: www.caitrionadunnett.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/caitrionadunnett 
 
Artist Statement: Caitriona Dunnett investigates memory and its, subjective, personal and forgotten narratives 
through nineteenth century photographic techniques. She is intrigued by the traces people leave behind. The paths 
they weave through time and the legacies attached to them. Dunnett's sensitive renderings of landscapes and 
abandoned buildings have a palpable sense of history. 
She has been using contemporary techniques, converting digital files into contact negatives to create handcrafted 
cyanotypes. The cyanotype is an early photographic technique introduced by John Hershel in 1842. It has a Prussian 
blue base, which is at odds with the established way we view photographs, lending an air of the surreal or uncanny. 
Conversely Dunnett tones the cyanotypes opening up a dialogue between photography, painting and etching. She is 
engaged by how this multi-layered process resonates with memory and all its subtleties. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 885 - Caitriona Dunnett 
Artwork 1 Title: Hurley's View, Lackagh 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 19x28cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: toned cyanotype 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A Well Trodden Path, explores the heritage of mass paths in the townland of Lackagh in Co 
Galway, Ireland. A web of 15 mass paths was mapped out. Fragments of old tracks, stiles and footbridges were 
pieced together with the recollections of older parishioners. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 885 - Caitriona Dunnett 
Artwork 2 Title: To Salmon Town 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 19x28cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: toned cyanotype 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A Well Trodden Path, explores the heritage of mass paths in the townland of Lackagh in Co 
Galway, Ireland. A web of 15 mass paths was mapped out. Fragments of old tracks, stiles and footbridges were 
pieced together with the recollections of older parishioners. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID886 

Artist ID: 886 
 
Artist Name: Emma Elliott 
Website: www.emmaelliott.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/EmmaElliottArt 
 
Artist Statement: The focal point of my work for a number of years has been the Earth's ecosystems and endangered 
species. Recently I've been exploring the precarious link between humans and our ecology and the threat we pose 
on the animal kingdom. This body of work is called Transient Global Amnesia and is a collection of marble carvings 
that I have developed over a few years. I am a member of the Royal Society of Sculptors, and my practice also spans 
painting, and more recently performance video art. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 886 - Emma Elliott 
Artwork 1 Title: Going Nowhere 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: New Media 
Artwork 1 Medium: New Media Art 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Going Nowhere is a homage to the plight of Rhinoceroses and Elephants who are being 
brutalised and marched into extinction for their tusks and horns. In this video Emma plays the Rhino and the human 
simultaneously, metaphorically linking the human to our fellow animal. The video tries to show that symbiotically, 
what harms the Rhinoceros also harms the human, as we share the same planet. Human empathy towards the plight 
of our fellow animal is the theme. 
The head piece in this video was cast from Emma's marble sculpture "Wry?No!' that discusses the fallacy that 
Rhinoceros horn can cure common ailments in traditional medicines, and attacks the machismo attitude of the 
hunters. 
Filmed in the hills around the highest town in Somerset, November 2020. 
Private video link (02.31mins) - https://vimeo.com/479390165/0ff517f1b2 
(This work can be shown on a flat screen tv, or projected onto a wall, or on an ipad which is held in a smart black 
frame that hangs on a wall. I do have a frame and ipad if needed, or if we use a projector or tv I would need to 
source it) 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 886 - Emma Elliott 
Artwork 2 Title: Wry?No! 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 31x66x10 
Artwork 2 Medium: Carrara Marble 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Wry?No!' is a sculpture, hand carved in Carrara Marble, that is a commentary on the ills of 
machismo trophy-hunting and the illegal horn trade; an endeavour that is responsible for decimating the world's 
rhino population by more than 90 percent over the past 40 years. The situation is not wry. It is a serious problem. 
With ground rhino horn being worth more than gold on the illegal rhino horn market, and considered a cure for 
many common ailments in traditional medicine, the work highlights the fallacy that it can heal. Tragically, the rhino is 
being sentenced to death.  
(This work has a steel hook embedded in it to allow it to hang on two screws on a brick wall, alternatively it can be 
exhibited upright on a plinth) 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID887 

Artist ID: 887 
 
Artist Name: David Aston 
Website: https://www.rmutt.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/davidastonart 
 
Artist Statement: David Aston is a British artist (b. 1975, Edinburgh) who lives and works in London. David secured 
his BA from Bath Spa University and interned with Bonhams as a fine art specialist before pursuing a career as an 
artist and a consultant.  
This background has given David a passion for studying history, anthropology and human cultural evolution. David's 
research and art practice looks at contemporary society through a diachronic lens (From dia- 'through' + Greek 
khronos 'time' + -ic) to seek profound cultural shifts and ask questions about our humanity and culture at a time of 
unprecedented accelerated change. 
David's work acts as markers of our transition from material past to technology and data fuelled present and future. 
Recent research and work has focused on human evolution following accelerated adoption of digital technologies 
and post-internet models of engagement and raises questions on what these evolutions mean for us as humans.  
These multimedia works observe our transition to an age where we need to attest our humanity to machines, 
proclaim our rights to data, question our collective cultural legacy through acts of digital archeology, and explore 
futurist possibilities through future predictions and hashtag muses. 
Examples include the multi-year Attest you are human series (ongoing), which explores the profound and 
randomness at point in human evolution where we need to attest our humanity to machines, and Jus Data, which 
creates a permanent monument to our right to our data at time when this is being contested, and the 5050 by 2050 
series, which engages in future predictions on the probable date of development of general (or human-level) 
artificial intelligence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 887 - David Aston 
Artwork 1 Title: Quarantino (Fear of the invisible red) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 95 H x 85 W x 16 D CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture, mixed media (Victorian glass display dome, two scientific glass flasks, forty dice, 
plastic tube) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: QUARANTINO (FEAR OF THE INVISIBLE RED) 
The dictionary describes 'quarantine' as a 'place or period of strict isolation imposed to prevent the spread of 
disease'. The word is derived from the 17th century Italian word 'quarantino', a 40-day period of quarantine first 
used by 14th century mediterranean sea ports to protect themselves from the spread of the black death. 
The concept of 'quarantino' has become an important part of global public health policy ever since. Protecting the 
healthy from the threat of disease and helping to maintain social order during periods of plague. Similar forms of 
quarantino were used across the world in response to the COVID-19 2020 outbreak. 
COVID-19 has been described by the media as an 'invisible enemy', an enemy which strikes at random and offers no 
guarantee of immunity even for the healthy or powerful. While COVID-19, like any virus, was certainly invisible, its 
colour was definitely red. Redness broadcast across every medium as a red growth spreading across the world map, 
as red dots on countries, cities and towns, and as red graphs counting the numerical impact of its presence. 
The work Quarantino (fear of the invisible red), is a multi-media sculpture made during the COVID-19 global 
quarantine. A large antique glass bubble encircling a near life-sized human form with two glass lungs containing 
COVID air and forty multi-coloured dice. 
The glass bubble represents the sealed environment of isolation during the months of quarantine. A physical glass 
layer protecting us from contact with an invisible enemy or contagion. A bubble providing the psychological comfort 
of our own homes, but a bubble that was regularly burst by media reports on the viruses progress and the dangers 
of the invisible red. 
The bubble contains the silhouette of a figure with two glass scientific flasks. They are the human lungs and 
respiratory system most susceptible to the virus and are depicted in the medium of the science world focused on the 
cure.  
There are forty dice because dice are a universal metaphor for randomness (one which is regularly used in the artists 
practice), and the number forty is the linguistic origins of quarantino. The dice are divided into three colours, white, 
red and blue. The white dice represent the global population with a certain degree of natural immunity to the virus. 
The red dice represent the invisible red and those parts of the population at higher risk of infection. Both white and 
red dice are engraved on all sides with the six categories used by health organisations to articulate levels of 
contamination within the population: healthy, sub-clinical (asymptomatic), mild, moderate, severe, critical. The 
Worldwide Health Organisation estimated that 6% of those infected would be severe and required hospitalisation, 
so three of the dice (6% of the forty) are red and two are blue representing the limited numbers of NHS key workers 
relative to the scale of the pandemic.  
With the exception of the dice, all materials for the work were recycled from items found at home or studio. The 
framed bubble, a re-purposed victorian viewing case containing dried flowers waiting to become a new artwork, the 
human form made with coat hangers from the wardrobe which were temporarily out of use, and the glass flasks 
inherited from the maquette for an earlier sculpture. 
The bubble's history (circa 170 years) includes the the many global pandemics that have past since it was created in 
the mid 19th century. Its fragile burgundy velvet marked with age, the acts of destruction needed to re-purpose it 
into its new form, and now more symbolically the scars left on those who experienced the effects of the current 
virus, through contamination, isolation or fighting to manage and overcome it. 
Quarantino (fear of the invisible red) depicts the isolation and fear of an invisible, but conspicuously red enemy felt 
by all during this time. A bubble of isolation containing the interplay between COVID-19 and its human hosts, the 
randomness associated with the odds of infection and the severity of it's symptoms, and the efforts of the NHS and 
scientists working tirelessly for a solution to the global pandemic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 887 - David Aston 
Artwork 2 Title: The 5050 by 2050 large timepiece 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 228 H x 47.5 W x 32 D CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture, (Hand engraved patinated steel, mid-19th century brass clock movement and painted 
wood) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: THE 5050 BY 2050 LARGE TIMEPIECE 
The Oxford Dictionary defines Artificial Intelligence (AI) as 'the theory and development of computer systems able to 
perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, 
and translation between languagesâ€•. 
One of the key debates amongst futurists, scientists and philosophers at the centre of the research into the 
development and future of AI is when AI will reach human-level intelligence, or general AI. 
Since it's conception in 1956 a number of surveys have been conducted in order to understand the progress and 
outlook for AI. The latest survey of expert opinion conducted by the Future of Humanity Institute at Oxford (Future 
Progress in Artificial Intelligence: A Survey of Expert Opinion) [1] polled 550 experts for their latest thoughts on the 
development of 'high-level machine intelligenceâ€• or HLMI. The research defined HLMI as 'one that can carry out 
most human professions at least as well as a typical human.â€• 
They were asked 'Assuming no global catastrophe halts progress, by what year would you assign a 10% / 50% / 90% 
chance of the development of high-level machine intelligence?â€• The results revealed a view amongst the selected 
experts 'that AI systems will probably (over 50%) reach overall human ability by 2040-50, and very likely (with 90% 
probability) by 2075.â€•  
Bostrum is clear on the limitations and bias of such research and states an aim to 'gauge the perceptionâ€• and not 
to secure 'well-founded predictionsâ€•. Nonetheless, these high probability data points suggesting that we may be 
living with high (or human) level machine intelligence within 30 years, or a generation, is profound and inspired the 
5050 by 2050 series. 
The 5050 by 2050 large timepiece is a large diachronic pendulum clock created to record the passing of time 
between now and the realisation of these profound future predictions. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID888 

Artist ID: 888 
 
Artist Name: Domas Ignataviä•Ius 
Website: www.domasigna.lt/menai 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: In my work, I delve into the metaphysics of things, through which people's relationship with 
everyday life is revealed. A series of glass objects in which I continue to interpret "objects inside themselvesâ€• of 
objects as an idea using glass showcases. We live in a time of material abundance when fashions change very often 
and with my objects I try to stop that never-ending change, look at things by distracting them from everyday use, see 
what they encode in themselves when their functionality is hidden by external objectivity. By emphasizing the 
presence in itself, photos of objects are transferred on the glass of the showcase, thus dematerializing them, but 
dematerialization is not complete - the connection with the presence here and now is maintained 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 888 - Domas Ignataviä•Ius 
Artwork 1 Title: Dematerialised. Vacuum Cleaner. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130x28x52,5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glass showcase, print on transparent vinyl, tube, vacuum cleaner dust bag. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Vacuum cleaner as a necessary attribute of home hygiene, the outer body of which is 
designed to hide in it what is to be got rid of (Dust to dust). 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 888 - Domas Ignataviä•Ius 
Artwork 2 Title: Dematerialised. Fan. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 110x41x36 
Artwork 2 Medium: Glass showcase, print on transparent vinyl, fan speed control 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The connection of the fan as an object of comfort with this world is its illusory possibility to 
control the element of nature and this connection is emphasized by its control components. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID889 

Artist ID: 889 
 
Artist Name: Daniel Young 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/danyoungsculpture 
 
Artist Statement: I primarily work within the medium of sculpture where I look at themes of humour and the artist's 
joke. Creating a self-depreciating and satirical toned commentary, on non-humorous life experiences in creating 
work which people can relate to and find humour in. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 889 - Daniel Young 
Artwork 1 Title: FishFingers 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 10x8x8cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glazed Ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 889 - Daniel Young 
Artwork 2 Title: Chattering Teeth 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Each set of teeth is 9x12x14cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Glazed Ceramic and metal 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID890 

Artist ID: 890 
 
Artist Name: Seung Jin Lee 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/seungjinmarianlee 
 
Artist Statement: Marian Lee is a Korean multidisciplinary artist living and working in London. Currently working with 
sculpture, sound, text-work, installation. Lee's practice revolves around creating an experiential symposium within 
an array of discursive contexts, often through the recreation of material/contingent situations drawn from satirical, 
scientific, and diasporic circumstances. Coming from a design and performance-based background, they pull from a 
cache of interwoven and juxtaposed scales and spatiotemporal conditions; such as the dialogue between 
expectation and reality + the jovial and the melancholy. Performance-rooted systems manifest as underlying subtext 
from the artist's earlier work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 890 - Seung Jin Lee 
Artwork 1 Title: Gaits of Hell: Sisyphus and the never-ending carousel (2020) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Various dimensions 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture (mdf, steel, outdoor paint, graphite) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Gaits of Hell (2020) is a participatory kinetic piece animated by the encounter. The object 
produces a document of past movement and time elapsing in the form of cyclical graphite remnants. Built too small 
for comfort, the carousel invites you into the fold, the pusher must be hunched as they perform the endless task; it 
contains and perpetuates its own materiality, materialising oblivion through Sisyphean negentropic purgatory. 
Questions of labour and authorship bore into an expanded dialogue that asks, 'who or what is the material witness 
here?' 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 890 - Seung Jin Lee 
Artwork 2 Title: The Instructional Series (2021) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 594mm x 841mm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Varied (190gsm self-adhesive paper) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Instructional Series (2021) installed on walls in public spaces, disturbs the routine of 
passers-by and transforms quick glances into a prolonged moment of contemplation through deceptively simple 
instructions and the invitation to participate. Abstracting and collapsing our perception of quantifiable time, this 
piece encourages a momentous escape from the public realm and into a space of impossible wonder. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID891 

Artist ID: 891 
 
Artist Name: Sarah Hills 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/spanner_intheworks12 
 
Artist Statement: The places in my pictures don't exist, they are collages of memories informed by my own photos, 
from life and, where necessary appropriated. The worlds seem real, but I have made them. The inhabitants are 
always real, like a novel, there is more than a bit of autobiography. I have a favoured cast of characters in my 
singular world, but they remain detached, disconnected., ghostlike.  
The materiality of the paint surface is very important, it is layered, highly wrought and archaeological; a metaphor 
for memory. It shows the battle, hard fought, not won. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 891 - Sarah Hills 
Artwork 1 Title: Somewhere Else 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 750mmx1000mm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is part of a diptych painted in lockdown 1. 
my second submission is its partner piece 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 891 - Sarah Hills 
Artwork 2 Title: Somewhere Else 1 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 750mmx1000mm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is part of a diptych painted in lockdown 1. 
Its partner piece is above 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID892 

Artist ID: 892 
 
Artist Name: Victoria Kovalenko 
Website: www.victoriakovalenko.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/victoriakovalenkoart 
 
Artist Statement: I work mainly with paper, producing cut outs and drawings. My work shows mundane everyday 
life, it's joy and struggles. It is figurative, yet symbolic. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 892 - Victoria Kovalenko 
Artwork 1 Title: Digital Flowers 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x60 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Paper, acrylics, colour pencils. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is an imitation of a digital, pixelated effect depicting a bouquet of tulips. The pattern 
also looks like a cross stitch. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 892 - Victoria Kovalenko 
Artwork 2 Title: Covid Test Instruction 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 84x60 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Paper, carton, acrylics, coloured paper, glue. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is a part of an ongoing project named 'Instructions'. I reproduce small black and 
white images found on packaging explaining how things should be used or done: how to slice an avocado and kiwi, 
how to put on tights, how to swim ect. This image was in a brochure explaining how to use a home testing kit for 
covid. It is showing a child (her clothes made out my daughter's drawing), lady's arms made of a letter from the 
prime minister every household received after a breakout of the new virus. Little squares are like windows of endless 
houses, who had to face covid. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID893 

Artist ID: 893 
 
Artist Name: Richard Mensah 
Website: https://www.richmends2001arts.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/richmends2001arts 
 
Artist Statement: Richard Mensah is a Ghanaian London based artist who works with and paints in different media. 
He describes himself as a born artist as he has had no formal art/painting education or training.  
His love of drawing, sketching and painting was noticed at a very young age and in the very early years of his 
education in Ghana where he was born. Although his artistic talents has always visible, he was persuaded to pursue 
Science instead of art in his secondary education. He went on to study for Chemical Engineering at the Kwame 
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology. He moved to the United Kingdom in the early 2000s to pursue 
further studies in Environmental Pollution and Control and has worked in various roles as an Environmental Scientist 
and Engineer. After a break from art for more than 15 years, Richard started painting again circa 2016 and has since 
been involved in exhibitions and commissions.  
His style is mainly intuitive. He takes inspiration from his African heritage, childhood memories and everyday 
happenings. He does not limit himself in his work; he paints and creates as inspired. His love of colours, nature and 
fascination about everyday life scenes show through his work. He is deeply fascinated by shapes, movement and 
shades and light and tries to capture these in his paintings. His paintings and creations are vivid, bright bold colours, 
captures various emotions and combines abstract and realism. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 893 - Richard Mensah 
Artwork 1 Title: THE GATE KEEEPERS 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100X140X4 
Artwork 1 Medium: OIL 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This art references the Bible and the fictional Wakanda City. It is a battle between Good and 
Evil. It also depicts the escape to a safe new haven for mankind and the battle to keep out evil from the new haven. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 893 - Richard Mensah 
Artwork 2 Title: Dear Mom 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100X100X4 
Artwork 2 Medium: OIL 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Third in my series of the lockdown rebels and the first work completed in 2021. Lockdown 
Rebels looks at challenges and how families have adapted and are coping with spending a greater part of the day at 
home especially with children requiring and wanting attention round the clock. In this 3rd instalment, the 
negotiation, talking to and the constant coming to Mom is captured 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID894 

Artist ID: 894 
 
Artist Name: Chloã« Roach 
Website: www.chloeroachart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/chloeroach_art 
 
Artist Statement: ChloÃ« Roach is a 35-year-old artist from Hull who now lives and works in London. Her art 
embraces the unsettling and uncanny aspects of life ' interrogating uncomfortable ideas, awkward moments and 
worries, making repressed personal thoughts visible. Often the work explores her relationship with nature, societal 
roles as a woman, personal fetishes and obsessions, and absence of motherhood. The work, which frequently takes 
the form of painting or drawing, captures an imagined moment of awkwardly delivered performance, where the 
subjects are trapped in the paradox of self-consciousness and deliberate exposure. Despite the absurdity of the 
subjects' actions, they feign confidence in the face of an audience and accept their judgement. The themes of shame 
and defiance are central to the works, as well as a determination to understand the thoughts we both fixate on and 
attempt to conceal. The artist sometimes likens her work to the mindset of a flasher ' desperate for attention, even if 
it's at the cost of self-respect and discomfort to the onlooker. 
The works are created using a combination of reference photos staged by the artist, Google images, old family photo 
albums and internet profile photos, 'collaged' together to form a coherent narrative. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 894 - Chloã« Roach 
Artwork 1 Title: Bonkers for conkers 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60.9x40.8x0.6 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is about maternal desires and the suffocating power of nature and biology. It 
explores the conflict between our conscious choices and biological urges. How much can we control our own identity 
and destiny, and to what extent does biology influence our decisions? 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 894 - Chloã« Roach 
Artwork 2 Title: Muffin 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59.4x42x0.1 
Artwork 2 Medium: Pen on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This self portrait explores the relationship between people and nature - fear, curiosity and 
appropriation of nature, and desire to reconnect with it, while remaining separate. The large mushroom in the 
drawing only presents itself in this visually striking form in its infancy, as it matures it becomes fairly nondescript and 
generic. It's both attractive and grotesque, fascinating and repulsive in equal measure. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID895 

Artist ID: 895 
 
Artist Name: Leanne Rutter 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/leannerutterart 
 
Artist Statement: Leanne Rutter creates narrative based oil paintings inspired by the people in her life and the places 
she has explored in her travels. From raw, emotive pieces to paintings filled with humour and personal 
idiosyncrasies, her artwork is entrenched in visual storytelling. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 895 - Leanne Rutter 
Artwork 1 Title: Changes in Convergences 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oils on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My 'Convergence' series explores the social dynamics within a creative group of friends - 
their varied and whimsical personalities, their quirks and interactions. Back when we were allowed to gather in 
groups we would create our own fantasy worlds within single evenings which stretched out, seemingly forever, 
allowing us to forget the weight of our problems, the darkness life so often holds when filled with our personal 
anxieties. The difficult and closed off year that has passed has added new insight, depth and nostalgia to artworks 
that were already close to my heart, and now make me pine for days gone by and for what the future might hold. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 895 - Leanne Rutter 
Artwork 2 Title: Converge Beneath Electric Starlight 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29x40x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oils on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID896 

Artist ID: 896 
 
Artist Name: Linda Burrows 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/lindacburrowsart 
 
Artist Statement: Based in Central London, I have been painting for three and a half years. I left my job as Art 
director at The Sunday Times, Style Magazine, to pursue my true passion of Art. Since then I have exhibited in many 
prestigious exhibitions and group shows across London and in Vienna. I have gained collectors in Australia and the 
USA. I am a member of an independent art group, run by Artists called ArtCan. 
My greatest moment so far, is still being selected and selling at the 250th Royal Academy of Arts Summer exhibition, 
curated by Grayson Perry in 2018. Where I gained a valuable collector and a step into the Art world.  
The main body of my figurative work is that of the female form, incorporating elements that could be from a simple 
colour, to Surrealist narratives with animals and flowers. I like to create works that the viewer may question or cause 
a reaction, no matter how big or small. My subjects are painted neither weak nor fierce, but with a powerful 
ethereal presence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 896 - Linda Burrows 
Artwork 1 Title: Red Line 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50H X 50W X 3D 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is a portrait of a black woman. There is a red line around the edge of her face. It 
attracts our eye making her more visible. It's saying I am here, see me I am not invisible. The red stripe in the 
background is doing the same thing, It's making her look in 3D. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 896 - Linda Burrows 
Artwork 2 Title: I â•¤ï¸• BUBBLEGUM 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50H X 40W X 3D 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Close study of a young woman's freckled face, she loves her bubblegum and has just blown 
a bubble that has popped all over her open mouth. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID897 

Artist ID: 897 
 
Artist Name: Verity Pulford 
Website: https://www.veritypulford.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/veritypulfordglass 
 
Artist Statement: I am a glass artist living and working in rural North Wales.  
I use a variety of processes to create my work-combining kilnforming and architectural techniques to create vessels, 
sculpture, architectural and public art.  
The qualities of glass inspire me constantly, the fragility and strength, the transparency, opacity, ability to create 
layers, depth, pattern, texture- and all of this combined with the ability to transmit, reflect and channel light. It is a 
material I feel passionate about- it allows me to communicate the spiritual in the actual. 
My work takes inspiration from organic structures, in particular the small details- the shapes and textures of lichen, 
moss, ferns, algaes, fungi and the way sunlight interacts with these forms, its effects on colour, tone and shadow. I 
am fascinated by light, the magical atmosphere it can create. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 897 - Verity Pulford 
Artwork 1 Title: Gardens of the Mind- Blue and White 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90cm diameter 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glass- Pate de Verre 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This body of work has been developed through my Arts Council of Wales funded project 
'Gardens of the Mind'  
This piece reflects the culmination of experimental making practices in pate de verre and kilnforming techniques. 
The inspiration was to combine plant and human biological structures and micro-structures, studying and illustrating 
them, imagining unique and distinctive forms and surface patterns. 
The glass pieces are wafer thin and are all hung separately to the wall. They stand proud creating intricate shadows. 
This piece plays with the idea of the negative space between the pieces. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 897 - Verity Pulford 
Artwork 2 Title: Gardens of the Mind- Pink and White 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 75cm diameter 
Artwork 2 Medium: Glass- Pate de Verre 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This body of work has been developed through my Arts Council of Wales funded project 
'Gardens of the Mind'  
This piece reflects the culmination of experimental making practices in pate de verre and kilnforming techniques. 
The inspiration was to combine plant and human biological structures and micro-structures, studying and illustrating 
them, imagining unique and distinctive forms and surface patterns. 
The glass pieces are wafer thin and are all hung separately to the wall. They stand proud creating intricate shadows. 
In this piece they are layered at different heights. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID898 

Artist ID: 898 
 
Artist Name: Bianca Hendicott 
Website: https://www.biancahendicott.com/artist-statement 
IG: www.instagram.com/hendicott 
 
Artist Statement: Everything is linked in some manner, like the layers in petals or the lines in maps. Our identity and 
our culture is an intricate overlapping of many parts. The flower is a symbol of both femininity and cultural heritage. 
It can represent both a colonial past and a multicultural future. It is these layers I wish to explore and cherish.' Bianca 
Hendicott 
â€‹Bianca Hendicott is a multidisciplinary artist whose work has centered on the ephemeral nature of light in physics 
and photosynthesis, along with a fascination for the botanical reproductive system and cultural botanical mapping. It 
consists of prints, film, poetry, sculpture and various other experimental multi-media works. Using flowers as 
symbols for colonial cultivation she explores the tense and dynamic colonial and post-colonial relationships that exist 
in her own heritage. Having grown up in South Africa and moving to the United Kingdom, she explores the ideas of 
diaspora and the importance of embracing layers of cultural identity through the national and colonial symbolism of 
flowers and traditional crafts. Other significant influences in the work include the idea of the Victorian garden, global 
capitalism as well as flesh: sensual and biologically sexual. Thus, for her, the flower takes on wider social paradigms 
and exposes alternative or forgotten cultural narratives. She is fascinated by social structures, biology and heritage 
which weaves interesting patterns and connections between individuals and groups. 
â€‹ 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 898 - Bianca Hendicott 
Artwork 1 Title: Wherever I hang me knickers ' that's me home.' From a poem by Grace Nichols. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 54 x 47 x 45 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: (mixed media) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Wherever I hang' is a work inspired by Grace Nichols' poem of the same name and suggests 
that home is where you live despite immigration. It explores the diaspora after colonialism and a return to the 
'mother land' through the rose and protea; both signifiers of national identity and Victorian floriology. The process 
involved enlarging a pattern for normal size underwear and then joining the parts together. The fabric selected had 
to be semi-transparent so that the flowers themselves could symbolically merge like a cultural transference or 
movement. A metal frame suspends the work from the ceiling signifying the kind of suspension or limbo often felt by 
those who are caught between cultures. It also indirectly referenced barbed wire (something quite common in South 
Africa) and the uncomfortable fitting in period before we call a place 'home'.  
More images: https://www.biancahendicott.com/botanical-diaspora 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 898 - Bianca Hendicott 
Artwork 2 Title: Colonial Tinder 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 80 x 2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 2 Commentary: At the time of Empire, the Victorians considered themselves highly 'cultured' and 'civilised' 
with intricate symbols and social etiquettes to convey subtle social gestures such as floriology. Yet simultaneously, 
the Zulu social customs and courtship rituals were just as intricate and highly symbolic. Ironically though, they 
conveyed their courtship symbolism through beads, the same beads used by the coloniser to trade and often 
oppress. The Zulu people used beads from Egypt for centuries but the glass beads from the British were used to 
garner favour with the indigenous people of high social rank. Therefore at the same time that colonisers were trying 
to cultivate the land and 'civilise' the people, they were actually oblivious to some of the intricate social systems and 
symbols already in place. The Victoria and Albert Museum refers to these as 'trade beads' or 'slave beads' (V&A 
Museum.2018)xv which formed an important element in early trade networks between Europe and Africa. It seemed 
inevitable that these important symbols of courtship should be compared with the Victorian floriology as part of a 
multi-layering of identity and colonial connotations. The movements of flowers and beads are thus all purposefully 
interwoven. 
Each floral symbol: rose, tulip and lily is presented in a circular frame, reminiscent of Victorian embroidery hoops 
and embroidery cotton is used to 'frame' the work in colour. The use of the circle frame has obvious divine and 
mythological connotations. Therefore the circle becomes a connection for the layering of cultural diversity or a 
hybrid identity. However the triangle also features in Zulu tradition and therefore the whole work is tied together in 
this shape also. 
Within each of the three hoops of a floral image is a symbol of Zulu beadwork: boy, girl and married couple. The 
colours of the beads have a meaning which can be both negative and positive but are understood in the culture 
depending on how they are arranged or presented. Beading is an important part of traditional culture. Stitching and 
craft is about ritual, rhythm and pattern. It can be subversive and ambiguous as it speaks within patriarchal 
paradigms. Despite its obvious links to femininity and domesticity, it is also about creativity, pleasure and hidden 
semiotics. It is sensory because of the involvement of the artists' hand and despite being relegated to 'low art' at one 
point, it actually involves problem solving. It reflects the social economic status of a woman but also the ability for 
these same women to control elements of communication and visual symbolism in their work. 
More images: https://www.biancahendicott.com/colonial-tinder 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID899 

Artist ID: 899 
 
Artist Name: Hattie Malcomson 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/hattiemalcomson_art 
 
Artist Statement: My practice's central subject is the process of women empowerment in contemporary society. 
Whilst exploring themes of women's sexuality, beauty standards, sex working and isolation, my paintings present 
powerful female characters with aggressively formed, ugly faces and confident poses. The paintings present a 
reclamation of the representation of women in art due to this being historically a passive one and they often make 
references to these paintings of the past. I am interested in testing the aesthetic boundaries of taste and creating 
contradicting feelings of attraction and repulsion in the viewer through intense colour, heavy impasto and seductive 
yet ugly characters. I also want to evoke feelings of discomfort in the viewer, and particularly for the male gaze.  
The characters are in a space owned by them in which the viewer has intruded. Despite this intrusion, they are 
comfortable with the viewers presence, knowing that they are in control. Both the painting and the characters in fact 
want the viewers' attention. 
The faces are formed of features representing the set beauty standards of society (big lips, big eyelashes etc.) in a 
way to look ugly in order to undermine these essentialist standards. Perhaps these characters have formed these 
faces themselves with makeup and surgery. Here, vulnerability is expressed, despite the overall confidence in the 
characters. Someone who seeks attention, like these paintings and characters do, can also often actually be very 
insecure. This vulnerability is a reminder that self and women empowerment is an unfinished process within 
individuals and society. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 899 - Hattie Malcomson 
Artwork 1 Title: Stripper Evangeline 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152x152x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A stripper is presented in the dressing room of a strip club smoking a cigarette. References 
to the story of Adam and Eve are presented including a painting on the wall of the tree with an apple on it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 899 - Hattie Malcomson 
Artwork 2 Title: Scare 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 180x146x4 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and acrylic paint on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is a self portrait portraying the visualisation of the future during a pregnancy 
scare. A unopened condom packet lies on the floor illustrating regret. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID900 

Artist ID: 900 
 
Artist Name: Kate Wilson 
Website: http://www.oaksfineart.co.uk/index_katewilsonindex.htm 
IG: www.instagram.com/katewilsonart 
 
Artist Statement: I paint the familiar objects of my daily landscape: pylons, traffic signs and litter bins, urban trees, 
skies and water. Through them, I aim to give visual form to unconcious fears and desires. 
As a woman in my 50s, I am increasingly interested in expressing regret over the passing of time and exploring the 
relationship between safety and constraint, the natural and the manmade. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 900 - Kate Wilson 
Artwork 1 Title: Planted 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140 x 84 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: At the end of my road, a tree and a traffic sign sprout from the pavement. Wood and metal, 
one growing, the other manufactured, both are markers of my life.  
As I paint, I think about them planted side by side - the static sign with its written rules and the little tree, held, 
protected and restrained, responding to the natural order of the seasons. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 900 - Kate Wilson 
Artwork 2 Title: Self Portrait as a Shopping Trolley 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 140 x 84cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: At the other end of my road, an empty shopping trolley has come to rest, gently leaning into 
the wall. What next? 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID901 

Artist ID: 901 
 
Artist Name: Zeenat Javaid 
Website: FlanBaby on youtube. 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am a student artist in Dubai and am really nervous about entering this competition. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 901 - Zeenat Javaid 
Artwork 1 Title: "Everyone Said it Looked Like Glass." 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100X80X20 
Artwork 1 Medium: Plastic bottles, wooden frame, nails. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I don't really have much to say about this piece except for the fact that I did not use any 
adhesives and made my life ridiculously difficult. I assume that this type of dynamic, rushing, art has some sort of 
profound meaning deep within my subconscious to do with my fast-paced, confused existence or my head which is 
never free of thought. Or the piece could be about the plastic pollution that plagues our oceans, but to be 
completely honest it does not have any certain explicable meaning. 
https://we.tl/t-aIJTozTGsY 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 901 - Zeenat Javaid 
Artwork 2 Title: "Mark" 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200X108X23 
Artwork 2 Medium: Paint, plaster, wood. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: When I first made this piece, I was questioning the realms of the after life and different 
beliefs about death, but as time passed the work began to have a different effect on me as I continued on it. having 
spent over 70 hours on the work, I think it is safe to say that I found myself sympathising with the man on the board, 
suffocated by all that surrounded me, one of those 'fingers in too many pies' situations. But I don't really know haha. 
https://we.tl/t-xmL11sgR9D 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID902 

Artist ID: 902 
 
Artist Name: Cora Cai 
Website: www.Coracaiart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/coracaistudio 
 
Artist Statement: m a Chinese painter currently in my third year of University doing Fine Art at Falmouth, UK. My 
paintings reflect my connection with other people and nature surroundings, to prospect a conflict between the 
duality of self-love and self-hatred. I paint primarily with oil and merges the Chinese ink and traditional western 
painting techniques. I aim to stress the importance of self-awareness in our fast evolving living environment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 902 - Cora Cai 
Artwork 1 Title: Chaos 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 90 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 902 - Cora Cai 
Artwork 2 Title: Hold on 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120 x 100 x 1 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID903 

Artist ID: 903 
 
Artist Name: Dobieslaw Gala 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/dobieslawgala 
 
Artist Statement: from the Zone 79 series 
Structural relief 3d painting, media mix, 100x70 cm 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 903 - Dobieslaw Gala 
Artwork 1 Title: Zone 79 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: mix mediu 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 903 - Dobieslaw Gala 
Artwork 2 Title: from the Zone 79 series 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x70 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: mix medium 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID904 

Artist ID: 904 
 
Artist Name: Samiya Younis 
Website: www.samiyayounis.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/samiya_younis 
 
Artist Statement: My artistic practice is interdisciplinary working across mediums such as sculpture, performance, 
installation and painting. I explore and create work on childhood memories, intersections between power, 
empowerment, challenging patriarchy, conservative ideologies, migration, exile, colonial violence, belonging, and 
hybridity. My work interprets emotions, experiences, tradition and religion. I examine material as language, textile-
based concerns with the embodiment in dress and the Sociopolitical landscape. Postcolonial theory informs my 
thinking. Through processes of constructing and deconstructing, I embody this tension within my work, and it 
manifests itself through my concepts, material appearance and charged forms. By doing so I am opening up and 
revealing these oppressive forces, exposing a hybrid of cultural identities, inciting discussions, questioning and 
examining the past, and the present political/social landscape I live in 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 904 - Samiya Younis 
Artwork 1 Title: Haven, 2019 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 214x148x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Printed text on cotton, bonding web, underwear and mosquito net. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Haven, 2019 an installation centred around a banned book titled Rules Pertaining to 
Women, (2003) found in an Islamic bookshop near to where I live in London. This book contained oppressive rules 
that Muslim women should abide by written by a Muslim Scholar. These rules are a familiar part of my childhood 
passed down through generations and would often have used on me to control all aspects of my life. 
'Haven' boasts tensions; I have redacted sections from this text, emphasising the rules enforced in Sharia law, and 
restricted the remaining text with mosquito netting. The lined interior acts as a barrier against perceived danger (the 
western world), whilst simultaneously oddly safeguarding, containing and preserving what is inside from attack. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 904 - Samiya Younis 
Artwork 2 Title: Flight Re-visited, 2019 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Variable depending on the space of install. 
Artwork 2 Medium: Second hand South Asian women and girls clothes, pure Indian silk/cotton/linen, laundry bags, 
and cotton thread. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I refer to my parents' homeland and the vast migration of people throughout the Indian 
subcontinent at the end of the British colonial rule in 1947. Through torn pieces of pure Indian silks, cotton and pre-
owned women's and children's traditional clothing merged with my laundry bags used to transport my belongings 
during times of struggle, I manifest this tension physically. I see each stitch as a visible mark of violence, but also as a 
sign of regaining control. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID905 

Artist ID: 905 
 
Artist Name: Elizabeth Taylor 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/conversation.startersco 
 
Artist Statement: As an activism artist, my job is to start uncomfortable conversations in hopes of bringing 
awareness to certain subjects that I feel are neglected. These are the first two artworks in a body of work focusing 
primarily on human rights and systematic oppression in America. Using large amounts of resin to encapsulate my art 
to convey a sense of entrapment, I want the viewer to understand how engraved these grievances are in our nation. 
I create art with the sole purpose of ensuring that there isn't a single break in the conversation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 905 - Elizabeth Taylor 
Artwork 1 Title: THUG LIFE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45.72cmx60.96cmx2.54cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Resin Encapsulated Collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 905 - Elizabeth Taylor 
Artwork 2 Title: Seen And Not Heard 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60.96cmx106.68cmx2.54cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Resin Encapsulated Collage 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID906 

Artist ID: 906 
 
Artist Name: Charlotte Tamkin 
Website: www.charlottetamkin.weebly.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ctnotebook 
 
Artist Statement: Charlotte Tamkin is an interdisciplinary artist working with existential themes of death, loss, 
memory, and life. Interested in these universal experiences, her handling is philosophical and interrogative in nature, 
with a research-based approach. Her artworks utilise and manipulate object or entity function and purpose, both on 
a physical and theoretical level through the attachment of statistic, data or fact. Works like A Candle to smell like a 
grave (2021) and A Radiator that loses heat at the same rate a body does after death (2020) emphasise death and 
loss through the living experience of human interaction on a sensory level. The mundanity of the objects anchor 
viewers into everyday life, but also create an interwoven experience of time, connecting those that experience the 
work to those that have passed, and reminding them of those that will. They stage the possibility for a reflective and 
poetical engagement, making use of situation, place, and potentiality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 906 - Charlotte Tamkin 
Artwork 1 Title: A Radiator that loses heat at the same rate a body does after death 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Approx. 43x57x23cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A Radiator that loses heat at the same rate a body does after death (2020) is an artwork 
that can exist both as a sculpture but also situationally.  
In sculpture form, the work exists as a literal radiator (depicted in picture provided) with an adjustable thermostat. 
To function, the radiator requires a gallery attendant to drop the thermostat by approximately a degree an hour to 
coincide with the rate of algor mortis, until the radiator is finally in the off position. The radiator will come with 
instructions to achieve this rate but is otherwise a general and easy-to-use, portable radiator.  
As a situation, the artwork exists as the building's central heating (better for private views or one-off situations). If 
the gallery permits it, the heating will be dropped at the same rate mentioned above, to coincide with algor mortis. 
The work can either be announced and known, or not at all, realised only in the moment when an audience member 
requests for the heating to be turned up. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 906 - Charlotte Tamkin 
Artwork 2 Title: A Candle to smell like a grave 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Approx. 16x2x2cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A Candle to smell like a grave (2021) initially existed as a series of 10 candles that were sent 
to participants around the world, including Canada, Netherlands, Finland and Scotland. Each participant received a 
certificate of authenticity along with a dinner-style candle, and were asked to light it within the family home.  
The candle is handmade with soya wax, and scented with essential oils to smell like soil. It is subtle in smell when lit, 
and stands independently without aid, but can come with a candle holder if needed for an exhibition to provide 
more stability. The candle can be re-made multiple times if needed throughout an exhibition if burnt out. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID907 

Artist ID: 907 
 
Artist Name: Zoi Roupakia 
Website: http://zoiroupakia.gallery/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/zoiroupakia.gallery 
 
Artist Statement: Zoi Roupakia is a conceptual minimalism self-taught artist with a PhD research background in 
machine learning. Inspired by Plato theory and semiotics, her works are defined by the simplicity of lines. She 
studied electrical and computer engineering in Greece and did postgraduate studies at the University of Cambridge. 
Since then, she has entered the world of art and design, as a digital artist with interest to combine art and new 
emerging technologies, like 3D printing and machine learning.  
In 2019, she won an A' Design award in jewellery design, and two of her artworks are exhibited at "Four Seasons 
Hotel Astir Palace" in Greece.  
Currently, she is interested in exploring the artistic capabilities of machine learning and artificial intelligence. The 
new emerging technologies have already raised the question of whether machines can create art. She is working 
with deep learning and neural networks to combine her artworks into new forms or train the machine to produce 
original artworks. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 907 - Zoi Roupakia 
Artwork 1 Title: CYBELE. MOUNTAIN MOTHER. NATURE DEITIES. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150cm x 150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media: Photography and Artificial Intelligence 
Artwork 1 Commentary: StyleGAN2 is an advanced generative adversarial network trained on FFHQ (Flickr-Faces-
HQ), a high-resolution dataset that offers high quality and variation in terms of age, ethnicity and image background. 
Instead of faces, this project searches in the portrait manifold finding generated images, using photos of nature as an 
input uncovering its hidden spirits. From European to African, American and Asian mythology, all cultures encompass 
nature deities embodying natural forces; AI unravels their mystery unifying them in a universal AI mythology. 
https://vimeo.com/479528568 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 907 - Zoi Roupakia 
Artwork 2 Title: Progressions. Morphs. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150cm x 150 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media: Drawing and Artificial Intelligence 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Can machines create art?  
New emerging technologies in machine learning are unfolding new directions to art. From image to image 
translation, style transfer and generative neural networks, this project will explore the artistic capabilities of machine 
learning, the creativity capacity and the limits on generating and translating concepts into art. 
In this project, we compare portraits generated by a neural style transfer algorithm with VGG-19 CNN network and 
StyleGAN2 trained on FFHQ (Flickr-Faces-HQ). The input for the first algorithm is a minimal sketch, while the input 
for the second one is the output portrait of the previous system. Minimal shapes are morphed gradually into 
persons. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID908 

Artist ID: 908 
 
Artist Name: Galina Hristova 
Website: www.galinahristova.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/galina.hristova11 
 
Artist Statement: Intrigued by the dualistic conflict as a psychological phenomenon of the dichotomy rationality ' 
instinct within the personality, I observe the disrupted boundaries between suppressed passions, virtues, and 
restraints, expressed in the visible world through The Body as a subject in time and space. As the body is a medium 
of human perceptions, the notions of movement, state of confinement, isolation, endurance, and tension, resonate 
with its qualities of physical and emotional manifestations. The rational axis of human's mutable nature lies in 
consciousness, glorifying the conventional norms of virtue and wisdom, and confronts instinct, will, and desire in a 
moral conflict. 
In my Performance practice, scenes and fragments, often theatrical, are saturated with the presence of a female ' a 
subject and a medium which harmonizes with the cycle of life and nature. The female conquers the space or 
disappears, summoned to a fluid pilgrimage, confinement constrains or defends, stillness erupts in tension, vain falls 
into seduction. The scenery talks on it own about imprisonment and the interaction with the audience turns them 
into voyeurs ' curious, embarrassed, reluctant to leave the 'stage' where the female undresses to confess 
vulnerability and question the justice in silence. 'Rites', in which with intrinsic sensitivity, judgment, and resilience 
she embodies multilateral prism through which the fundament of Man's transgression is being assessed.  
As a reflection, the Body encompasses the visceral principle of passion which clashes with the suffocating grasp of 
restraint and 'wails' in fervent endurance. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 908 - Galina Hristova 
Artwork 1 Title: Quarantine 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: approx. 150x150 
Artwork 1 Medium: Performance 
Artwork 1 Commentary: More information and photos to be found on the web page: 
www.galinahristova.com 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 908 - Galina Hristova 
Artwork 2 Title: Live body, dead body 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: approx. 200 x 180 
Artwork 2 Medium: Performance 
Artwork 2 Commentary: www.galinahristova.com 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID909 

Artist ID: 909 
 
Artist Name: Tom Norris 
Website: www.tomnorris.org 
IG: www.instagram.com/talkingtoadults 
 
Artist Statement: My art practice is an endeavour that draws in enjoyment in and is enriched by the world in which 
we live. The centre of my practice is the making of ceramic vessels. The craft and the transformative properties of 
clay have shaped the way I approach art making. This brings together invisible and imagined worlds beside the 
negotiations of everyday domestic life. The vessel bridges the terrestrial and the ethereal as an activated object in 
the practice of our lives. Painting for me is a regenerative force that falls between the needs of material and the 
allure of representation. A playful process.  
The legacy of ceramics history acts as a guiding hand in my practice. The approach to image representation is 
catalysed and narrated in the surface, colour and forms. How this shadows the culture, politic or technology of an 
age gives, agency to the material. This has some kinship with the lyrical and visceral legacies within post war Britain. 
To understand material and object as portal for imagination. Connecting to something outside of our initial reading 
of the world. An opportunity is made between an object's ontologies and the agreements of material culture. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 909 - Tom Norris 
Artwork 1 Title: Eucatastrophe 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 46x30x30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A Ceramic Amphora that explores the device of habitation. The feral pigeon in the works 
becomes a symbol for globalisation and migration. String figures are made and lost in the process of network. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 909 - Tom Norris 
Artwork 2 Title: Double positive. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x100cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A double positive is a linguistic dry humour. A double negative is a positive, but a double 
positive isn't a negative.  
Shifting perspectives, colour temperatures and methods of abstraction muddles the collective narrative of art history 
in painting. 
Like most of my work it celebrates the form and narrative of nature. The approaching is joyful and serious. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID910 

Artist ID: 910 
 
Artist Name: Xi Nan 
Website: www.nanxiart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/bingbingbun 
 
Artist Statement: In my view, we are the architects of our own psychological spaces. We design the spaces 
subconsciously, and we are also the residents in our spaces as well as in reality. Sometimes, we get trapped in our 
own mental space- acquiescing the repetitive anxious behavior become our daily routine, like brush teeth, drink 
water' we look for the exit sign to lead the way out to a haven. To allow ourselves to let the anxiousness released; to 
say goodbye to the past; and to trust the present. As a maker, I create small-scaled sculptural objects with clay and 
mechanical apparatus 'these are metaphorical devices for me, providing form and access to reflect my inner world. 
In my both sculptural and performance work, I invite the viewers to experience and feel the fragility and vulnerability 
from my own anxiety and inner fear, as well as to reflect upon their own inner struggles. At the same time, I see my 
work as self-reflection, and self-realization as well as a means for healing. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 910 - Xi Nan 
Artwork 1 Title: Routine 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: performance video screen display (actual sculpture set: 80x40x30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: performance video; sculpture: surgical table, petri dish, medical tape, scissor, porcelain, found 
objects, vacuum/lightbulb filaments, tubings, first aid bandages, seeds, pulse 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Please visit my performance video on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/313651445 
Please go to my website/ Instagram for the detailed images of my porcelain sculpture and performance setting. 
Website: nanxiart.com 
Instagram: @bingbingbun 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 910 - Xi Nan 
Artwork 2 Title: Routine 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: performance video (screen display) 
Artwork 2 Medium: performance video (setting: medical tape, lightbulb, petri dish, scissor) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Please visit my performance video on Vimeo:  
https://vimeo.com/313617541 
Please go to my website/ Instagram for the detailed images of performance setting. 
Website: nanxiart.com 
Instagram: @bingbingbun 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID911 

Artist ID: 911 
 
Artist Name: Maryam Hasnain 
Website: www.maryamhinahasnainstudio.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/maryamhinahasnainstudio 
 
Artist Statement: Maryam Hina Hasnain was born in Karachi, Pakistan (b.1992). After completing her secondary 
education she moved to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia to study a diploma in Fine art. Moving from one post colonial 
context to another helped her explore ideas of belonging and identities in flux. She relocated to London to further 
pursue fine art at Goldsmiths, University of London; where she received a BFA in 2019. Maryam is currently enrolled 
at Chelsea College of Art and Design, UAL pursuing a Masters in Fine Art. Her practice is underpinned by an interest 
in trade, empire, migration, borders and citizenship. These themes are explored through a variety of mediums; 
paintings, sound scapes, installations and textile interventions. Her most recent work looks at cross overs between 
digital histories and textile making. She is an active member of two artist collectives Neulinge (2018) and Forum 
Collective (2020). She views public arts engagement, the reframing of contextual and curatorial frameworks as 
natural extensions of her practice. She lives and works between Karachi and London. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 911 - Maryam Hasnain 
Artwork 1 Title: ReWorked ReOrientation (2) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4X84.1X2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil sticks on digital lenticular inkjet on textile 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I often examine the cross overs between materials and the slippage that occurs when 
shifting modes of making. This work belongs to a series of print and installation works. This piece saw me shift 
material from woven to digital - testing how elastic both those modes were. Allowing me to rethink the visual 
language of traditional textiles, employing manual glitch like mark making on a lenticular image. The patterns 
generated and distorted look to create portal-like spaces that are influx going through various stages of entropy and 
regeneration. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 911 - Maryam Hasnain 
Artwork 2 Title: Fun Fact: Ottomon Empire & Nintendo Existed at the same time. (2020) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Kilm size 92X76 CM (Video projection 1M Duration on loop) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Sticks on Kilim rug & Projection 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/501399003 
Using animations of patterns I have generated that are then projected onto the rugs. Multi-media interventions are 
done on this rug - activating the surface of an-otherwise easily recognisable object. Drawing links between the 
polygon shaped motifs and a kitschy video game graphic aesthetic - I consider the intersecting history of textile and 
technology - both emblematic of motion and control. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID912 

Artist ID: 912 
 
Artist Name: Wendy Aldiss 
Website: www.aldissphotography.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/aldissphotography 
 
Artist Statement: Focusing on the human condition and our experiences therein, the work by photographer Wendy 
Aldiss is influenced by the people around her and moments in the key stages in life. Her evocative portraits connect 
to her sitters, their environment and depict their emotions and experiences. Her work has been widely exhibited in 
the UK and Europe. In 2018 Aldiss documented her late father's possessions in their entirety. Clearly a way to keep 
her father closer for longer, the resulting body of work resonates with all as a reminder of family members no longer 
alive and provides a visual anthropological study of one person's life through their possessions. Based in Oxford, 
England, she was nominated for the RPS 100 Heroines in 2018. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 912 - Wendy Aldiss 
Artwork 1 Title: My Father's Things - Nailbrush 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 51cmx71cmx1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Inkjet print in black frame 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Image taken from the project 'My Father's Things' which documents every possession 
owned by my father when he died in 2017. 
No item was cleaned and this image of a nailbrush attracts and disgusts viewers in equal measure. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 912 - Wendy Aldiss 
Artwork 2 Title: My Father's Things - Kaleidoscope 3 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 51cmx51cmx1cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Inkjet print in black frame 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Image taken from the project 'My Father's Things' which documents every possession 
owned by my father when he died in 2017. 
This image was made by photographing down one of his kaleidoscopes. Enlarged, it has a surreal quality. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID913 

Artist ID: 913 
 
Artist Name: Ella Shepard 
Website: https://www.ellashepardart.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/ellashepardart 
 
Artist Statement: I'm interested in the concept of reality and how it is perceived and filtered and how it is in a 
constant state of flux. Fleeting moments and thoughts are mirrored, reflected and refracted through our 
subconscious thought and the passage of time creates new realities distanced from the original. I choose to blur the 
line between abstraction and realism by layering distorted memories and unconscious abstraction, where I am using 
texture of paint to sculpt the fluid elasticity of time.  
Inspired by psychology, philosophy and literature my paintings are the physical expression of my struggle between 
the search for clarity and the concurrent negation of that clarity; like recalling a fragmented memory which is 
simultaneously collapsing in on itself. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 913 - Ella Shepard 
Artwork 1 Title: Contagious Love 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 89 x 61 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A lot of people have been considering these Covid-19 times as reminiscent of war times, the 
unsettling overshadowing of something very ominous with an indefinite end date. 
This painting has taken inspiration from a photo taken in 1937 and depicts a film kiss on set in Hollywood during the 
Flu epidemic. You may have already seen this being used, but when I found this photo a few months ago it felt like a 
lot of the themes in my practice simultaneously came together. Old photography re-imagined in a distorted reality 
and using this blur across time, this merge of abstraction and realism, in the medium of paint. (Also, friends and 
family have recently mentioned that being in isolation is very much like existing in a blur, where you have lost track 
of time and feel disoriented). 
I have never really tied my artwork to society issues or politics or fixed it so to speak in our specific time, but I feel 
that this is something that can't be ignored, this photo felt uncannily real, with such a underlining darkness 
expressed with a fragility to the situation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 913 - Ella Shepard 
Artwork 2 Title: Alto Lounge 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 63 x 52 x 0.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media and Oil on Board 
Artwork 2 Commentary: My most recent paintings comprise of semi-abstract pieces, some of which utilise a delicate 
scraping technique using a scalpel, tape and various knives to to peel away and scratch in to layers of paint, on the 
surface of a board. I've looked at contemporary artist Joshua Hagler, alongside the work of Lucian Freud and Georg 
Baselitz, in a way of exploring the luxuriate manipulation of paint and the sensual nature of their surfaces which 
seduces a viewers' feelings. Embracing the importance of paint being materially paint, I've started to form a middle 
reality, somewhere between; the solidity of an object or the fleeting motion of moving image. 
Moving away from dramatic historical references, my subject matter has changed to honour a tableaux of life in 
motion, unaware and un-noticed. The ordinary scenes consider sometimes even banal memories, with a feeling of 
the familiar; allowing the viewer to choose the position as voyeur or involved in the experience 
presented. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID914 

Artist ID: 914 
 
Artist Name: Tamsin Relly 
Website: https://www.tamsinrelly.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/tamsinrelly 
 
Artist Statement: Tamsin Relly's multi-disciplinary practice includes painting, printmaking and photography. Her 
work reflects on the increasingly disrupted environmental conditions of a shifting global climate, and considers the 
erasure and construction of wilderness, whether for industry or leisure. Recent projects explore the preservation of 
arboreal and botanical environments through conservation, urban parks and memory - be it personal, collective or 
held within the land.  
Drawing on both found media imagery and first-hand observations, Relly works with the fluid and unpredictable 
qualities of her materials and processes to present impressions of natural and urban spaces in states of uncertainty 
or impermanence. As part of her research, she has visited and studied diverse locations such as Svalbard in the Arctic 
Circle, The Eden Project in Cornwall, and the fabricated oasis of the Las Vegas Strip. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 914 - Tamsin Relly 
Artwork 1 Title: Into the Day 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 54,5x50x0.1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Archival Pigment Print on Somerset paper 300gsm 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Into the Day is the first in a pair of archival digital prints which have been made using a scan 
of a multiple-exposed Polaroid taken at Telegraph Hill Park in South London. 
The work merges analogue and digital processes and explores ideas of memory, nostalgia and impermanence. While 
Into the Day remains true to the original image, Out of the Night - the second of the two - has been edited to create 
a colour-negative version of the same photograph. 
Layered, over-exposed and slightly out of focus the work reflects the inherently fleeting ' and at times faulty ' nature 
of the Polaroid medium. Printed with archival pigments however, the prints will outlive the original Polaroid, a 
medium which is prone to fade. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 914 - Tamsin Relly 
Artwork 2 Title: Out of the Night 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 54,5x50x0.1cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Archival Pigment Print on Somerset paper 300gsm 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Out of the Night is the second in a pair of archival digital prints which have been made using 
a scan of a multiple-exposed Polaroid taken at Telegraph Hill Park in South London. 
The work merges analogue and digital processes and explore ideas of memory, nostalgia and impermanence. While 
the first of the prints, Into the Day, remains true to the original image, Out of the Night has been edited to create a 
colour-negative version of the same photograph. 
Layered, over-exposed and slightly out of focus the work reflects the inherently fleeting ' and at times faulty ' nature 
of the Polaroid medium. Printed with archival pigments however, the print will outlive the original Polaroid, a 
medium which is prone to fade. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID915 

Artist ID: 915 
 
Artist Name: Elizabeth Tomos 
Website: http://elizabethtomos.wordpress.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/elizabeth_tomos22 
 
Artist Statement: My practice explores 'proprioception', our sense of being in a body and orientated in space, as a 
means of image production. Since the advent of post-modernity, we are experiencing an increasingly fast, 
performative, and mediated culture which bears much critical reflection. The body, particularly the female or 
'othered' body, has very often been marginalised, disenfranchised, and undermined. Particularly, the body as a site 
for the production of knowledge. Yet, somatic methodology and the philosophies of embodiment talk about the 
body's capacity to both learn and to create knowledge outside of and in critique of systems of power: the body is 
both tool, agent, and object. My performance and printmaking practice gives primacy to the body, movement, and 
gesture. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 915 - Elizabeth Tomos 
Artwork 1 Title: Ghost in the Machine I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1.5m x 1.5m x 3mm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Monoprint on perspex 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a large scale performed monoprint created by dancing over the surface of the plate. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 915 - Elizabeth Tomos 
Artwork 2 Title: Ghost in the Machine II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 1.5m x 1.5m x 3mm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Monoprint on perspex 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a large scale performed monoprint created by dancing over the surface of the plate. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID916 

Artist ID: 916 
 
Artist Name: Ming Lu 
Website: www.minglu.art 
IG: www.instagram.com/_minglu 
 
Artist Statement: Ming Lu's works include photography, installation, performance, and more traditional media ' 
porcelain and embroidery. Her recent works play on the tension between contemporary art and traditional Chinese 
craftsmanship. As Made-in-China mass production became a global industrial phenomena, the artist works closely 
with the handicraft that is known to be slow, inaccurate, time and labor consuming, almost forgotten but are deep-
rooted.Humorously employing symbols and figures from myths, legends, prehistorical culture, and from her own 
biography alike, Ming Lu's works reflect her cultural identity, which combines enduring attachments to China, the 
country of her birth and to Europe, where she studied art. 
Another focal point in Lu's works is the femininity. While the artist's embroideries feature a cast of female characters 
recreated from historical myths, the artists uses many ordinary objects in her sculptural works, such as cosmetics 
(notably lipstick and facial masks), lingerie, hair extensions, and transforms them into anthropomorphic playful 
representations of the female body and the female experience. This metaphorical and deadpan use of everyday 
objects to speak of important issues is a typical approach of the artist, her works often veer between abstraction and 
literalness; between the familiar and the uncanny; between absurdity and gravity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 916 - Ming Lu 
Artwork 1 Title: Blues is my business 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 16 x9 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: blue and white porcelain 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Blues is My Business explores the potentials of blue and white porcelain, the traditional 
medium that are still cast, glazed and fired by hand in some regions of China. The centuries-old craftsmanship 
requires many years' of experience and clearly-divided cooperation between casting specialist, painter, glazing and 
firing people. The figure of the Beijing Duck is conducted in an archaic way, tapping into the complexity of the 
images of the country China, from something very high in the museum to something daily on the street of 
Chinatown. Both of them become cultural symbols in a way representing China. Blues is My Business plays on the 
tension between contemporary art and traditional Chinese craftsmanship, with a touch of humour. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 916 - Ming Lu 
Artwork 2 Title: Tigress 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 56 x 33 x 42 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Stuffed animal 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Tigress are a series of soft sculptures created by the artist with exaggerated face and tail but 
a shrinking body. Whereas tiger-formed stuffed toys are popular among toddlers with a historical root, the artist 
owned one herself and lost it when she was young. Tigress are made with common materials including canvas and 
cotton in an unconventional way, with collages, photographs, calligraphic texts or old cartoon/ad printed on it. The 
artist transcends the routine fabric pattern of the toys. The contents on the tigress' bodies, that have a connection to 
the artist childhood in the 90s in China, convey a nostalgic sense. The work is also a result of the handicraft industry, 
as Made-in-China mass production became a global industrial phenomena, the artist works closely with the 
handicraft that is known to be slow, inaccurate, time and labor consuming, almost forgotten but are deep- rooted. 
The viewers in front of Tigress may create their own situation-related past. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID917 

Artist ID: 917 
 
Artist Name: Talia Golchin 
Website: www.taliagolchin.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/taliagolchin 
 
Artist Statement: Talia Golchin (B. 1986 Tehran) is a London based interdisciplinary artist studying MA Fine Art at 
Central Saint Martins, UAL. Talia's work examines the physical body, within a social and cultural context. She uses 
humour to soften the boundaries surrounding social taboos and is willing to embrace popular culture in order to 
present her story. Talia adapts her choice of medium to her theme of interest, and has presented work in oil 
painting, digital installation, sculpture, animation and video. 
Talia's paintings depict body forms that have been transmogrified into flowing curves. These bubble-like forms 
seamlessly interlock into a pile through aleatory technique. Bubbles are from deconstructed torsos presented as 
familiar curves that create soft and almost soothing bubble structures. Feet can be found balancing on the curves 
almost as though they form the foundations to support the 'bubble pile'. Each oil paining comprises a unique and 
different setting for the 'bubble pile', and this provides the backdrop to the story being presented. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 917 - Talia Golchin 
Artwork 1 Title: 0.2083333333 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150cm x 130cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is from a series of paintings which I'm currently working on for my final year 
MA fine art submission. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 917 - Talia Golchin 
Artwork 2 Title: Other Planets 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 95cm x 70cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Pencil, Pastel, Stretched hosiery fabric, Beading 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is from a series of paintings which I'm currently working on for my final year 
MA fine art submission. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID918 

Artist ID: 918 
 
Artist Name: Kay Shah 
Website: www.kay-shah.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kayshah_art 
 
Artist Statement: Through digital painting, I produce surreal semi-abstract spaces creating a suggestive narrative. 
Focusing on themes of distance, isolation and other-worldliness, these environments serve as a space for the viewer 
to be immersed; inhabiting them as if it were their own world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 918 - Kay Shah 
Artwork 1 Title: Self Isolated/Isolated Self 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 cm x 85 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Giclée print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece was influenced by the current restrictions of COVID-19, placing the country in a 
national lockdown. It sets to interpret the loneliness and isolated feelings that come from being unable to engage 
with the outside world.  
This art work is printed on HahnemÃ¼hle Photo Rag Bright White 310gsm paper and framed in a black aluminium 
tray frame. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 918 - Kay Shah 
Artwork 2 Title: An Ominous Thought 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 cm x 85 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Giclée print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: With this piece I wanted to portray a sense of entrapment with little to no escape; depicting 
the overbearing dreaded feelings that come along with anxious thoughts.  
This art work is printed on HahnemÃ¼hle Photo Rag Bright White 310gsm paper and framed in a black aluminium 
tray frame. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID919 

Artist ID: 919 
 
Artist Name: Gabriela Pelczarska 
Website: https://www.gabrielapelczarska.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/gabrielapelczarska_ 
 
Artist Statement: Working primarily in sculpture, exploring material properties by creating tension between their 
unique characteristics and subverting how we encounter their form and history. Choosing raw materials rather than 
transforming their forms but interested in creating an interplay between elements as they are, there is no 
modification, but the play between them comes back to the universal struggle of humanity against gravity. My 
sculpture practice is a journey, its life before during and after, a process not fixed to one form. This process is largely 
visible in the making and the choice of materiality, exposed and performed by sculptural elements in continuous 
acts.  
Exploring gravity has always been an ongoing theme throughout my practice, but it is not until only recently when 
becoming an independent artist in the contemporary society, my artwork has developed stronger sense of this 
theme. Submerging not only political meaning behind objects but also exploring gravity and its impacts on our 
everyday life. My aim is to create moments that fixate on the ideology of weight and material itself. To explore the 
relationships of incongruous materials, surfaces, techniques and objects to create powerful meanings of making 
change in the development of works physicality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 919 - Gabriela Pelczarska 
Artwork 1 Title: Awkward 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 300 x 120 x 120 
Artwork 1 Medium: Steel, Ratchet Strap, Foam 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Installation shot from my solo show at The Stone Space Gallery in Leytonstone in October 
2020. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 919 - Gabriela Pelczarska 
Artwork 2 Title: Stuck 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 220 x 340 x 90 
Artwork 2 Medium: Foam, Rope, Concrete, Wood 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Installation shot from my solo show at The Stone Space Gallery in Leytonstone in October 
2020. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID920 

Artist ID: 920 
 
Artist Name: Annie Edwards 
Website: www.annieedwards.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/edwards_contemporary 
 
Artist Statement: Annie Edwards is a digital media installation artist from Wales. Her work acts as a diagnostic tool 
for exploring the body's ever changing physical and psychological states. She utilises unusual and contrasting 
materials to express personal experiences. Annie's work provokes a sense of compassion and empathy in the act of 
revealing her own flaws and vulnerabilities, enabling a mutual exchange of empowerment between artist and 
viewer. She uses provocative imagery to challenge our sense of disgust, using shock as a means of discussion to 
examine beauty in the unconventional. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 920 - Annie Edwards 
Artwork 1 Title: Transmission 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 60 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint, Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece represents stifled communication and our resilience as people to overcome the 
hurdles presented by the pandemic. It represents the danger of touch, and our collective creativity around its 
absence. It explores nature; human nature and the natural world.  
Scientists predicted pandemics as a result of climate change. The current Covid pandemic is primarily transmitted 
between people through contact routes and respiratory droplets. This phenomenon connects us all at the same time 
as keeping us separate.  
. 
Our skin contains millions of sensory receptors that gather information related to touch, pressure, temperature, and 
pain signals. The receptors then transmit the information to the brain for processing and reaction. 
. 
In tough times, we turn to the people we love for their human touch. For some people, a hug could mean severe 
illness or worse during this time. Covid has forced us to be creative with how we simulate touch. Plastic hug 
contraptions and extended arm devices have been invented. Computer screens are kissed goodnight as we take 
Zoom to bed. We are communicating through an exchange of images and messages that are now transmitted 
through waves of electrically broadcasted signals.  
. 
Eczema is a prolific condition that runs in my family. It exists predominantly on our hands. When they aren't 
enflamed and itchy, they are deeply indented and coarse. Constant sanitising and hand washing with chemical soap 
means that my hands are suffering. They are stripped of their natural comfort and ability to express.  
To produce this piece, my hands were smothered in green acrylic paint then photographed in black and white. The 
texture of my skin mirrors the unhealthy appearance of scorched wood ' a sight we have become accustomed to as a 
result of frequent forest fires and climate change. This triptych is a communication tool, a transmission. It is an 
imagined form of sign language that links the two biggest global catastrophes through the portrayal of a personal 
crisis. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 920 - Annie Edwards 
Artwork 2 Title: Growth 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29.7 x 42 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic Paint, Photography, Digital Collage 
Artwork 2 Commentary: As the planet heats up, animals from land and sea are headed to the poles to escape the 
heat. This process forges an unlikely, abnormal cross-over of species, creating an opportunity for pathogens to adopt 
new hosts. 
.  
The colour green is a visceral colour. It connotes sickness and ill-health, especially when juxtaposed with skin. It also 
suggests nature and fresh, new growth.  
.  
One of the most vulnerable parts of my body is my hands. As a child I was ashamed of their coarse, wrinkled texture. 
I developed a habit of concealing them inside the sleeves of my sweatshirt. I covered them up instead of addressing 
the issue that I had with them.  
.  
This piece is an effort to address our personal contribution to climate change. We as people should be embarrassed 
and ashamed of how we are affecting our planet. Let us roll up our sleeves and challenge ourselves by confronting 
old habits, to spark positive change. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID921 

Artist ID: 921 
 
Artist Name: Laura Grinberga 
Website: www.lauragrinberga.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/lauragrnbrg 
 
Artist Statement: Times of pain and suffering are also times of disruption. They are moments of the darkest hour but 
also of the turn towards the light. The warriors of the dark will always try to keep power but warriors of light tend to 
change the situation entirely.  
I was born to a mother painter who has taught me to express and show harmony in my works. I learnt that the only 
works that attain immortality are those that spread eternal love.  
Every environment has its many distractions, attractions and information, so it is mandatory to know oneself. The 
path to learning thyself is a never-ending journey intertwined with the paths of others. In my works, I express the 
complexity of the individual, layered with the complexities of others. There is no one thing that separates one from 
the other. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 921 - Laura Grinberga 
Artwork 1 Title: Magic carpet 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 300x220 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, spray paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: It is created with a vision to immerse you in the magic of the piece. The colourful, bright, 
joyful and uneven structure moves with you as you move. The artwork doesn't have any support, so it hangs along 
the wall naturally creating waves. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 921 - Laura Grinberga 
Artwork 2 Title: Riddle 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 62x34 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on plexiglass 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I created this artwork from the need of light and transparency. I wanted to create a synergy 
between the space it would be in and the artwork. The transparent space left around the artwork makes it a natural 
frame, as it takes the colour of the background be it a white wall like in the photo or a darker background. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID922 

Artist ID: 922 
 
Artist Name: Gus Skottowe 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/gusskottowe 
 
Artist Statement: I am a Technologist and in equal measure an Artist. 
A Technician of visual culture and a romantic expeditionary of the Technological realm. 
Seeing Art as a Technology and Technology as an Art. 
An Alchemist of the subjective and objective expression. 
An endless pursuer of the equilibria between meaning and function. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 922 - Gus Skottowe 
Artwork 1 Title: Rituals of the Technium in RGB 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160 cm x 60 cm x 7cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Valchromat, Cathederal glass, Lead, Acrylic & Miscellaneous electronics. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Caught between the medieval interface of a stained glass window and the contemporary 
digital screen, this piece takes the form of a pixelated trefoil arched window, which on a fundamental level is made 
up of an RGB pixel matrix; scaled up in size.  
The window renders a series of raw yet mesmerising 'low fi' moving images that show a mixture of the digital 
artefacts conceptually extracted from the 'natural environment' and inversely natural elements extrapolated from 
our intensifying 'digital environments'.  
To see this piece animated explore the link:  
https://graduateshowcase.arts.ac.uk/projects/5210/pages/1 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 922 - Gus Skottowe 
Artwork 2 Title: Synthesised ecologies are birthed 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 180 cm x 250 cm x 150 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Steel Conduit, Electrical Sockets, Plywood, Motors & Miscellaneous electronics. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This installation presents a synthesised ecosystem. Roaming around it are mechanically 
trembling units formed of technological components dissected from discarded electronic utilities, such as 
computers, ventilation fans and microwaves.  
They are controlled by a self-generating, autonomous algorithm which eventually leads them to pulling the plug on 
themselves. Entangled in the metallic stems; bearing the fruits of electricity, are the flat pack sheets from which the 
units have been birthed. 
To see the interactive installation version of this piece explore the link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy_iGX8NCt4 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID923 

Artist ID: 923 
 
Artist Name: Angelo Murphy 
Website: www.angelomurphy.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/angelomurphyartist 
 
Artist Statement: My work is concerned with the rendering of the familiar through a contemporary approach with 
oils and composition. Ultimately, objects are presented in unlikely groupings, juxtapositions and lighting conditions 
so as to coerce the viewer into a new appreciation of the mundane. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 923 - Angelo Murphy 
Artwork 1 Title: Nocturne 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 923 - Angelo Murphy 
Artwork 2 Title: Metal teapot on Pink Paper 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60cmx 50cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID924 

Artist ID: 924 
 
Artist Name: Katherine Griffin 
Website: www.katherinegriffinart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/katherinegriffinart 
 
Artist Statement: My paintings are made up of intense colours and intricate detail. I explore surreal and nostalgic 
dreamscapes that are laced with symbolism, motif and metaphor, evoking a pop psychedelia with a dark edge and 
enveloping a fictitious space that nonetheless resonates with the real. The work playfully explores themes that 
question the human condition and celebrate my love for nature making particular reference to this age of 
Anthropocene. When I graduated from The Slade School of Fine Art where I studied painting, my work was mainly 
figurative. I won the prestigious Slade life drawing award judged by Paula Rego. Although the human figure can 
feature in my work, I often play with human representation via their absence by painting man-made remnants in 
their place. Nostalgic ephemera such as old children's toys and plastic flamingos represent the lasting damaging 
effects the human species 'love for impermanence' has had on the environment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 924 - Katherine Griffin 
Artwork 1 Title: Migration 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90cm x 100cm depth: 4.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Maya mythology depicts the jaguar as a strong and powerful creature. The endangered 
jaguar population of the USA currently roam through Arizona to Mexico. This area is known as a wildlife corridor. 
They once roamed all over North America but by the late 1960s, Panthera onca goldmani were thought to have been 
eliminated in the United States. The next sighting was in 1996 in Arizona. The 1,200 square miles along the U.S./ 
Mexico border is an essential habitat for the conservation of the jaguar. Trump's wall proposal threatened their 
recovery and further endangers the species. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 924 - Katherine Griffin 
Artwork 2 Title: Stuck in the Madding Crowd with You 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70cm x 70cm depth: 4.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: With a fascination for the kitsch and the various ideals of 'taste', Don Featherstone's plastic 
pink flamingo design in the 1950s bought a slice of Miami to Suburban America. The plastic pink flamingo's bright 
color and synthetic material was an affront to the middle-class yearning for sophistication. Ironically 19th-century 
European and American settlers had previously hunted flamingos to extinction in Florida and the plastic pink 
flamingo almost served as a kind of weird hunting trophy on the lawn. It was the holiday resort owners who 
imported flamingos to repopulate Florida in an attempt to attract the tourists. The plastic flamingo came to 
represent 'a new Rococo marked by extravagance, excess, and vulgarityâ€• so referenced in John Watters iconic film 
'Pink Flamingos' in the early 70s. As a younger generation saw the plastic pink flamingo as a rebellion against the 
'stay normalâ€• pressures of postwar suburbia. A new phenomenon 'flocking' has recently gained popularity in the 
States - where people leave a lawn of plastic flamingos in the dead of night while the recipient sleeps. The flock here 
serves as reminders of human presence, a figurative representation without actual presence juxtaposed with 
detailed portraits of the real deal, eyeing them with great trepidation in the scenic Sussex landscape against a nebula 
sky. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue4 ID925 

Artist ID: 925 
 
Artist Name: Daniel Demeza 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/thenewleft 
 
Artist Statement: I imagine that throughout time and history, when an oil painter sits down in front of the canvas, 
there is a sacred moment that occurs, and makes no audible sound. Though there is nothing to hear, there is 
magmatic movement within the mind that sweeps like a tide over one's sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. 
That energy condenses collecting all your experiences, emotions, imperfections, successes, failures, love, and it 
signals a release of acetylcholine, dopamine, and norepinephrine. 
The style in which I paint derives from a lot of historical research of painters, movements, and genres smeared into 
modern practices. I am very influenced by the Pre-Raphaelites, Mannerism, Jan Toorop, Literary Realism, 
Expressionism, and childhood nonmainstream comics. I have always been fascinated by figurative art and find a 
tactile empathy in connection when viewing them. 
I compose contemporary neo surrealism that depicts figurative and cultural aspects that relate to the current period 
of time and my life. They are identity driven as they correlate in parallel with my life as I live it. Having this level of 
authenticity not only motivates me but provides an energetic outlet in the process of composing and planning. The 
themes range not only in series, but in each individual work.  
Currently, I am researching the human body in an introspection that is biological, psychological, and sociological. 
How are we heavily influenced by external impacts, and in that experience, how they affect us internally within a 
psychological landscape? Through that complex question I attempt to persevere and break down the walls that keep 
us away from each other. In an act of liberation (for me, it is painting and drawing), I try to provide metaphors to 
that light and show how my experiences have impacted me. These Metaphors are usually guided by natural earth 
processes that exist amongst nature and are guided by a scientific spirit. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 925 - Daniel Demeza 
Artwork 1 Title: Arches of Pangea 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76.2x121.92 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting was made from a series of trips to Arches National Park. It is a metaphor 
relating to the impact of growing up under really difficult circumstances. Within even our emotional turbulence, we 
find a way to keep standing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 925 - Daniel Demeza 
Artwork 2 Title: Hallelujah 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 99.06x137.16 
Artwork 2 Medium: oils 
Artwork 2 Commentary: About the impact of a relationship and a specific event at Big Sur California. The roses follow 
a pattern relating to the big bang. The red dot on the nose is a inspired by a traffic sign deer with a red nose at the 
location. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID926 

Artist ID: 926 
 
Artist Name: Agniesza Laskus 
Website: www.agnieszkalaskus.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/agni_las 
 
Artist Statement: Agnieszka is a multi-award winning, ARPS photographer of Polish origin. As a young adult Agnieszka 
travelled the world photographing people and places and teaching darkroom photography in the US. She exhibited 
extensively in the UK and Europe. 
Her recent fascination is photographing nature, in particular water, and exploring ways to capture its essence, 
energy and spirit. This was brought about by a period of meditative introspection. Her high resonance work is rich in 
multidimensional and healing qualities. 
The following series emerged after a sacred water pilgrimages to France and Wales, the latter one in Autumn 2020. 
The essence of these potent waters restores, renews and helps to find balance. Agnieszka re-imagines her original 
pieces, by playing with symmetrical mirroring to welcome new depths of water worlds and beings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 926 - Agniesza Laskus 
Artwork 1 Title: The Essence of Joy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 13.4cm x 20 x 1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: photography, digital manipulation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece has been taken in France in Autumn of 2019 
The essence of Joy 
13.4cm x 20 x 1cm 
frame of the same size 
Location: River Tarn, France 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 926 - Agniesza Laskus 
Artwork 2 Title: The essence of Love 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20 x 15cm x 1 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: photography, digital manipulation 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece has been taken in Wales in Autumn of 2020 
The essence of Hope 
20 x 15cm x 1 cm 
Location: St Seiriol's Well, Wales 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 Catalogue4 ID927 

Artist ID: 927 
 
Artist Name: Eleanor Beale 
Website: www.eleanorbeale.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/elliebbeale 
 
Artist Statement: The complexities between ecology, societal memory, personal nostalgia, landscape, 'naturalness' 
and time, are the driving stimuli for my research. These themes manifest into audio compositions, which I let 
gradually unfurl into installations, multimedia collages and films. Employing digital and physical sound editing 
processes, my work draws on my background in singing and clarinet. 
I weave together natural, artificial and archived sound samples and film snippets. The process of collecting and 
assembling video clips reflects my process of collecting field recordings while walking and questioning the 
complexities between city and pastoral landscapes. As external spaces and emotive internal ones, landscapes are 
important visual and figurative metaphors. I'm interested in what constitutes a 'natural' landscape, a 'natural' sound, 
and the inescapably emotive human perception with which we attempt to understand both. By interrupting 
landscapes void of human presence with intimate bursts, my compositions serve as metaphors for personal, 
childhood longing but also, on a societal level, the desire to use past, simpler times as influence for future progress. 
Both expressions of rose-tinted ideals and intangible, nostalgic longing, the soundscapes permeate temporal 
boundaries, caught between reality and the past. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 927 - Eleanor Beale 
Artwork 1 Title: A Walk to Market is as Big as the Sun' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 06:26 Min 
Artwork 1 Medium: Audio Visual 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Director, Editor, Audio Composer: Eleanor Beale 
Dancer: Rosa Villanueva 
https://vimeo.com/494174241  
OR 
https://www.eleanorbeale.com/a-walk-to-market-is-as-big-as-the-s 
'A walk to market is as big as the sun' considers the humanness with which we grapple with our environments, small 
and big. As we understand blurry approximates of vast and changing entities like the sun and our biosphere, they 
appear almost cartoon like. Both unreduced wholes and collectives of innumerable parts, they are indigestible.  
We use the same audible/visual languages to unravel enormous tough webs cast from abstracted parts of our wider 
environment as we wield when experiencing everyday human pursuits, like walking to buy eggs. Probing and 
celebrating inevitably emotional estimations, we journey from big to small and back to big again via a trip to the 
market. 
Rosa Villanueva's character, a visual metaphor for our human perception, embodies the integral, emotional reaction 
that weaves through the film. She is the consistent connector as we move from forms as big as the sun, to a small 
egg, and back again. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 927 - Eleanor Beale 
Artwork 2 Title: Memory Stem, Carpet de-brief' 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 25X100X0 CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Collage, Sound Piece 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I've been erasing parts of my physical collages digitally - we save millions of images that we 
rarely re-see and the reliance and process of 'click save' weakens our memory as we begin to rely on a computer's 
memory.â€¨ 
â€¨ 
Storing memories and storing nature, digitally, doesn't offer a replacement/true data about those things but gives us 
a smudgey approximated vision instead. 
Timothy Morton talks loosely about this in Being Ecological - our blurry vision from a reliance on computer storage 
or the 'cloud'.â€¨ 
The collages were made, like my audio works, from collected detritus and fragments of everyday intimate domestic 
scenes and 'natural' 
landscapes. 
The work is to be viewed in conjunction with my sound piece 'Antenna' : 
https://soundcloud.com/eleanorbbeale/antenna-1?in=eleanorbbeale/sets/mastered-memory-cd 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 


